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Homebound TV viewers are
flocking back to watch the
conclusions of the coronavi-
rus-interrupted basketball and
hockey seasons, giving both
leagues a prime-time ratings
boost despite playing in empty
arenas during the dog days of
summer.

The National Basketball As-
sociation is drawing a roughly
80% larger prime-time audi-
ence since its July 30 restart
than it did before suspending
its season on March 11, ac-

obsessive self-criticism and
fear of losing the confidence
required to pull it off in future
roles.

“You lose precious inno-
cence when you watch your-
self,” said Lisa Pelikan, an act-
ing teacher at New York’s HB
Studio.

Some will go to great
lengths to avoid being exposed
to their work.

Adam Driver abruptly left a
radio studio last winter when
he was told by his interviewer
he was about to hear a clip
from “Marriage Story.” The ac-
tor was mid-interview when
NPR’s “Fresh Air” radio pro-
gram began playing a clip of
Mr. Driver singing in the Net-
flix movie, for which he was
nominated for an Academy
Award.
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When the coronavirus pan-
demic forced millions of
Americans to shelter at home
in March, Jamie-Lynn Sigler
chose to do something she had
avoided for decades: watch
herself in her most famous
role on television.

“I was actually way better
than I thought,” Ms. Sigler
said after viewing the 1999 pi-
lot of “The Sopranos,” the hit
HBO series in which she plays
Meadow Soprano, the teenage
daughter of mobster Tony So-
prano. She said she’s now
watching an episode of the 86-
part show every week or so.

For many actors, the idea of
seeing themselves perform is
flat-out unbearable. They have
an aversion that industry ob-
servers say is due to a mix of

BY LILLIAN RIZZO

Who Just Started Watching
‘The Sopranos’? Meadow Soprano

i i i

Many actors have avoided seeing

themselves perform, until now

NEW PLAYBOOK
What defines

business winners
in the Covid
economy. B1

Investors watching the ver-
tigo-inducing rise—and this
week’s fall—of technology
stocks are buzzing about a
single trade, a giant but shad-
owy bet on Silicon Valley big
enough to pull the market up
with it.

The investor behind that
trade, according to people fa-
miliar with the matter, is
Japan’s SoftBank Group Corp.,
which bought options tied to
around $50 billion worth of
individual tech stocks. Inves-
tors and analysts, aware of the
activity but in the dark as to
who is behind it, say it has
turbocharged the tech sector,
whose sheer size drives
broader market moves.

A SoftBank spokesperson
declined to comment.

The stock market re-
bounded to record highs this
year despite serious pain in
the economy from the corona-
virus pandemic. Tech stocks
led the charge as work, school
and entertainment shifted on-
line, but entered a new phase
in recent weeks.

Before this week’s retreat,
Apple Inc. had gained nearly
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By Summer Said, Liz
Hoffman, Gunjan
Banerji and Phred

Dvorak

SoftBank
Trade
Fueled
Stock
Rally

Unemployment fell sharply
in August and hiring gains
moderated, as the U.S. econ-
omy continued to recover
from the steep downturn trig-
gered by the coronavirus pan-
demic.

Employers added 1.4 million
jobs last month, helping push
down the unemployment rate
to 8.4% from 10.2% in July, Fri-

Unemployment rate
fell to 8.4% in August,
but future hiring gains
are expected to cool

day’s Labor Department report
said. The jobless rate’s de-
cline—it has dropped from
near 15% in April at the begin-
ning of the pandemic—put it
below the peak from the
2007-2009 recession.

That puts unemployment in
line with that in past major re-
cessions, though it is signifi-
cantly higher than pre-pan-
demic levels. The jobless rate
stood at 3.5% in February, a
half-century low, just ahead of
the coronavirus crisis.

State reopenings of their
economies helped boost em-
ployment this summer, but the
gains have cooled in recent
months. The economy is oper-

ating with about 11.5 million
fewer jobs than in February.

“We’re in a very deep hole,
and we’re working our way
out of it,” said Gus Faucher,
economist at PNC Financial
Services Group. “We continue
to see very good improvement
in the labor market, but I
think the improvement is go-
ing to be slower going for-
ward.”

The economy continues to
face uncertainty with an aver-
age of 36,000 new Covid-19
cases a day and an increase
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Jobless Rate Falls as States Reopen

As Pandemic Shadows Holiday, a Greeting for a Survivor
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WELCOME: People in Great Barrington, Mass., prepared a salute for Jessie Hankey, a Vietnam veteran who returned home
Friday after a 183-day battle with Covid-19. Meanwhile, the pandemic threat loomed over the Labor Day holiday weekend. A3

August. The country is on
course, by the end of this
year, to be pumping little
more oil than the state of
Wyoming.

“Twenty percent of the
world’s oil is in Venezuela,
but what good is it if we
can’t monetize it?” said Car-
los Mendoza, an ambassador
under the late socialist presi-
dent Hugo Chávez, who en-
joyed an oil bonanza when
prices were high but starved
the industry of investment
and maintenance funds.

“We’re entering a post-oil
era,” Mr. Mendoza said.

While petroleum is under
stress world-wide from cli-
mate-change concerns and
the rise of wind and solar
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Venezuela’s oil industry—
rich in reserves, a crucial Al-
lied resource in World War II,
a founding member of OPEC—
is grinding toward a halt.

Venezuela has greater oil
stores than any other coun-
try. But after years of cor-
ruption, mismanagement and
more recently U.S. sanctions,
its oil output has dropped to
a tenth of what it was two
decades ago.

From Lake Maracaibo in
the west to the Orinoco oil
belt in the east, abandoned
wells rust in the sun as loot-
ers scavenge the metal. The
last drilling rig still working
in Venezuela shut down in

BY KEJAL VYAS
AND GINETTE GONZÁLEZ

In the Bubble, Sports Lure TV Fans
cording to an analysis of Niel-
sen data, while the National
Hockey League’s prime-time
viewership more than doubled
over a similar period.

Both leagues started their
playoffs shortly after resuming
play, and postseason games
tend to draw larger audiences.
Through the first round of the
playoffs, the NBA attracted an
average 2.86 million prime-
time viewers, up 7.6% from
last season’s first round, while
the NHL’s first-round prime-
time audience dipped 3.7% to
627,000 viewers compared

with a year earlier, according
to Nielsen.

Ed Desser, a sports media
consultant, said the pandemic
has boosted TV consumption
while reducing the supply of
fresh content, in turn creating
a likely viewership boon for
sports leagues. Major League
Baseball also experienced
strong ratings during its open-
ing week in late July.

“There are so many things
that are different—fewer peo-
ple traveling, more people
staying home at night and not
going to restaurants—so the

potential audience is actually
larger,” Mr. Desser said.

Both leagues had to move
their players to confined envi-
ronments to protect them
from contracting and spread-
ing the virus, which in turn
forced them to hold some
playoff games at unusual
times—say, 1:30 p.m. on a
Tuesday. As a result, overall
playoff ratings are down from
a year earlier, when games
were played on evenings and
weekends. Analysts and league
insiders say broad compari-
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BY LILLIAN RIZZO

Oil Fades in Land
Of Rich Reserves
Venezuela output dwindles after decades
of mismanagement by socialist regimes
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Unemployment rate
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� Heard on the Street: U.S. is
getting back to work.......... B12

� Stocks end lower after
swinging wildly.......................... B1

� Unemployment fell
sharply in August and hiring
gains moderated, as the U.S.
economy continued to re-
cover from the steep down-
turn triggered by the coro-
navirus pandemic. A1, A2
� SoftBank is said to have
bought options tied to around
$50 billion worth of tech
stocks, amove seen as having
turbocharged the tech sec-
tor, whose sheer size drives
broader market moves. A1
�U.S. stocks swungwildly
Friday before closing lower.
The Nasdaq, S&P 500 and
Dow declined 1.3%, 0.8%
and 0.6% respectively. B1
� E-cigarette maker Juul
has shelved development of
a puff-counting feature that
some employees say had the
potential to help users wean
themselves off nicotine. B1
�The Pentagon reaffirmed
its award of a multibillion-
dollar cloud computing con-
tract to Microsoft, in an-
other setback for Amazon. A3
� A judge ruled that an
ex-Green Beret and his son
can be extradited to Japan
to face charges that they
helped Ghosn escape pros-
ecution in that country. B3
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Several drugmakers de-
veloping Covid-19 vac-

cines plan to issue a public
pledge not to seek govern-
ment approval until the
shots have proven to be
safe and effective. A3
� The threat of the pan-
demic loomed over the La-
bor Day holiday weekend,
as strides made in some hot
spots appeared to be offset
by smoldering outbreaks
in some other states. A3
� Officials said the sus-
pect in the fatal shooting
of a right-wing activist in
Portland, Ore., had drawn a
gun as a federal task force
closed in, leading members
to open fire, killing him. A3
� Trump and his aides
rejected allegations in a
report in the Atlantic that
the president had called
Americans who died in war
“losers” and “suckers.” A5

�The leaders of Serbia and
Kosovo said they were nor-
malizing economic relations,
a sign of progress between
the quarreling nations. A8
� Eight protesters were ar-
rested and two police offi-
cers were injured early Fri-
day during Rochester, N.Y.,
demonstrations sparked by
Daniel Prude’s death. A3
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NOTICE TO READERS
WSJ.com andWSJ

mobile apps will publish
throughout the weekend.
TheWall Street Journal
print edition won’t appear
Monday, Labor Day, but a
daily edition will be

available inWSJ iPad and
Android apps.

.
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U.S. NEWS

Kristi Vlok was the stylist
for the photos with an article
about a new wave of South Af-
rican fashion designers in the
September Women’s Fashion
issue of WSJ. Magazine. She
was incorrectly omitted from
the credits.

Qatar was misspelled as
Quatar in a graphic with a
Business & Finance article Fri-
day about emerging-market
bond funds.

Notice to readers
Wall Street Journal staff

members are working re-
motely during the pandemic.
For the foreseeable future,
please send reader comments
only by email or phone, using
the contacts below, not via
U.S. Mail.
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“If you are laying people off
now, you kind of know that
this situation isn’t going any-
where anytime soon,” said
Martha Gimbel, economist at
Schmidt Futures, a philan-
thropic initiative. “It is highly
likely that any layoffs that are
happening now are intended
as permanent.”

—Kristina Peterson
contributed to this article.

formance this fall. United Air-
lines Holdings Inc. plans to cut
16,370 staff amid a slump in
passenger demand. Coca-Cola
Co. said last week it plans to
lay off some employees.

Economists say new com-
pany layoffs reflect a shift in
employers’ mentality from ear-
lier in the crisis, when many
expected shutdowns would be
over in a matter of weeks.

time with their pets and have
more flexibility to seek care,
Mr. Barr said.

The share of Americans
working or seeking work rose
in August to 61.7% from 61.4%
in July and a pandemic low of
60.2% in April. More individu-
als looking for work bodes
well for job growth and the
broader economic recovery.

Shelby Burnette, age 19,
started searching for work this
summer.

The Newport News, Va.,
resident was laid off from her
part-time job at a clothing
store this spring. She held off
on immediately applying for
jobs because she didn’t feel
safe returning to work given
that a pre-existing lung condi-
tion put her at higher risk
from the effects of the virus.

Ms. Burnette said she began
filling out applications online
in June because she wouldn’t
be able to financially sustain
herself once the extra $600 a
week in unemployment bene-
fits expired at the end of July.
Prospects were slim, though.

“When I would apply, I
wouldn’t hear anything back or
sometimes there wasn’t any-
thing to apply to. It was kind
of like, ‘What am I supposed to
do?’ ” Ms. Burnette said.

About a month ago she was
hired to help supervise chil-
dren at a local day-care center.
She said she hopes to find an-
other job with a higher wage
soon, though.

Several large companies
have warned of job cuts in re-
cent days, a sign the labor
market could face uneven per-

rose after the jobs news, while
stocks continued a selloff in a
volatile session.

Federal Reserve Chairman
Jerome Powell said Friday’s re-
port was good news but that
the economy was likely to re-
quire low interest rates for
years. “I would say today’s jobs
report was a good one,” Mr.
Powell said in an interview with
National Public Radio. “Through
May and June, we got quite a
few people back to work.”

The economic readings
come as talks between the
White House and Democrats
over possible further coronavi-
rus aid have stalled, and as
Congress faces an approaching
deadline to keep the govern-
ment running after its current
funding expires Oct. 1.

Democrats and Republicans
remain at odds over the size
and contents of another in-
stallment of relief, on mea-
sures such as additional job-
less aid and money for states
and cities.

“I don’t know if there will
be another package in the next
few weeks or not,” Senate Ma-
jority Leader Mitch McConnell
(R., Ky.) said at a Kentucky
event this week. House Demo-
crats, who passed a $3.5 tril-
lion package in May, have said
they would be willing to settle
for a $2.2 trillion bill. Trea-
sury Secretary Steven
Mnuchin this week said Re-
publicans could support legis-
lation that cost somewhere
around $1.5 trillion.

House Speaker Nancy Pelosi
(D., Calif.) and Mr. Mnuchin
agreed on the need to quickly

ahead of Labor Day weekend,
prompting warnings from
some governors about persis-
tent risks from the virus.

Economists expect the initial
hiring spurt from reopenings to
ease as state restrictions are
lifted at a slower pace than ear-
lier in the summer. Further, the
number of unemployed individ-
uals saying their layoffs are
permanent rose last month to
3.4 million, a headwind to the
pace of recovery.

Still, the number of unem-
ployed individuals saying their
layoffs were temporary de-
clined to 6.2 million in August
from 9.2 million in July, indi-
cating many employers are
bringing back workers.

Retail and government hir-
ing helped drive August’s jobs
gains. Super centers and home
improvement stores have seen
employment increase during
the pandemic, and other types
of retailers, including depart-
ment and furniture stores, are
seeing a rebound after a deep
decline. Census hiring boosted
federal jobs, while state and lo-
cal employment has held up
relatively well as the school
year gets under way.

Financial markets were
mixed. U.S. Treasury yields

ContinuedfromPageOne

Job Gains
Moderated
In August

Global Public Health at the
University of North Carolina.
“But if you put it in the con-
text of one in 20, and you
know you’ve seen more than
20 people today, it might
drive home how important it
is to take care of social dis-
tancing and wear a mask and
use a hand sanitizer.”

Half a dozen states, in-
cluding Alabama, Nevada,
Kansas and Iowa, have rates
higher than 15%, according
to calculations by Johns
Hopkins University using
data assembled by the Covid
Tracking Project. Connecti-
cut, New York, Maine and
Vermont are below 1%.

Ideally, the rates would be
calculated by dividing the
number of people who test
positive for Covid-19 in each
state by the total number of
people who have been tested
there.

“We care about people
more than tests,” Dr. Nuzzo
said.

But because many states
don’t track the number of in-
dividuals tested, Johns Hop-
kins instead divides the
number of cases by the sum
of negative tests and cases.

The problem with basing
positivity rates on tests
rather than people is that
some individuals are tested

THE NUMBERS | By Jo Craven McGinty

Covid Positivity Rate Is Useful but Flawed
The deci-

sion to im-
pose school
and business
closures,
travel restric-

tions and stay-at-home or-
ders to contain Covid-19 is
often based on the percent-
age of tests for the coronavi-
rus that come back positive.

But in the U.S., there are
no standards for how states
report the figure; it’s some-
times calculated using dupli-
cative or irrelevant data; and
the meaning of the result is
often misconstrued.

“It is not a measure of the
percentage of the population
that is infected or even a
measure of the incidence of
new cases,” said Jennifer
Nuzzo, an associate profes-
sor at the Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public
Health. “It’s a measure of
whether we’re doing enough
testing.”

A high percentage of posi-
tive results suggests other
cases remain undiagnosed
and additional tests should
be conducted to find and iso-
late infected individuals be-
fore they spread the disease
further, according to Dr.
Nuzzo and other public-
health experts.

A low percentage is a sign
that enough tests have been

administered to ensure most
infections have been detected
and contained, interrupting
the chain of transmission.

“It’s a management tool,”
said Ron Fricker, a professor
of statistics at Virginia Tech.
“The idea is to try to test as
widely as possible so that
you’re reasonably assured of
catching most cases.”

He compared it to netting
fish.

“So long as you bring back
fish, there are fish to catch,”
he said. “If you bring back a
lot of fish, there are a lot to
catch. If you bring back a
few, you can be sure there
are not many out there.”

T he World Health Or-
ganization recom-
mends an area’s posi-

tivity rate, one of several
metrics used to track the vi-
rus, remain below 5% for at
least two weeks before eas-
ing restrictions.

The cutoff is based on the
percentages achieved in coun-
tries such as South Korea,
Australia and New Zealand,
which have been more suc-
cessful at containing the vi-
rus and have positivity rates
well below that threshold.

“Five percent sounds re-
ally low,” said Rachel Gra-
ham, an assistant professor
in the Gillings School of

more than once, and duplica-
tive results from successive
tests can skew the result.
Hospitalized patients, for ex-
ample, might be checked re-
peatedly to confirm they are
clear of the virus, or a work-
place might test employees
regularly to ensure they re-
main free of infection.

In addition, some states
include the wrong kind of
tests in their counts.

O nly diagnostic tests,
which identify
whether a person is

currently infected, should be
used to calculate the rate,
Dr. Nuzzo said. Antibody
tests, which reveal whether
someone has been infected
previously, should be ex-
cluded but often aren’t.

“From a public-health per-
spective, it doesn’t matter if
you had it in the past,” she
said. “We test to intervene.”

States also determine
when, how and where their
tests are administered—deci-
sions that could affect posi-
tivity rates.

New York, for example, re-
ports the total number of
people tested each day, while
Kentucky reports the total
number of tests, according
to information published by
the Covid Tracking Project.

“The denominator can

change, and states are very
much in control of the
change,” Dr. Nuzzo said. “It
would be so much easier if
there were greater consis-
tency.”

Because the goal is to halt
transmission of the virus, it’s
important to obtain test re-
sults quickly.

In the U.S., where labora-
tories have struggled to keep
up with the demand, that
has created a conundrum:
Administer more tests and
risk contributing to labora-
tory delays, or test fewer
people and risk missing in-
fections. Either choice can
potentially influence the per-
centage of positive results.

“It’s a terrible Catch-22,”
Dr. Graham said. “Testing
needs to be higher, but if you
make it too high, you back-
log your testing facilities.”

Still, experts say even im-
perfect positivity rates offer
public-health workers insight
into how well they are man-
aging the pandemic.

“The direction of the
numbers is more important
than the absolute numbers,”
Dr. Nuzzo said. “If they’re
stable or declining, you feel
confident. If they’re rising,
even if they’re low, that tells
you something.”

The message?
Do more testing.
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ers have proven to be nimble
in turning bricks-and-mortar
stores into fulfillment centers
and locations for curbside or-
der pickup, said Robert Frick,
corporate economist at Navy
Federal Credit Union.

Grocery stores and mass re-

tailers that sell food and other
essentials largely remained
open throughout the pandemic
and saw strong demand.

Overall retail spending, ex-
cluding restaurants, was up
5.8% in July from a year ear-
lier, according to the Com-

merce Department. That has
been driven in part by sub-
stantial government financial
assistance in the forms of
$1,200 checks and enhanced
unemployment benefits, which
expired at the end of July.

Moreover, some retailers are

lions of jobs lost this spring.”
The pandemic shifted the

retail landscape. Mall-based
retailers and clothing stores
have suffered deep job losses.
State authorities ordered many
of them to close this spring,
and demand for their products
has been softer even after re-
opening as many Americans
working from home opt for pa-
jama bottoms or shorts over
dress slacks. Employment at
clothing stores is down nearly
30% from February.

However, employment at
general-merchandise retailers,
such as supercenters and
warehouse stores, was up 10%
in August from February’s pre-
pandemic levels.

Americans spending more
time at home are upgrading
their properties. Home im-
provement retailers, a category
that includes Home Depot Inc.
and Lowe’s Co., boosted their
employment 6% from February.

Consumers have also relied
on Amazon.com Inc. and other
online retailers, which has led
to hiring in transportation and
warehousing. In August and
September, Amazon an-
nounced plans to hire 20,000
people in seven cities across
the U.S. and in the U.K

And many traditional retail-

benefiting as Americans shift
their spending toward elec-
tronics, housewares and food
and drink at home, and away
from travel and dining out.

Congress hasn’t taken ac-
tion on additional stimulus
measures this summer, and
without them consumer de-
mand and retail employment
could slump.

“We’ve been coasting on
improved savings” from stimu-
lus payments, Mr. Frick said.
“The lack of additional sup-
port will eventually hurt de-
mand…It’s going to get harder
from here on in to increase
employment.”

The recent gains come with
some caveats. Seasonal adjust-
ments to the data could be
making the reported retail job
numbers look stronger than
reality. August is typically a
month of flat or decreased
employment, before a fall
ramp-up, but the pandemic
has thrown normal seasonal
patterns off course.

Retail jobs are typically
hourly and less permanent. If
consumer spending slumps,
employment in the sector
could retreat more quickly than
other parts of the economy,
said Josh Wright, chief econo-
mist at Wrightside Advisors.

Retail-industry hiring accel-
erated in August as more busi-
nesses reopened and more
people left their homes to go
shopping.

Stores, gasoline stations,
auto dealers and other retailers
added a seasonally adjusted
249,000 jobs in August, the La-
bor Department said Friday. Al-
most half the growth occurred
at general-merchandise stores,
a category that includes large
employers such as Walmart
Inc. and Costco Wholesale
Corp. Vendors of electronics,
appliances, furniture and gar-
den supplies were among those
that added jobs last month.

Retailers have now added
back 1.7 million of the 2.4 mil-
lion jobs they shed in March
and April, during widespread
shutdowns of economic activ-
ity to stem the spread of coro-
navirus infections.

“It’s encouraging to see re-
tailers bring back these jobs,”
said Sonia Lapinsky, a manag-
ing director in the retail prac-
tice at consulting firm AlixPart-
ners. “Stores are opening and
we’re seeing some pent up de-
mand. Still, you need to put it
in perspective against the mil-

BY ERIC MORATH
AND DANNY DOUGHERTY

Retailers Step Up Hiring as More Shoppers Return
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pass a short-term spending
bill, according to people famil-
iar with the discussion. The
two agreed to refrain from
trying to add any controver-
sial policy measures to the
bill, in an effort to avoid a
government shutdown.

Unemployment rates for
Black, Hispanic and white
workers fell in August, while
holding steady for Asian work-
ers, the Labor Department said.
Joblessness is lowest among
white Americans—7.3%—and
remained above 10% for Black,
Hispanic and Asian workers,
pointing to divergent economic

outcomes from the pandemic.
The unemployment rate for
those without a high-school di-
ploma was 12.6%, while work-
ers with a bachelor’s degree or
higher were unemployed at a
5.3% rate.

BluePearl Pet Hospital, a
network of veterinary hospi-
tals across the country, is in
hiring mode, thanks to a sharp
rise in demand for vet ser-
vices, said Jimmy Barr, the
company’s chief medical offi-
cer. He attributes the increase
in visits, in part, to a rise in
pet ownership during the pan-
demic. Individuals working
from home are spending more

Democrats and
Republicans remain
at odds over another
installment of relief.

.
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The Monroe County Office
of the Medical Examiner has
ruled Mr. Prude’s death a ho-
micide and said in an autopsy
report that he died of asphyxi-
ation “in a setting of physical
restraint” and acute PCP in-
toxication. A police report said
that officers had applied a
“spit sock” to Mr. Prude and
that he later vomited and
went unresponsive.

Seven officers involved in
Mr. Prude’s death have been
suspended.

were hospitalized for injuries
and later released.

Mr. Prude, a Black man,
died in a hospital a week after
a March 23 incident in which
Rochester police officers re-
strained him and placed a
mesh hood over his head that
is meant to stop a person from
biting or spitting.

The officers were respond-
ing to reports of a person act-
ing erratically, his family and
officials said. Mr. Prude had a
history of mental illness.

Eight protesters were ar-
rested and two police officers
were injured early Friday dur-
ing demonstrations in Roches-
ter, N.Y., that were sparked by
the asphyxiation death of Daniel
Prude while in police custody.

Protesters clashed with po-
lice at the city’s public-safety
building, with some throwing
rocks and glass bottles, ac-
cording to the Rochester Po-
lice Department. Two officers

BY SHAN LI

Protests in Rochester Continue
Over Death of Daniel Prude

and skirmished with left-wing
demonstrators that night, vid-
eos posted online showed.

The Multnomah district at-
torney’s office said Friday that
the Portland Police Bureau had
searched Mr. Reinoehl’s apart-
ment and recovered clothing
that matched the outfit he was
shown wearing in videos taken
Aug. 29 at the time of the kill-
ing. They also found ammuni-
tion that matched shell cas-

ings recovered from the crime
scene, officials said.

In court documents un-
sealed Friday, investigators
said they interviewed multiple
witnesses who said Mr. Rein-
oehl and Mr. Danielson had
confronted each other on a
street corner that evening. Mr.
Danielson fired bear spray at
Mr. Reinoehl, and Mr. Reinoehl
responded with two gunshots.
One of the gunshots pene-

trated Mr. Danielson’s chest,
killing him, a detective said.

A video posted on Twitter
that was verified by Storyful,
a social-media intelligence
company, shows Mr. Reinoehl
lying in the street as he is at-
tended to by emergency work-
ers and law enforcement,
some of whom appear to give
him chest compressions.

Storyful is owned by News
Corp, parent of Wall Street

Journal publisher Dow Jones.
In an interview aired by

Vice News late Thursday, Mr.
Reinoehl appeared to be refer-
ring to the shooting of Mr.
Danielson and said that he was
acting in self-defense. “I had
no choice,” he said, according
to a transcript provided by
Vice. “I could have sat there
and watched them kill a friend
of mine of color. But I wasn’t
going to do that.”

U.S. NEWS

warned residents of the pre-
carious position.

“We’re at a tipping point, a
potential tipping point, but we
still possess the capacity to
push back in the right direc-
tion, and I really do believe
this Labor Day weekend could
really have a big impact on
that,” Minnesota Gov. Tim
Walz said Thursday.

The seven-day average of
new daily cases across the U.S.
was almost 40,319 for Sept. 3,
according to a Wall Street
Journal analysis of Johns Hop-
kins data. While the figure is
the country’s lowest one-week
average since June 29, that av-
erage is much higher than in
parts of May and June when it
was in the low 20,000s.

“We should be dealing with
this with a much greater sense
of urgency than we are,” said
Michael Mina, assistant pro-
fessor of epidemiology at the
Harvard T.H. Chan School of
Public Health. “Plateauing at
40,000 identified cases a day,
unless we’re really trying to
go for natural herd immunity,
should not be our goal.”

“If we go into this fall with
40,000 cases a day…we run the
risk of having uncontrollable
outbreaks,” he added.

The nation’s total death toll

Friday topped 187,000. Deaths
remain elevated from the first
few weeks of summer, but
down from the highs seen
early in the pandemic. The
U.S. recorded more than 1,000
deaths each day for the first
three days of September.

New infections have shown
signs of abating recently in
California, Texas and Florida,
which emerged as hot spots
during July. However, those
states still make up a large

portion of newly reported
cases and ranked as the top
three states with the most
new cases over the past seven
days, according to data from
the U.S. Centers for Disease
Control and Prevention.

Georgia, Illinois, North Caro-
lina, Tennessee, Missouri, Ala-
bama and Ohio rounded out the
top 10 states in terms of most
new coronavirus cases, accord-
ing to the CDC totals.

The seven-day average of
daily new cases has topped the
two-week average in a dozen
states for at least a week or
more, suggesting the virus’s
spread has been increasing, a
Wall Street Journal analysis of
data from Johns Hopkins shows.

Among the top 20 counties
with the highest infection
rates per capita, half were in
three states: Tennessee, Ar-
kansas and Louisiana, accord-
ing to data from the Covid
Tracking Project. The data
also shows that seven of those
top 20 counties had popula-
tions that were predominantly
Black or Latino.

Data on fatalities across the
U.S. shows the virus continues
to have a disproportionate ef-
fect on communities of color.

Research from the Covid
Tracking Project shows that
Black people are dying at more
than double the rate of white
people. The data shows 89
deaths per 100,000 among
Black people. Among American
Indians and Alaska Natives, the
rate was 56 people per 100,000
people. The figure was 37
deaths per 100,000 among Na-
tive Hawaiians and Pacific Is-
landers, Asians and whites.

Demographic data from the
CDC on more than 137,000 cor-

onavirus deaths shows that
nearly 80% of those fatalities
were in people aged 65 or
older, though an analysis of
roughly 4.4 million coronavi-
rus cases showed that the de-
mographic only accounted for
roughly 15.7% of infections.

The U.S. has more coronavi-
rus deaths than any other na-
tion, but it ranks 11th in the
world for deaths per 100,000
people, according to data from
Johns Hopkins. The most re-
cent data showed 57.09 deaths
per 100,000 Americans, up
from 39.1 at the beginning of
July.

But the percentage of fatal
coronavirus cases, calculated
by the number of deaths as a
proportion of confirmed infec-
tions, dropped to 2.92% as of
Sept. 3. On June 3, that figure
was 5.5%.

Part of that is attributable
to a wide expansion of testing
across the nation that has de-
tected more mild and asymp-
tomatic cases. Health experts
also say better treatments are
producing better outcomes, in-
cluding reduced mortality. And
a number of new cases that
developed over the summer
were detected in younger peo-
ple, who often have less severe
cases.

The threat of the coronavi-
rus pandemic loomed over the
Labor Day holiday weekend, as
strides made in some hot
spots appeared to be offset by
smoldering outbreaks in some
other states.

Governors and health offi-
cials across the U.S. urged cau-
tion, hoping to mitigate poten-
tial spread at backyard
barbecues and family gather-
ings and prevent another
surge as the school year gets
under way. Several states in
the South and West saw new
cases explode in the weeks af-
ter the Memorial Day holiday,
as restrictions started to relax
across the country.

The U.S. recorded more
than 36,000 new coronavirus
cases Thursday, and the total
number of infections passed
6.17 million Friday, according
to data from Johns Hopkins
University. While the most re-
cent daily figures remain well
off July’s highs, they are above
the daily tallies recorded in
June.

States that recently have
kept the virus at bay sought to
hold on to those gains, while
others that have seen case
loads rise in recent weeks

BY ALLISON PRANG

Virus Cautions Raised for Holiday

Hours after police obtained
a warrant for his arrest Thurs-
day in the killing of a right-
wing activist in Portland, Ore.,
Michael Reinoehl was gunned
down by members of a federal
fugitive task force staking out
an apartment outside Olympia,
Wash., where they believed he
was staying.

Law-enforcement officials
said Mr. Reinoehl, 48 years
old, was armed with a hand-
gun and had drawn the
weapon, which led four mem-
bers of the task force to open
fire as he tried to drive away.
They shot at him again as he
ditched the car and attempted
to flee on foot, the officials
said. He eventually collapsed
in the street and was pro-
nounced dead at the scene.

Mr. Reinoehl, who said on
social media that he supported
the loosely knit left-wing group
antifa, was facing charges of
second-degree murder with a
firearm and unlawful use of a
weapon in connection with the
killing last Saturday of Aaron
“Jay” Danielson.

Mr. Danielson had taken part
in a caravan of trucks orga-
nized by the right-wing group
Patriot Prayer, the group’s
leader Joey Gibson said in a ra-
dio interview, that had driven
through Portland with banners
supporting President Trump.
The group—which has been in-
volved in clashes with antifa
protesters in the past and has
espoused anti-Muslim views,
according to the Anti-Defama-
tion League—fired paintballs

BY JOE BARRETT
AND ALEJANDRO LAZO

Portland Suspect Drew a Gun, Authorities Say

The body of Michael Reinoehl was taken away early Friday morning after he was shot by law enforcement trying to arrest him.
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U.S. infections top
6.17 million, with
more than 36,000
new cases reported.

Police lined up against protesters shielding themselves in Rochester, N.Y., on Thursday evening.
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Microsoft applauded the

Pentagon’s decision and said it
was “ready to get to work and
make sure that those who serve
our country have access to this
much needed technology.”

Amazon said the Pentagon
had intentionally ignored “the
clear cost benefits” of its bid
and that it would “continue to
pursue a fair and impartial re-
view, and ensure our country
gets the best possible techni-
cal capability to protect itself.”

In response to Amazon’s bid
protest, the Defense Depart-
ment proposed a so-called re-
mand of the project that
would allow the Pentagon to
reconsider certain aspects.

The Pentagon’s review was
expected to focus on certain
pricing issues that Amazon
said were applied unfairly, ac-
cording to court filings.

Amazon had objected to the
Pentagon’s proposed remand,
arguing that the Pentagon’s re-
consideration of the project
should be much broader. Ama-
zon was originally regarded as
the favorite to win the contract,
estimated to be worth as much
as $10 billion over a decade.

WASHINGTON—The De-
fense Department reaffirmed
its award of a multibillion-dol-
lar cloud computing contract
to Microsoft Corp., in another
setback for Amazon.com Inc.

Amazon unexpectedly lost
its bid last year for the proj-
ect, known as Joint Enterprise
Defense Infrastructure, or
JEDI, and filed a bid-protest
case alleging that the Penta-
gon improperly decided the
award and considered im-
proper factors, including polit-
ical influence.

A federal judge in April
stayed Amazon’s bid-protest
case while the Pentagon
weighed changes to the proj-
ect that could address some of
Amazon’s objections.

The Pentagon said it had
“completed its comprehensive
re-evaluation of the JEDI Cloud
proposals and determined that
Microsoft’s proposal continues
to represent the best value to
the Government.”

The statement added that
work on the contract won’t
begin immediately because of
the court order staying imple-

BY JOHN D. MCKINNON

Pentagon Affirms
Microsoft Wins JEDI
Contract Over Amazon

Several drugmakers devel-
oping Covid-19 vaccines plan
to issue a public pledge not to
seek government approval un-
til the shots have proven to be
safe and effective, an unusual
joint move among rivals that
comes as they work to address
concerns over a rush to mass
vaccination.

A draft of the statement—
being finalized by companies
including Pfizer Inc., Johnson
& Johnson and Moderna Inc.
and reviewed by The Wall
Street Journal—commits to
making the safety and well-be-
ing of vaccinated people the
companies’ priority. The vaccine
makers would also pledge to
adhere to high scientific and
ethical standards in the conduct
of clinical studies and in the
manufacturing processes.

The companies might issue
the pledge as soon as early
next week, according to two
people familiar with the mat-
ter. The statement would join a
growing number of public as-
surances by industry executives
that they aren’t cutting corners
in their rapid testing and man-
ufacturing of the vaccines.

“We believe this pledge will
help ensure public confidence
in the Covid-19 vaccines that
may ultimately be approved
and adherence to the rigorous
scientific and regulatory pro-
cess by which they are evalu-
ated,” the draft statement says.

Many Americans are skepti-
cal or hesitant about taking a
Covid-19 vaccine, in large part
as a result of concerns that
vaccine development, or po-
tential authorizations, are be-
ing rushed. Vaccine develop-
ment usually takes years, yet
Covid-19 shots are progressing
at a rapid pace as companies
and countries rush to stop the
spread of the coronavirus.

Now, spurred on by con-
cerns about whether any such
regulatory decision could
come before a vaccine is fully
vetted by regulators, scientists

and industry executives are
making unusually public assur-
ances about commitment to
their products working safely.

The companies’ draft state-
ment says the drugmakers will
submit applications for govern-
ment emergency-use authoriza-
tion or licensure of vaccines
based on “substantial evidence
of safety and efficacy” from
Phase 3 clinical trials conducted
under Food and Drug Adminis-
tration guidance. Phase 3 stud-
ies, which are the final stages
of testing, are designed to
prove whether the shots can re-
duce rates of symptomatic
Covid-19 disease compared with
people without vaccination.

Several vaccines are in—or
will soon start—large clinical
trials of at least 30,000 peo-
ple, with potential for interim
results in the coming months,
and possible emergency-use
authorization or outright ap-
proval. Last week, the Centers
for Disease Control and Pre-
vention, which is expected to
be involved in distributing
vaccines, notified U.S. states
that they should be ready to
launch Covid-19 vaccination
campaigns by November.

An FDA meeting of outside
experts to discuss Covid-19
vaccines also was scheduled
for late October.

That timeline, just before
the Nov. 3 presidential election,
raised concerns among some
scientists and other experts
that the Trump administration
would rush a vaccine to bolster
President Trump’s re-election
prospects. The U.S. government
has pledged to deliver 300 mil-
lion doses by January.

The FDA has said it won’t
green light a vaccine unless it
is proven to be 50% effective
compared with a placebo.

Moncef Slaoui, lead adviser
of the White House’s Covid-19
vaccine-development program,
told Science Magazine he
would resign if Trump officials
pushed for an emergency-use
authorization he didn’t back.

BY PETER LOFTUS
AND JARED S. HOPKINS

Vaccine
Developers
Plan Joint
Safety Pact

300M
Number of doses the U.S.
promises to deliver by January

.
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Nation’s Capital

BY GABRIEL T. RUBIN

Democratic organizer Alex Rosado, right, and a member of his canvassing team in Phoenix last month.
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Past Elections
Maricopa County has favored Republicans in the past handful of statewide elections, with the
exception of themost recent election in 2018. The Democrats’ success in the county in 2018 can be
partly attributed to Hispanic voters who favored the Democrats.

Sources: WSJ analysis of IPUMS NHGIS University of Minnesota; U.S. Census Bureau; censusreporter.org; Maricopa County Elections Department;
Arizona Secretary of State
Dylan Moriarty, Anthony DeBarros, John West/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL
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CONSERVATIVE SUPER PAC
Club for Growth Action will
launch its largest-ever digital ad
buy to support Republican candi-
dates in five House races and
Montana Sen. Steve Daines as
he tries to fend off a challenge
from Democratic Gov. Steve Bull-
ock. The $3 million buy, which
starts Sept. 8, will target voters
on streaming TV platforms like
Hulu and Sling, as well as inter-
net radio and podcast services.

The ad buy is in addition to $10
million in traditional TV ad reser-
vations the Club has booked
through Election Day.

Club President David McIntosh
said in an interview that digital
ads for House races have the po-
tential to be more targeted and
efficient, given the high price of
booking TV ads in suburban met-
ropolitan areas where many of
the most competitive House
races are located. The ad buy in-
cludes races in suburban India-
napolis, Atlanta, Austin and Rich-
mond, along with the at-large
House seat in Montana. Mon-
tana’s Senate and House races
are receiving special attention
from Club for Growth Action
given Montanans’ relative propen-
sity to split their tickets, and with
President Trump’s polling num-
bers there down compared to
2016, when he won by 20 points.
“Because Bullock is a popular sit-
ting governor, he’s made that a
competitive race,” McIntosh said
of the Montana Senate contest.

“TIGER KING” STAR Joe Exotic
is expected to file a formal par-
don application next Thursday.
The Netflix reality show charac-

ter and former tiger breeder,
whose real name is Joseph Mal-
donado-Passage, is currently in-
carcerated on two counts of
murder for hire and 17 animal
abuse charges, including viola-
tions of the Endangered Species
Act. The pardon application,
viewed by the Journal, argues
that Exotic wasn’t given the op-
portunity to properly defend
himself in court, and that the
Netflix series has allowed Ameri-
cans to “know more about Joe’s
personal life, business dealings
and the cast of characters that
helped him run his exotic animal
park in Oklahoma.” It also makes
attempts to explain the circum-
stances of the crimes the court
found him guilty of committing.

Each year, hundreds of peti-
tioners file applications for par-
dons. Trump has pardoned 27
people since taking office. In an
exchange with reporters in April,
Trump addressed the possibility
of pardoning Exotic. “I know
nothing about it. He has 22
years, for what? What did he
do?” He then asked reporters if
they were “on [Exotic’s] side
and if they would recommend a
pardon. “I’ll take a look,” Trump

said. Tiger King producers ha-
ven’t ruled out the possibility of
revisiting the story, which ranked
as one of Netflix’s most success-
ful programs ever.

STATES REVISIT BALLOT
RULES to account for the ex-
pected widespread shift to mail-in
voting this November. Pennsylva-
nia Gov. Tom Wolf, a Democrat,
asked the Republican-led legisla-
ture last week to allow counties
to begin processing ballots as
early as 21 days before Election
Day. Currently, counties have to
wait until the morning of Election
Day to begin processing and
counting ballots. General Assem-
bly Republicans’ opening offer on
legislation was to allow three ex-
tra days of processing before the
election. Both parties support a
provision to mail out ballots to
voters at least 28 days before the
election, up from the current 14-
day deadline.

In Florida, Republican Gov.
Ron DeSantis in June signed an
emergency order granting elec-
tion authorities the ability to
process ballots up to 22 days
ahead of Election Day. Ballot
processing on the other side of

election day has also come into
question in some states: A fed-
eral judge in Georgia on Monday
ruled that the state must pro-
cess absentee ballots that are
postmarked by Election Day and
received up to three days later.

IOWA SEN. Joni Ernst sells T-
shirts for her campaign with the
slogan “hands off our caucuses.”
Ernst has elevated the risk of
losing the Iowa Caucuses as the
first presidential nominating con-
test into a top campaign issue in
her tight re-election bid. One
problem: A Republican senator
has little influence over whether
the Democratic Party decides to
keep Iowa at the front of the
line. Following the counting de-
bacle in this year’s Iowa Cau-
cuses, many Democratic officials
called for abandoning the cum-
bersome caucus model alto-
gether and choosing a different
order for presidential primaries
to better reflect the diversity of
the Democratic electorate.

SUPERMODEL KARLIE KLOSS
hosts an education-focused
event for Democrat Joe Biden,
her first formal foray into the

presidential race. A celebrity
hosting a low-key campaign
event normally wouldn’t turn
heads, but Kloss is married to
Josh Kushner, brother of Trump
senior adviser Jared Kushner
and brother-in-law of Ivanka
Trump. Following a January
dust-up over presidential politics
on Project Runway, a fashion-de-
sign television show Kloss hosts,
Kloss said she hadn’t supported
Trump in 2016 and would again
vote for the Democratic candi-
date in 2020.

MINOR MEMOS: Following
Joe Kennedy’s loss to Ed Markey
in the Massachusetts Democratic
Senate primary, some cheekily
blame an ad in the Worcester
Telegram & Gazette that mis-
spelled the city’s name as
“Worchester.”… Biden wades into
Pittsburgh pizza war between ri-
vals Aiello’s and Mineo’s Pizza
House with delivery of Mineo’s
pies to first responders: “I’m writ-
ing in Elizabeth Warren,’’ says one
Aiello’s fan.… Sen. Mitch McCon-
nell returns to small Kentucky
town where 35 years ago a store
owner offered him a free RC Cola
and MoonPie if he visited.

bility of coronavirus infec-
tions at crowded polling
places. They argue that the
fraud potential is being
vastly overblown by Republi-
cans in an attempt to either
hold down voting by Demo-
crats or to discredit in ad-
vance a loss by the president.

Beyond the heated rheto-
ric, election experts on both
sides worry about the practi-
cal question of how states—
particularly swing states with
limited experience in mail-in
voting—will handle a surge of
such ballots this year. Jason
Snead, who studied election
practices for the conservative
Heritage Foundation and now
runs the Honest Elections
Project, said that prospect
could make this year’s vote
“one of the most unusual and
one of the most unpredict-
able elections in history.”

The drama has hardly
been limited to voting proce-
dures. Both Mr. Trump and
Democratic nominee Joe Bi-
den visited Kenosha, Wis.,
scene of unease and violence
after the police shooting of
Jacob Blake in an incident
still under investigation. The
two candidates’ agendas were
markedly different, though:
Mr. Trump talked with law-
enforcement officials, while
Mr. Biden visited the family
of the shooting victim.

Yet there was no sign that
all that turmoil has actually
changed the shape of the race;
a set of polls taken after the
end of the Republican conven-
tion showed little change in
Mr. Biden’s national lead.

In a normal election cycle,
the talk after the two parties’
national conventions would
turn almost exclusively to the
question of whom Americans

plan to vote
for, and why.

But 2020 is
no normal
year, and the
talk this week
turned almost

as much toward how Ameri-
cans will vote.

President Trump, his cam-
paign and his attorney gen-
eral all escalated their charges
that heavy use of mail-in bal-
loting, as advocated by Demo-
crats, is a recipe for election
fraud. Mr. Trump roiled the
waters the most by suggest-
ing that his supporters actu-
ally attempt to vote twice:
first by mail ballot and then
in-person on Election Day, to
be sure their vote is counted.

That elicited charges the
president was advocating il-
legal activity. Leaving aside
that charge, the possibility
of millions of voters trying
to vote both by mail and
then in person raises the
possibility of slowdowns at
polling places on Election
Day as workers sort through
confusion and a proliferation
of so-called provisional bal-
lots, which are given to vot-
ers when there is uncer-
tainty about whether a valid
vote already has been cast.

For their part, Democrats
continued to champion mail-
in ballots to avoid the possi-

BY GERALD F. SEIB

Twin Themes in 2020:
For Whom, and How,
Will Americans Vote?
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Arizona County Is Crucial Prize
Whoever wins in Maricopa, home to Mesa and Phoenix, is likely to win the state

hold. She approached Mr.
Nunez to talk about the elec-
tion after he and his son fin-
ished fishing earlier this sum-
mer at a park.

Ms. Peña estimates she
does at least three in-person
events a week, often with the
Trump campaign and Repub-
lican Party.

Most polls this summer
have shown Mr. Biden with a
narrow edge over the presi-
dent in the state, making Ari-
zona a battleground this year.
The state has backed Republi-
cans for president for more
than 20 years. But Kyrsten
Sinema won the 2018 U.S.
Senate race here, the first
Democrat to do so since the
1980s, in large part by flip-
ping Maricopa County. The
county was solidly Republican
less than a decade ago, but
has moved toward Democrats
in recent elections.

Martha McSally, the Re-
publican who lost in 2018 and
then was appointed to Sen.
John McCain’s seat after his
death, is up for re-election
this year. She is facing Demo-
crat Mark Kelly, a former as-
tronaut, in November. Recent
polling has Mr. Kelly ahead.

Still, as with Mr. Biden, some
Latino voters say they don’t
know enough or aren’t ex-
cited about Mr. Kelly.

Gabriella Varela, the execu-
tive vice president of the Ari-
zona State University Young
Democrats, feels like she has
to vote for Mr. Biden and Mr.
Kelly, but she isn’t impressed
with either of their cam-
paigns. In March, she was on
stage with Vermont Sen. Ber-
nie Sanders during a primary
rally.

The Trump campaign says
that the pre-pandemic econ-
omy and the GOP’s socially
conservative policies will help
them with Latino voters, 77%
of whom say they are Chris-
tian, according to Pew Re-
search. The campaign has
said its primary focus,
though, is getting people who
voted for the president in
2016 to do so again. That
group, exit polls indicate,
leans white, male and older.

Latinos historically vote at
lower rates compared with
the general electorate. In
2018, turnout was about 47%
in majority-Latino areas of
Maricopa County, according
to the Journal’s analysis. That

was lower than the county-
wide turnout of 64.5%.

Rosie Abril, a 63-year-old
retiree, said she expects turn-
out to be higher this year just
because of who is running for
president. Ms. Abril, an en-
thusiastic supporter of Mr.
Biden, said that anyone who
watches the news and keeps
up with current events should
be supporting the former vice
president. She said she sees
little need for the Democratic
organizers who were in her
Phoenix neighborhood in past
cycles.

“I think they’re gonna vote
Biden no matter what just be-
cause of what we’re witness-
ing,” she said of her fellow
Latinos.

Meanwhile, the events of
the last four years are exactly
why Sandra J. Serna, a 60-
year-old clinical medical so-
cial worker, is planning to
vote for Mr. Trump after sup-
porting Hillary Clinton in
2016.

“Democrats spend so much
time tearing down our coun-
try when Trump is focused
on the progress of our econ-
omy, and to rebuild our coun-
try,” she said.

BY ELIZA COLLINS
AND CHAD DAY

MESA, Ariz.—Alex Rosado,
wearing a face shield and
mask in 100-degree heat,
walked door to door among
ranch-style houses, talking to
voters in a neighborhood that
is one of the front lines for

political orga-
nizing ahead
of the Novem-
ber election.

Thirty years
ago, nearly 80% of the people
who lived in this part of the
city were white. Now, more
than half of residents on
these blocks dotted with palm
trees, taquerias and churches
identify as Latino, according
to Census Bureau estimates.

Whoever wins here in Mar-
icopa County, home to Mesa,
Phoenix and more than half
of Arizona’s residents, is
likely to win the state—and
potentially determine control
of the Senate and whether
President Trump or former
Vice President Joe Biden win
the White House.

Interviews with nearly
three dozen voters, activists,
politicians and researchers
say the election could hinge
on turnout among Latinos,
who make up about a third of
the county’s population. Exit
polls have shown Latinos gen-
erally lean Democratic by
about a 2-to-1 margin.

The importance of Latino
turnout in this newly compet-
itive county was why in late
July, Mr. Rosado, a lead orga-
nizer for the Democratic or-
ganization CASE Action, was
out knocking on doors. His
pro-immigrant advocacy
group halted in-person orga-
nizing earlier this year be-
cause of the coronavirus pan-
demic. But they worried they
would lose ground if they
tried to only contact people
virtually.

“The reality is, if we don’t
have these conversations
they’re just not going to vote
in November,” Mr. Rosado
said.

Democratic activists are
trying to turn out voters like
Hector Nunez and persuade
them to vote for Mr. Biden.
Mr. Nunez, a 49-year-old
Phoenix resident, said that
even though the construction
industry where he works has
been doing well under Mr.
Trump, he believes the presi-
dent is racist. Still, he said he
didn’t know enough about Mr.
Biden to commit to vote for
him yet.

“I think he’s doing a good
job in a lot of ways, but I
think he’s bad for the country
in a lot of ways,” Mr. Nunez
said of Mr. Trump.

While Mr. Biden and the
Democratic Party largely
halted in-person campaigning
over the summer due to the
pandemic, Republicans here
have been holding events and
knocking on doors.

A spokesman for Mr.
Trump’s re-election effort
said it has held dozens of
“Latinos for Trump” events in
Arizona and has three offices
in the state.

“Voters need to know they
have elected officials who are
available to them and not
avoiding them,” said Tatiana
Peña, a Republican candidate
for a state House seat in a
longtime Democratic strong-
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because he was concerned
about his hair and didn’t be-
lieve it was important to honor
Americans who died in the war.

“Why should I go to that
cemetery? It’s filled with los-
ers,” the Atlantic article
quotes the president as saying.
In a separate conversation, ac-
cording to the Atlantic article,
the president described 1,800
Marines who died at Belleau
Wood during World War I as
“suckers” for getting killed.

The Wall Street Journal
hasn’t independently confirmed
the details of the article. Adri-
enne LaFrance, executive editor
of the Atlantic, said: “We stand
behind our reporting.”

Mr. Trump on Friday called

the article a “a hoax” and a
“disgrace” and said, “There is
nobody who feels more
strongly about our soldiers, our
wounded warriors, our soldiers
who died in war.” On Thursday,
Mr. Trump said the helicopter
couldn’t fly to the cemetery
that day because it was “rain-
ing about as hard as I’ve ever
seen.” The White House attri-
buted the cancellation to bad
weather at the time.

Several current and former
White House officials said they
had never heard the president
use such language about fallen
soldiers. A former spokesman
for John Kelly, the retired Ma-
rine Corps general who was
Mr. Trump’s White House chief

of staff and accompanied him
on the trip, declined to com-
ment on the article.

On Friday, Mr. Trump sug-
gested it was possible Mr.
Kelly had been a source for the
Atlantic and criticized his for-
mer chief of staff, saying he
“got eaten up in this world, he
was unable to function.”

The president has made
support for the military a cen-
tral theme of his presidency
and his re-election campaign.
But he has also clashed with
top military leaders in his ad-
ministration, including over
his consideration of deploying
active-duty troops to impose
order amid racial-justice pro-
tests earlier in the summer. .

The article also alleged that
when Sen. John McCain, who
endured beatings and solitary
confinement was a prisoner of
war for more than five years in
Vietnam, died in 2018, Mr.
Trump said: “We’re not going
to support that loser’s funeral.”

On Thursday, Mr. Trump said
he disagreed with Mr. McCain
on several issues and that “I
was never a fan.” But, he said,
“I still respected him. And I had
to approve his funeral as presi-
dent…I approved it without
hesitation, without complaint.
And I felt he deserved it.”

Democratic presidential
nominee Joe Biden called the
reported remarks disgusting
and said that if the Atlantic

report is true, Mr. Trump
should apologize. “It affirms
what most of us believe to be
true: That Donald Trump is
not fit to be commander-in-
chief,” Mr. Biden said in his
hometown of Wilmington, Del.

Will Goodwin, director of
government relations for Vote-
Vets, a liberal group that sup-
ports veterans, said the al-
leged comments in the article
were “not surprising” but
“egregious.”

“Donald Trump does not re-
spect our men and women in
uniform. He does not respect
their families. He does not re-
spect veterans. And worse, he
has matched his vile language
with action,” he said.

BY REBECCA BALLHAUS
AND GORDON LUBOLD

TrumpDenies ReportHeDisparagedMilitary

WASHINGTON—President
Trump and his aides rejected
allegations in a news report
that the president had called
Americans who died in war
“losers” and “suckers,” as Dem-
ocrats and some veterans’
groups denounced the president
over his alleged comments.

The article published in the
Atlantic on Thursday, which at-
tributed the allegations to four
anonymous people who said
they had firsthand knowledge
of the conversations, said the
president had canceled a visit
to the Aisne-Marne American
Cemetery near Paris in 2018

Stars and Stripes, the Penta-
gon’s independent newspaper,
has been ordered by Pentagon
officials to prepare to shut
down as soon as the end of this
month, a move that would end
a history dating to the Civil
War.

But the paper has support
from Democrats and some Re-
publicans in Congress, which
controls its funding. On Friday,
it also received a message of
support from President Trump,
who wrote on Twitter, “The
United States of America will
NOT be cutting funding to
@starsandstripesmagazine un-
dermywatch. It will continue to
be a wonderful source of infor-
mation to our Great Military!”

The Trump administration’s
2021 budget cuts the $15.5 mil-
lion in annual subsidies to the
editorially independent news-
paper to move the money else-
where within the department’s
nearly $700 billion budget.
With the end of the federal fis-
cal year at the end of this
month, the newspaper has been
ordered to plan to close.

The issue became a standoff
between Defense Secretary
Mark Esper, who has said that

funding should go to “higher-
priority issues,” and some law-
makers on Capitol Hill who
have described the newspaper
as an “essential part of our na-
tion’s freedom of the press.”

Last month, the Pentagon’s
Defense Media Activity office,
which oversees matters involv-
ing Stars and Stripes, sent a
letter to the newspaper outlin-
ing steps for shutting down,
saying the newspaper organiza-
tion would be dissolved Jan. 31,
2021. “The last newspaper pub-
lication (in all forms) will be
September 30, 2020,” the
memo said.

This week, a bipartisan
group of 15 senators urged Mr.
Esper to reconsider his deci-
sion, describing the newspaper
as “historically significant” and
that the paper addresses deliv-
ery and news challenges unique
to the U.S. military.

In a separate Aug. 26 letter,
Sen. Lindsey Graham (R., S.C.)
urged Mr. Esper “not to take
actions that would deprive indi-
viduals of this publication until
Congress has appropriately
completed the appropriations
process.”

The $15.5 million cut pro-
posed by the administration
was reversed in the 2021 mili-
tary spending bill passed by the
Democratic-led House in late
July. The House also restored
funding for Stars and Stripes in
its annual defense policy bill,
the National Defense Authori-
zation Act.

The Senate defense policy
bill, passed by the GOP-con-
trolled chamber in July, didn’t
include funding for Stars and
Stripes.

The daily newspaper is
printed and delivered to troops
world-wide, even in the most
remote locations, and the
printed paper and website are
seen by an estimated 1 million
readers a day.

BY NANCY A. YOUSSEF
AND KRISTINA PETERSON

Future of
Pentagon
Newspaper
Is Clouded

Stars and Stripes,
delivered to troops
world-wide, has
allies in Congress.
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CENSUS

Coalition Sues to
Extend Head Count

A day after the U.S. Census
Bureau said that it has already
taken steps to wind down oper-
ations for the 2020 census, a
coalition of cities, counties and
civil rights groups is trying to
stop the statistical agency in its
tracks.

The coalition asked a federal
judge in San Jose on Thursday
to issue a temporary restraining
order stopping the Census Bu-
reau from taking any further ac-
tions toward ending the once-a-
decade head count of every U.S.
resident.

The coalition is asking a
judge in a lawsuit to make the
Census Bureau restore its previ-
ous deadline for finishing the
census to the end of October, in-
stead of using a revised sched-
ule to end operations at the end
of September. Arguments aren’t
scheduled until the middle of the
month.

“More immediate relief is

needed,” said the court filing by
the coalition.

The door-knocking phase of
the 2020 didn’t start for most of
the U.S. until the beginning of
August, so winding down opera-
tions in September will lead to
an inaccurate count that over-
looks minority communities, the
court filing said.

During the door-knocking
phase, census takers go to
households that haven’t yet an-
swered the census questionnaire
online, by phone or by mail.

The lawsuit was brought by
the National Urban League, the
League of Women Voters, coun-
ties that are home to Houston
and Seattle and the cities of Los
Angeles, San Jose and Salinas,
California.

In an op-ed piece in USA To-
day, Commerce Secretary Wilbur
Ross, whose department over-
sees the Census Bureau, said Fri-
day that almost 85% of house-
holds had been counted, between
residents who self-responded
and those who were counted by
door-knocking census takers.

—Associated Press

WHITE HOUSE

Trump to Honor
Football Coach Holtz

President Trump said Friday
he plans to award the Presiden-
tial Medal of Freedom to cele-
brated football coach Lou Holtz.

“We’ve looked at Lou’s life
and his career and what he’s
done for charity and the football
is obvious, he was a great coach,
but what he’s done beyond even
coaching,” Mr. Trump said.

Mr. Holtz coached college
teams at Notre Dame and the
University of South Carolina and
briefly coached the New York Jets
of the National Football League.

Mr. Holtz spoke at the Republi-
can National Convention last
month and praised the president
for his antiabortion stance and
suggested Democratic presidential
candidate Joe Biden was a Catho-
lic “in name only.”

In an MSNBC interview, Mr. Bi-
den said he has been a practicing
Catholic his entire life and called
Mr. Holtz’s attack “preposterous.”

—Rebecca Ballhaus

ENDANGERED SPECIES ACT

Rule Change Carves
Out Exemptions

U.S. wildlife officials on Friday
proposed making it easier to
carve out exemptions from habi-
tat protections meant to save
imperiled species, by placing
greater weight on the potential
economic benefits of develop-
ment when making decisions.

Officials from the U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service described
the proposal as giving more def-
erence to local governments
seeking to build things like
schools and hospitals.

But wildlife advocates said it
could open up areas that are
crucial for endangered species’
survival to more drilling, mining,
agriculture and logging.

The proposal would require fed-
eral officials to consider factors
such as economic or employment
losses when making decisions.
That includes decisions affecting
federal land for which companies
have permits or leases.

—Associated Press

sons are difficult, with prime-
time ratings numbers the only
viable measuring stick.

The NBA got a boost from
high-profile matchups in the
first round. The five games be-
tween the Los Angeles Lakers
and Portland Trail Blazers all
ranked among the 12 most-
watched TV programs among
18- to 49-year-olds so far this
summer, according to Nielsen.
Overall, 13 NBA games cracked
Nielsen’s top 25.

The league also benefited
from several playoff series go-
ing to a game 7. The decisive
game between the Houston
Rockets and the Oklahoma City
Thunder was watched by 4.11
million people, while the Den-
ver Nuggets’ victory over the
Utah Jazz drew 3.39 million
viewers. Both games were de-
cided at the final second.

The NHL playoffs started
with a similar bang. The Tampa
Bay Lightning and Columbus
Blue Jackets kicked off round
one with a game that ended in
its fifth overtime, one of the
longest playoff games in his-
tory, and the most watched
first day of NHL playoffs ever,
according to broadcaster NBC-
Universal, a unit of Comcast
Corp.

The NBA sheltered its play-
ers and personnel inside Walt
Disney Co.’s ESPN Wide World
of Sports complex, while the
NHL created two similar bub-
bles in Toronto and Edmonton.

NBA players in the bubble
have had to adjust to a new en-
vironment—including playing
in front of “virtual” fans visible
on giant screens surrounding
the court instead of before rau-
cous crowds. Without the dis-
traction of fans, they found
themselves scoring at higher
percentages than ever before.

The bubble environment
means fewer facilities, creating
additional scheduling hurdles
for the leagues. All NBA games
are played on three courts,
which have to be thoroughly

ContinuedfromPageOne

NBA, NHL
Lure TV
Viewers

sanitized after play, forcing the
league to schedule early week-
day playoff games. The first
game of the series between the
Denver Nuggets and Utah Jazz,
for instance, began at 1:30 p.m.
on a Monday, or 11:30 a.m. for
Colorado and Utah residents.

Analysts and league insiders
said the slate of early-afternoon
weekday playoff games has
pressured overall ratings, mak-
ing broad comparisons difficult
with last year’s playoffs.

“The challenge is comparing
apples to oranges on the NBA
postseason last year and now,
in the bubble,” said Patrick
Crakes, a sports media consul-
tant. “The teams are losing
prime-time windows, and day-
time games are during lower
usage time periods.”

The NBA has been under the
spotlight since its restart, with
players, coaches and referees
kneeling during the national
anthem before games and play-
ers sporting jerseys with names
and sayings associated with the
Black Lives Matter movement.

Last week, the sports world
stopped playing after the Mil-
waukee Bucks decided to boy-
cott a playoff game in protest
of the police shooting of Jacob
Blake, a Black man in Kenosha,
Wis. For a while, it was unclear
whether players would choose
to end the season altogether.

The NBA postponed games
between Wednesday and Fri-
day, while the NHL didn’t play
on Thursday and Friday. Both
returned last weekend and have
had some of their highest-rated
games since the start of the
bubble experiment.

“There is an almost insatia-
ble appetite for live sports on
TV,” said Marc Ganis, president
of sports media consulting firm
Sportscorp Ltd. “This is a time
when not everything on broad-
cast and cable is up in terms of
ratings, and people could be
watching alternatives like Net-
flix, but they’re choosing
sports.”

‘There is an almost
insatiable appetite
for live sports on
TV,’

A WALK IN HISTORY: Visitors stop at the World War II Memorial in Washington. Wednesday marked the 75th anniversary of the war’s end.
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MILAN—Silvio Berlusconi, a
three-time Italian prime min-
ister who dominated the coun-
try’s politics for nearly two
decades, was hospitalized on
Thursday night with pneumo-
nia a few days after testing
positive for Covid-19, making
him the most high-profile pa-
tient in Italy’s pandemic.

Mr. Berlusconi, 83 years old,
is suffering from a mild pneu-
monia that was detected in its
early stages, his doctor Al-
berto Zangrillo said Friday. Mr.
Berlusconi is breathing with-
out oxygen aid and his condi-
tion is “reassuring,” but he is a
high-risk patient because of

Former Prime Minister Silvio Berlusconi is being treated for pneumonia following a Covid-19 diagnosis.
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data had been published.
Russian officials say the

vaccine’s registration is condi-
tional and more evidence will
be needed before it is rolled
out to the public. Large-scale
Phase 3 trials involving some
40,000 people began in late
August and are expected to
start to yield answers as early
as next month, officials said.

“The immune response that
the volunteers have from this
vaccine is sufficient to coun-
teract any infectious dose of
Covid-19 imaginable,” Alexan-
der Gintsburg, director of the
Gamaleya Institute, told re-
porters Friday.

The results of the studies
are “encouraging but small,”
Naor Bar-Zeev, associate pro-

fessor at the Johns Hopkins
Bloomberg School of Public
Health, wrote in a commentary
on the study in the Lancet.

Russia, which has been hit
hard by Covid-19, with more
than one million infections,
was racing to catch up with
vaccine-development efforts in
China and the West. It called
its vaccine Sputnik V, a refer-

ence to the satellite it
launched into orbit ahead of
the U.S. in the Cold War space
race.

More than 170 coronavirus
vaccines are in development
globally, including 34 that
have started being tested on
humans, according to the
World Health Organization.

A shot co-developed by As-

traZeneca PLC and the Univer-
sity of Oxford, as well as vac-
cines from Moderna Inc. and
Pfizer Inc. and partner BioN-
Tech SE, are in Phase 3 clinical
trials, as are candidates from
Chinese drugmakers Sinovac
Biotech Ltd. and China Na-
tional Biotec Group Co.

Russia’s results published
Friday, based on a combined
Phase 1 and 2 trial of two
groups of 38 adults, showed
that the level of virus-neutral-
izing antibodies of inoculated
volunteers was 1.4 to 1.5 times
higher than the level of anti-
bodies of patients who had re-
covered from Covid-19.

The vaccine also led to the
formation of T-cell immunity
in all test subjects, the paper
said. T-cells are white blood
cells that can coordinate an
immune response and destroy
cells that a virus hijacks.
These T-cells may have a
memory that can recall a vi-
rus, theoretically providing
long-term protection. Gama-
leya researchers have said that
they expect the vaccine to pro-
vide a two-year immunity
from the coronavirus.

Researchers found that the
Covid-19 vaccine didn’t pro-
duce serious side effects.
About 58% of the people who
received the vaccine reported
pain at the injection site, and
50% reported a higher body
temperature. The vaccine is
administered in two shots.

Nearly a month after ap-
proving a coronavirus vaccine,
Russia published positive data
from early clinical trials of the
shot, despite skepticism from
scientists and Western politi-
cians over its fast-tracked de-
velopment.

The findings, published in
British medical journal the
Lancet on Friday, showed that
the shot was safe to use and
generated immune response in
all of its 76 test subjects. Offi-
cials say they expect mass vac-
cinations to begin by end of
the year and that it would take
up to 12 months to inoculate
most of Russia’s population.

President Vladimir Putin
said in early August that Rus-
sia had approved the vaccine,
developed by the state-run Ga-
maleya Institute for Epidemi-
ology and Microbiology, mak-
ing it the first country to sign
off on one amid a global race
to curb the spread of Covid-19.

But Moscow’s self-declared
victory created a stir among
the global scientific commu-
nity as the vaccine’s registra-
tion was based only on early-
stage trials and no scientific

BY GEORGI KANTCHEV

Russian Vaccine Shows Positive Signs
Trial results are
‘encouraging but
small,’ and officials
want more evidence

The findings, published in British medical journal the Lancet, said the shot generated immune response in all of its 76 test subjects.
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communal workspaces to wear
masks.

In recent weeks, the resur-
gence of the virus has strained
France’s testing capacity. Long
lines were seen outside cen-
ters, as people sought to get
tested before returning to
work after vacation. During
the last two weeks, the aver-
age time between the appear-
ance of symptoms and getting
tested for Covid-19 has risen
to 3.8 days from 3 days, ac-
cording to health authorities.

his age and previous heart
trouble, said Dr. Zangrillo. Mr.
Berlusconi almost died in 2016
following heart problems.

The former prime minister
first tested positive on Wednes-
day and was well enough to
work Thursday, but his condi-
tion quickly deteriorated.

Mr. Berlusconi spent part of
August in Sardinia, an Italian
island that was relatively un-
touched by the coronavirus
earlier in the pandemic, but
which became a hotspot this
summer as Italians flocked to
its beaches, bars and discos.

Mr. Berlusconi, long Italy’s
leading media mogul, entered
politics in 1994 and won na-
tional elections that year, pre-

senting himself as an outsider
to Italy’s political class and
promising to shake up the
country by applying his busi-
ness skills to the sclerotic Ital-
ian state. His governing coali-
tion collapsed after less than a
year, however. He served two
further terms as prime minis-
ter in 2001-2006 and 2008-2011
before falling from power un-
der the pressure of mounting
personal scandals and Europe’s
sovereign debt crisis.

He has remained a power-
broker in recent years, but his
clout has faded along with
voter support for his political
movement, Forza Italia, as
younger politicians have emu-
lated the populist style.

BY ERIC SYLVERS

Berlusconi Hospitalized With Virus

PARIS—France’s coronavi-
rus cases are surging as the
public returns to offices and
schools after the summer va-
cation, putting authorities on
high alert about gathering
places that could accelerate
the spread.

The country’s seven-day av-
erage of Covid-19 cases has
nearly doubled in the last two
weeks. It reported 8,975 new
infections Friday, a record
since its lockdown ended.
France is now Europe’s sec-
ond-hardest hit country after
Spain, with far more infections
than Germany and Italy.

The rise comes as France is
preparing to roll out a €100
billion ($119 billion) stimulus
program to help revive an
economy limping because of
the pandemic. French President
Emmanuel Macron has vowed
not to lock down the economy
again, even as cases rise.

France’s vacation season
appears to have spread the
pandemic across the country.
With limited opportunities to
go overseas, families packed
vacation spots along the At-
lantic coast and the French Ri-
viera. Young people gathered
for parties, sometimes away
from the watch of authorities,
and didn’t follow social dis-

tancing guidance or wear
masks, officials said.

“There is a relaxation of so-
cial distancing across France in
a festive atmosphere,” said Isa-
belle Gelebart, director of
health security at the French re-
gional health agency in Brittany.

Since pupils returned to
school Tuesday, authorities
have closed about 100 classes
across the country because of
coronavirus in students, French

Education Minister Jean-
Michel Blanquer said Friday.
Those infections probably oc-
curred before pupils returned,
he said, leaving open the ques-
tion of whether schools would
contribute to the spread of the
virus in the weeks to come.

“If there are more than
three cases of Covid, most of
the time that means the build-
ing closes,” Mr. Blanquer said.

After three days of classes,
France has shut 22 schools out
of 60,000—12 of them in main-
land France and another 10 on

the French Indian Ocean island
of Reunion. The government is
investigating 250 suspected
cases of Covid-19 in schools
each day, Mr. Blanquer said.

France’s figures rival the
daily coronavirus infections
diagnosed during the peak of
the epidemic in late March,
when its hospitals were
flooded with patients and hun-
dreds were dying each day.

This time, though, hospitals
haven’t seen a surge of pa-
tients. The difference is that
testing now is far more acces-
sible, so many more mild and
asymptomatic cases are being
detected. The cases being di-
agnosed now are predomi-
nantly in younger people, who
are less likely to suffer compli-
cations or die from the virus.

The rate of positive tests—a
key measure of how widely the
epidemic has spread—has crept
up in recent weeks, and is now
about 5%. That is still low com-
pared with March and April,
when more than a quarter of
France’s tests were positive.

Authorities have tightened
sanitary rules in a bid to tamp
down the epidemic without re-
sorting to another broad lock-
down. People in the Paris re-
gion, one of the hot spots, are
required to wear masks on the
street. Starting Tuesday, the
government required people in

BY MATTHEW DALTON

France Sees Jump in Covid-19 Cases Newdaily confirmedCovid-19 cases permillion,
seven-day rolling average

Source: European Center for Disease Prevention and Control; the countries (population)
Note: As of Sept. 3
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Vacations caused the
seven-day average to
nearly double in the
past twoweeks.
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equal amount of call options
tied to the underlying shares it
bought, as well as on other
names, according to people fa-
miliar with the matter. It also
sold call options at far higher
prices. This allows SoftBank to
profit from a near-term run-up
in stocks and then reap those
profits by unloading its posi-
tion to willing counterparties.

Investors pay a small pre-
mium to buy options, giving
them exposure to a much larger
notional amount of shares. In
SoftBank’s case, the roughly $4
billion in options generated an
exposure of around $50 billion,
according to the people familiar
with the matter.

A handful of tech stocks—
Apple, Microsoft, Amazon,
Facebook Inc., and Google-
owner Alphabet—make up
about a quarter of the S&P 500
index. They take the broader
stock market with them when
they rise or fall. Their dramatic
rally in recent weeks has
pushed the stock market to new

highs, but raised concerns of a
dangerous unwind that could
drag the market down with
them.

The possibility of such an
unwind came into focus Friday,
as the tech-heavy Nasdaq fell
sharply for the second day,
dropping 1.3% and capping off
its worst week since March.

Traders say the market dy-
namics could be partially ex-
plained by investments like
SoftBank’s. Options activity has
been so robust that traders
have said it has helped inten-
sify the rally in tech stocks and
unleashed unusual dynamics
across markets.

SoftBank’s options positions
were reported earlier by the Fi-
nancial Times.

Options strategies were at
play in gains in stocks such as
Salesforce.com Inc., which
jumped 26% in one day after its
earnings, traders said. Options
are contracts that allow inves-
tors to buy or sell shares at a
specific price, later in time. Call

another boost higher. As shares
jump, they need to hedge more,
adding fuel to the fire. Such
hedging activity can intensify
moves when markets head
lower.

According to traders, there
have been mammoth options
trades that include buying call
options on stocks such as Ama-
zon, Adobe Inc., Netflix, Face-
book and Microsoft, generating
chatter across Wall Street.

Some of that options activity
has come from individual inves-
tors, who have been lured by
free trades on sites such as
Robinhood Markets Inc. Soft-
Bank’s role indicates large insti-
tutions are also playing a role
in the frenzy of tech options
trading.

“It’s exacerbating moves,”
said Danny Kirsch, head of op-
tions at brokerage Cornerstone
Macro, of the surge in tech op-
tions activity. “That’s why these
moves are getting very
stretched both ways.”

SoftBank is best known for

its $100 billion Vision Fund,
which invests in startups in-
cluding Uber Technologies Inc.
and TikTok owner Bytedance.
But in July its founder and CEO,
Masayoshi Son, announced a
new unit to invest in public
markets, similar to a hedge
fund in its scope and tactics.

Part of that unit includes a
$555 million, 12-year fund, one-
third of which is Mr. Son’s per-
sonal money. It adds another
tentacle to SoftBank’s globe-
trotting investment ambitions.
Mr. Son, often given to bouts of
whimsy, hid a clue in the name:
555 in Japanese is pronounced
“go, go, go.”

SoftBank only recently
emerged from a serious rough
patch. The company’s bet on of-
fice landlord WeWork soured,
requiring SoftBank to bail it
out. Investments in ride hailing
startups were hammered when
the pandemic shut down travel.
SoftBank reported a $9 billion
loss in the fiscal year ended
March, its worst year ever.

President Trump is flanked by Kosovo Prime Minister Avdullah Hoti, right, and Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic at a signing ceremony for an agreement that would establish a single market.
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$700 billion in market value
since the end of July and Tesla
Inc. shares more than doubled,
making the electric car maker
one of world’s 10 most valuable
companies.

Regulatory filings show Soft-
Bank bought nearly $4 billion
of shares in tech giants such as
Amazon.com Inc., Microsoft
Corp. and Netflix Inc. this
spring, plus a stake in Tesla.
Not included in those disclo-
sures is the massive options
trade, which is built to pay off
if the stock market rises to a
certain level and then lock in
gains, the people said.

SoftBank bought a roughly

ContinuedfromPageOne

SoftBank
Fueled
Tech Rally

options confer the right to buy,
while puts give the right to sell.
Traders can tap these deriva-
tives contracts to make direc-
tional bets on stocks or hedge
their portfolios.

Investors buy options con-
tracts tied to individual stocks
or to broad indexes such as the

S&P 500 or the Nasdaq Com-
posite. When banks and broker-
ages arrange options for inves-
tors, they are left with their
own exposure to the markets.
To zero that exposure out, op-
tions dealers buy derivatives
and stocks.

In the case of call options,
this can give stocks and indexes

Options activity has
intensified the tech
rally and unleashed
unusual dynamics.

WASHINGTON—The leaders
of Serbia and Kosovo said Fri-
day they were normalizing
economic relations, a sign of
progress as the two quarreling
Balkan nations seek to resolve
a decadeslong dispute that
once prompted U.S. military
intervention in the region.

In a meeting in the Oval Of-
fice with Serbian President
Aleksandar Vucic and Kosovo
Prime Minister Avdullah Hoti,
President Trump hailed the
agreement and said, “Econo-
mies can bring people to-
gether.”

Mr. Vucic told The Wall
Street Journal that the deal,
which he described as a huge
leap forward, would establish a
single market with Kosovo,
guaranteeing a free flow of peo-
ple, services and capital. This

view was echoed by Mr. Hoti.
It wasn’t immediately clear

when the pact would be imple-
mented, and no deadline was
noted in the official docu-
ments. Officials from both
countries said the implementa-
tion could depend on whether
Mr. Trump gets re-elected.

In a statement released by
the White House later Friday,
the president said Kosovo and
Israel had agreed to normalize
ties and establish diplomatic
relations, and that Serbia had
agreed to move its embassy to
Jerusalem by July.

In what officials said was a
major concession to the U.S.,
both countries pledged to re-
move 5G equipment provided
by mistrusted vendors from
their mobile networks, and to
prohibit such vendors from
bidding in the future. Officials
from both countries said this
was a reference to Chinese

companies such as Huawei
Technologies Co.

Talks between the U.S., Ser-
bia and Kosovo took place at
the White House this week,
hosted by U.S. national secu-
rity adviser Robert O’Brien
and the special envoy for Ser-
bia and Kosovo negotiations,
Richard Grenell.

Mr. Trump promised both
leaders cheap loans guaran-
teed by the U.S. government
for strategic infrastructure de-
velopment amounting to sev-
eral billion dollars, according
to two people in the room.

The financing for the
planned projects in Kosovo
alone exceeds the $1 billion
mark, said Arban Abrashi, Ko-
sovo’s infrastructure minister.

In a briefing later Friday,
Mr. Grenell said there had
been a long road to Friday’s
agreement. “We’ve been fight-
ing and talking about the same

thing for decades,” he said.
The deal includes a one-year

freeze on Kosovo’s efforts to
seek new membership in inter-
national organizations and on
Serbia’s efforts to request other
countries and international or-
ganizations to not recognize
Kosovo as an independent
state. Kosovo is recognized by

more than 100 countries, in-
cluding the U.S., but it is unable
to join international organiza-
tions such as the United Na-
tions because Serbia—backed
by Russia and China—has re-
jected its independence bid.

The leaders of Serbia and
Kosovo each signed docu-
ments outlining what they had

agreed to do to work toward
normalizing their economic
relations.

Mr. Vucic and Mr. Hoti are
set to meet again at EU head-
quarters in Brussels on Mon-
day, where they will continue
to negotiate under the aus-
pices of the bloc’s chief diplo-
mat, Josep Borrell.

BY REBECCA BALLHAUS
AND BOJAN PANCEVSKI

Serbia and KosovoWill
Normalize Economic Ties
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BRASÍLIA—Brazil’s conser-
vative president, Jair Bolson-
aro, has responded to interna-
tional criticism over
deforestation in the Amazon
by lashing out at other world
leaders and environmentalists
and asserting that what the
rainforest needs is more eco-
nomic development, not less.

But Mr. Bolsonaro’s vice
president, Hamilton Mourão,
struck a different tone in an in-
terview with The Wall Street
Journal this week. He offered a
rare mea culpa and said that
the government hadn’t directed
enough resources and attention
to reducing deforestation,
which has skyrocketed in the
past two years as land grabbers
and wildcat ranchers have
moved deeper into the world’s
largest rainforest.

“If we had kept the pres-
sure up, with more efficient
oversight, we’d certainly have
had better results,” said Mr.
Mourão, who heads the coun-
try’s Amazon task force.

While he backed Mr. Bol-
sonaro’s view of the Amazon
that changes in land-use policy
rather than enforcement are
what ultimately will reduce
deforestation, the former army
general vowed to aggressively
use the country’s troops to
fight those who seize land ille-
gally and burn trees and bush.

Mr. Bolsonaro declined to
comment.

Brazil deployed the army
last year when Mr. Bolsonaro’s
administration came under
withering criticism for its
management of the rainforest
from environmentalists and
world leaders. But the troops
were called back in October
and the country was too slow
in deploying them this year.

The burning season is peak-
ing, with farmers, ranchers
and land grabbers on the edge
of the Amazon across several
countries in South America
setting fire to the trees that
were logged last year.

“Our thinking is that we need
to keep military operations in

the Amazon to reduce defores-
tation to an acceptable level un-
til the end of the Bolsonaro ad-
ministration,” said Mr. Mourão,
who took office 20 months ago
along with Mr. Bolsonaro.

In Brazil, where 60% of the
Amazon is located, more than
3,500 square miles were lost
in the 12 months ended in
July, a 35% increase from the
same period the previous year,
according to preliminary data
released by Brazil’s National
Institute for Space Research.

Environmentalists said that
Mr. Mourão speaks in defense of
the forest but that, in practice,
deforestation is expanding fast.
“If the government doesn’t act
with a shock treatment, it is go-
ing to be very hard to reverse
deforestation and burning of

trees,” said Marcio Astrini, exec-
utive secretary at the Brazilian
Climate Observatory, a coalition
of environmental organizations.

Mr. Mourão counters that
starting in June, after the army
was deployed, the government
detected that deforestation and
fires were trending down.

Aside from the armed
forces, Mr. Mourão said, state
agencies only operate season-
ally. “That is why illegality
thrives,” he said. “All of this
happens because of this ab-
sence of the state.”

The vice president has said
he wants the government to
have more agents working in
the field for Brazil’s environ-
mental protection agency. Still,
he said policing isn’t enough to
curb deforestation in a region
where land ownership is hard
to prove and where many of its
20 million inhabitants live off
slash-and-burn farming. Brazil
must legalize land use and
planning, while moving on re-
forestation projects, he said.

BY LUCIANA MAGALHAES
AND PAULO TREVISANI

Brazil’s Vice President
Admits Mistakes in
Protecting the Amazon

MOSCOW—Al ex ande r
Cherevach, a software engi-
neer in Belarus, said he was
returning from work when po-
lice stopped him on the street
in Minsk and accused him of
participating in mass demon-
strations against the country’s
authoritarian president, Alex-
ander Lukashenko.

Mr. Cherevach, 26 years
old, said that when he
wouldn’t unlock his computer
and phone, the officers shoved
him into a van and punched
and kicked him before threat-
ening to rape him with a ba-
ton. Beatings during three
days in detention left him with
a concussion, a fractured lum-
bar vertebra, a bruised kidney
and hematomas, according to
medical reports reviewed by
The Wall Street Journal. He
was hospitalized for six days.

“I haven’t processed it all
yet, but of course I’m afraid,”
Mr. Cherevach said.

Human-rights groups, po-
litical analysts and opposition
activists say that during Mr.
Lukashenko’s more than two
decades as head of state, secu-
rity forces have used arbitrary

detentions, beatings and tor-
ture against those viewed as a
threat to his power.

After Mr. Lukashenko
claimed victory in an Aug. 9
presidential election that oppo-
sition supporters and the Euro-
pean Union dismissed as fraud-
ulent, roughly 7,000 people
were detained for protesting,
though nearly all were subse-
quently released. Human-rights

researchers say they have docu-
mented more than 500 cases of
people being beaten and tor-
tured while detained by security
forces or at detention centers.

“This is not repression light.
It’s full-fledged repression,” said
Andrei Sannikov, an exiled for-
mer opposition leader who was
imprisoned and tortured a few
months after challenging Mr.
Lukashenko in a 2010 election.

Neither Mr. Lukashenko’s

office nor Belarus’s Interior
Ministry responded to several
requests for comment, though
the ministry previously has
apologized for how riot police
treated protesters on the
streets. Nor did Belarus’s Com-
mittee for State Security, still
known as the KGB, respond to
requests for comment.

The Belarusian leader has
denied that security forces de-
tained or otherwise re-
pressed opposition supporters.
The country’s investigative
committee said 124 law-en-
forcement officers complained
about violence directed at them.

The Interior Ministry ac-
knowledged Wednesday re-
ceiving complaints about the
treatment of detainees, state
media reported, while Be-
larus’s prosecutor general’s of-
fice said in August it had cre-
ated a commission to conduct
preliminary checks regarding
allegations of violence against
civilians during the protests.

However, authorities ha-
ven’t launched a single crimi-
nal investigation, rights activ-
ists said. Investigators didn’t
respond to requests for com-
ment. Their public statements
indicate they are conducting

preliminary checks.
U.S. Secretary of State Mike

Pompeo called Wednesday for
an end to violence directed at
protesters, and said Washing-
ton was reviewing with its
trans-Atlantic partners signifi-
cant, targeted sanctions on any-
one involved in human-rights
abuses in Belarus. A team of in-
dependent experts assembled
by the United Nations has de-
manded that Belarus stop the
alleged torture, while the Euro-
pean Union has called for a
probe of abuses as it weighs
sanctions it might apply.

Russia has said it would
stand by Mr. Lukashenko. Rus-
sian President Vladimir Putin
has said he would send Rus-
sian security forces to defend
him if necessary.

Valentin Stefanovich, dep-
uty director of the Belarusian
human rights group Viasna,
said abuse of prisoners de-
tained in the wake of the Au-
gust election was widespread
and systematic. The group in-
terviewed hundreds of people
who said they were tortured.
Both men and women said
they were threatened with
rape. Others said they were
subjected to electric shocks.

BY ANN M. SIMMONS

In Belarus, Torture Claims Mount
Alexander Cherevach in the Minsk park where he said he was stopped by police on Aug. 10 and later beaten while in detention.

‘This isnot repression
light. It’s full-fledged
repression,’ says an
ex-opposition leader.

Hamilton
Mourão says
not enough
resources have
been provided
to restrain
deforestation.
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Mark Seal.
He joined the Sigma Chi frater-

nity, was a cheerleader at basket-
ball games and operated a laundry
service on campus. After interrupt-
ing his studies to serve in the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers, he com-
pleted his mechanical engineering
degree in 1948.

American Blower Corp., a maker
of ventilating equipment, hired
him as a salesman and sent him to
the boomtown of Houston, where
he initially roomed at a YMCA. Af-
ter two years, he joined a small
firm that designed mechanical sys-
tems for buildings. Soon he formed
his own business, investing in real
estate and developing warehouses
and office buildings in the Houston
suburbs.

In the mid-1960s, he made a
leap in scale by taking on two au-
dacious projects in Houston: a
headquarters for Shell Oil and the
Galleria mall, anchored by a Nei-
man Marcus store and featuring an
ice-skating rink in the basement
and air-conditioned tennis courts
on the roof. Developing both proj-
ects simultaneously was “the crazi-
est thing in the world,” he said
later. “I could have gone broke.”

When Mr. Hines was in his 50s,
a doctor told him he had clogged
arteries and needed heart-bypass
surgery. He refused to have the op-
eration and followed alternative
treatments: extreme exercise, in-
cluding bicycling and skiing adven-
tures, and a better diet. He went
vegan, ate steamed broccoli for
breakfast and carried a brown bag
of health food to dinner parties.

Influenced by his second wife,
the former Barbara Fritzsche, he
took up yoga and meditation.

Mr. Hines is survived by his
wife, four children, 15 grandchil-
dren and a great-grandson.

In terms of what can go wrong
during construction, he had seen
nearly everything. “I’ve learned
that lesson a thousand times,” he
sometimes told colleagues.

ROBERT MERCER
1 924 — 2020

Goodyear CEO Fended
Off Corporate Raider

R obert Mercer became chief
executive of Goodyear Tire
& Rubber Co. in January

1983 with the intention of pursu-
ing a long-term strategy. Good-
year would defend itself in the
tire market against overseas ri-
vals Michelin and Bridgestone
Tire, while expanding into energy.

A slump in the energy market
depressed Goodyear shares. In
1986, Mr. Mercer’s strategy was
suddenly disrupted by the corpo-
rate raider James Goldsmith, who
bought an 11.5% stake and threat-
ened to take over the company.

Mr. Mercer rallied supporters
in Goodyear’s hometown of Ak-
ron, Ohio, and beyond. “Who the
hell are you?” U.S. Rep. John
Seiberling of Ohio, a grandson of
a Goodyear founder, asked Mr.

Goldsmith at a congressional
hearing. Alerted to Mr. Gold-
smith’s supposed rubber-band
phobia, Goodyear fans shipped
boxes of them to his home.

Mr. Goldsmith agreed to sell
his stock back to Goodyear and
walked away with a profit esti-
mated at more than $90 million.
Bowing to his advice, Goodyear
agreed to sell its energy and
aerospace businesses.

Mr. Mercer, who died Aug. 28
at the age of 96, kept control of
the company in Akron, and Good-
year has survived as the world’s
third-largest tire maker. But the
company took on heavy debts and
shed thousands of jobs. “Our ship
is a little lower in the water now,
and it’s a little shorter,” he said.

—James R. Hagerty

OBITUARIES

Yoshihide, the third of four
children and the elder son,
would take over the family
farm. But the prospect didn’t
appeal to Yoshihide. Graduat-
ing from high school, he
headed to the capital.

In Tokyo, Mr. Suga got his
first job in a cardboard fac-
tory. According to his website,
he later took side jobs pushing
a cart at the Tokyo fish market
and running errands for a
newspaper company, using his
wages to pay for college at Ho-
sei University. At 26, he landed
a job as a secretary to a Parlia-
ment member from Yokohama,
a port city south of Tokyo.

After serving on the city
council, he was elected in 1996
to represent a Yokohama dis-
trict in Parliament, a seat he
has held to this day. He got his
big break in 2012, when Mr. Abe
became prime minister for the
second time. Mr. Abe needed
someone to keep his ruling bloc
in line and focus squarely on his
“Abenomics” revitalization plan.

“He really understands or-
dinary people,” said Gov. Nori-
hisa Satake of Akita prefec-

ture, which includes Mr. Suga’s
hometown.

As the de facto No. 2 in the
Abe government, Mr. Suga’s role
was a combination of chief of
staff, chief government spokes-
man and behind-the-scenes eco-
nomic idea man. He betrayed
little ambition, even when he
went last year to the U.S. to
meet Vice President Mike
Pence, sparking buzz that he
was aiming to succeed Mr. Abe.

After returning to Tokyo, Mr.
Suga got a visit from Mr. Yuri.
As Mr. Yuri recalled it, he urged
Mr. Suga to push for the top job,
but Mr. Suga got angry and said
he didn’t want to hear such talk.

It was a measure of Mr.
Suga’s ability to avoid the lime-
light that even though he gave
two news conferences a day
and was often quoted in the
press, he remained little-known
to the public until April 1, 2019,
when he announced on live TV
the name of the era of Japan’s
new Emperor Naruhito—Reiwa
or “beautiful harmony.” Since
then, he has been known lo-
cally as “Uncle Reiwa.”

Describing his accomplish-

of scary,” said Perry Waughtal, a
former chief financial officer of the
Hines development company.

Though Mr. Hines preferred to
retain ownership, he pulled off
timely sales of some of his build-
ings, allowing him to scrape
through real-estate slumps in the
late 1980s and early 1990s that
toppled other developers. “We’ve
learned equity is king and debt is
death,” he said in a 1992 speech.

The company he founded, now
headed by his son Jeff, has more
than 4,800 employees and a pres-
ence in 25 countries.

G erald Douglas Hines was
born Aug. 15, 1925. His par-
ents, natives of Nova Scotia,

had settled in Gary, Ind., where his
father was an electrician at a U.S.
Steel plant. His mother had been a
teacher. Young Gerald delivered
newspapers, sold vacuum cleaners
door to door and ran on the cross-
country team in high school.

At Purdue University, where he
enrolled in 1943, he chose mechan-
ical engineering, partly because his
father had said engineers didn’t
get laid off during the Depression,
according to “Raising the Bar,” a
2016 biography of Mr. Hines by

GERALD HINES
1 92 5 — 2020

Property Developer
Bet on Elegance

BY JAMES R. HAGERTY

J . Hugh Liedtke, chief executive
of Houston-based Pennzoil
Co., wanted a new corporate

headquarters in the mid-1970s.
Gerald Hines, a local property de-
veloper, introduced Mr. Liedtke to
the architect Philip Johnson, who
shared the oilman’s disdain for
boring designs.

The result was Pennzoil Place, a
pair of trapezoidal towers with
slanted roofs that gave Houston’s
skyline a jolt. The project—ex-
tolled by the architectural critic
Ada Louise Huxtable for its “bril-
liant, shifting geometry”—was an
early sign that Mr. Hines was go-
ing to leave a mark far beyond his
home base of Houston.

A low-key mechanical engineer,
Mr. Hines went on to team up with
Mr. Johnson and other big-name
architects—including I.M. Pei,
Frank Gehry and Kevin Roche—to
develop office towers, hotels and
shopping malls around the world.
Among his nearly 900 projects
were the Salesforce Tower in San
Francisco, the Porta Nuova district
in Milan, the Diagonal Mar com-
plex in Barcelona and a stack of
oval tiers in Midtown Manhattan
known as the lipstick building.

Mr. Hines, who was recently di-
agnosed with cancer and died Aug.
23 at the age of 95, believed archi-
tectural flourishes paid for them-
selves by attracting prosperous
tenants. He insisted on solid doors,
luxurious hardware and tall ceil-
ings. Still and all, he used his engi-
neering expertise to pare the more
mundane costs of construction.

In his breast pocket he carried a
slide rule and often whipped it out
to make calculations during meet-
ings. Sometimes he worked out
costs on his slide rule with his
hands propped against his steering
wheel while driving. “It was kind

� Read in-depth profiles at
WSJ.com/news/types/obituaries

HEE SOOK LEE
1 959 — 2020

Immigrant’s Soft Tofu
Soup Drew Long Lines

Hee Sook Lee, founder of the
BCD Tofu House chain, had a se-
cret combination of spices in her
tofu soup. It was so popular that
lines formed outside her Korean
restaurants in Los Angeles—and
so confidential that even her hus-
band didn’t know the formula.

Ms. Lee, an immigrant who
built a chain of 13 BCD restau-
rants, died July 18. She was 61
and had ovarian cancer.

Founded in 1996, her company
operates restaurants in Los Ange-
les and Orange County, Calif., as
well as in Dallas, New York and
Fort Lee, N.J.

“She really wanted to make Ko-
rean food accessible and main-
stream,” said Eddie Lee, one of
her three sons and interim chief
executive of the restaurant com-

pany, whose BCD name refers to
the Buk Chang Dong district in
Seoul, where her mother-in-law
ran a restaurant.

To differentiate her restau-
rants, Ms. Lee put the focus on
soondubu jjigae, or soft tofu
soup, prepared with beef-bone
broth. Customers choose among
five levels of spiciness. Optional
ingredients include kimchi, clams
and tripe, and vegan versions are
available. Some of the restaurants
are open 24 hours a day.

The company also sells its own
brand of organic tofu with sauce
at grocery stores.

“To succeed in anything, you
just have to be fanatically de-
voted to it,” Ms. Lee said in a
2006 speech.

—James R. Hagerty

WORLD NEWS

ments at a news conference
Wednesday, Mr. Suga gave a
list that harked back to a time
when constituent service was
a politician’s bread and butter.
He said he saved people
money on their cellphone bills
by encouraging the nation’s
three major carriers to lower
prices. And said he reduced
the risk of floods by fixing a
bureaucratic tangle involving
dam regulation.

What he didn’t express was
any grand vision for the na-
tion, as Mr. Abe did eight years
ago with talk of revitalizing the
economy and making Japan a
respected and powerful player
in international affairs.

Should Mr. Suga be chosen
as prime minister, dealing with
world leaders will be at the top
of his agenda.

“His style is probably very
different from that of (Presi-
dent) Trump,” said Mr. Fuji-
wara. Mr. Suga doesn’t play
much golf, which Mr. Abe used
to bond with the American
president. “Well, if he is asked
to go fishing, he would really
love to,” Mr. Fujiwara said.

YUZAWA, Japan—In his first
campaign, Yoshihide Suga was
a little-known candidate from a
remote village in northern
Japan, trying to get on the city
council in big-city Yokohama.
“I started from zero, with no
family connections or connec-
tions to the place,” he said.

What he did have was dog-
gedness. After visiting 30,000
houses while wearing out six
pairs of shoes, as a colleague
later recalled, Mr. Suga won
the seat. More than three de-
cades later, the son of a straw-
berry farmer and a teacher is
poised to become prime minis-
ter of Japan, leading the
world’s third-largest economy.

Mr. Suga, the chief cabinet
secretary, already has locked
up the support of a majority of
the ruling Liberal Democratic
Party’s lawmakers, virtually
assuring that he will be
elected party leader and then
prime minister.

His rise is made even more
improbable by the nation’s
preference for political dynas-
ties. Mr. Suga’s boss of nearly
eight years, outgoing Prime
Minister Shinzo Abe, is the
son of a foreign minister and
grandson of a prime minister.

The 71-year-old Mr. Suga
outcompeted blue-blooded ri-
vals not with powerful oratory,
a transformational vision or
ideology that roused the pas-
sions of the base, but through
a reputation for getting things
done self-effacingly, without
making enemies.

Growing up in the 1950s and
early 1960s, young Yoshihide
(pronounced “yoh-shee-hee-
deh”) and a friend, Masashi
Yuri, would fish with a bamboo
rod, Mr. Yuri recalled. They
made a baseball bat out of a
log. No one in the village had a
car. Getting to high school was a
two-hour trip by bus and train.

The Suga family was a bit
better off than average, thanks
to his father’s strawberry crop

Mr. Suga’s father thought

BY MIHO INADA
AND PETER LANDERS

Japan’s Likely New Prime Minister
Came From Humble Beginnings

Yoshihide Suga doesn’t come from a political dynasty, which is typical for Japanese leaders.
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AFGHANISTAN

Kabul, Taliban Set
For First Direct Talks

Afghanistan’s government
and the Taliban are set to begin
their first direct talks next week
toward ending nearly two de-
cades of fighting, after the U.S.
signed a deal with the insurgent
group to extricate America from
its longest war.

Representatives of the war-
ring factions are expected to
convene as early as Monday in
Qatar’s capital to agree on a
road map for reconciliation, offi-
cials said. Doha was also the
venue for the signing of the
U.S.-Taliban accord in February,

The Afghan government is pri-
oritizing an immediate cease-fire,
while the Taliban is likely to focus
on a power-sharing arrangement
and a transitional government.

The talks reflect a concerted
push to end a war that began
with the U.S.-led invasion in re-
sponse to the Sept. 11, 2001,
terrorist attacks that al Qaeda
orchestrated from a Taliban
sanctuary in Afghanistan.

—Ehsanullah Amiri

NEW ZEALAND

Cattle Shipments
Halted After Sinking

New Zealand suspended ship-
ments of live cattle after a ves-
sel carrying more than 5,800
cows sank Wednesday during
rough weather on the way to
China, leaving dozens of sailors
missing and dead animals float-
ing in the sea.

Only two survivors among

the 43 people who were on
board the Gulf Livestock 1 have
been found so far.

The accident has drawn
global attention to the business
of trading and shipping livestock
around the world in giant ves-
sels with multiple floors of
penned animals.

On Friday, a spokesman for
New Zealand’s Ministry for Pri-
mary Industries said the country
is temporarily halting new cattle
livestock-export applications while
it tries to understand what hap-
pened during the ship’s journey.

Animal-rights groups have
heavily criticized the squalid con-
ditions that animals are subject to
while they are being transported,
and at their final destinations.

— Lucy Craymer

CHINA

Beijing Launches
Test Spaceplane

China has claimed success in
the secretive launch of an experi-
mental spaceplane, the latest in
a series of milestones for the
country’s space program.

The rocket-mounted reusable
spacecraft was lofted into orbit
Friday from the Jiuquan Satellite
Launch Center in northern
China’s Gobi Desert, the official
Xinhua News Agency said.

Both China and the U.S. have
secretive programs to develop
unmanned, reusable spaceplanes.
Last year, the U.S. Air Force’s
X-37B Orbital Test Vehicle,
which resembles a miniature
version of the retired Space
Shuttle, completed a 780-day
mission in orbit.

—Trefor Moss

A second sailor from the Gulf Livestock 1 was rescued Friday near
Japan’s Kodakara island. More than three dozen remained missing.
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“It’s hard to watch your
work when that judge is pres-
ent,” she said. “What you see
is really different than what it
feels like playing the charac-
ter. You’re seeing yourself, not
the character.”

Ms. Zarish, who appeared

in Broadway plays, and TV
shows including “Law and Or-
der” and “Seinfeld”—in which
she played a car-rental agent
and had a memorable ex-
change with Jerry Seinfeld
about the importance of hold-
ing a reservation—said she

Actor Steve Schirripa watches an episode of ‘The Sopranos.’
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Venezuela’s
Oil Output
Falling Off

FROM PAGE ONE

An NPR producer report-
edly said they knew Mr. Driver
didn’t like to listen to scenes
from his films, and invited him
to remove his headphones. In-
stead, he walked out, accord-
ing to the Daily Beast and oth-
ers.

NPR didn’t immediately re-
spond to comment. Danny
Miller, an executive producer
of the NPR show, issued a
statement at the time that
said “we don’t really under-
stand why he left.”

Through his agent, Mr.
Driver declined to comment.

With little to do during
months of confinement and no
scheduled work in the near fu-
ture, some are taking the leap.

Adam Rodriguez said he
mostly stayed away from his
most-famous performances,
including as a law-enforce-
ment agent in “Criminal

ContinuedfromPageOne

Minds” and “CSI: Miami,” and
as a male stripper in the 2012
film “Magic Mike.”

The few times he watched
himself, Mr. Rodriguez re-
called thinking, “‘Oh my God,’
is that how I walk? Is that how
I talk? What am I doing with
my hands? Why am I making
that stupid face?”

But as “Penny Dreadful:
City of Angels”—a Showtime
fantasy in which he has a re-
curring role—Mr. Rodriguez
and his wife have been tuning
in weekly.

The Rodriguezes had their
third child at the beginning of
shelter-in-place orders, Mr.
Rodriguez said.

“I will say ‘Penny Dreadful’
is one of the few jobs I’ve
done that I’m very comfort-
able with watching,” Mr. Rod-
riguez said. He’s now consid-
ering watching some of his
past work and recently bought
the DVD set for “Brooklyn
South,” a short-lived cop
drama in which he had his
first TV role. (He still hasn’t
opened the DVD case.)

Every actor has a judge in-
side their head, said Janet Za-
rish, an actress and professor
at New York University’s Tisch
School for the Arts.

doesn’t watch her past work.
Some actors have no prob-

lem seeing themselves on TV.
Mario Lopez, who played

A.C. Slater in “Saved By the
Bell” in the early ’90s and cur-
rently hosts “Access Holly-
wood” on NBC, said he usually
watches his work. He even
watches often on the very day
it airs.

“I like to watch to see how
the whole thing came to-
gether,” Mr. Lopez said. “What
worked, what didn’t.”

He kept working during the
pandemic, traveling to shoot
“Feliz NaviDad,” a Lifetime
channel Christmas movie that
will air this holiday season.
Mr. Lopez said the movie will
be on his holiday watch list.

As for Ms. Sigler, asked why
she waited over 20 years to
watch the “Sopranos” pilot,
she said: “I just don’t like
watching myself.”

Some of her fellow actors
on the Sopranos have reasons
to watch their past roles.

Right at the outset of the
pandemic, Steve Schirripa and
Michael Imperioli started
“Talking Sopranos,” a weekly
podcast revisiting the show.
Mr. Schirripa played mobster
Bobby “Bacala” Baccalieri,

while Mr. Imperioli won an
Emmy as Tony Soprano’s hot-
head nephew Christopher
Moltisanti.

Mr. Schirripa did watch
“The Sopranos” when it aired,
though he said he generally
“hates” to see himself on
screen. He’s been playing a de-
tective on the CBS series “Blue
Bloods” since 2015, and said
that if he notices an episode is
on TV while he’s looking for
something to watch, he’ll turn
it on.

Mr. Schirripa said watching
early episodes of “The Sopra-
nos” was no problem, because
his character only starts ap-
pearing early in the second
season. Once he got to that
point, his viewing experience
changed.

“I hate how my head
moves,” Mr. Schirripa told The
Wall Street Journal of his first
scene on the show. He also
found seeing himself in a fat
suit under his shirt particu-
larly cringeworthy.

“I looked tremendous,” he
said. “A tiny head on a giant
belly.”

Later in that episode, Tony
Soprano refers to Mr. Baccali-
eri as “a calzone with two
legs.”

power, what is happening to
oil in Venezuela goes far be-
yond the global industry’s
troubles. It is an existential
crisis for a country long de-
pendent on oil for nearly all of
its hard-currency earnings.

This year, Venezuela’s oil
income will probably fall be-
low the limited funds coming
in from other sources such as
gold mining and overseas
workers’ remittances, said
Luis Vicente León, an econo-
mist and pollster.

For the long-suffering citi-
zenry, the prospect is for more
misery, in a place where 96%
of people already live below
the poverty line, according to
a study by three universities.
Five million Venezuelans have
fled over the past five years,
by a United Nations count.

On Margarita Island, where
Juana Herrera lives, there is
no gasoline to power her car.
Venezuelan refineries are so
decrepit they produce almost
no propane, meaning her fam-
ily can’t use their gas stoves.
The cooking-fuel shortage is a
problem for four of five house-
holds in the country, said Julio
Cubas, head of the Observa-
tory on Public Services, a non-
profit that studies Venezue-
lans’ access to basic utilities.

Ms. Herrera, 55, relies on
wood. “It’s like the community
on this island is just slowly
dying away,” she said.

Similar stories can be heard
across the Caribbean nation as
the refineries’ near-paralysis,
which is partly due to a lack of
imported supplies, ripples
across to other industries
from food to transportation.

David Bermudez, an egg
wholesaler in the southern
state of Bolivar, said deliveries
he used to receive from farms
every two days now arrive
only every two weeks, as
farmers hoard scarce motor
fuel. The result is to deprive
residents of the mostly rural
state of what is normally a
low-cost protein source.

Calls for comment from the
Venezuelan Information Minis-
try and state oil giant Petró-
leos de Venezuela SA, known
as PdVSA, weren’t returned.

Diosdado Cabello, an ally of
President Nicolás Maduro
widely seen as the country’s
second-most-powerful politi-
cian, said in a television ap-
pearance Wednesday: “Vene-
zuela hasn’t received formal
income from the oil industry
since October.” He praised the
government’s resilience. “This
battle isn’t easy,” Mr. Cabello
said. “But the other option
was just giving up.”

Chevron Corp. is the last
American oil giant still operat-
ing in Venezuela, the rest hav-
ing left after Mr. Chávez re-
wrote contracts more than a
dozen years ago. Chevron now
is forced to wind down most of
its operations by Dec. 1, when a
waiver from the U.S. sanctions
that bar firms from doing busi-
ness with the Venezuelan gov-
ernment expires and the Trump
administration aims to ratchet
up pressure on Mr. Chávez’s so-
cialist successor, Mr. Maduro.

The U.S. decision also ap-
plies to four oil-service com-

ContinuedfromPageOne

panies that have played im-
portant roles in helping
Venezuela pump its crude:
Schlumberger Ltd., Halliburton
Co., Baker Hughes Inc. and
Weatherford International Ltd.

At the start of this year, 25
drilling rigs were still search-
ing for new oil deposits in
Venezuela, according to Baker
Hughes. In August, Nabors In-
dustries, a contractor to Chev-
ron, pulled out the last rig.

As recently as 18 months
ago, Venezuela was producing
nearly a million barrels of
crude a day. Now the figure is
around 300,000 barrels, and
some analysts foresee it slid-
ing to just 200,000 daily bar-
rels by the end of this year.

That would leave the gov-
ernment with perhaps $4 bil-
lion in annual oil revenue, an
amount it took in every two
weeks in the last boom year of
2012, said Giorgio Cunto, an
economist with Ecoanalitica, a
consulting firm in Caracas.

The collapse has had little
effect on world oil markets be-
cause others in the Organiza-
tion of the Petroleum Export-
ing Countries compensate for
Venezuela’s shrunken output.
U.S. refineries, which had been
Venezuela’s biggest buyer,
aren’t hurt by its falloff be-
cause of the sharp rise in U.S.
oil production in recent years.

Once a big producer
While U.S. sanctions have

undoubtedly made matters
worse for the Venezuelan in-
dustry, economists say most of
the fault lies with the two de-
cades of incompetence and
graft under the Chávez and
Maduro governments, which
included making foreign busi-
ness partners unwelcome.

Venezuela’s oil story began
in 1922 with the country’s first
successful well. Before long,
Venezuela was the world’s sec-
ond-largest oil producer, after
the U.S. In 1960, Oil Minister
Pablo Pérez Alfonzo spear-
headed the founding of OPEC.

Venezuela was developing
and attracting European immi-
grants by the 1970s, a decade
when its government national-
ized the oil industry. But the
country also had large pockets
of poverty and a corrupt rul-
ing class.

When Mr. Chávez, a revolu-
tion-minded former army cap-
tain, rose to power in 1999,
vowing to close the wealth gap

in Venezuelan society with so-
cialist policies, he put an end
to the operational indepen-
dence enjoyed by PdVSA.

It had earned a reputation
for efficiency. Mr. Chávez fired
its top management after an
industry strike aimed at top-
pling his leadership. He began
using the company to build
housing, distribute chicken to
slum dwellers and organize
Socialist Party rallies. Venezu-
ela kept gasoline virtually free
for its citizens. It also sold
cut-rate oil to leftist allies in
the region such as Cuba.

In 2006, Mr. Chávez ripped
up contracts with foreign com-
panies that were doing much
of the oil-field work, forcing
them to cede majority opera-
tional and financial control of
projects to PdVSA. One by one,
firms such as Exxon Mobil
quit the country. Investment
declined, and so did output.

At first, few in Venezuela
noticed or cared. Oil’s price,
driven by a rising Chinese
economy, was surging. The
price spike bought the govern-
ment a bounty, which Mr.
Chávez spent on programs
such as food and other subsi-
dies rather than maintaining
the oil industry. By the time
he succumbed to cancer in
2013, oil output was about half
the level of when he took over.

Billions in oil revenue were
diverted into discretionary
funds controlled by the presi-
dent with little accounting.
Unchecked spending allowed
regime insiders to plunder the
state coffers and enrich them-
selves. The graft spawned a

leftist bourgeoisie in Venezu-
ela that splurged on luxuries
from opulent Miami lofts to
castles in Spain.

At one joint venture, man-
agers stole hundreds of mil-
lions of dollars by routinely
inflating the cost of oil-field
supplies such as office equip-
ment by more than 100-fold,
according to charging docu-
ments and purchasing invoices
reviewed by The Wall Street
Journal. The operator of a
company that supplied office
equipment pleaded guilty and
was sentenced to house arrest.

The years of theft, com-
bined with subsidy spending

and neglect of infrastructure,
have left Venezuela’s economy
with little to show for the
more than $1 trillion in oil
revenue it collected in 22
years of socialist rule. Nearly a
third was lost to malfeasance,
former allies of the govern-
ment have told the Journal.

The party ended when
global oil prices abruptly
started dropping in the au-
tumn of 2014. Venezuela’s
economy went into freefall.
The government tightened po-
litical control to stay in power,
sidelining the country’s legis-
lature and having protesters

beaten, arrested or shot.
What little of the oil indus-

try survived the self-inflicted
wounds has come under sanc-
tions by the Trump adminis-
tration over the past two
years. The goal of the U.S. ad-
ministration, which recognizes
opposition leader Juan Guaidó
as the legitimate president of
Venezuela, is to choke off rev-
enue to push from power a
Maduro regime widely accused
of both electoral fraud and hu-
man-rights abuses.

American officials promise
tougher sanctions. One option
is to further hamper Venezu-
ela’s ability to exchange crude
oil for diesel and other refined
fuels. Despite the short supply
of these products in the coun-
try, the Maduro regime still
ships cut-rate oil products to
allies such as Cuba, said Elliott
Abrams, special U.S. envoy for
Venezuela.

“Maduro has consistently
shown he does not care about
the lives of Venezuelans,” Mr.
Abrams said. “If there is a die-
sel shortage, the easy way to
alleviate it is to end the colo-
nial relationship between Cuba
and Venezuela.”

Millions of barrels of Vene-
zuelan crude oil produced over
past months are stuck in
maxed-out storage facilities or
tankers on the sea, with few
buyers willing to risk defying
the U.S. ban on Venezuelan oil
trading. Iran sent Venezuela
1.5 million barrels of motor
fuel this spring and summer in
defiance of the ban, but that
was only enough for a few
weeks of demand.

Venezuela’s oil refineries
once turned its crude oil into
600,000 barrels of gasoline a
day, meeting local demand and
sending about half for export.
Today they struggle to turn
out 30,000 to 40,000 barrels a
day, according to the refinery
workers’ union.

U.S. sanctions have ham-
pered the refineries’ ability to
import needed chemicals and
components. Venezuelan driv-
ers now wait in line, some-
times for days, to fill up.

“Permanent anguish, that’s
what I feel,” said Irelis Marti-
nez, a 63-year-old pensioner in
Caracas, who blames the
shortages in part on American
sanctions. “You just pray that
all sides can come to some so-
lution. With more and more
blockades, the only ones that I
see suffering are average Ven-
ezuelans like me,” she said.

Mr. Maduro calls himself
the victim of imperialist ag-
gression and blames the U.S.
for destabilizing the state oil
company. “Donald Trump has
waged a war on PdVSA,” he
said in a recent TV address.

Ending free gasoline
With so little oil income

coming in, Mr. Maduro has
done something his predeces-
sors didn’t dare. In June, the
government started charging
almost market prices for gaso-
line. The price went to $2 a
gallon overnight, a shock in a
country where free gas was
seen as practically a birthright.

Caracas, where traffic for
decades was among the worst
in the hemisphere, now has
relatively unclogged highways
and roads. Rush hour is a
thing of the past.

Earlier this year, the Ma-
duro administration acknowl-
edged some errors in its oil
management and unveiled
plans to overhaul the industry,
promising greater control and
better profit-sharing terms for
foreign companies. Given U.S.
sanctions that bar companies
from any country from work-
ing in Venezuela, the changes
have had little effect.

Gilberto Morillo, a former
PdVSA director, waxed nostalgic
about how oil was once a ticket
to modernity and stability.

“A hundred years ago, we
started from zero,” he said.
“And now it’s like we have to
restart the path, with an un-
productive country in ruins."

DryingUp
Venezuelawas amajor oil producer for decades but now has fallen off badly.

Crude oil production

Sources: CEIC Data; Energy Information Administration (U.S.)
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The last oil drilling
rig that was working
in Venezuela shut
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Abandoned pump jacks litter oil fields in Venezuela’s Zulia state. Above right, a man is pushed home from a Caracas hospital because its ambulances had no fuel.
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T hough worried about the pan-
demic, my family risked a short
trip to the beach this summer.

We loaded the car with food before
our four-hour drive and stopped only
for gas along the way. We kept to
ourselves in a rented condo, and
there was enough space on the shore
for us to enjoy the surf at ample
length from everyone else.

As an exercise in isolation, the
getaway was a smashing success. Our
closest companions were sand crabs
and sea gulls.

But on the drive back home, I was
quietly haunted by the words of Rob-
ert Roosevelt, Theodore Roosevelt’s
uncle. In 1851, before the future pres-
ident was born, TR’s father, Theodore
Roosevelt Sr., took a trip to Europe,
writing back home about the sights
he’d seen. That was when Robert of-
fered a rejoinder to his brother. “I’m
afraid, Theodore,” Robert sniffed,
“you have mistaken the object of
traveling. It is not to see scenery. . . .
It is to see men. To enlarge your
mind, which will never be enlarged

Too Much Distance Ruins Travel
by looking at a large hill, but by con-
versing with, and seeing the bent of
the minds of other people.”

I wouldn’t go that far. Memorable
landscapes yield insights all their own,
and a large hill can be a lovely plea-
sure. But Robert Roosevelt’s broader
message—that the real point of travel
is connecting with others—has a spe-

cial poignancy this year as a radically
altered travel season draws to close.
In a summer defined by face masks
and social distancing, the connections
Robert championed are precisely what
we’ve been told to avoid.

That loss is no small thing, as I
know from previous summer road
trips. On a long-ago visit to Maine, I
cringed when my daughter spilled
her juice cup on a huge, leather-clad
biker at a rural diner. He greeted the
mishap with a smile, forcing me to

reconsider my assumptions about
burly guys who drive Harleys. Simi-
larly, the gracious hospitality I expe-
rienced in Bloomington, Ind., made
me rethink my notions about cool
Midwestern reserve. In Boston, a lo-
cal man’s diligence in returning my
lost credit card told me that laments
about urban indifference go only so
far.

The point of travel is to overcome
distance, not to keep it. Travel
nudges us to see strangers as individ-
uals, not types. Such insight seems in
short supply these days as a weary-
ing campaign season reduces voters
to abstract entries in some demo-
graphic niche, neatly sorted by race,
sex, education, red state or blue.

What we desperately needed this
summer was what this ugly pandemic
took away—the chance to see our fel-
low Americans up close, where the
true greatness of this country has
been all along.

Mr. Heitman, editor of Phi Kappa
Phi’s Forum magazine, is the author
of “A Summer of Birds: John James
Audubon at Oakley House.”

By Danny Heitman

Getting to know people is
the whole point of visiting
unfamiliar places.

An Education Innovation That Beats Learning Pods
Faced with public
education’s failure to
adapt to Covid-19,
parents who can af-
ford it are pooling
their resources and
hiring private tutors
to lead home-based
“pod” schools.
Dreading the pros-
pect of a mass exo-
dus of families from

traditional public schools, progres-
sive pundits are condemning these
parents for pioneering “the latest in
school segregation.” But education
policy makers truly committed to
“equity” should look past the current
crisis for ways to serve students bet-
ter within the traditional public-
school system.

More than half of Idaho’s high-
school seniors are enrolled in college—
many remotely—thanks to its four-
year-old “Advanced Opportunities”
program. When Idaho students reach
seventh grade, the state provides them
with $4,125 that they can use to cus-
tomize their high-school education.
Depending on their career and educa-
tional goals, students can use the
money to earn college credit by taking
courses that are taught online, on cam-
pus, or by high-school teachers in
partnership with professors. They can
also use the funds to pay for Advanced
Placement exams, professional certifi-
cation tests, and, as of this school year,
workforce development and appren-
ticeship courses.

The past 25 years of education re-
form has been defined by top-down
initiatives intended to close the
achievement gap. But Idaho state Sen.
Steven Thayn had a different vision
when he started the program that
would eventually become Advanced
Opportunities. A former high-school
teacher and dairy farmer who splits

time between writing laws and bailing
hay, Mr. Thayn wanted to fix “public
education’s fundamental flaw”—the
idea that “the state could educate stu-
dents without the help of parents.”

At first, Mr. Thayn spearheaded
initiatives intended to allow students
to finish high school faster, earn col-
lege scholarships for early graduation,
and receive partial reimbursement for
the expense of enrolling in college-
level courses. These programs, while
successful, were a major bureaucratic
headache to administer, requiring
high-school guidance counselors to
act essentially as accountants. So,
Tina Polishchuk, an official at the
Idaho Education Department, came to
Mr. Thayn with an idea: Rather than
reimburse students and schools, why
not give the money directly to stu-
dents and their parents and let them
decide how best to spend it?

The idea fit with Mr. Thayn’s phi-
losophy, so he sponsored a bill creat-
ing the Advanced Opportunities pro-
gram. Within a few months, then-
Gov. Butch Otter signed it into law. In
2016, the program’s first year, the
state provided funding for 16,265
dual-credit courses. Last year, Ad-
vanced Opportunities enabled stu-
dents to take 71,157 courses and earn
215,815 college credits, providing the
state’s brightest students a strong in-
centive to stay in the state for col-
lege, where all their credits will be
recognized.

“The kids feel like it’s their
money,” Mr. Thayn explained. “It’s
not a state program they have to ac-
cess. It’s theirs. That’s a huge psycho-
logical difference.”

School districts are essentially
monopoly providers and, absent out-
side competition, there isn’t a strong
incentive for them to meet the pref-
erences of parents and students. But
Advanced Opportunities provides
that incentive by offering students
the purchasing power to shape their
academic careers.

Idaho students evidently had a
greater appetite for advanced course
work than their high schools had real-
ized. Dual-credit enrollment has grown
more than fourfold since 2016. Supply
keeps pace with demand because ev-
eryone in the state’s education food

chain has a stake in making the pro-
gramwork. Postsecondary institutions
join with high-school teachers for an
enrollment and tuition boost. Teachers
earn stipends from joining with com-
munity colleges to provide college-
level instruction. Superintendents
around the state have encouraged the
program’s growth knowing that par-
ents have come to expect robust dual-
credit offerings.

Advanced Opportunities has also
proved a boon to students in rural
schools, who frequently don’t have
access to more-advanced courses. Ru-
ral students can tap their Advanced
Opportunities funds to take courses
through the Idaho Digital Learning
Alliance, a state-sponsored virtual
learning platform. Through Advanced
Opportunities and IDLA any student
in the state can study any subject
from home or at school during desig-
nated periods.

During the pandemic, according to
Kristin Binder, IDLA’s student ser-
vices manager, more than 90% of Ad-
vanced Opportunities students have
continued their online courses with-
out disruption. And because dual-
credit courses taught in person were
aligned to curricula and tests from
postsecondary institutions, colleges
were ready to accommodate the vir-
tual learning “and really seamlessly
adjusted to an online world,” accord-
ing to Brock Astle, who currently co-
ordinates Advanced Opportunities at
the Idaho Education Department.

The program has hit some stum-
bling blocks. In addition to the unex-
pected financial burden, it has been
criticized by the Idaho Policy Insti-
tute, a think tank affiliated with
Boise State University, for primarily
benefiting students who were already
college-bound. In response, the Leg-
islature last year expanded the pro-

gram to provide funding for appren-
ticeship and workforce development
courses. Mr. Thayn and his colleagues
hope that in the future Idaho will
have a Swiss-style education system
in which high-school students can
opt in to a college track or train to
acquire a specialized skill that the
market demands.

Amid a postpandemic budget
crunch, state leaders might be disin-
clined to contemplate new educa-
tional expenditures. But the long-run
health of American public education
may depend on whether public
schools can pull motivated students
back from their learning pods into
the public system. Governors truly
interested in finding ways to “build
back better” schools should look to
Idaho for inspiration.

Mr. Eden is a senior fellow at the
Manhattan Institute.Idaho gives seventh

graders $4,125 each to
customize their high-
school educations.

CROSS
COUNTRY
By Max
Eden

S cott Atlas is the newest
member of the White
House senior staff. Ap-
pointed barely a month
ago, he’s undergoing a

public hazing. His brief as a special
adviser to President Trump, he tells
me in an interview by Zoom, is to
“advise the president on integrat-
ing the science and developing a
policy for how we deal with the
coronavirus pandemic.” Still living
out of “multiple suitcases” in a
Washington hotel, he was paid a
mighty Beltway compliment this
week when two national newspa-
pers ran hit pieces on him.

Flecked with references to un-
named White House insiders, the
Washington Post and New York
Times articles questioned his fitness
and credentials for a Covid-19 ad-
viser’s role. The Post pointed out
that Dr. Atlas—a former professor
of neuroradiology at Stanford Uni-
versity Medical Center—“does not
have a background in infectious dis-
eases or epidemiology.” The Times
sniffed that he is “neither an epide-
miologist nor an infectious disease
expert, the two jobs usually associ-
ated with pandemic response.”

On the day we speak, Dr. Atlas,
65, discovers that his Wikipedia
page has been edited to reflect this
alleged vocational failing. “Al-
though Atlas is not an expert in
public health or infectious dis-
eases,” the crowdsourced encyclo-
pedia now says, “he was selected
by President Donald Trump to
serve as an advisor on the
COVID-19 pandemic.”

“Do you know anyone who is an
editor at Wikipedia?” he asks.
“They keep distorting what I have
said. Honest people need to fight
back against intentional distor-
tion.” A proud and feisty man, Dr.
Atlas is the first person in his fam-
ily to go to college. His father was a
barber and traveling salesman in
Chicago, his mother a secretary. He
doesn’t take kindly to being trashed
in the national media. “It’s pretty
obvious that objective journalism is
dead in the country,” he bristles.
“These are intentional attempts to
delegitimize me. I think everybody
knows that as soon as you get a

White House badge there are forces
out to try to destroy you. But I’m
very comfortable with my CV.”

Dr. Atlas describes himself as the
author of “more than 100 peer-re-
viewed papers.” as well as of “Mag-
netic Resonance Imaging of the
Brain and Spine,” which he calls
“one of the, if not the, leading
books in MRI.” Since 2012 he’s fo-
cused almost exclusively on health-
care policy as a senior fellow at
Stanford’s Hoover Institution.

Dr. Atlas regards his critics’ fo-
cus on his apparent lack of exper-
tise as “comical” and says they
have “no idea what they’re talking
about.” He notes that he is one of
many members of the White House
Coronavirus Task Force, on which
“there are other people with back-
grounds in epidemiology and public
health and virology.” His own
strengths include “a long history at
the highest levels in academic med-
icine at the best institutions” as
well as a “unique combination” of
expertise in medical science and
data. “I’m not here to be a virolo-
gist,” he says. “I’m not here to be a
public-health official. I’m here to
advise on health-care policy in a
very complicated health-care crisis,
the biggest crisis in a century.”

Dr. Atlas is particularly incensed
about the newspapers’ claims that
he is pushing for a policy of herd
immunity, a phrase both newspa-
pers deploy in scare quotes.
“They’ve published an overt lie,” he
says. “I have never said that to the
president. I have never said it to
the vice president. It’s not an exag-
geration, it’s not a distortion, it’s
just, frankly, a lie to say that I’ve
done that.”

Herd immunity is “a phenome-
non,” he says. “If you don’t under-
stand that, that’s OK, but you’re
not fit to be speaking about it.” He
offers a quick and indignant tuto-
rial on the subject: “It’s a known
immunological phenomenon
whereby enough people in a popu-
lation have immunity to an infec-
tion, and so, by virtue of that, you
break the chain of contagiousness
toward the vulnerable.” Herd im-
munity—or “population immunity,”
as he also calls it—is “the basis for
giving widespread immunization. If
you don’t believe in herd immunity,
you don’t believe in why immuniza-
tions are given.”

All this, Dr. Atlas says, is “widely
known and accepted by anyone
who understands anything about
infectious disease or immunology.”
But he insists there is no advocacy
on his part. “What they’re trying to
say,” he says of the hostile report-

ers, “is that I’m advocating throw-
ing the barn doors open—just let
everyone get infected, and whoever
dies, dies. This is a preposterous
lie.”

Dr. Atlas says that “population
immunity probably exists” in New
York City. “I said this back in
March or April to my wife,” he re-
calls. “I said the irony is that New
York is going to be the first place
to be safe because so many people
have had the infection that it took
a massive toll.” Herd immunity is
“highly likely” to be why New York
has relatively few new cases, “even
though thousands of people have
been out protesting intermittently,
no distancing or anything.”

None of this, he says, “should
either be controversial, or a sur-
prise to any critical-thinking med-
ical scientist.” He notes that this
is “very different from advocating
herd immunity. I’m observing that
it happens, and that’s just not
controversial.”

S o what is the Trump adminis-
tration’s policy? “The policy is
what the president has said,”

he answers. “We know who to pro-
tect, so first and foremost let’s pro-
tect the vulnerable people.” And
while this is “very challenging,” he
says the U.S. is “doing much better
than Europe.” By his own calcula-
tions, the U.S. has had 38% fewer
“excess mortality deaths”—fatali-
ties over and above those that
would have occurred in a nonpan-
demic year—for people over 65
than Europe. (The data include
most of the European Union plus
Norway, Switzerland and the U.K.)

Other key aspects of the admin-
istration’s Covid policy include

“making sure we don’t have hospi-
tal overcrowding”—the whole point
of flattening the curve—and safely
reopening schools, businesses and
social activity. This last question is
the one on which Dr. Atlas caught
Mr. Trump’s eye. As a commentator
on Fox News Channel, he’s long
made an impassioned case for loos-
ening restrictions on schools and
businesses. “The harms of prolong-
ing the lockdown are enormous.”
(Dr. Atlas has written for these
pages on health care periodically,
including on Covid this year.)

Dr. Atlas strongly favors reopen-
ing classrooms: “Children are very
low-risk. They have virtually zero
risk of dying, and a very, very low
risk of any serious illness from this
disease. We know that. But we also
know that there are enormous
harms to not opening up schools to
children. And yet this isn’t somehow
part of the discussion.” He runs
through a jarring list of such harm
caused by distance learning, includ-
ing, by one estimate, a 30% drop in
reading ability and a 50% decline in
math skills. Children need socializ-
ing, too: “They don’t go to school
just to learn what’s in a book.” They
learn “maturation, conflict resolu-
tion, physical fitness.” Schools are
where a lot of kids get fed properly.
“We can’t,” he says, “be the only
country in the Western world that is
willing to sacrifice our children out
of our own fear.”

Higher education should reopen
too, he says. Keeping campuses
shut is “destroying people’s lives,
destroying people’s futures, and de-
stroying the communities around
the universities.” And that’s not the
worst of it. He says data from the
Centers for Disease Control and

Prevention show that 40.9% of
American adults have reported
struggling with mental health or
substance abuse during the pan-
demic. A startling 25.5% of 18- to
24-year-olds have contemplated
suicide during the lockdown—pre-
cisely the cohort “that’s being de-
nied access to college campuses.”

Add restrictions on medical fa-
cilities and the effects of patients’
fearing to seek care, and the health
toll is apparent across the demo-
graphic range. Nearly 80% of pa-
tients in active treatment for can-
cer have reported delays in care.
Diagnostic cancer screenings have
fallen to a third of pre-Covid levels
nationally. Half of all kids didn’t get
immunizations, “setting up the po-
tential of a massive future health
disaster,” he says. “Did you know
that almost 40% of acute stroke pa-
tients just didn’t call the ambu-
lance? We have to look at the im-
pact of the pandemic, and the
impact of societal lockdowns. It
would be reckless to do otherwise.”

As for Covid-19 itself, Dr. Atlas is
upbeat. “We’re doing a lot better
with this,” he says. “The length of
stays in hospitals are a third of
what they were in the peak” in the
spring. “I think most of the dam-
age, honestly, has been done.” He’s
optimistic about a vaccine—
“there’s a lot of incredible speed in
its development”—and anticipates
“roughly a hundred million doses
are going to be available toward
the end of the year.” We are, he
thinks, “on the road to getting rid
of this threat.” He rejects confident
predictions of a “second wave”:
“That’s just conjecture. Not every
virus has a second wave.” And he
says: “The talk of anybody saying
we’d better do another societal
lockdown is completely anti-data.”

H e acknowledges that “people
still need to do everything
they can to protect their el-

derly family members, their elderly
friends, people they work with. But
we’re in a different level of shape
here. People understand how to
protect people now.”

Fear, he adds, is “a very potent
weapon,” and the lockdown proves
it. “Whoever thought that the gov-
ernment had the power to just con-
fine you to your home, shut down
schools, and shut down every busi-
ness? And then, whoever thought
that people would say OK to that?”

Mr. Varadarajan is a Journal
contributor and a fellow at New
York University Law School’s Clas-
sical Liberal Institute.

Welcome to Washington, Dr. Atlas
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Trump’s new Covid
adviser makes the case for
reopening and says it’s a
‘preposterous lie’ that he
advocates ‘herd immunity.’

THE WEEKEND INTERVIEW with Scott W. Atlas | By Tunku Varadarajan
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Focus on the Senate Election This November
Regarding Phil Graham and Mike

Solon’s “Prosperity Rides on a Repub-
lican Senate” (op-ed, Sept. 2): The
converse is “Poverty Rides on a Demo-
cratic Senate.” Each senatorial candi-
date should be asked if they are in fa-
vor of the Bernie-Biden proposal to
essentially eliminate personal capital-
gains tax breaks for high earners. This
proposal, if passed, would be ruinous
for our country and would create a
tsunami that would savage new busi-
ness formation, company expansions
and put a halt to job creation. Most
new jobs are created by new business
creation. Further, our country will be
handicapped in any trade agreements
as our largest competitors average
lower capital-gains tax rates, while the
Democratic proposal will tax these
gains at close to 40%. This will virtu-
ally double the hurdle rate for any
new business creation or capital pro-
posal and shrink our economy to dan-
gerous levels. American investments
both here and abroad would wither
and positive GDP growth would be vir-
tually impossible. I can’t believe any
thinking citizen, much less business
person, could see his or her way clear
to voting for a senator who advocates
ruinous expansion of the capital-gains
tax that has encouraged growth and
fostered capitalism.

RALEIGH COFFIN
Vero Beach, Fla.

The Senate was created to prevent
large populous states from running
roughshod over the interests of
smaller states. Senators have stag-
gered six-year terms to provide stabil-
ity and continuity to governance. The
filibuster is a mechanism for enforcing
the need for adequate debate and en-
couraging compromise before the Sen-
ate votes on any measure. The Senate
plays a critical role in keeping the cen-
ter of gravity of the government from
shifting too rapidly or beyond that of
the electorate as a whole.

It is hard to imagine a worse time
than now to abandon thoughtful delib-
eration in favor of the most radical
ideas of the day. As frustrating as it
can be to have a divided government,
we cannot afford to have a unified
government hellbent on using a slim
majority to force the nation far be-
yond any notion of balance on the po-
litical spectrum. Changes of the mag-
nitude the Democrats envision should
require a supermajority. Yet the Dem-
ocrats have made it clear that they are
willing to abolish the filibuster, pack
the Supreme Court, gerrymander the
Senate with seats for Puerto Rico and
Washington, D.C., and do whatever
else it takes to enable them to ram
through their agenda on the narrow-
est of margins.

CHRISTOPHER D. PIROS
Blue Bell, Pa.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

“Your wish is my command . . . as long
as it doesn’t break the law or harm

children, animals, or the environment.”

THEWALL STREET JOURNAL

Letters intended for publication
should be emailed to wsj.ltrs@wsj.com.
Please include your city, state and
telephone number. All letters are sub-
ject to editing, and unpublished letters
cannot be acknowledged.

The Arbitrariness of Elite College Admissions
“Behind the Curtain of Elite Col-

lege Admissions” (Review, Aug. 29)
describes “the lack of simple stan-
dards” and opaque process of “shap-
ing” an incoming class. The example
of Emory University, which had
30,000 applications for fewer than
1,400 freshman spots, intimates
something much more odious. The ra-
tio of applications to spots is slightly
worse than 1 out of 21. Were Emory
to reduce demand by raising its tu-
ition and fees, the number of applica-
tions might drop to 15,000, revenues
might increase, students might sign
for more onerous loans and Emory
could continue to lard up the campus
with more provosts, deans, executives
and assorted sinecures.

I graduated with a mechanical-en-
gineering degree from the State Uni-
versity of New York at Buffalo. The
cost was such that I paid for books,
tuition, room, board, beer, fraternity
membership and ski trips by working
as a waiter in a restaurant called Sign
of the Steer. Upon graduation in 1971,
I had enough money saved up to im-
mediately reward myself with a six-
week vacation to Europe on $5 a day.
Today, the average college graduate

will see Europe only with Rick Steves
narrating.

JEFFREY R. SMITH
Alameda, Calif.

When I took two of my then-col-
lege-bound children to visit my alma
mater, the very wise, longstanding
dean of admissions said that he ad-
mitted students who pursued their
prime interests to the fullest extent
possible. He emphasized that he
wasn’t looking for well-rounded stu-
dents but rather was trying to build a
well-rounded class. I thought: “What
sage advice.”

Several years later, I took my
youngest child to the same informa-
tion day. The admissions dean had re-
tired and been succeeded by a new
leader who offered exactly the oppo-
site advice. As best I can tell, this
natural experiment in admissions-de-
partment emphasis has done nothing
to change the standing of the college
in various rankings nor the on-cam-
pus experience of students.

Maybe a lottery would be a better
approach.

PAUL E. GREENBERG
Brookline, Mass.

Don’t Knock the Swedish Approach to Covid
With all due respect, I beg to dif-

fer with Dr. Scott Gottlieb on the is-
sue of Sweden’s approach to
Covid-19 (“Sweden Shouldn’t Be
America’s Pandemic Model,” op-ed,
Aug. 31). The deaths per 100,000 are
almost identical between the two
countries despite Sweden having an
older population. As of Sept. 2 the
U.S. had 571 deaths per 100,000 and
Sweden 576 per 100,000. Contrary to
Dr. Gottlieb’s assertion, Sweden, like
the U.S., did not perform well in
protecting the elderly, according to
its chief epidemiologist Anders
Tegnell. Contrast then the drop in

the second quarter GDP for the two
nations. The U.S. GDP dropped 31.7%
in contrast to Sweden’s GDP drop-
ping 8.6%. This difference in loss
rates cost the U.S. an additional
$1.25 trillion in lost GDP in the sec-
ond quarter. Further, schools have
remained open in Sweden, avoiding
the damage being done to children
and families by the school closures
here. Sorry, but given the evidence, I
do believe that we can learn from
Sweden.

JOHN F. BASTIAN, M.D.
San Diego

I could understand a temporary
shutdown to get the medical commu-
nity positioned to avoid being over-
whelmed. But the argument to shut
down the economy until a vaccine
becomes available and used seems
irrational. Who knows when that
will happen? Who knows how many
individuals will refuse the vaccine?

BOB SCHMITZ
Tubac, Ariz.

Biden Should Encourage
Human Rights in Cuba

Regarding Mary Anastasia
O’Grady’s “Biden’s Cuba Policy Ig-
nores Reality” (Americas, Aug. 24):
President Obama had great hopes
that his opening to Cuba, and partic-
ularly the increase in tourism, would
foster Cuban liberation. Unfortu-
nately, Washington’s concessions had
a negligible impact on the repressive
nature of the Cuban government. Lit-
tle has been written about the lack of
religious freedom in today’s Cuba. In
December 2019, a 12-year-old Jewish
boy was prohibited from entering his
school while wearing a kippah. His
parents were later summoned to ap-
pear at a prosecutor’s office where
they were told that their children
would be taken away if this activity
continued. This disturbing example
highlights the regime’s stance on reli-
gious freedom.

Former Vice President Biden says
that, if elected, he would return to
President Obama’s Cuba policy. Mr.
Biden should know that concessions
to the Cuban regime without condi-
tions maintain the status quo and do
little to help the Cuban people. On an
issue as important as religious lib-
erty, we should make change a stipu-
lation for renewed talks.

SETH ROCK
Houston

CORRECTION

Pepper ...
And Salt

HBO Max will roll out two episodes
of “Raised by Wolves” on each of the
three Thursdays following its Sept. 3
launch, followed by a single episode
on the fourth Thursday. A Sept. 1 re-
view, “A Snarling Sci-Fi Provocation,”
misstated the sequence.

The Jobs of August

S o much for the economy falling off an
August cliff. That was the prediction in
progressive economic circles amid a

summer Covid-19 surge and
the reduction in government
payments to individuals. But
Friday’s blowout jobs report
for August reveals a labor
market and economy that
continue to recover in en-
couraging fashion.

The economy added 1.4 million jobs in the
month while the unemployment rate declined
1.8 percentage points to 8.4%. Temporary Cen-
sus hires filled 238,000 of those jobs. But the
economy has nonetheless added 10.5 million
private jobs in four months, about half as
many as were lost in the recession caused by
government-ordered lockdowns. The recovery
after the 2008-2009 recession took three
years to make this much progress, and the job-
less rate was still 8.1% in August 2012.

Labor force participation increased 0.3 per-
centage points to 61.7%, up 1.5 points from its
April low. This is still 1.7 percentage points be-
low its February peak, but the increase means
that hundreds of thousands of Americans are
continuing to return to the workforce. By con-
trast, labor force participation declined in the
five years after the 2009 recession. Our con-
tributor Donald Luskin notes that the number
of Americans receiving Social Security disabil-
ity payments is 9.8 million, one million fewer
than in August 2012.

One reason the Barack Obama-Joe Biden
jobs recovery was so slow is that Congress in-
creased government transfers such as food
stamps and Medicaid and repeatedly extended
99 weeks of unemployment benefits, which
didn’t lapse until the end of 2012. The expan-
sion of government transfer payments re-
duced the incentive for Americans to return
to work.

Democrats call that compassion, but it’s a
cruel sort of kindness for many. Skills atrophy
when they aren’t put to use, making it harder
to re-enter the workforce later. Notably in Au-
gust, as in 2013, the job market didn’t go into
a tailspin when the $600 a week in federal
enhanced unemployment benefits expired at

the end of July. Two-thirds of unemployed
Americans had been making more by not
working. Most states have signed up for Pres-

ident Trump’s $300 a week
substitute for the $600, and
that is much less of a disin-
centive to work.

Job growth was especially
notable in lower-paid indus-
tries like retail (249,000), lei-

sure and hospitality (174,000), and transporta-
tion and warehousing (78,000). Unemployment
rates also fell sharply among teens (16.1%),
blacks (13%) and Hispanics (10.5%).

All of this means the economy is growing
again as the lockdowns ebb and despite the
lack of another spending blowout fromWash-
ington, D.C. The downturn was a recession, not
the depression that many feared in March. The
Atlanta Federal Reserve’s GDPNow formula is
predicting third-quarter growth of nearly 30%
year-over-year.

Consumer spending may slow without more
federal checks, but perhaps not as much as
feared with a recovering job market and aver-
age hourly earnings up 4.65% from August last
year. They’re up 4.9% for production workers.
People have pent up savings—the savings rate
was 17.8% in July—and the wealth effect from
rising home and stock prices despite the sell-
off in tech stocks this week will also help.
Home prices are up 12% year-over-year, and
the Dow Jones Industrial Average has risen
51% from its March trough.

Manufacturing is also rebounding as Europe
and China reopen their economies, supply-
chain bottlenecks ease, and home building
surges. The Institute for Supply Management
reported this week that its manufacturing index
last month hit a 21-month high. Most industries
reported that their biggest challenge is a short-
age of raw materials and supplies.

The economy still has a long way to go to
return to its pre-Covid heights, and that will
take time and probably a vaccine. Covid aside,
the biggest barrier to recovery now is election
uncertainty and the potential for anti-growth
policies if Democrats take the Senate as well
as the House and Presidency. Meanwhile,
happy Labor Day.

The economy creates
another 1.4 million jobs,
defying the pessimists.

Facebook’s Rittenhouse Mistake

W ill Facebook let users share this edi-
torial? We’ll see. The social-media
giant seems to have declared Kyle

Rittenhouse’s fatal shooting
of two people amid riots in
Kenosha, Wis., a mass mur-
der. Mr. Rittenhouse’s lawyer
says his client was attacked
and acted in self-defense, but
Facebook has banned any
“praise and support” for him on the site, in-
cluding links to contribute to his legal repre-
sentation. Searches for his name on the plat-
form also come up empty.

This is an alarming resort to censorship on
an issue of public concern by a company that
has advertised its support for First Amendment
values. Even more than most political controls
on content, this blackout is troubling because
it seems targeted at users’ expectation of free-
dom of speech and Mr. Rittenhouse’s right to
due process.

By taking down links to pay Mr. Ritten-
house’s legal fees, the company is interfering
with his ability to raise money for his defense
in a way other criminal defendants might. The
fact that the platformmay only be used to de-
clare Mr. Rittenhouse’s guilt, but not his inno-
cence—though lawyers say the self-defense ar-
gument is plausible—could prejudice a jury
pool in the high-profile case. One of America’s
most powerful companies is effectively giving
its official imprimatur to Wisconsin prosecu-
tors’ case against a specific defendant.

Defending Mr. Rittenhouse’s right to a fair
hearing, and the public’s right to see informa-
tion about the shooting, is not a defense of the
teen’s actions. The untrained minor exercised
terrible judgment in leaving his hometown to

act as an amateur police officer amid the loot-
ing and arson in Kenosha, and he has been
charged with illegal possession of a dangerous

weapon.
Yet Facebook is lumping

Mr. Rittenhouse with terror-
ist extremists like the 2016
Orlando or 2019 El Paso mass
shooters. Video evidence
shows this was a tangled situ-

ation. Mr. Rittenhouse is seen fleeing an angry
crowd on foot, and someone fired a gunshot
in the air before Mr. Rittenhouse turned and
opened fire at his closest pursuer. Later on
someone appears to try to hit him with a
skateboard while he is on the ground, and an-
other man approaches him carrying a pistol.
We are still learning details, but these aren’t
the usual circumstances for first-degree mur-
der convictions.

Mr. Rittenhouse’s guilt or innocence will be
decided in court, but the case is dividing the
public and prompting commentary by both
presidential candidates. Facebook’s heavy-
handed blackout flies in the face of CEO Mark
Zuckerberg’s commitments last year—which
we have defended—that the company would
protect free expression and not yield to politi-
cal demands to suppress speech.

Facebook naturally wants to dissociate itself
from street violence, but in this case it has
made amistake. It can continue to block incite-
ments to violence, and shut down groups plot-
ting violence, without throwing itself into a
murky and politicized criminal case. Prejudging
guilt and moving against a person’s legal de-
fense is a bad look for a company that claims
to be committed to civil liberties. Voters, and
their representatives, will notice.

The speech blackout
for his defense

threatens due process.

Happy Election Months, America

S ixty longdays separated Friday fromNov.
3, butmail ballots for the election are al-
ready getting en route. Officials in North

Carolina were set to start
sending outgoing absentee
ballots on Friday, with Ala-
bama to follow next week.
Roughly half of the states are
set to ship mail ballots this
month, including Wisconsin,
Michigan and Minnesota.

Early in-person voting also isn’t far off: Sept.
18 inMinnesota and Virginia, Sept. 24 inMichi-
gan. Doesn’t that seem a little . . . early? Donald
Trump and Joe Biden are scheduled to collide
during three presidential debates, but the first
won’t be held until Sept. 29, and the last is on
the calendar for Oct. 22.Many peoplemight say
they’vemade up theirminds aboutMr. Trump,
or Mr. Biden, or both. But surely there’s some-
thing that one of these guys could say on live TV
to create voter regret.

Somuch, too, for an “October surprise.” The
campaign four years agowas rockedby thepubli-
cationofMr. Trump’s lewd remarks on that 2005
“AccessHollywood” tape. The storybrokeonOct.
7. By that date this year,millions of peoplemight
have voted. In North Carolina, at least, once a
mail ballot is cast, there’s no way for the voter

to change his mind. All sales are final.
Orwhat about possible health issues?Mr. Bi-

den is 77 and Mr. Trump is 74. No presidential
nominee has ever been re-
placed, and we hope that re-
cord holds. But even outside a
pandemic, it isn’t inconceiv-
able. If it were required, the
national political party would
pick a new candidate. Would

Democrats default toMr. Biden’s runningmate,
Kamala Harris? Would they throw to the run-
ner-up in their presidential primaries, Bernie
Sanders?Would theymobilize a noncombatant
like New York Gov. Andrew Cuomo?

There are good reasons for a country to have
a fixed, concentrated period of voting, with fi-
nite absentee options for peoplewho can’tmake
it. Extra leeway is needed this year, especially
for seniors, given the profiles of coronavirus
victims.Mail voters should absolutely heed the
U.S. Postal Service’s warning to allow seven
days for their ballots to be delivered.

But almost 60 days? Advocates of broaden-
ing ballot access, as usual, seem to recognize no
limiting principle. The old joke is that Election
Day has turned into Election Month. At this
point, it’s more than halfway to Election Quar-
ter, or longer once the counting starts.

The first mail ballots are
already being sent, 60
days before Nov. 3.

REVIEW & OUTLOOK
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OPINION

tections for people with pre-exist-
ing conditions. “Does that make
you feel safer?” Trump will defund
Social Security. “Do you feel safer
and more secure now?”

You could have ended each re-
frain with “Jackass.” It was like
late-career Bob Barker telling you
the Price is Wrong.

This is no time for patronizing
anyone. No one feels safe under
Trump, because he’s a nut. This is
a tragedy, not a wedge issue.

Some of your advisers are pols
who came up in the days of Clinto-
nian moderation and the Demo-
cratic Leadership Council. They’re
our age. Their vision of the country
is at least a generation old, as are
the clichés with which they’re most
familiar and comfortable. Some
younger advisers are progressive or
simply more attuned to the left.
People sense a tug of war in what
you say.

You seem way too afraid of pro-
gressives. Their rise has been
slowed by the current and constant
air of emergency. People want mod-
eration, sanity, stability and compe-
tence now.

Stop trying to appease the left—
that’s what makes you look weak.

You’ll never make them happy, and
if you lose they’ll dance on your
grave: “Obviously an old-school
moderate wasn’t the answer.” I
wish they’d publicly denounce you
but they’re too bright, and they’re
playing a long game. They don’t
care about 2020. It’s all about ’24
and it’s better for them if you lose.

I want you to think aloud hon-
estly about big things. What do we
owe the police in America? What
function do they perform, what can
help them do their jobs right? It’s
not enough just to repeat, “I didn’t
say we should defund the police.”

What about the racial drama
sweeping the country? What is
happening there, what does it por-
tend? It strikes me as a real cul-
tural upheaval. It’s not 1968, it’s
something we’ve not been through
before. The air of accusation and
guilt—can we continue like this,
with a nation daily at its own
throat? Where do you want to go
on race, and what path will get us
where we ought to be? Saying you
want an America where we all get
along isn’t the answer to those
questions, it’s a dodge. You might
be thinking here: Come on, as if
Trump answers those questions.

Advice an Old Biden Hand Might Give
Trumpers. The guys who work
at the club—they don’t want
to say when I ask who they’re
for; it’s like they think I’ll get
them fired or not give them a
tip. And they know me! It’s all
gotten so timorous.

I saw your speech in Pitts-
burgh and I have to be blunt
about it, as we always are.
You were strong in your con-
demnation of Trump, that ma-
lignancy metastasizing in the
Oval, but it’s not as if people
don’t know how they feel
about him. He’s already vivid,
I’m not sure you have to re-
paint the picture.

More seriously I thought
there was a certain off-point-
ness and disconnect. I
thought: This is a man with
personal political problems
he’s solving with words, as
opposed to a leader speaking deep
truth about the extraordinary prob-
lems that face us.

I think Trump got in your head
with “He’s weak.” You felt you had
to be what your aides tell you is
the opposite of weak, which appar-
ently involves indignation and sar-
casm.

You said, in language that was
seemingly direct, “Ask yourself: Do
I look like a radical socialist with a
soft spot for rioters? Really?” Joe,
no one thinks you’re a radical so-
cialist. No one. They’re afraid you’ll
bend to crazy progressives when
you’re in the White House because
you’re Ol’ Joe and just want every-
one to get along.

You addressed law and order and
were right to address it. But there
was an air of snottiness, even clue-
lessness. Addressing Trump sup-
porters you said, “The murder rate
now is up 26% across the nation
this year under Donald Trump. Do
you really feel safer under Donald
Trump?” Covid has taken 180,000
lives; “more cops have died from
Covid this year than have been
killed on patrol. . . . Do you really
feel safer under Trump?” The Re-
publicans will repeal insurance pro-

But you’re offering yourself
as an antidote to Trump. He
is incapable of seriousness.
Your seriousness—your
thoughtfulness—would come
as a relief.

On the pandemic, it was a
mistake to say a while back
that you were open to another
lockdown. I know you’ve tried
to walk it back. But get to
Trump’s “right” on this. He’d
open up everything but every-
one knows he’s afraid to do
anything and can’t persuade
anyone, he just burps out
thoughts and moves on. Joe, it
would lift everyone’s spirits,
make the economy zoom and
people cheer, if you took an at-
titude of tough realism—if you
said, “This is a fearful virus.
We closed down the country to
limit its lethality, we saved the

hospitals, but guys. it’s been six
months, we must rejoin life. Yes,
with full caution—masks, hand
washing, social distancing. And
with suppleness. But we must live
again.” Open the stores, the restau-
rants, be careful as hell but let the
working man work. You and I came
up in the age of lunch pail Demo-
crats. I want to stand with them
again. We can’t let this thing we
have die, this land of a million
businesses.

You want a message of unity and
bringing people together. But it
can’t consist of vague rhetorical
stylings. Bring them together how?
What is the higher purpose of this
project we’re all engaged in? Amer-
icans are “an optimistic nation full
of hope and resolve,” you said in
Pittsburgh. They’re optimistic only
when there’s a path and it makes
sense to them. Otherwise optimism
is just mindless sunniness.

I hope I haven’t offended. Next
month I’m canvassing for you in
Pennsylvania. Betty and I have
made reservations for January 2021
at the Hay-Adams in Washington.
They’re nonrefundable. I put my
money where my mouth is. See you
then, old friend.

Biden in Pittsburgh Aug 31
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F ROM: Charles Smith, an
ambassador from the
Obama-Biden era

TO: Joe Biden
Boss, happy Labor Day.

Hope this finds you well. We’re still
in Edgartown and fully recovered
from the virus. Betty had it worse
than me, but right now I’m hearing
the fierce thwack of the ball as she
plays doubles and I’m in the pool
house banging this out, so I guess
we’re OK!

We’ve been watching you closely,
cheering you on. You asked me to
check in when I have advice. I hesi-
tate because I know you’re inun-
dated. I remember seeing old Bush
at dinner in Kennebunkport in ’88,

and he was grousing about all his
friends telling him “be strong,”
“show you’re tough on the trail,”
but they never had advice on ex-
actly how to portray “strength.” He
sort of comically threw up his
hands and said, “What do they
want me to do, punch somebody in
the face?”

So I know how it is. I’ll keep it
short and describe what I’m seeing.
We’ve never had a year like this—
pandemic, economic contraction,
cultural upheaval. Everyone has the
jits. Summer’s over, they’re headed
home to re-emerge into . . . what?
The unknown. Normally people are
kind of geared up for the fall, not
bracing for it.

You’re good in the polls but I’m
worried about the so-called shy

Joe, no one thinks you’re a
radical socialist. No one.
They’re afraid you’ll bend
to crazy progressives.
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Jim Gaffigan, Donald Trump and the Death of Laughter

G .K. Chesterton called humor
“the chief antidote to pride”
and “the hammer of fools.” He

observed that it adds “a new beauty
to human life.” Which is a longish
way of saying there’s nothing so
foolish, prideful or ugly as a society
that can’t laugh at itself.

Jim Gaffigan is one of the most
successful stand-up comedians of the
past decade. His 2013 book, “Dad Is
Fat,” spent 17 weeks on the New York
Times best-seller list. According to
Forbes, he earned $30 million in
2019 from his live performances,
movie roles and television specials.
Everybody loves Jim.

But making America laugh—and
getting rich from it—is apparently
no longer enough for Mr. Gaffigan.
Now the man who rode to fame riff-
ing about Hot Pockets wants to tell
you how to vote.

During the final night of the Re-
publican National Convention last
week, Mr. Gaffigan delivered a pro-
fane Twitter rant against President
Trump: “I dont give a f— if anyone
thinks this is virtue signaling or
whatever. We need to wake up. We
need to call trump the con man and
thief that he is.”

There was more. Along these
lines. You could look it up.

The sheer partisan rancor surely
shocked many of Mr. Gaffigan’s fans.
Yet the foul language was the real
surprise—and, to some, the disap-
pointment. Mr. Gaffigan’s success
was built in part on his family-
friendly reputation. He works clean—
unlike most of his peers, he doesn’t
swear during his act. More, he and
his wife, Jeannie, have five children.
Their willingness to identify publicly
as faithful Catholics makes them a
rarity in the entertainment business.
In 2015 he was invited to “open” for
Pope Francis during the pontiff’s visit
to Philadelphia. Dave Chappelle and

Louis C.K. don’t get those gigs.
Mr. Gaffigan is hardly the only ce-

lebrity—or the first—to take an ac-
tive interest in politics. There’s no
law against it. Hollywood stars are
entirely at liberty to offend half (or
all) their fans with provocative state-
ments. Actors and singers do it all
the time. But for some reason when
it comes from a comedian it feels
like more of a betrayal.

Laughter is therapeutic. We turn
to comedians the way we turn to
doctors—for healing, for relief, for
reassurance that everything will be
OK in the end. When we laugh, we
are reminded that life, for all of its
heartbreak and pain, is still worth
living.

Even in the nation’s bleakest
hours, our favorite entertainers have
been those who could tickle our
funny bone. At the height of the
Great Depression, with a quarter of
the working-age population officially
unemployed, the Marx Brothers had
the country rolling in the aisles. Ab-
bott and Costello were Hollywood’s

highest-paid entertainers during
World War II. This wasn’t idle diver-
sion or dangerous delusion. Rather it
was a necessary respite from ever-
present anxiety. We can’t live in a
state of constant agita. We need a
break. To whom shall we turn?

Not Jim Gaffigan, turns out. He
and his peers have decided that the
times are too serious for jokes. These
show people have violated their oath
of office. They’re supposed to smile
when they’re down. But Donald
Trump disgusts them, and I guess
that makes everything a matter of
life and death.

Instead of lifting a beleaguered
nation’s spirits, the creative class

makes po-faced videos and posts
demands for systemic change. Late-
night hosts no longer do pranks
and punch lines. They’d rather lec-
ture. Stand-up comics expound
woke orthodoxies.

That’s. Not. Funny.
Americans love to laugh, at each

other and with each other, in good
times and bad. Until it became a
crime to be within 6 feet of a
stranger, we packed into dark the-
aters to lose ourselves in shared
laughter. For decades we gathered in
our living rooms to watch TV come-
dies knowing that our neighbors
were doing the same thing at the
same time. At the water cooler or
the neighborhood bar, the recollec-
tion of what we saw would have us
giggling together again.

Those were the days, huh?
Now our cities are burning as in-

visible death stalks the land. We
could use an antidote. We would
benefit from some of Chesteron’s
new beauty right about now. Then
along comes Jim Gaffigan, not to

take our minds off it, but to tweet
things like: “Hey f— you Chad. In
case you didn’t notice 180,000 peo-
ple have died and the country is be-
ing run by a con man who’s trying to
convince half the country that the
suburbs are about to be set on fire (a
lie).”

Don’t take it personally, Chad. You
aren’t the only member of Mr. Gaffi-
gan’s audience he seems to hold in
contempt. In fact, given how he’s
marketed himself to church ladies
and fat dads over the past few years,
you’re probably in the majority. He’s
not disgusted with you, he’s dis-
gusted with all of us, which could in-
dicate he’s disgusted with himself.

Political comedy can be funny.
There’s a time and place for it. But
sometimes, as Chesterton said, hu-
mor doesn’t “serve any social pur-
pose except perhaps the purpose of
a holiday.” We could all use one of
those.

Mr. Hennessey is the Journal’s
deputy editorial features editor.

By Matthew Hennessey

A family-friendly comedian
unleashes an obscene rant
against the president—and
insults his own fans.

Unions Seek to ‘Liberate’ Gig Workers From Flexibility

D oes the future of America’s la-
bor movement run through
our smartphones? As many as

a quarter of American adults earn
income as gig workers, either
through an app-based service like
Uber or Lyft, or as traditional free-
lancers. Labor advocates would
grant gig workers the right to bar-
gain collectively. But unionization
might hurt these workers more than
it helps.

One of the primary effects of col-
lective bargaining is to reduce flexi-
bility. A union contract provides sta-
bility with regard to earnings,
benefits and hours, but the flip side

of stability is rigidity. Gig workers
who are forced to unionize can say
goodbye to picking up work on their
way home from school or in between
social engagements. In other words,
they will be locked into regular
jobs—precisely what most of them
were trying to avoid.

The Covid-19 pandemic has caused
thousands of Americans to turn to
gig work for the first time, and these
workers make an attractive target to
labor unions in need of new mem-
bers. According to the Bureau of La-
bor Statistics, only 10.3% of U.S.
workers belonged to a union in 2019,
down from more than 20.1% in 1983.
A successful organizing drive in the
tech industry could help reverse this
trend, but organizing gig workers is
easier said than done.

The first hurdle to unionization
is labor law. Today, gig workers are
classified as independent contrac-
tors—a classification the National
Labor Relations Board’s general
counsel affirmed last year. That
makes them ineligible to organize
under the National Labor Relations
Act. Efforts to organize gig workers
under state and local laws have run
up against similar roadblocks; in
Seattle, the city’s novel gig-bargain-
ing law collapsed in 2018 after
courts found that it raised antitrust
concerns.

Gig workers also face practical
hurdles. They work independently
and interact with one another infre-
quently, if at all. They also lack a
clear bargaining partner. Consider:
Many gig workers use multiple plat-
forms, sometimes several at the
same time. In that scenario, who
stands in for the “employer”?

Labor’s allies have tried to leap
these hurdles in a few ways. In 2019,
California adopted Assembly Bill 5, a
law aimed at reclassifying gig work-
ers from independent contractors to
traditional employees who can be
unionized under current law. (Cali-
fornia is currently in a legal dispute
with several gig companies over
whether the law applies to them.)
New York, New Jersey and Illinois
are considering similar laws. Several
academics have also called on the
Justice Department to relax federal
antitrust standards to circumvent a
Seattle-style legal challenge.

These responses share an assump-
tion that gig workers would prefer to
be full-time employees. The workers
say otherwise.

A new poll conducted jointly by
the left-leaning Benenson Strategy
Group and right-leaning GS Strategy
Group asked 1,000 on-demand driv-
ers whether they would prefer to be
full-time employees instead of con-
tractors. Only 15% of respondents
said they’d prefer full-time. A simi-
lar Global Strategy Group survey
commissioned by Lyft found that
71% of the 1,092 independent con-
tractors polled in August preferred
their current status over full-time
employment.

A 2019 study by Edelman Intelli-

gence, Upwork and the Freelancers
Union found that nearly half of the
6,000 respondents chose freelancing
because their personal circum-
stances made traditional full-time
employment impossible. More than
70% said they freelance because of
the flexible scheduling.

The gig economy’s labor critics
argue that on-demand employment
leaves workers without the tradi-
tional suite of full-time benefits. But
there are alternative ways to get
workers these benefits without sac-
rificing flexibility. For example,
Proposition 22—a measure on the
ballot in California this November—
would formally exempt on-demand
shoppers and drivers from the reach
of AB5, while offering new pay guar-
antees and benefit requirements.

The consequences of failing to
get the balance right are serious. A
study released earlier this year by
the Berkeley Research Group, a Cali-
fornia consulting firm supported by
several gig companies, estimated
that the number of app-based driv-
ers in California would decline by
up to 90% should the state succeed
in forcing these companies to adopt
a traditional employment model.

Exporting California’s approach
nationwide would jeopardize cre-
ative business models that have pro-
vided so much to so many. We can-
not assume that a 20th-century
model still fits workers in the 21st
century.

Mr. Saltsman is managing director
at the Employment Policies Institute.

Many freelancers who get
jobs from apps would
rather quit than become
regular employees.

By Michael Saltsman

.
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as it sounds. The greater risk was
doing nothing.

“If you’re trying to win the title,
you have to take risks,” Morey said
at the time. “Otherwise you’re go-
ing to lose before the playoffs or in
the playoffs—and most likely you’re
still going to lose in the playoffs
because only one team wins.”

The first sign that it could work
came on a night in February when
the Rockets happened to be playing
the Lakers. It was not the most
welcoming matchup: LeBron James,
who is nominally his team’s point
guard, was bigger than anybody in
Houston’s rotation. The Rockets
won anyway. As for Tucker, the un-
likely center? He guarded Anthony
Davis better than anybody in the
NBA this season, according to the
league’s data.

“As a coach, you get scared to
try something different,” D’Antoni
said that night. “But I thought it
would work. I don’t know why it
wouldn’t.”

Can they win a title this way?
Maybe not. But they figure this way
has a much better chance than any
other way.

Now, after increasing their vari-
ance and surviving a bizarre series
with the Oklahoma City Thunder,
the Rockets find themselves with a
matchup that might be more in
their favor: They’re playing the
Lakers again. Never has an NBA
team put so much at stake in such
a peculiar style of basketball.

point of microball is to manufac-
ture space for them to maneuver
and then attack the basket. That
meant trading Clint Capela, a 6-
foot-10 rim protector and lob
threat, for Robert Covington in a
February deal that made Tucker
their improbable center. They are
now constructed like a football de-
fense of linebackers without line-
men.

As they steeled their nerves in
the uncertain minutes before mak-
ing the trade, Rockets executives
wondered: Would this really work?

They did not have to be re-
minded that it worked for another
team that played smaller for longer
than anyone ever imagined. The
Golden State Warriors forced bas-
ketball to rethink notions about
size, space and shooting during a
reign of NBA terror that began with
the 2015 playoffs, when they
benched their center, embraced
small ball and won three champion-
ships in five years. No team was as
tortured by the Warriors as the
Rockets.

It was one thing to play small
ball in spurts, as the Warriors did,
and it’s quite another to play that
way permanently. But there was so
much at stake for the Rockets—
from the legacies of Harden and
Westbrook to the jobs of D’Antoni
and Morey—that they were espe-
cially willing to try anything this
season. Doing something that no
team had ever done wasn’t as risky

Sackatoga teamed up to win
the 2003 Derby with Funny
Cide.

“[Tiz the Law] looks like
he’s almost invincible going
into the Kentucky Derby,”
said retired Hall of Fame
jockey Jerry Bailey, an ana-
lyst on NBC Sports’ Triple
Crown coverage. “He has no
tactical weaknesses.”

Paul Matties Jr., a profes-
sional gambler and horse
owner, said the postpone-
ment by four months of the
Derby has taken away some
of the unpredictability of
America’s most prestigious
horse race.

“[In May], you might be
able to predict, but there’s
still a lot of uncertainty,”
Matties said. “Some [horses]
will develop a little bit and
some will develop a lot. It’s
not equal…By September,
most of the growing is over
and you can see by their per-
formances, who has moved

on the most. You can tell who
has become the best horse.”

Matties said he thinks only
“bad racing luck” could keep
Tiz the Law out of the win-
ners’ circle.

Eighteen horses were ini-
tally entered in the Derby, but
King Guillermo was scratched
on Thursday after developing
a fever and Finnick the Fierce
was declared out on Friday.

Besides Tiz the Law, only
two other horses in the field
have single-digit odds, and
both are conditioned by Ken-
tucky Derby-winning trainers.
Honor A.P. (5-to-1) is trained
by John Shirreffs and ridden
by Mike Smith. Shirreffs and
Smith won the Derby with Gi-
acomo, a 50-to-1 long shot in
2005. Five-time Derby winner
Bob Baffert will have two
chances to add to his win to-
tal, with Authentic (8-to-1),
the likely pacesetter in the
race, and Thousand Words
(15-to-1).

Above, the Lakers’ Anthony Davis is defended by the Rockets’ P.J. Tucker. Left,
the Heat’s Bam Adebayo tries to shoot over the Bucks’ Giannis Antetokounmpo.

Tiz the Law is the heaviest Kentucky Derby favorite since 1992.

Weather
Shown are today’s noon positions of weather systems and precipitation. Temperature bands are highs for the day.

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W
Today Tomorrow Today Tomorrow

City Hi Lo W Hi Lo W

Anchorage 60 45 pc 59 51 c
Atlanta 89 70 pc 86 67 pc
Austin 88 71 t 93 71 pc
Baltimore 80 60 s 83 63 s
Boise 101 63 s 94 63 s
Boston 77 60 s 78 63 pc
Burlington 74 53 pc 75 59 pc
Charlotte 84 62 pc 83 62 pc
Chicago 82 64 s 84 71 t
Cleveland 77 58 pc 78 66 pc
Dallas 88 72 t 89 72 s
Denver 99 66 s 99 59 s
Detroit 76 56 c 76 66 t
Honolulu 88 76 s 89 77 pc
Houston 92 76 t 96 74 t
Indianapolis 81 60 s 82 68 c
Kansas City 89 73 t 90 70 s
Las Vegas 110 85 s 112 86 s
Little Rock 86 63 pc 88 64 s
Los Angeles 109 82 s 110 75 s
Miami 92 81 pc 90 79 pc
Milwaukee 75 60 pc 77 65 t
Minneapolis 77 61 pc 81 53 pc
Nashville 85 61 pc 88 67 s
New Orleans 94 78 pc 91 76 c
New York City 78 64 s 80 67 pc
Oklahoma City 88 67 pc 91 69 s

Omaha 94 78 t 99 64 pc
Orlando 93 76 sh 90 75 t
Philadelphia 79 62 s 83 65 s
Phoenix 113 89 s 112 86 s
Pittsburgh 78 58 s 79 60 pc
Portland, Maine 77 56 s 76 57 pc
Portland, Ore. 81 58 s 89 62 s
Sacramento 103 68 pc 110 69 pc
St. Louis 87 68 s 89 72 pc
Salt Lake City 100 70 s 97 68 s
San Francisco 82 60 c 88 62 s
Santa Fe 91 56 s 94 55 s
Seattle 76 57 pc 79 60 s
Sioux Falls 87 70 t 94 56 s
Wash., D.C. 81 63 pc 84 64 s

Amsterdam 64 52 c 62 51 sh
Athens 88 71 s 90 71 s
Baghdad 114 80 pc 115 81 pc
Bangkok 92 80 t 94 79 t
Beijing 88 64 pc 87 66 pc
Berlin 63 51 sh 65 49 pc
Brussels 66 49 c 65 47 pc
Buenos Aires 59 50 s 57 49 s
Dubai 106 87 pc 104 87 s
Dublin 60 50 pc 62 52 sh
Edinburgh 59 46 r 60 51 sh

Frankfurt 72 49 pc 66 47 pc
Geneva 82 57 s 70 53 c
Havana 90 72 t 89 73 t
Hong Kong 89 81 c 90 81 t
Istanbul 80 68 s 82 70 pc
Jakarta 91 77 pc 92 75 c
Jerusalem 95 71 s 92 70 s
Johannesburg 76 47 s 74 46 s
London 65 49 pc 67 50 sh
Madrid 92 63 s 92 59 s
Manila 90 80 t 90 80 t
Melbourne 62 45 s 68 55 s
Mexico City 70 57 t 73 54 t
Milan 85 61 s 82 64 pc
Moscow 69 58 c 75 57 c
Mumbai 90 78 t 89 79 r
Paris 71 51 pc 69 50 pc
Rio de Janeiro 80 70 s 83 71 s
Riyadh 108 81 c 107 81 pc
Rome 82 62 s 81 63 s
San Juan 89 79 pc 89 79 pc
Seoul 84 66 pc 82 67 sh
Shanghai 90 74 pc 88 75 pc
Singapore 85 78 sh 84 78 t
Sydney 71 53 pc 68 55 pc
Taipei City 91 74 r 90 73 s
Tokyo 90 77 t 88 80 sh
Toronto 73 52 pc 73 62 c
Vancouver 69 56 pc 69 59 pc
Warsaw 78 55 t 67 51 c
Zurich 80 54 t 63 49 t
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SIXTEEN HORSES are set to
enter the starting gate for
Saturday’s Kentucky Derby.
But in the eyes of bettors, it
appears to be a one-horse
race for the winner’s circle.

Tiz the Law is pegged as
the 3-to-5 favorite by Church-
ill Downs oddsmaker Mike
Battaglia in the Run for the
Roses, which was pushed
back from its original date of
May 2 due to the coronavirus
pandemic. There won’t be
fans on site at the event,
which drew 150,729 people to
the Louisville, Ky., track last
year.

Tiz the Law is the heaviest
Derby favorite since 1992,
when Arazi was sent off at
odds of 4-to-5. (Arazi finished
eighth.) One big reason Tiz
the Law is such a prohibitive
favorite is the quirk in this
pandemic year’s racing calen-
dar, which has given the rac-
ing world a chance to know
much more about him than
the typical Derby favorite.

A New York-bred colt
trained by 82-year-old Bar-
clay Tagg for Sackatoga Sta-
ble and ridden by jockey
Manny Franco, Tiz the Law
has won six of his seven ca-
reer starts. That includes vic-
tories in the Belmont Stakes
in June—which became the
first leg of this year’s Triple
Crown when the pandemic
scrambled the calendar—and
most recently, in the Travers
Stakes at Saratoga Race
Course in August. Tagg and

Tiz the Law Looks Tough in Derby
BY JIM CHAIRUSMI
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Seven Feet or Less Rockets.
It wasn’t exactly their strategy

to play without a center at the be-
ginning of the season, but this was
a season when nothing went ac-
cording to plan for the NBA, the
Rockets or Morey, whose tweet
supporting Hong Kong’s protesters
incited a geopolitical stalemate
with China last fall.

At the root of their latest radical
gambit was the realization they
weren’t good enough to win a
championship playing like anybody
else. So the Rockets changed the
way they played—and the way that
other teams have to play them.

“I think the way you win in this
league is you optimize your system
around your talents,” Morey said.

James Harden and Russell West-
brook are Houston’s talents, for
better and worse, and the whole

pers can go small, too, but there is
no team that goes smaller than the
Rockets.

The NBA is famously a copycat
league. The Rockets really are cats.
They appear perfectly content to
behave however they please no
matter how much it annoys the hu-
mans around them.

What they’re doing this season
is experimental even by the stan-
dards of a team that shoots more
3-pointers than 2-pointers. The
Rockets have shrunk. In their play-
off series that begins on Friday
night, every Lakers starter will be
bigger than P.J. Tucker, the Rockets’
6-foot-5 center. Mike D’Antoni’s in-
novative teams in Phoenix in the
2000s that played at blazing
speeds were famously called the
Seven Seconds or Less Suns. He
now finds himself coaching the

A
strange little musical
premiered two years
ago in a small Houston
theater. It was set on
the fictional island from

“Gulliver’s Travels” and told the
story of the Lilliput Existers, a bas-
ketball team with players who were
six inches tall. The show was called
“Small Ball.” It was supposed to be
surreal.

But now this team of basketball
Lilliputians has an uncanny real-
world equivalent: the Houston
Rockets.

The Rockets don’t play anyone
taller than 6-foot-8. Their starting
center is 6-foot-5. It’s as if the per-
son responsible for “Small Ball”
also built an NBA team. As it turns
out, he did. The musical’s producer
was Daryl Morey—the general man-
ager of the Rockets.

For as long as basketball has ex-
isted, the sport has rewarded size.
What the playoffs have revealed is
that shooting and a new kind of
size are today’s keys to success.
The NBA is no longer a league dom-
inated by the biggest men on earth.
Smaller is better.

The traditional center who plays
with his back to the basket is basi-
cally dead. There were nine NBA
teams that averaged nine or more
post-up plays per game as recently
as 2016. This year there was
one: the Philadelphia 76ers.

The Sixers bet on a super-
sized lineup. In their first-
round series with the Boston
Celtics, their hulking 7-foot
center Joel Embiid was
guarded by a 6-foot-8 un-
drafted center named Daniel
Theis. The Sixers were
swept. “A lot of people al-
ways want me to be a big
man and they want me to be
Shaq,” Embiid said, “but this
league and this game is com-
pletely different.”

The Celtics are built
around Jayson Tatum, Jaylen
Brown and one bold idea:
that skilled, rangy, versatile
wings who score on offense
and smother on defense play the
most important position in the
league today. After beating the Six-
ers, the Celtics now have a 2-1 lead
on the defending champion Toronto
Raptors, who won a championship
with a similar blueprint.

The Miami Heat also cruised
through the first round after down-
sizing their starting lineup, turning
Bam Adebayo into a 6-foot-9 center
and surrounding their smaller big
man with shooting. It was a canny
move in advance of their series
with the Milwaukee Bucks, who
spread the court for Giannis Ante-
tokounmpo by playing their 7-foot
center Brook Lopez a few Brook Lo-
pezes away from the basket. The
Bucks had the NBA’s best record
this season. The Heat have a 2-0
lead.

The Los Angeles Lakers and Clip-

BY BEN COHEN

Is Smaller NowBetter in the NBA?
The NBA is no longer dominated by the biggest men. The Rockets have shrunk—and they have a shot to beat the Lakers.
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E-cigarette maker Juul Labs Inc.,
facing budget cuts and regulatory
scrutiny, has shelved the develop-
ment of a puff-counting feature that
some company employees say had
the potential to help users wean
themselves off nicotine.

Juul last year began piloting a us-
age monitor in the U.K. and Canada.
The feature allowed consumers to
track the number of puffs they took
on a Juul vaporizer that transmitted
the data through a Bluetooth con-
nection to an Android-phone app. It
also gave users the option to create
a daily alert when they reached a
certain number of puffs.

The pilot ended in April, and
there are no current plans to bring
the usage monitor back, according to
a Juul official and other people fa-
miliar with the matter.

A company spokesman said Juul’s
top product-development priority is
technology aimed at restricting un-
derage access. Juul has submitted to
the Food and Drug Administration a
new version of its vaporizer de-
signed to unlock only for users at

PleaseturntopageB2

BY JENNIFER MALONEY

Juul Shelves
Its Plans for
Puff-Count
E-Cigarette

U.S. stocks swung wildly Friday and
ended the session modestly lower,
capping a turbulent two-day stretch of
trading that snapped five-week win-
ning streaks for the S&P 500 and Nas-
daq Composite.

The indexes were battered by an-
other round of selling in the morning,
with tech stocks taking the brunt of
the pain for a second consecutive day.
Investors then pounced on the dip,
helping to recoup most of the losses
and slow the previous day’s selloff,
which was the steepest since June.

Apple, the biggest company in the
U.S. by market value, was among the
stocks investors favored, helping to
yank major benchmarks up from their
lows. The tech giant notched a small
gain after falling as much as 8.3% ear-
lier in the session.

The S&P 500 finished the day down
28.10 points, or 0.8%, to 3426.96,
while the Nasdaq Composite declined
144.97 points, or 1.3%, to 11313.13.

The Dow Jones Industrial Average
opened higher, then swung 875 points
from its high to its low and rebounded
to end the day down 159.42 points,
0.6%, at 28133.31.

The action underscored investors’
ongoing bet that tech stocks remain a
clear winner of the coronavirus pan-
demic. Although the virus has up-
ended most other businesses, big
technology companies have weathered
the crisis as people relied on apps and
software to work, stream movies and
communicate with friends and fam-

PleaseturntopageB11

BY MICHAEL WURSTHORN
AND JOE WALLACE

EXCHANGETaking Stock
Yes, Apple wears the
market crown.
For now. B6

At the Wheel
HowMary Barra
steers GM in

bumpy times B2

BUSINESS | FINANCE | TECHNOLOGY | MANAGEMENT

DJIA 28133.31 g 159.42 0.6% NASDAQ 11313.13 g 1.3% STOXX600 361.93 g 1.1% 10-YR. TREAS. g 31/32 , yield 0.720% OIL $39.77 g $1.60 GOLD $1,923.90 g $3.70 EURO $1.1841 YEN 106.24

Stocks
End Lower
After Wild
Session
The Dow swung 875
points from high to low

prices have climbed to new highs, thanks to
a combination of limited stock, cheap fi-
nancing and low fuel prices that have con-
sumers gravitating to bigger, more expen-
sive trucks and SUVs.

The average new vehicle sold in August
cost a record $35,420, according to research
firm J.D. Power, capping a surge in prices
that began before the pandemic hit the U.S.
This weekend could offer some reprieve from
those highs, analysts say, but without the
kind of big discounts dealers typically offer.

PleaseturntopageB6

L
ast year Domino’s Pizza Inc. began
testing a new service aimed at
time-pressed customers: a way to
pick up a pizza without entering
the store. Upon arrival, you check
in via the Domino’s app on your

phone or text message, and an employee de-
posits the pie in the trunk of your car. You
never make contact.

Then the pandemic hit, and suddenly cus-
tomers either couldn’t or wouldn’t enter
stores. Domino’s quickly rolled out “Carside”
pickup to its stores. It is one reason why the
pizza delivery giant thrived during the pan-
demic. Its sales and stock price surged while
other restaurants struggled.

The companies best positioned for the
Covid era had technology that allowed them
to adapt quickly to changing times: touchless
transactions, robotics, online commerce or
the infrastructure needed to support a de-
centralized workforce. They are emerging as
winners in an economy where customers and
workers must avoid contact, offices are
empty and travel is limited.

Even as the economy slowly returns to
normal, those business models may continue
to define and reshape the business world for
a long time to come. That is because many
changes brought on by Covid-19 are starting
to look permanent as customers, workers
and companies actually prefer the new ways
of doing things. The shift to internet com-
merce, already underway before the pan-
demic, will stay. Companies who sent work-
ers home may keep the arrangement
because it can raise productivity and cut
costs. Once-niche services like telehealth
and online education that came into their
own during lockdowns will be more impor-
tant in the future.

Yet not every company will successfully
negotiate these transitions—and not every
company will have to. There are limits to

how far digitization and decentralization can
go. After an initial rush of enthusiasm for
work-from-home, many firms have found it
makes collaboration, recruitment and inte-
gration of new employees harder. And people
are social animals who crave the in-person
experience, whether that means going to the
theater, a restaurant or a doctor.

Even Domino’s acknowledges that there is
still something special about interacting with
customers in the old-fashioned way. “There’s
something to the actual experience of a pizza
handoff that is a personal connection,” said
Dennis Maloney, the company’s chief innova-
tion officer. “That will probably come back.”

The Pizza That Defied a Pandemic
Few industries have suffered more during the
pandemic than restaurants. More than 15,000
restaurants have failed during the coronavirus
pandemic, according to statistics from Yelp’s
website. NPC International (a Pizza Hut and
Wendy’s franchisee) and California Pizza
Kitchen have filed for bankruptcy protection.
Sales at stores open at least a year plum-
meted 37% in the second quarter from a year
earlier according to Black Box Intelligence,
which tracks the industry.

Domino’s, however, didn’t have those
problems. Its U.S. sales in the same period

PleaseturntopageB4

Car Sales Sputter, But
Prices Soar to NewHighs

In short supply, new vehicles have been selling for record prices

Winning in the Covid Economy:

Robot Co-Workers and
Hands-Free Pizza Delivery
From tool makers to pizza chains, the businesses thriving now were prepared
for a world of touchless transactions, automation and decentralization.

Their success may define and reshape the business world for some time to come.

BY GREG IP AND ANGUS LOTEN

Would-be car buyers may not find the kind of big discounts typical of Labor Day weekend,
thanks in part to supplies limited by pandemic-driven factory shutdowns in the spring.

Car shoppers hoping for Labor Day bar-
gains may be in for a big surprise: This year,
it seems, everything doesn’t have to go.

Dealers this year are unlikely to offer the
kind of blowout discounts typical of the hol-
iday weekend, when they often seek to clear
out older inventory to make way for the in-
coming model year, analysts and dealers say.

Overall automobile sales have been off
sharply during the pandemic, but in a rever-
sal of what’s happened in most slowdowns,

BY NORA NAUGHTON

Thanks to ‘cobots’ that stack boxes from the assembly line, Stanley Black & Decker was able to
keep this 345,000-square-foot factory open during the height of the coronavirus outbreak.

Domino’s Pizza had an e-bike designed specifically to carry the company’s pies, a way for its delivery drivers to avoid any traffic congestion.
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THE SCORE
THE BUSINESS WEEK IN 7 STOCKS

UNITED AIRLINES HOLDINGS INC.
Changing flights just got cheaper. United Airlines
became the first U.S. carrier to permanently end
flight-change fees for most domestic tickets, the
latest effort to boost sluggish demand. American

Airlines Group Inc. and Delta Air Lines Inc. on Monday
followed suit. Change fees have been a strong source of
revenue for airlines and a target of criticism. United shares
fell 3.6% Monday.

�
UAL
3.6%

PERFORMANCEOF AIRLINE STOCKS THIS PASTWEEK
Source: FactSet
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cally sensitive states.
Meanwhile, GM has beaten analysts’ quar-

terly earnings estimates for 21 straight quar-
ters, according to FactSet. Still, GM shares re-
main stuck below their $33 IPO price from a
decade ago, at a time when money is flowing to
electric-vehicle startups and Silicon Valley rival
Tesla Inc. has lapped GM’s market value many
times over.

Now, Ms. Barra is trying to turn the spotlight
to GM’s electric-vehicle plans, which underpin
her growth strategy. The company is spending
$20 billion on electric and driverless cars in the
first half of this decade, among the industry’s
biggest bets on the nascent technologies.

She recently spoke to The Wall Street Jour-
nal. Here are edited excerpts: —Mike Colias

G
eneral Motors Co. Chief Executive
Mary Barra was hoping this year
would mark an inflection point for the
U.S.’s largest automaker after a tumul-
tuous 2019, when she took heat from
lawmakers over plant closures and a

40-day U.S. factory strike wiped out the com-
pany’s fourth-quarter profit.

But less than a month into 2020, the 58-year-
old electrical engineer found herself in scramble
mode again. As the pandemic spread globally,
GM began idling factories, first in China and
eventually in North America, where it closed all
its U.S. plants for nearly two months and laid
off workers temporarily. Tens of thousands of
salaried employees were asked to work from
home. The toll hit immediately, draining about

$9 billion in cash.
As the crisis unfolded, Ms. Barra spent weeks

this spring leading GM’s effort to revamp an In-
diana factory to build ventilators used in treat-
ing the sickest Covid-19 patients. Since then,
the company’s plan to prevent virus transmis-
sion in its plants has helped get vehicle output
nearly back to pre-pandemic levels.

Ms. Barra is accustomed to adversity. Weeks
after she took over in 2014, GM was engulfed in
a safety crisis stemming from a faulty ignition
part on older models linked to more than 120
deaths. She endured congressional hearings and
was even parodied on “Saturday Night Live.”

Since then she has fended off two activist-
shareholder incursions and has taken heat from
President Trump over factory closures in politi-

Steering GMThroughTumultuousTimes
CEOMary Barra on navigating the pandemic, battling Tesla and cutting through bureaucracy

BOSS TALK |MARY BARRA

for elevating women. Do you feel
you’ve made the same progress on
racial equality and minority leader-
ship?
Ms. Barra: We’ve made progress
but not enough. The senior leader-
ship team recently looked holisti-
cally at all areas of the business,
from how we recruit, how we de-
velop, how we promote. We have a
more intense focus on driving di-
versity. There are many things in
GM’s history where, from a diver-
sity and inclusion perspective, we
were first. But there’s much more
we can do and we’re accelerating
our plans with the appointment of
Telva McGruder [as chief diversity,
equity and inclusion officer]. She is
a thought leader in this space.

WSJ: You’ve had a lot of interaction
with President Trump over the
years. How has the White House’s
hands-on approach to dealing with
CEOs changed how GM engages
the administration?
Ms. Barra: You can’t build a rela-
tionship when you need one. So for
me it’s something we do on a regu-
lar basis to have an understanding
of the company and what our direc-
tion is and why. So as important
decisions are made, we can provide
input that comes from that founda-
tion of understanding, not just a
one-off call.

WSJ: Tesla’s market valuation is
now roughly 10 times that of GM’s.
How do you and your team talk
about that internally?
Ms. Barra: You don’t have a right to
win. You have to earn the right. We
have a very strong plan that we are
executing. When I look at our elec-
tric vehicle programs, what we’re
doing from a customer-experience
perspective, our battery technol-
ogy—to me it just drives even more
commitment to execute what we’re
doing faster.

WSJ: What can you do so that GM
gets more credit from the market
for your electric-vehicle strategy?
Ms. Barra: I think that will come as
we put more proof points out
there, whether it’s the GMC Hum-
mer electric vehicle or the Cadillac
Lyriq [future electric SUV]. We
have to remember that General Mo-
tors sells more vehicles in this
country than anyone else. We have
a relationship with the customer.
How do we build on that success
and clearly demonstrate we’re go-
ing to be in a leadership position in
the future?

WSJ: Can you recall the moment
you realized the magnitude of this
pandemic and its impact on GM?
Ms. Barra: It actually started with
our China operations, with supply
chain issues. For me it was gradual.
It got our heightened attention in
the last week of January, and then
just kept growing until that week in
March, when we were on calls
daily, if not hourly, and having con-
versations with our supply base
and dealers and unions.

WSJ: Have you felt responsibility to
not only lead GM but also to show
leadership to the country and the
communities where you operate?
Ms. Barra: That is why, very early
on, when I got the call about an op-
portunity to help build ventilators,
we had people jumping on a plane.
We had a team in China that had
turned over one of their plants to
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assemble [face] masks. We immedi-
ately started looking into that here.
As soon as you started to hear sto-
ries of frontline hospital workers
and responders not having the right
masks—it was very personal to me
because my brother is a physician.
We’re still making masks today.

WSJ: That effort required you to
move fast.
Ms. Barra: It just showed the inge-
nuity and creativity of people to
tackle this pandemic. For example,
the little containers used to put
masks through the manufacturing
process weren’t sliding well. A sup-
plier came in and said ‘Let’s just
get cookie sheets to slide down the
conveyor.’

WSJ: What will be one lasting ef-
fect of the pandemic on your corpo-
rate strategy?

Ms. Barra: How we can work to-
gether virtually. I’ve been so im-
pressed with the team being able to
continue to develop vehicles and
services in a remote fashion. Every-
body demonstrated this commit-
ment of ‘We’re not slowing down.
We’re going to find a way.’ And so
many of the things that they’ve
done, I believe we can now perma-
nently put in place.

WSJ: Any examples?
Ms. Barra: There was an area where
we were making some changes and
normally this would be about a
two-week process with the reviews
and everyone who thought they
needed to have input. We got it
done in a day. What I love is there
is now this new intolerance to go-
ing back to the old way.

WSJ: GM has received accolades

’You don’t have a right to win. You have to earn the right,’ says Ms. Barra, shown here at an event last year.

CAMPBELL SOUP CO.
Campbell is cooling. The soup
giant said demand for its
soups and other grocery sta-
ples is moderating after a
surge fueled by consumers
eating at home. The company

expects the deceleration in sales growth
to continue in coming months as people
slowly return to a pre-pandemic life-
style. After getting a chance to win back
consumers who had gravitated away
from processed, packaged foods in re-
cent years, Chief Executive Mark Clouse
said he is focused on retaining shoppers
who started cooking with its soups
amid the pandemic. Campbell shares fell
7.5% Thursday.

�
CPB
7.5%

least 21 years old, according to
people familiar with the matter.

The usage-monitor project was
put on hold because of budget
constraints and because execu-
tives didn’t think regulators, al-
ready wary of the e-cigarette
maker, would approve a device
that gave the company access to
users’ nicotine-consumption data,
the Juul official said. The com-
pany is still exploring the feature,
the official said.

Government officials have
blamed Juul for causing a surge
in teen vaping in the U.S. The
Wall Street Journal reported this
week that Juul is planning to cut
more than half its 2,200-person
staff and is considering shutter-
ing its operations across Europe
and Asia. The cuts come amid
regulatory crackdowns on fla-
vored e-cigarettes and a sharp
decline in Juul’s sales.

“For adult smokers, we have a
product road map years into the
future, including potential fea-
tures like the usage monitor,” the
spokesman said. Juul will take a
methodical approach and will
work with regulators “so we earn
trust around the intent and exe-
cution of any such products,” he
added.

Juul is reviewing the data it
collected during the pilot in the
U.K. and Canada to determine
whether there is any evidence
that an e-cigarette usage monitor
could encourage cigarette smok-
ers to try vaping, the Juul official
said. “A cigarette has a beginning
and an end,” the official said.
Sometimes traditional smokers

aren’t sure how e-cigarette usage
works or how many puffs to take,
the official said.

About 1,500 people used the
feature during the pilot.

To introduce a usage monitor
in the U.S. the FDA first would
have to conclude that it pre-
sented a public-health benefit
such as helping cigarette smokers
switch to a less-harmful alterna-
tive. Regulators would likely raise
questions about user privacy, and
the effort would be further com-
plicated by Apple Inc.’s ban on
vaping-related apps in its App
Store, the Juul official said.

Marketing a puff-tracker as a
tool to help people quit altogether
would require FDA clearance as a
smoking-cessation device—a more
challenging regulatory hurdle. The
agency last year raised concerns
about Juul’s “Make the Switch”
marketing campaign, saying the
ads implied that Juul was a smok-
ing-cessation device. The com-
pany wasn’t authorized to make
such a claim.

The company’s future now
hinges on applications that Juul
submitted to the FDA in July
seeking permission for its prod-
ucts to remain on the U.S. market.

ContinuedfrompageB1

DRAFTKINGS INC.
“His Airness” is joining
DraftKings. The sports-gam-
bling company said on
Wednesday that NBA legend
and former Chicago Bulls
guard Michael Jordan agreed

to purchase an undisclosed stake in
DraftKings and become a special adviser
to its board of directors, effective imme-
diately. Mr. Jordan, who is considered
one of the greatest basketball players of
all time, was the first former player to
become the majority owner of an NBA
franchise. His partnership with Nike Inc.
remains one of the most lucrative fran-
chises in sportswear. DraftKings shares
rose 8% Wednesday.

�
DKNG
8%

MACY’S INC.
It’s no Miracle on 34th
Street, but there is reason for
more optimism at Macy’s.
The department-store giant
on Wednesday reported $3.6
billion in sales in its recent

quarter, up from $3 billion in the previ-
ous quarter, and a quarterly loss of
$431 million. Interim Chief Financial Of-
ficer Felicia Williams said the results
were stronger than anticipated, as digi-
tal sales improved, stores recovered
faster than planned, and sales of luxury
goods outpaced expectations. Sales of
apparel have remained sluggish as more
people continue to work from home.
Macy’s shares rose 0.6% Wednesday.

�
M
0.6%

WALMART INC.
Amazon Prime, meet Wal-
mart+. On Sept. 15, the retail-
ing giant will launch Wal-
mart+, a $98-a-year
membership that includes
free grocery delivery, a dis-

count on gas from Walmart parking lots
and the ability to check out via a mobile
phone in stores. The new offering is
Walmart’s latest attempt to build a
membership program that can rival Am-
azon.com Inc.’s Prime service. In 2017,
Walmart scrapped a previous attempt at
a membership program called Shipping-
Pass, which offered free shipping on
Walmart.com orders. Shares gained
6.3% Tuesday.

�
WMT
6.3%

FACEBOOK INC.
Facebook is taking steps to
halt election-related misinfor-
mation in November. Chief
Executive Mark Zuckerberg
said Thursday the social-me-
dia giant will prohibit new

political advertisements in the week be-
fore the U.S. presidential election and
seek to flag premature claims of victory
by candidates, steps meant to head off
last-minute misinformation campaigns
and limit the potential for civil unrest.
“This election is not going to be busi-
ness as usual,” he said, noting both the
difficulties of voting during a pandemic
and likely attacks on the results. Face-
book shares fell 3.8% Thursday.

�
FB
3.8%

APPLE INC.
Apple users will have to wait
longer for an alert about
apps that monitor them. The
company is delaying a privacy
prompt feature that had been
set to go into effect this fall,

but will now be introduced next year.
The new feature will ask iPhone users
on an app-by-app basis if they consent
to having their behavior tracked. An Ap-
ple spokesman said that the company
wants “to give developers the time they
need to make the necessary changes.”
Critics say it would hurt app makers by
making it harder to sell personalized
ads. Apple shares fell 8% Thursday.

—Francesca Fontana

�
AAPL
8%

Juul Drops
E-Cig That
Counts Puffs

Marketing a smoking-
cessation device
would require FDA
clearance.

.
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Technology ventures devel-
oping software for videocon-
ferencing, collaboration and e-
commerce tools are becoming
hot acquisition targets for
large companies and investors
during the pandemic.

Lifesize Inc., a videoconfer-
encing software company
based in Austin, Texas, in Au-
gust announced a deal to pur-
chase collaboration-tool maker
Kaptivo, citing a growing de-
mand for remote-work apps.
Lifesize itself was acquired by
Marlin Equity Partners in
March. The terms of the deals
weren’t disclosed.

“We see a long-term step
change in the usage of remote-
collaboration tools for both
business and education,” said
Peter Spasov, Marlin’s senior
managing director. Mr. Spasov
said the acquisitions of Life-
size and Kaptivo “capitalize on
that trend.”

Miro Parizek, principal
partner for technology at M&A

advisory firm Hampleton
Partners, said Covid-19 is re-
shaping workplace practices.

He said the shift to remote
work over the past few
months—in some cases mark-
ing a permanent change—has
refocused the sights of many
corporate and private-equity
buyers to acquisitions that
help build capabilities in digi-
tal communications and e-
commerce, such as online pay-
ments and financial services,
supply-chain logistics and last-
mile fulfillment software.

Hampleton expects robust
M&A activity in the second
half of the year, as corporate
and private-equity buyers
“jockey for position in the
new, postpandemic business
environment,” Mr. Parizek
said.

Despite the global economic
disruption sparked by the out-
break, Hampleton recorded
602 enterprise-software M&A
deals in the first half of the
year, down just 5% from the
second half of 2019. Total dis-
closed deal value was $34 bil-
lion, down from $71 billion for
the same period last year, the
report said.

Most of the largest deals so
far this year were struck early
in the first quarter, before the
coronavirus initially took hold
in the U.S. and Europe, accord-
ing to Hampleton.

Verizon Communications
Inc. in April agreed to buy vid-
eoconferencing company Blue
Jeans Network Inc., paying
less than $500 million for a
major Zoom Video Communi-
cations Inc. rival, a person fa-
miliar with the terms told The
Wall Street Journal.

The platform gives Verizon
the ability to help its corpo-
rate customers develop tele-
medicine, remote learning and
virtual training services, Veri-
zon said at the time.

Max Azaham, a senior re-
search director at Gartner
Inc., said the Verizon transac-
tion came even as deal activity
slowed during the spring,
when the outbreak began to
spread at a faster rate.

“Verizon acquiring Blue-
Jeans was a swift contrarian
move by an acquirer, acting
early to gain a strategic asset
for videoconferencing, which
continues to surge” as compa-
nies find workarounds for
closed offices, Mr. Azaham said.

Similarly in the fintech
space, many are accelerating
the use of online digital tools,
according to Mr. Azaham, as
banks and other financial ser-
vices close branches or re-
strict hours. At the same time,
online shopping, food orders
and other e-commerce trans-
actions have soared.

Allen Bonde, vice president
and research director for digi-
tal transformation at Forrester
Research Inc., said he expects
the number of deals to accel-
erate in the second half of the
year, when ongoing funding
for tech startups become
scarce as early-stage investors
tighten their belts.

BY ANGUS LOTEN

Remote IT
Becomes
Hot Topic
For Deals

The shift to remote
work has refocused
the sights of many in
theM&Aworld.

still paying the price of the
lockdowns but there is a surge
in online shopping,” said Mik-
kel Elbek Linnet, a spokesman
for Denmark’s A.P. Moller-
Maersk A/S, the world’s big-
gest container operator. “Peo-
ple may not go out for a drink,
but they will spend money on
a pair of sneakers or to get
home appliances.”

The rebound in demand has
pushed up freight rates. The
spot price to send a standard
container from Shanghai to
California this week reached
$3,758, a record price that has
more than doubled from the
start of this year, according to
the Shanghai Containerized
Freight Index.

The rate from China to the
U.S. East Coast hit $4,538, the

highest level since March 2015
and up 77% from the begin-
ning of 2020.

The surge comes as retail-
ers and manufacturers look to
get goods in place for what
they hope is a stronger fourth
quarter and holiday sales sea-
son. Several merchants say
they were hurt by stock short-
ages as states across the U.S.
emerged from lockdowns over
the summer.

Electronics and appliances
retailer Best Buy Co. said last
week that a dearth of inven-
tory had cut into potential
sales growth.

Trade-data-analysis com-
pany Panjiva Inc. said U.S.
sales of household appliances
soared 50% in the first half of
the third quarter from a year

earlier, while consumer-elec-
tronics imports rose 5% in the
period. Imports of televisions
by Best Buy rose 11% over the
same period, Panjiva said.

“July was the best month
since January,” said Sam Ruda,
the port director at the Port
Authority of New York and
New Jersey. “E-commerce is
dominant and August will be
stronger. We see rising vol-
umes coming in from the
home goods stores like Home
Depot and Lowe’s and from
electronics retailers.”

At the facility overseen by
Mr. Ruda, the largest con-
tainer port on the East Coast,
cargo volumes fell 7.9% in the
first seven months of the year
from a year earlier, including a
22% drop in loaded container

imports in May.
But the overall box tally

jumped in July by 100,000
from the number handled in
June.

Container volumes at the
ports of Los Angeles and Long
Beach rose by 24% and 21%,
respectively, in July from
June. Business at both ports
had fallen by more than 6% in
the first half of the year from
the comparable period of 2019.

Shipping executives caution
of significant uncertainty in
coming months. They say a vi-
rus resurgence in the fall
could again rattle supply
chains, especially as the im-
pact of government stimulus
aid winds down and if trade
relations between Washington
and Beijing remain strained.

BUSINESS & FINANCE NEWS

Container imports are flow-
ing back into the U.S. after a
six-month hiatus, with U.S. re-
tailers knocked back by pan-
demic-driven lockdowns now
stocking up before the holiday
season.

The demand is filling up
container ships across the Pa-
cific and operators are restor-
ing cargo-vessel sailings that
were cut by as much as a third
at the height of the coronavi-
rus-pandemic closures from
March to June.

August “will more than
likely be” the best August in
the history of the Port of Los
Angeles, Gene Seroka, execu-
tive director of the port, the
largest U.S. gateway for sea-
borne container imports, said
this week.

Vessel bookings for the
coming weeks suggest “Sep-
tember will be strong as well,”
he said. “Retailers are cur-
rently restocking and redevel-
oping their inventories at their
distribution centers and on
their store shelves.”

The Port of Los Angeles
said dockworkers there were
handling 15 container ships on
Thursday. In the spring, the
average daily number of ships
was about half that amount.

“Capacity from Asia to the
U.S. West Coast is 25% higher
than it was in May and around
7% on year,” said Jonathan
Roach, a shipping analyst at
London-based Braemar ACM
Shipbroking. “We have seen a
surge in short-term demand
out of America.”

Shipping executives pin
much of the rebound on e-
commerce.

“The service industries are

BY COSTAS PARIS

As Retailers Restock, Container Volumes Rise

Industry executives pin much of the rebound in container-shipping volumes on e-commerce. A container ship moves through Puget Sound.
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The race to distribute
Covid-19 vaccines to hundreds
of millions of Americans could
come down to one question: Do
we have enough freezers?

Some of the shots now in
late stages of testing must be
stored at temperatures poten-
tially as cold as minus 80 de-
grees Celsius, or minus 112
Fahrenheit.

Hospitals, pharmacies and
physicians’ offices have few
such specialized freezers. That
is prompting a mad dash to
cobble together a cold-storage
supply chain that can deliver
vaccines around the country
without letting them become
warm and ineffective.

Hospitals are considering
plans to buy special freezers.
Logistics companies and other
nontraditional health-care com-
petitors are building facilities to
house hundreds of mobile cold-
storage units.

At least one drugmaker has
created its own specialized con-
tainer to keep vaccines cold for
at least 10 days. Meanwhile,
vaccine makers are studying
whether their shots could be
shipped at warmer tempera-
tures.

Vaccines are similar to dairy
or meat products in that their
chemical structures are main-
tained when they are kept
within certain temperature
ranges.

A Covid-19 vaccine stored at
ultracold temperatures would
stress the supply chain because
of the demands for transporta-
tion and storage, said Chaun
Powell, who leads disaster pre-
paredness and response at Pre-
mier Inc., a group purchaser for
U.S. hospitals, physician clinics
and other places. “When you
think about getting this out to
300 million American adults,
every logistical efficiency you
can garner is going to help us
with that,” he said.

Vaccines are viewed by
health and industry officials as
key to stopping the spread of
the new coronavirus that causes
Covid-19. The most advanced
are undergoing clinical trials in-
volving 30,000 people or more,
and the U.S. has begun planning

for potential distribution as
soon as later this year.

Two leading Covid-19 vac-
cine candidates, from Pfizer Inc.
and partner BioNTech SE, and
from Moderna Inc., rely on a
new gene-based technology
called mRNA that requires the
shots be stored at subzero tem-
peratures. Both vaccines have
been stored at ultracold tem-
peratures, around minus 70 or
minus 80 degrees Celsius.

Medications such as cell-
based therapies also are
shipped at ultracold tempera-
tures, often using liquid nitro-
gen or dry ice. But doing so can
be costly.

Health and industry officials
expect hospitals to be the sites
where the first vaccines are ad-
ministered to millions of health-
care workers. But many don’t
have the space or mechanical
requirements to store vaccines
at subzero temperatures, ac-
cording to industry officials.

The lack of equipment means
access to some vaccines might
vary around the country. Phar-
macies and clinics aren’t ex-
pected to become vaccination
sites until a vaccine is autho-
rized for the broader popula-
tion, possibly next year.

“You have to target the vac-

cines to the location where the
storage and handling facilities
are available,” said Dr. William
Schaffner, professor of preven-
tive medicine and infectious
disease at Vanderbilt University
Medical Center.

Ultracold freezers aren’t
common in hospitals because
most drugs and vaccines don’t
need them. The chicken-pox
vaccine is one of the few vac-
cines that needs to be stored
frozen. Flu vaccines are refrig-
erated.

Because of their limited shelf
life even while in cold storage,
Covid-19 vaccines might need to
be used within six months, ac-
cording to experts.

“Hopefully the vaccines are
going to be used as quickly as
they’re made, and therefore
cold-chain storage is only to get
it where it’s needed, rather than
stored for long periods,” said
James Robinson, a consultant
helping the Oslo-based Coali-
tion for Epidemic Preparedness
Innovations, which is financing
coronavirus vaccine projects.

Philadelphia’s Jefferson
Health hospital system should
be able to store vaccines at mi-
nus 30 degrees Celsius but
might have limited ultracold
storage space, said Brian Swift,

chief pharmacy officer. He said
Jefferson anticipates purchas-
ing at least 15 special freezers.

“Everyone’s going to be look-
ing for these things,” he said.

To ensure its vaccines re-
main frozen at minus 70 de-
grees Celsius, Pfizer created a
temperature-controlled con-
tainer about the size of a suit-
case that can keep between
1,000 and 5,000 doses for 10
days. Pfizer wanted to offer
hospitals temporary cold stor-
age, said Tanya Alcorn, vice
president of supply chain.

Earlier this year, Moderna
stored its vaccine at minus 70
degrees Celsius in preparation
of clinical trials. Since then, it
has done further study and now
plans to ship the shots at minus
20, the company said.

Some other Covid-19 vac-
cines in human testing don’t re-
quire ultracold temperatures.
Johnson & Johnson’s experi-
mental vaccine is expected to
be shipped commercially at
standard refrigeration, a
spokesman said. AstraZeneca
PLC, which co-developed a vac-
cine with University of Oxford
researchers, expects its vaccine
to need refrigeration, a spokes-
man said.

Meanwhile, physicians’ of-

fices, pharmacies and other
health care facilities are poised
to be sites for Covid-19 vaccina-
tions, and many of them lack ul-
tracold freezing capabilities.
Pfizer’s own containers might
not work for smaller clinics or
pharmacies, public-health offi-
cials said. The containers “are
not going to be something that
can go to your corner pharmacy
or your local family physician,”
said Dr. Kelly Moore, associate
director of immunization educa-
tion at the Immunization Action
Coalition.

Pfizer said it is working on a
smaller container. It is also de-
veloping a powder version of its
vaccine, known as a lyophilized
formulation, that can be stored
at warmer temperatures.

A CVS spokesman said that
its locations can accommodate
refrigeration and freezing stor-
age requirements for many of
the experimental Covid-19 vac-
cines and that it is in talks with
the Trump administration
about vaccine administration.

A spokesman for McKesson
Corp., which the government
has tapped as a central distrib-
utor of Covid-19 vaccines, said
it will ship vaccines requiring
refrigeration to minus 20 Cel-
sius. Since at least 2018, the Ir-
ving, Texas-based wholesaler
has worked with Cryoport Inc.,
which provides temperature-
controlled shipments for phar-
maceutical companies. Cryoport
already uses technology that
can keep livestock-animal vac-
cines at minus 196 degrees for
about a month, said Mark Sa-
wicki, who leads Cryoport’s leg-
acy logistics division.

Cryoport is in discussions
with other parties to potentially
help distribute Covid-19 vac-
cines, Mr. Sawicki said.

United Parcel Service Inc.
plans by October to finish con-
struction of freezer farms filled
with mobile units in Louisville,
Ky., and the Netherlands, said
Wes Wheeler, president of UPS
Healthcare. He said the freez-
ers, which can hold as many as
48,000 vials each, can be con-
figured to hold a vaccine at be-
tween minus 85 and minus 20
degrees Celsius.

—Elaine Chen
contributed to this article.

BY JARED S. HOPKINS

Vaccines Fuel Scramble for Freezers

Some vaccines must be stored at very low temperatures.
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Some of the vaccines being
developed for Covid-19might
require colder temperatures
for transport than typical
vaccines.

trate Judge Donald L. Cabell
shifts the focus in the case to
the U.S. State Department. The
Secretary of State has the final
say in extradition matters.

Michael L. Taylor, 59 years
old, and his son Peter M. Tay-
lor, 27, were arrested in May
at their Boston-area home at
the request of Japanese au-

thorities, who accused the pair
of smuggling Mr. Ghosn out of
Japan inside a musical instru-
ment case.

The former auto executive
disappeared from Japan late
last year. He was living in a
court-monitored Tokyo house
while facing financial-crime
allegations from his time run-

ning Nissan Motor Co. He
turned up in Lebanon, which
has no extradition treaty with
Japan. Mr. Ghosn has denied
the Japanese allegations and
has said he fled the country
because he wouldn’t receive a
fair trial. Japanese officials
have defended their legal sys-
tem as fair.

The Taylors’ lawyers ha-
ven’t denied that the pair took
part in the escape, but argued
that the duo didn’t commit a
crime in Japan. Bail-jumping
isn’t illegal in the country and
the Japanese law against har-
boring criminals under which
the Taylors were charged
doesn’t apply, they argued.

A federal judge ruled that a
former Green Beret and his
son can be extradited to Japan
to face charges that they
helped former auto titan Car-
los Ghosn escape criminal
prosecution in that country.

The ruling Friday by Magis-

BY MARK MAREMONT

Ghosn’s Escape Helpers Step Closer to Extradition

.
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The Doctor Will
Webstream You Now
Health care, unlike retail, was rela-
tively resistant to digital delivery
before the pandemic. Patients still
generally saw the doctor in per-
son. One important reason was fi-
nancial. “Fee-for-service” insur-
ance plans made it harder to bill
for telehealth than in-person vis-
its, discouraging providers from
offering them.

Many providers had to scramble
to offer telemedicine options when
the pandemic made in-person vis-
its difficult and the federal govern-
ment relaxed restrictions on bill-
ing for telehealth.

Kaiser Permanente had a head
start. Why? Because it never faced
the same disincentives to invest in
telehealth. The Oakland, Calif.-
based nonprofit is both insurer
and provider: Members pay a flat
monthly premium that covers all
care delivered by Kaiser’s own
doctors, pharmacists, therapists,
nurses, specialists and hospitals, in
person or via telehealth.

“Our business model is made
for this technology,” said Arthur
Southam, executive vice president
of health plan operations for Kai-
ser Permanente.

In the 1990s Kaiser opened call
centers through which members
could make appointments or talk
to a nurse or doctor 24 hours a
day. Last year, they handled 50
million calls from Kaiser’s 12 mil-
lion members. In the 2000s, Kaiser
implemented electronic medical
records throughout the organiza-
tion and created a web-based por-
tal through which members could
get advice, check their records,
and with the spread of high-speed

broadband internet, consult a
nurse or doctor.

Still, last year, video represented
less than 1% of scheduled visits
throughout the Kaiser network; tele-
phone represented about 16%. When
the pandemic hit, Kaiser’s volume
shifted dramatically: In April, 74% of
its visits were by telephone and 7%
video. By comparison, 44% of all
Medicare fee-for-service visits that
month were via telehealth, accord-
ing to a federal study.

As restrictions have lifted, in-
person visits at Kaiser rebounded
to 44% of the total in mid-July
while telephone receded to 42% but
video continued to climb, to 14%.

Even after the pandemic passes,
“We think telehealth will continue
to play a huge role in how we pro-
vide care,” Mr. Southam said.
“People have become much more
used to using a digital portal to
get services, decide what they
need and really help themselves
get to the right care.”

An on-call doctor responding to
a 2 a.m. telephone call can access
the same records as the patient’s
regular physician and instantly or-
der lab or radiology tests or pre-
scriptions. A patient can show his
primary physician a mole using his
smartphone, who can then sched-
ule a follow up with a dermatolo-
gist, if necessary. For routine mon-
itoring, patients can take their
own temperature, blood pressure,
glucose and oxygen levels with in-
struments provided by Kaiser or a
smartphone app.

Kaiser found 85% of patients
completed cardiac rehabilitation
with remote monitoring compared
with 50% when they have to travel
to in-person checkups.

Telehealth could reduce capital
outlays in waiting rooms, examin-
ing rooms and parking lots, saving
time and money for both patients
and providers. Mr. Southam said,
“The nuts and bolts of telehealth
come to full life when you think,
‘How can I rethink my underlying
consumer interactions when I’m
not depending on two human be-
ings in the same physical space?’”

Robots Don’t Get Sick
Robotics and artificial intelligence
were already performing a grow-

of how a decentralized workforce
can become a strategic advantage.

IT outsourcing has evolved from
relatively simple tasks to much
more complex software develop-
ment. EPAM Systems Inc. has
honed this model. Founded in 1993
by Arkadiy Dobkin with a business
partner in Minsk, the capital of
their native Belarus, the Pennsyl-
vania-based software engineering
company sought to bridge the
shortage of software talent in
Western Europe and North Amer-
ica with the ample supply in East-
ern Europe and the former Soviet
Union.

Now it has 32,300 professionals
spread across its offices, some with
just a handful of employees, around
the world. They design software
systems for businesses, from ticket
booking in the travel industry to
conducting genomics analysis in
biotech. There is little correlation
between the location of its employ-
ees and its clients: The former So-
viet Union accounts for just 4% of
sales but 68% of employees.

Today EPAM developers scat-
tered across more than 160 offices
in multiple time zones using Mi-
crosoft’s collaboration software,
Teams, routinely work on a single
project. For example, developers in
Hungary, Belarus, Ukraine and the
U.S. are working on booking plat-
forms for a major online travel
company.

This turned out to be optimal for
the world of Covid-19 with its re-
strictions on physical presence,
travel and immigration. “When we
had to convert to remote we were
already partly there,” said Chief
Marketing Officer Elaina Shekhter.
“They were already in different
time zones, not at the next desk or
in the same city or country.”
Though stay-at-home orders forced
EPAM’s developers to relocate from
offices to homes, work proceeded
uninterrupted on most contracts.
After a dip in the second quarter
EPAM expects revenue to resume
growing in the third quarter.

While Covid has disrupted de-
mand, the supply of engineers and
computer scientists is usually the
bigger constraint for IT services,
said Jason Kupferberg, who covers
the industry for Bank of America.
Work-from-home could be a boon
by opening up a bigger range of
talent for IT consultants. In that,
EPAM might have an advantage, he
said: a good reputation among re-
cruits and a lower-than-average
attrition rate. Mr. Dobkin said he
sees a “completely different level
of opportunity for a diversified
work force.” Another boon for
EPAM, he said, is that many com-
panies, having succeeded at work-
from-home, are more comfortable
working with developers based
overseas.

McKinsey & Co. has estimated
that global output could be signif-
icantly increased simply by better
matching talent to jobs through
internet-based platforms. Christy
Johnson, who left her job as a
consultant at McKinsey when her
daughter was born, said many tal-
ented professionals are over-
looked because they can’t work
60 to 100 hours a week out of of-
fices in New York or San Fran-
cisco. She started Artemis Con-
nection, which provides business-
strategy advice to midsize
companies, to tap this underuti-
lized pool. All 40 of her employ-
ees work from home, from Cali-
fornia to Wisconsin to Turkey.

“If you go to nonurban areas,
there’s amazing talent hanging
out,” she said.

leapt 16%.
In part it was lucky: it has little

dine-in business. But it has also
perfected order-in and delivery
through intensive innovation. While
many restaurants depend on multi-
ple systems from outside suppliers
for technology such as online or-
dering, Domino’s developed its
own, single proprietary point of
sale system for all of its stores
(there are now more than 6,000 in
the U.S., 94% franchise owned).

“All that work of the past de-
cade has got us to a pretty good
place for using technology to pivot
to a new function on the fly,” said
Mr. Maloney.

While the pizza is made by
hand, everything before and after
that stage has undergone relent-
less innovation. Since 2007, the
range of channels through which
to order digitally has steadily ex-
panded: via desktop, then mobile,
apps for the iPhone, iPod Touch
and Android, Samsung televisions,
Pebble, Android and Apple smart-
watches, Twitter and text with a
pizza emoji, Amazon Echo, Google
Home, Slack, and Facebook Mes-
senger. Mr. Maloney said order
time reached its minimum with
“zero click ordering”: Open the
app, do nothing and in 10 seconds
your favorite pizza is ordered.

All were developed to make or-
dering and delivery faster and
more convenient. And because dig-
ital ordering obviates the need for
cash to change hands, it also aided
in physical distancing when the
pandemic began.

Digital ordering is key to
growth for food-service establish-
ments because it yields valuable
data for better targeting custom-
ers and expedites pickup, said An-
drew Charles, a restaurant analyst
at Cowen & Co. He estimated 5%
to 10% of the typical quick service
chain’s orders are digital. Domino’s
share was 65% last year and has
since climbed to 75%.

“This pandemic just accelerated
the trends that were already in
place,” said Mr. Charles.

Domino’s also benefited from
new concepts it was able to intro-
duce as the pandemic rolled across
the U.S. One was “Carside” pickup,
which was already under develop-
ment at the company’s “Innovation
Garage” in Ann Arbor, Mich. GPS or-
der tracking, introduced late last
year, was rapidly expanded so that
customers who didn’t want to inter-
act with a driver could confirm the
driver was in front of the house.

Other Domino’s innovations also
came in handy. One of its lowest-
tech features is a cardboard fold-
out “pizza pedestal” on which
drivers can place the pie to avoid
contact with customers. It also
contracted with a manufacturer to
supply its stores with e-bikes
adapted to carrying pizzas and is
working on driverless pizza deliv-
ery vehicles, which would remove
the possibility of any contact with
a human being.

ContinuedfrompageB1

The Winners
Of the Covid
Economy

The robots, left and top, that work with Stanley Black & Decker shop-
floor workers, above, in Fort Mill, S.C., can stack boxes and hold drills.

A Domino’s foldout ‘pizza pedestal,’
left, was designed so workers like
the one pictured at bottom could
avoid contact with customers.
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ing range of tasks more cheaply
and reliably than humans. With
the pandemic, they demonstrated
another advantage: They don’t
spread the virus.

One company that learned this
lesson was Stanley Black & Decker
Inc., which invested heavily in sys-
tems of autonomous robots in the
months before the pandemic. Also
known as cobots—because they
operate alongside shop-floor work-
ers—each system includes a robot
equipped with 3-D sensors and de-
signed to stack boxes of finished
power tools coming off the assem-
bly line. A mobile robot then deliv-
ers the pallets to nearby distribu-
tion centers, replacing forklift
operators.

By chance, multiple systems
were slated to roll out in mid-
March at the company’s 345,000-
square-foot plant in Fort Mill,
S.C., said Sudhi Bangalore, the

company’s global vice president
overseeing technology innova-
tion. The plant makes drills, saws
and wrenches for the North
American market, under the
Craftsman, DeWalt and Mac Tools
brands. Though most of the com-
pany’s 48 U.S. plants use some
automation, fewer than a dozen
have cobots—and none at the
scale of the South Carolina plant,
Mr. Bangalore said.

The original goal was to cut
costs and boost output to better
compete with a rising number of
tool manufacturers in Mexico, he
said. But the pandemic highlighted
another benefit. Many manufactur-
ers had to shut down factories and
reorganize to space out workers.
For Stanley, the robotic systems,
made by Rockwell Automation
Corp. for a total of $1.5 million,
kept the South Carolina plant from
shutting down at the height of the
outbreak.

That enabled the company to
seize on a sudden surge in demand
for hand-held power tools, as
homeowners with extra time on
their hands dove into home im-
provement projects.

In July Stanley reported that
U.S. sales of its tools and storage
products at retailers such as
Lowe’s Cos., Home Depot Inc. and
Amazon.com Inc. hit an all-time
high in the second quarter. The
company is on track to beat its
best-case scenario for 2020 reve-
nue, CEO James Loree said in an
earnings call.

When Geography Is
No Longer a Constraint
Many companies and their employ-
ees turned to telecommuting by
necessity during the pandemic.
Some discovered it had advan-
tages: higher productivity and
lower costs such as office space.
But over time, its most important
edge is likely to be the greater ac-
cess to talent when geography is
no longer a constraint.

This isn’t a new insight; the in-
formation-technology outsourcing
industry figured it out decades
ago. The companies would often
employ thousands of workers in
big call centers with dedicated
high-speed data lines in places like
India or the Philippines where
wages are lower. They are a model

‘The pandemic just
accelerated the trends
that were already in
place.’

.
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SURPRISING STRATEGY MOVE
Disney released the movie version of
“Hamilton” on Disney+ over a year
early, and this week added “Mulan” at a
premium price of about $30.

Disney’s top-grossing film in
2020, “Onward,” earned $135.4
million globally. That’s 95% less
than its top-grossing 2019 film,
“Avengers: Endgame.”

“The upside
we are seeing
from reopen-
ing is less than
we originally
expected.”

—Chief Financial
Officer Christine

M. McCarthy

DOWNSIDE
The pandemic has been

brutal for Disney. It closed its
parks, virtually eliminated
movie distribution and curtailed
live sports, a key programming
source for its TV networks. In
August, Disney posted its first
quarterly loss since 2001.

UNITEDHEALTH
GROUP INC.

WALMART INC.

Walmart has
hired more than
500,000 people
this year to keep
up with demand.

SURPRISING STRATEGY MOVE
Walmart is hosting more than 600
Covid-19 testing sites, which dovetails
with its ambitions to become a larger
provider of health care services.

97%
The increase in
U.S. e-commerce
in 2Q

DOWNSIDE
Walmart

struggled to keep
shelves stocked
and workers in
stores to meet
surging demand,
especially early in
the pandemic.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

20.2%

UPSIDE
Walmart

had a robust on-
line grocery pickup
and delivery oper-
ation in place
when the pan-
demic hit. Shop-
pers are using it.

“This last
quarter, it was
unique because
a lot of people
were at home
and stimulus
checks sup-
ported pur-
chasing of
things for them
to use at home,
to entertain
themselves
or to fix their
home up.”

—Walmart CEO
Doug McMillon

DOWNSIDE
UnitedHealth’s insur-

ance unit has seen some
loss of membership in em-
ployer plans as companies
implemented layoffs and fur-
loughs, though Medicaid and
Medicare enrollment largely
offset the decline.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

6.1%

UPSIDE
The pandemic

delivered a gusher of profits
for UnitedHealth. The
insurer’s costs dropped
sharply because of the
widespread cancellation of
medical procedures and
routine health care.

JPMORGAN
CHASE & CO.

DOWNSIDE
JPMorgan’s profit fell

60% in the first half, as it
prepared for the slowdown
to cause widespread
defaults on consumer and
business loans.

STARBUCKS
CORP.

40%
Decline in sales
for the 13 weeks
ending June 28

SURPRISING STRATEGY MOVE
The chain paid employees who
didn’t feel safe coming in to work
during the beginning months of the
pandemic.

Starbucks will
close, renovate
or relocate 400
cafes in the U.S.
and Canada.

“This is one of
those rare
opportunities to
move aggressively
and further
differentiate
Starbucks from
our competition.”

—Chief Executive
Kevin Johnson

PERFORMANCE, YTD

-25.7%

UPSIDE
The investment banking

side of the behemoth seized
on the disruption, setting rev-
enue records as it raced to
raise funds for corporate cli-
ents and trade bonds.

DOWNSIDE
The coffee giant’s sales

losses began in January,
earlier than many other
American companies, given
its size in China. In July,
Starbucks reported its
steepest per-share losses in
more than a decade.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

-1.9%

UPSIDE
Starbucks has decided

to speed up its strategy to
establish more to-go loca-
tions. The pandemic is pro-
viding an opportunity for the
chain to more quickly re-
evaluate its stores, particu-
larly in dense urban areas.

BOEING CO.

$61 billion
Boeing’s debt on
June 30, triple a
year earlier

SURPRISING STRATEGY MOVE
Boeing is reviewing the continued
production of the 787 Dreamliner at
two facilities with a view to
consolidating at a single site.

Boeing has so far
announced plans
to cut 19,000 jobs,
mostly at its jet-
liner arm.

DOWNSIDE
The belea-

guered plane
maker has slashed
production and
borrowed heavily
to bolster its bal-
ance sheet as air-
lines cancel orders.

MARRIOTT
INTERNATIONAL
INC.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

-47.5%

UPSIDE
Boeing now

has more time to
secure the back-
ing of regulators
for its effort to re-
turn the still-
grounded 737
MAX to service.

“We’ve
asked the
team to step
back and re-
assess our
commercial-
product de-
velopment
strategy and
determine a
family of air-
planes that
we think will
be needed in
the future.”

—CFO Greg
Smith

TESLA INC.

Tesla says it will employ 5,000 work-
ers when it opens a second U.S. car
factory in Austin, Texas, next year.

SURPRISING STRATEGY MOVE
Tesla recalled staff to its lone U.S. car
plant in Fremont, Calif., in May to re-
sume production after local authori-
ties in March ordered the facility shut
as part of regional measures aimed at
containing the Covid-19 spread.

DOWNSIDE
Local authorities

forced Tesla to shut its lone
U.S. car plant for about
seven weeks. The car maker
has suspended guidance
that indicated it expected to
deliver more than 500,000
vehicles this year.

DOWNSIDE
The hotel industry is

suffering through its worst
period in modern times. For
Marriott, the world’s largest
hotel company, the June
quarter was “the worst quar-
ter we have ever seen by
far,” CEO Arne Sorenson said.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

-30.8%

UPSIDE
The company noted

recovery in China, Hong
Kong, Macau and Taiwan.
Marriott’s occupancy rate in
the region, which took the
first hit during the
pandemic, reached 60% in
the second quarter.

DOWNSIDE
The pandemic’s early

days crimped growth in
China, P&G’s third-biggest
market, and continues to
drag on sales of some of its
more profitable products, in-
cluding razors and a high-
end skin care line.

AMAZON.COM
INC.

$88.9 billion
The company’s
second-quarter
sales, a record

SURPRISING STRATEGY MOVE
Early in the pandemic, Amazon re-
tooled its website so shoppers would
buy less. The strategy helped Amazon
gain back control of its supply chain.

Amazon hired
175,000 ware-
house workers
in March and
April.

“If you’re a
shareowner in
Amazon, you
may want to
take a seat.”

—CEO Jeff Bezos in
April, warning

shareholders of the
challenges ahead.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

10.5%

UPSIDE
Demand for many P&G

products has skyrocketed.
The surge has enabled P&G
to bolster profitability be-
cause it is running factories
at excess capacity and can
all but end discounting in
many categories.

MACY’S INC.

DOWNSIDE
Store closures wiped

out more than $2 billion in
sales in the spring quarter.
Macy’s has reopened nearly
all its stores, but shoppers
are buying less apparel in fa-
vor of essential goods and
items for the home.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

-55%

UPSIDE
Macy’s could be one of

the last department stores
standing after the pandemic.
Competitors including J.C.
Penney and Lord & Taylor
have filed for bankruptcy
and are closing stores or liq-
uidating entirely.

DOWNSIDE
Early on, Walmart, Tar-

get and others grabbed mar-
ket share from Amazon,
which initially struggled with
handling a massive influx of
orders. Amazon has spent
billions of dollars in respond-
ing to the pandemic.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

78.3%

UPSIDE
Amazon has largely re-

covered from its early prob-
lems and is capitalizing on
the acceleration of e-com-
merce. It is expanding its
workforce in anticipation of
continued demand. Its market
value has soared this year.

Business,Hardly asUsual
Amazon struggled early in the pandemic, but rebounded with record sales. Disney got a huge boost for its streaming service,
while its other businesses were hit hard. Store closures wiped out $2 billion in sales for Macy’s this spring—but after the

pandemic, it could be one of the last department stores standing. How a dozen major companies have navigated the Covid era.

REPORT CARD

WALT DISNEY
CO.

UNITED PARCEL
SERVICE INC.

DOWNSIDE
The closure of thou-

sands of businesses deprived
UPS of profitable revenue. A
surge of lower-margin deliv-
eries to homes strained op-
erations, causing capacity
constraints and longer ship-
ping times.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

37.3%

UPSIDE
Shipments to homes

more than made up for the
drop in business-to-business
deliveries. Shipping volume
rose more than 20% in the
second quarter. UPS mini-
mized the erosion to margins
in part by adding surcharges.

“If anyone is
arrested, I
ask that it
only be me.”

—Chief Executive
Elon Musk tweeted
as he reopened the

U.S. plant in
defiance of local

authorities.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

400%

UPSIDE
Tesla’s China car plant

came online late last year
and the Model Y SUV, with a
backlog of orders placed be-
fore the pandemic, started
rolling off the U.S. production
line in March, helping sustain
deliveries in recent months.
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UPSIDE
The pandemic has

accelerated growth of the
Disney+ streaming service. It
has secured more than
60 million users in nearly
nine months, a mark that
Netflix took about eight
years to achieve.

PERFORMANCE, YTD

-8.7%

S&P 500

Share-price

.
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The low end—that’s where the job
losses are.”

Lower interest rates helped
drop the average APR paid by a
new-vehicle buyer in July by a full
percentage point compared with
the same month a year ago, ac-
cording to data provided by Ed-
munds.com, to 4.5%.

For customers having to make
emergency purchases, like Dana
Pluck, whose 13-year-old Mazda
broke down in June, the new car
lot can be daunting. The 51-year-
old San Francisco resident says a
lack of deals and negotiating
power led her to pay more than
she expected.

Ms. Pluck landed on a 2020
Mazda CX9 when she found out
the loan would have no interest,
and no down-payment was re-
quired. She financed $35,900 over
about five years to purchase the
SUV, and used her $2,500 trade-in
credit for her old CX9 as a down
payment. That still leaves her with
a $570 monthly payment.

“It’s not like I got a very fancy
luxury car. I got what fit my
needs,” Ms. Pluck said. “But I took
on a higher payment than I’m
comfortable with.”

said Michelle Krebs, an analyst for
Cox Automotive. Still, she says,
there are people who just can’t af-
ford to shop for a car right now.

“The people who have money
have plenty of it, and they are
spending it on expensive vehicles.

with the same time last year, ac-
cording to Wards Intelligence. Used
vehicle inventory has also dwin-
dled, driving up the prices of these
normally cheaper alternatives.

“We’ve just been amazed at how
resilient the market has been,”

Tundras I can possibly build,” Mr.
Carter said.

Luxury vehicles also have gained
share since this spring, accounting
for nearly 14% of all retail sales in
July compared with 13.3% in
March, according to J.D. Power.

Historically, when car sales have
slumped, dealers and car compa-
nies have loaded on discounts to
counter the trend.

But this latest downturn has
been different, analysts and auto
executives say.

U.S. car factories shut down this
spring for a nearly two-month pe-
riod to curb the spread of
Covid-19, leaving dealers without a
steady pipeline of new stock.
Meanwhile, new-vehicle demand
has bounced back stronger than
expected this summer, particularly
for trucks.

Fears about the coronavirus have
prompted more Americans to take
road trips and spend time outdoors,
further lifting demand for rugged
SUVs and pickups, dealers say.

Auto dealerships for much of the
summer have had little new inven-
tory to sell. Those stockpiles de-
creased by more than a million ve-
hicles at the end of July, compared
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based in Austin, Texas. Now it
isn’t even among the top 30.

It is hard to stay on top, but it’s
even harder to get there. Of the
24,979 companies (including real-
estate investment trusts) that is-
sued common stock between De-
cember 1925 and July 2020, only 11
have ever ranked No. 1 by market
value. That’s according to the Cen-
ter for Research in Security Prices
LLC, a data and index provider af-
filiated with the University of Chi-
cago Booth School of Business.

AT&T Corp. was the largest
stock in the U.S. 43% of the time
over that nearly 95-year period. In
the early 1930s, it alone accounted
for one-eighth of the value of the
entire U.S. stock market. As re-
cently as the 1960s it was still
one-twelfth of total U.S. market
value all by itself.

International Business Machines
Corp. was No. 1 in market value
among all stocks 20% of the time,
and General Electric Co. and Exxon
each ranked No. 1 on 10% of all
trading days. In decades past, Gen-
eral Motors Corp.—nowadays no
longer even among the 150 largest

Dow Jones Indices analyst How-
ard Silverblatt.

To put that in perspective,
Exxon’s cumulative spending on
buybacks over that period exceeds
the current market value of Bank
of America Corp., the 27th-largest
company in the S&P 500.

Of course, investors who partic-
ipated in Exxon’s buybacks had to
reallocate the cash they received
when they sold their shares back
to the company. Much of the pro-
ceeds from selling Exxon surely
went into buying stocks like Apple
Inc., Microsoft Corp. and Ama-
zon.com Inc.

Those are the very companies
that have jostled back and forth
for the position of biggest stock in
the U.S. market. Exxon not only
shrank itself, but made other
stocks bigger in the process. Even
after Thursday’s tumble, Apple
still was the largest U.S. stock,
with a market value of $2.29 tril-
lion; Exxon’s shares had a total
value of $167 billion.

How long can companies like
Apple, Microsoft and Amazon stay
on top? The slow decline of Exxon

and the shocking drop in leading
tech stocks show that corporate
lifecycles are, in fact, circular.

Medieval artists liked to illus-
trate the circle of life with a wheel
of fortune. Often the wheel, spun
by the blind and capricious god-
dess of fortune, features a royal
figure trying to cling to it. As the
wheel carries him upward, he can
be seen calling out “Regnabo” (in
Latin, “I shall be king”). At the top
of the wheel’s rotation, he declares
“Regno” (I am king). Then, as the
wheel spins and he begins to fall,
he says “Regnavi” (I have been
king). Finally, falling off the bot-
tom of the wheel, he cries “Sum
sine regno” (I have no kingdom).

Many investors seemed to be-
lieve, at least until this week, that
today’s giant technology compa-
nies will dominate the U.S. stock
market for decades to come. And
those investors could still be
proven right. But, if they are, that
proof will defy not just nearly a
century of market history but the
wisdom of the ages, which teaches
that all things—including wealth
and power—are cyclical.

Apple StillWears theMarket Crown. For Now.
A tech-stock selloff and Exxon’s removal from the Dow offer an important reminder: Today’s tech giants won’t dominate forever

THE INTELLIGENT INVESTOR | JASON ZWEIG

Longer-term auto loans are also
helping car shoppers purchase
higher-priced vehicles with rela-
tively low monthly payments.

The auto industry is following a
trajectory similar to the housing
market, where low interest rates
and a shortage of available homes
have propelled prices higher.

The automobile market is just
one of many parts of the economy
in which the divide between haves
and have-nots appears to be
starker than ever.

With the pool of potential buyers
limited by the economic fallout
from the ongoing health crisis, U.S.
car sales have declined, down 19.8%
in August, according to Motor Intel-
ligence, and car executives say they
expect sales to remain depressed
for the remainder of the year.

Younger car buyers are getting
priced out of the new-vehicle mar-
ket as auto makers have turned
away from cheaper small cars and
sedans to focus on bigger, higher-
margin vehicles.

“The folks that are struggling
right now, it’s going to be a real
challenge when they need a new
car,” said Vince Sheehy, president
of Sheehy Auto Stores, which has
dealerships in Maryland and Vir-
ginia. “And those are customers
we’re going to lose.”

But those returning to show-
rooms are splurging on pricier
SUVs and trucks, largely benefiting
the Detroit auto makers, who have
long ruled these two categories, as
well as other car companies like
Hyundai Motor Co. and BMW AG,
that have in more recent years ex-
panded into bigger vehicles.

Bob Carter, Toyota Motor
Corp.’s North American sales chief,
said the Japanese auto maker is
benefiting from the higher pricing,
despite the recent drop-off in U.S.
sales, and trying to produce more
of the lucrative SUVs and trucks
that are in high demand right now.

“I’m building all the 4Runners,
Highlanders, RAVs, Tacomas and

ContinuedfrompageB1

Car Prices
Stay High as
Sales Fall

On Aug. 31, Exxon
Mobil Corp. was
booted from the Dow
Jones Industrial Av-
erage. That should
serve as a warning
about the technology

stocks that, at least until Thurs-
day’s shocking 5% decline, have
been the market’s darlings.

As recently as 2011, Exxon had
the biggest market capitalization
of any company in the world. It
had been the longest-tenured com-
pany in the Dow, having entered
the index in October 1928.

What’s more, as long ago as
1912 Exxon (then known as Stan-
dard Oil Co. of New Jersey) had
been the world’s second-largest
stock, surpassed in market value
only by U.S. Steel. If such a dura-
ble titan can fall away, so can the
tech stocks that so many investors
have come to regard as invincible.

Exxon had been one of the five
biggest U.S. stocks by market
value in every decade from the
1930s to the 2010s, according to
Dimensional Fund Advisors, an
investment-management firm

Many consumers can’t afford to buy, but easy credit and cheap gas mean those still in the market are gravitating to bigger, more expensive vehicles.
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Prices DefyDrop
U.S. car prices have remained steady
this year despite a steep drop off
in sales.

Change froma year earlier

Sources: J.D. Power (transaction prices); Motor
Intelligence (sales)

Average transaction price

New vehicle sales (volume)
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Low-Priced Loans
Borrowing costs for newU.S. car
loans have plummeted in
recentmonths.
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Source: Edmunds.com
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Belles of the Ball
Since the end of 1925, only 11 companies have ever ranked number one among
all U.S. stocks bymarket value. Sooner or later, each leader has tended to fade.

Percentage of trading days each year that
the company’smarket capitalizationwasNo. 1
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Altria Group

IBM

ExxonMobil

Walmart

Microsoft

Amazon.com

Apple

DuPont

AT&T

GM

*

†

‡

Note: Figures as of July 31, unless otherwise noted, among all U.S. common stocks and REITs with prices available in
the CRSP U.S. Stock Database.
*As of Nov. 18, 2005 merger with SBC †As of June 1, 2009 bankruptcy filing ‡As of Aug. 31, 2017 merger with Dow
Source: Center for Research in Security Prices Kara Dapena/THE WALL STREET JOURNAL

stocks—was often king, ranking
No. 1 more than 6% of the time.

Then there were the companies
whose reign at the top lasted only
a few days. Altria Group Inc., for-
merly Philip Morris Cos. Inc., was
the biggest stock in the U.S. for 34
days in 1991 and 1992; E.I. DuPont
de Nemours & Co., for 11 days in
1955; and Walmart Inc. for a grand

total of three days in 1992.
Some of Exxon’s shrinkage is

its own doing. Years ago, the com-
pany embarked on one of the big-
gest share-repurchase programs
in history. Exxon bought back 2.3
billion shares—more than one
third of its total common stock—
from 2004 through 2020. The
company spent $231.4 billion on
these buybacks, according to S&P

How long can
companies like Apple,
Microsoft and Amazon
stay on top?

.
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ConsumerRates andReturns to Investor
U.S. consumer rates
A consumer rate against its
benchmark over the past year
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Selected rates
Five-yearARM,Rate

Bankrate.comavg†: 3.30%
OldNational Bank 2.75%
Appleton,WI 812-464-1494

StarOneCreditUnion 2.75%
Sunnyvale, CA 408-742-2801

Citadel Federal CreditUnion 2.88%
Exton, PA 800-666-0191

HanscomFederal CreditUnion 2.88%
HanscomAFB,MA 800-656-4328

AssociatedBank,NA 3.00%
Rockford, IL 800-682-4989

Yield/Rate (%) 52-WeekRange (%) 3-yr chg
Interest rate Last (l)Week ago Low 0 2 4 6 8 High (pct pts)

Federal-funds rate target 0.00-0.25 0.00-0.25 0.00 l 2.00 -1.00
Prime rate* 3.25 3.25 3.25 l 5.25 -1.00
Libor, 3-month 0.25 0.24 0.23 l 2.16 -1.07
Moneymarket, annual yield 0.23 0.23 0.23 l 0.78 -0.04
Five-year CD, annual yield 0.65 0.66 0.65 l 1.71 -0.80
30-yearmortgage, fixed† 3.09 3.15 3.03 l 4.22 -0.71
15-yearmortgage, fixed† 2.55 2.59 2.55 l 3.57 -0.49
Jumbomortgages, $510,400-plus† 3.13 3.20 3.06 l 4.71 -1.16
Five-year adjmortgage (ARM)† 3.30 3.29 3.06 l 4.78 0.04
New-car loan, 48-month 4.18 4.19 4.17 l 4.65 1.17
Bankrate.com rates based on survey of over 4,800 online banks. *Base rate posted by 70% of the nation's largest
banks.† Excludes closing costs.

Sources: FactSet; Dow JonesMarket Data; Bankrate.com
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MajorU.S. Stock-Market Indexes
Latest 52-Week % chg

High Low Close Net chg % chg High Low %chg YTD 3-yr. ann.

DowJones

Industrial Average 28539.75 27664.68 28133.31 -159.42 -0.56 29551.42 18591.93 5.0 -1.4 8.6
TransportationAvg 11324.62 10981.13 11225.51 56.94 0.51 11451.51 6703.63 9.0 3.0 6.3
UtilityAverage 814.41 793.09 803.70 -4.42 -0.55 960.89 610.89 -5.3 -8.6 2.7
Total StockMarket 35391.62 34020.27 34848.03 -290.15 -0.83 36434.12 22462.76 14.4 5.5 10.8
Barron's 400 732.86 707.09 720.64 -5.88 -0.81 752.15 455.11 8.0 -1.6 3.6

NasdaqStockMarket

NasdaqComposite 11531.18 10875.87 11313.13 -144.97 -1.27 12056.44 6860.67 39.6 26.1 20.7
Nasdaq 100 11846.18 11145.99 11622.13 -149.24 -1.27 12420.54 6994.29 48.0 33.1 24.7

S&P

500 Index 3479.15 3349.63 3426.96 -28.10 -0.81 3580.84 2237.40 15.0 6.1 11.4
MidCap400 1927.59 1860.73 1897.86 -7.98 -0.42 2106.12 1218.55 -0.7 -8.0 3.0
SmallCap600 907.73 876.56 891.81 -4.36 -0.49 1041.03 595.67 -4.1 -12.7 1.7

Other Indexes

Russell 2000 1563.38 1501.52 1535.30 -9.38 -0.61 1705.22 991.16 2.0 -8.0 2.8
NYSEComposite 13069.97 12723.79 12917.15 -48.99 -0.38 14183.20 8777.38 -0.1 -7.2 2.7
Value Line 480.70 466.01 474.08 -1.60 -0.34 562.05 305.71 -7.7 -14.1 -3.0
NYSEArcaBiotech 5297.03 5118.53 5240.17 -38.18 -0.72 6142.96 3855.67 22.7 3.4 7.4
NYSEArcaPharma 663.07 649.88 657.28 -2.90 -0.44 675.64 494.36 11.9 0.6 7.5
KBWBank 80.33 77.64 79.23 1.69 2.18 114.12 56.19 -16.3 -30.1 -5.4

PHLX§Gold/Silver 150.88 144.03 149.58 -1.35 -0.90 161.14 70.12 58.7 39.9 18.2

PHLX§Oil Service 35.96 34.72 35.56 0.30 0.86 80.99 21.47 -46.6 -54.6 -33.8

PHLX§Semiconductor 2251.99 2137.01 2212.73 -21.50 -0.96 2370.18 1286.84 41.1 19.6 25.5
CboeVolatility 38.28 29.50 30.75 -2.85 -8.48 82.69 11.54 105.0 123.1 44.8

NasdaqPHLX Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

TradingDiary
Volume,Advancers, Decliners

NYSE NYSEAmer.

Total volume* 959,271,639 18,857,904

Adv. volume* 432,859,050 11,741,495

Decl. volume* 505,040,705 7,077,884

Issues traded 3,088 270

Advances 1,218 103

Declines 1,789 159

Unchanged 81 8

Newhighs 31 4

New lows 20 5

ClosingArms† 0.74 0.27

Block trades* 5,948 133

Nasdaq NYSEArca

Total volume*4,272,429,680 428,191,983

Adv. volume*1,807,338,540 224,619,446

Decl. volume*2,424,168,170 201,290,941

Issues traded 3,482 1,439

Advances 1,283 541

Declines 2,097 878

Unchanged 102 20

Newhighs 31 1

New lows 87 3

ClosingArms† 0.82 0.55

Block trades* 18,124 2,201

* PrimarymarketNYSE, NYSEAmerican NYSEArca only.
†(TRIN)A comparison of the number of advancing and declining
issueswith the volumeof shares rising and falling. An
Armsof less than 1 indicates buying demand; above 1
indicates selling pressure.

PercentageGainers...

Percentage Losers

Latest Session 52-Week
Company Symbol Close Net chg % chg High Low %chg

PolymetMining PLM 4.40 1.71 63.57 9.70 1.50 18.9
LMPAutomotiveHoldings LMPX 17.66 4.25 31.69 49.30 3.28 ...
FBLFinancial Group FFG 48.87 11.62 31.19 61.45 29.01 -11.0
VivoPower International VVPR 11.61 2.55 28.15 14.84 0.59 786.3
National CineMedia NCMI 4.60 1.01 28.13 9.85 1.62 -43.8

AddexTherapeuticsADR ADXN 14.77 3.12 26.78 37.52 6.19 ...
KensingtonCapAcqnCl A KCAC 22.50 3.76 20.06 25.75 9.74 ...
GRAVITYADR GRVY 98.40 16.42 20.03 98.40 21.49 253.1
TransWorld Entertainment TWMC 8.35 1.32 18.78 11.56 1.68 134.1
Biomerica BMRA 6.89 1.03 17.58 23.39 2.05 124.4

Cohen Co COHN 21.54 2.98 16.06 31.82 2.77 562.8
BigCommerceHoldings BIGC 106.98 13.49 14.43 162.50 63.77 ...
OdysseyMarine Expln OMEX 7.96 0.94 13.39 8.35 2.10 85.1
PatriotNational Bancorp PNBK 6.62 0.75 12.78 14.00 3.83 -49.1
Art'sWayMfg ARTW 2.68 0.30 12.53 4.37 1.75 32.7

Latest Session 52-Week
Company Symbol Close Net chg % chg High Low %chg

Fuwei Films FFHL 4.10 -1.61 -28.20 10.49 1.56 45.4
CancerGenetics CGIX 4.33 -1.05 -19.52 10.39 1.92 53.1
Syros Pharmaceuticals SYRS 9.92 -2.05 -17.10 14.69 4.26 3.2
CheckmatePharmaceuticals CMPI 12.31 -2.49 -16.82 16.49 12.04 ...
Vapotherm VAPO 25.32 -4.38 -14.75 54.42 6.86 124.7

Oxford Industries OXM 45.01 -7.53 -14.33 80.55 30.37 -38.8
Cardiff Oncology CRDF 6.09 -0.95 -13.49 8.29 0.70 223.9
OceanBio-Chem OBCI 12.31 -1.81 -12.82 22.55 3.10 269.4
HovnanianEnterprisesA HOV 29.20 -4.20 -12.57 36.43 5.12 130.1
ProSharesUltVIXST UVXY 25.30 -3.60 -12.46 135.00 10.40 -9.0

FulgentGenetics FLGT 28.29 -3.89 -12.09 52.47 6.70 134.8
PFSweb PFSW 7.36 -1.01 -12.07 9.89 1.50 215.9
AlloVir ALVR 24.77 -3.38 -12.01 45.28 18.15 ...
Ayala Pharmaceuticals AYLA 8.80 -1.20 -12.00 16.50 8.70 ...
NanoViricides NNVC 4.29 -0.58 -11.91 19.20 1.27 -2.6

MostActiveStocks
Volume %chg from Latest Session 52-Week

Company Symbol (000) 65-day avg Close % chg High Low

Apple AAPL 330,429 101.3 120.96 0.07 137.98 52.77
ProShUltraProShrtQQQ SQQQ 207,506 724.4 23.58 3.97 181.60 19.55
NIOADR NIO 162,704 18.2 17.98 -3.85 21.05 1.19
SPDRS&P500 SPY 138,704 81.8 342.57 -0.82 358.75 218.26
ProSharesUltVIXST UVXY 129,151 307.4 25.30 -12.46 135.00 10.40
* Common stocks priced at $2 a share ormorewith an average volumeover 65 trading days of at least
5,000 shares =Has traded fewer than 65 days

CorporateBorrowingRates andYields
Yield (%) 52-Week Total Return (%)

Bond total return index Close Last Week ago High Low 52-wk 3-yr

U.S. Treasury, Barclays 2472.810 0.520 0.510 1.910 0.400 6.45 5.17

U.S. Treasury Long, Barclays4837.850 1.360 1.400 2.370 0.980 12.09 11.06

Aggregate, Barclays 2275.740 1.150 1.180 2.460 1.020 6.13 5.13

Fixed-RateMBS, Barclays 2227.760 1.120 1.260 2.690 0.930 4.32 3.67

HighYield 100, ICEBofA 3169.322 4.559 4.238 10.740 4.235 1.719 3.694

MuniMaster, ICEBofA 586.923 1.048 1.000 3.441 0.838 3.898 3.918

EMBIGlobal, J.P.Morgan n.a. n.a. 4.730 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.

Sources: J.P.Morgan; S&PDowJones Indices; BloombergBarclays; ICEDataServices

Get real-time U.S. stock quotes and track most-active
stocks, new highs/lows and mutual funds.
Plus, deeper money-flows data and email delivery of
key stock-market data.
Available free at WSJMarkets.com
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International Stock Indexes
Latest YTD

Region/Country Index Close Net chg % chg % chg

World TheGlobalDow 3058.63 –16.43 –0.53 –5.9

DJGlobal Index 437.08 –4.11 –0.93 0.7

DJGlobal exU.S. 249.41 –2.68 –1.06 –5.4

Americas DJAmericas 795.69 –6.52 –0.81 4.6

Brazil SaoPauloBovespa 101241.73 520.37 0.52 –12.5

Canada S&P/TSXComp 16218.01 –230.88 –1.40 –5.0

Mexico S&P/BMV IPC 36448.50 18.84 0.05 –16.3

Chile Santiago IPSA 2625.81 –24.30 –0.92 –21.3

EMEA StoxxEurope600 361.93 –4.15 –1.13 –13.0

Eurozone EuroStoxx 357.76 –4.34 –1.20 –11.4

Belgium Bel-20 3310.69 –16.50 –0.50 –16.3

Denmark OMXCopenhagen20 1287.66 –28.64 –2.18 13.4

France CAC40 4965.07 –44.45 –0.89 –16.9

Germany DAX 12842.66 –215.11 –1.65 –3.1

Israel TelAviv 1340.20 … Closed –20.4

Italy FTSEMIB 19391.25 –160.23 –0.82 –17.5

Netherlands AEX 540.27 –9.33 –1.70 –10.6

Russia RTS Index 1220.01 –3.20 –0.26 –21.2

SouthAfrica FTSE/JSEAll-Share 53878.95 –643.40 –1.18 –5.6

Spain IBEX35 6989.71 –16.31 –0.23 –26.8

Sweden OMXStockholm 692.49 –3.43 –0.49 1.7

Switzerland SwissMarket 10153.09 –67.55 –0.66 –4.4

Turkey BIST 100 1086.32 9.98 0.93 –5.1

U.K. FTSE 100 5799.08 –51.78 –0.88 –23.1

U.K. FTSE250 17354.28 –105.41 –0.60 –20.7

Asia-Pacific
Australia S&P/ASX200 5925.50 –187.11 –3.06 –11.3

China Shanghai Composite 3355.37 –29.61 –0.87 10.0

HongKong HangSeng 24695.45 –312.15 –1.25 –12.4

India S&PBSESensex 38357.18 –633.76 –1.63 –7.0

Japan Nikkei StockAvg 23205.43 –260.10 –1.11 –1.9

Singapore Straits Times 2509.64 –22.15 –0.87 –22.1

SouthKorea Kospi 2368.25 –27.65 –1.15 7.8

Taiwan TAIEX 12637.95 –120.02 –0.94 5.3

Thailand SET 1311.95 –3.93 –0.30 –17.0
Sources: FactSet; DowJonesMarketData

Track the Markets: Winners and Losers
A look at how selected global stock indexes, bond ETFs, currencies and
commodities performed around the world for the week.

Stock
index

Currency,
vs. U.S. dollar

Commodity,
traded in U.S.*

Exchange-
traded fund

Lean hogs 11.51%

Soybeans 2.00

Comex copper 1.72

Nikkei 225 1.41

iSh 20+ Treasury 1.01

Mexico peso 0.85

S&P 500 Materials 0.79

Kospi Composite 0.61

WSJ Dollar Index 0.48

S&P 500 Utilities 0.43

Corn 0.36

Chinese yuan 0.33

Canada dollar 0.26

VangdTotIntlBd 0.21

Wheat 0.09

iSh 7-10 Treasury 0.07

VangdTotalBd 0.03

iShNatlMuniBd-0.01

iShiBoxx$InvGrdCp-0.04

iSh 1-3 Treasury-0.08

iSh TIPS Bond-0.11

South African rand-0.13

iShJPMUSEmgBd-0.16

Indian rupee-0.22

Indonesian rupiah-0.29

S&P 500 Financials-0.36

S&P 500 Consumer Staples-0.47

UK pound-0.53

Euro area euro-0.55

South Korean won-0.57

CAC-40-0.76

iShiBoxx$HYCp-0.78

Japanese yen-0.82

Dow Jones Transportation Average-0.85

Sao Paulo Bovespa-0.88

S&P 500 Real Estate-0.90

Bloomberg Commodity Index-1.02

Swiss franc-1.03

Australian dollar-1.11

S&P 500 Industrials-1.24

Norwegian krone-1.27

Shanghai Composite-1.42

DAX-1.46

Russian ruble-1.70

Euro Stoxx-1.80

Dow Jones Industrial Average-1.82

Stoxx Europe 600-1.86

IBEX 35-2.01

Comex gold-2.07

S&P 500 Health Care-2.09

S&P SmallCap 600-2.22

FTSE MIB-2.27

S&P 500-2.31

S&P/ASX 200-2.44

S&PMidCap 400-2.50

S&P 500 Telecom Svcs-2.53

S&P 500 Consumer Discr-2.53

Nymex natural gas-2.60

Russell 2000-2.73

FTSE 100-2.76

S&P BSE Sensex-2.81

Hang Seng-2.86

S&P/TSX Comp-2.92

Nasdaq 100-3.12

Nasdaq Composite-3.27

IPC All-Share-3.56

Comex silver-3.75

S&P 500 Information Tech-4.15

S&P 500 Energy-4.46

Nymex ULSD-5.32

Nymex crude-7.45

Nymex RBOB gasoline-10.51

*Continuous front-month contracts

Sources: FactSet (stock indexes, bond ETFs, commodities), Tullett Prebon (currencies).
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Speed-Read the Markets

With 30-plus charts and concise analysis,
The Daily Shot morning newsletter delivers an
overview of the trends impacting global markets.

Sign up now at WSJ.com/DailyShot

Weekly P/E data based on as-reported earnings from Birinyi Associates Inc. † Based on Nasdaq-100 Index

See an expanded daily list of selected global stock indexes, bond ETFs, currencies
and commodities at wsj.com/graphics/track-the-markets

Commodities
Pricing trends on some rawmaterials, or commodities

Friday 52-Week YTD
Close Net chg %Chg High Low %Chg % chg

DJCommodity 623.14 -0.94 -0.15 647.86 433.70 3.16 -2.98
TR/CCCRB Index 149.69 -0.73 -0.48 187.39 106.29 -13.28 -19.43
Crude oil,$per barrel 39.77 -1.60 -3.87 63.27 -37.63 -29.64 -34.87
Natural gas,$/MMBtu 2.588 0.101 4.06 2.862 1.482 3.69 18.23
Gold,$per troy oz. 1923.90 -3.70 -0.19 2051.50 1452.10 27.73 26.61

Currencies
U.S.-dollar foreign-exchange rates in lateNewYork trading

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Americas
Argentina peso .0134 74.4311 24.3
Brazil real .1886 5.3023 31.9
Canada dollar .7655 1.3064 0.6
Chile peso .001296 771.50 4.4
Colombiapeso .000269 3715.01 13.2
EcuadorUSdollar 1 1 unch
Mexico peso .0464 21.5703 14.0
Uruguay peso .02347 42.6050 14.7
Asia-Pacific
Australian dollar .7283 1.3731 –3.6
China yuan .1461 6.8425 –1.7
HongKong dollar .1290 7.7508 –0.5
India rupee .01364 73.291 2.7
Indonesia rupiah .0000678 14748 6.2
Japan yen .009413 106.24 –2.2
Kazakhstan tenge .002377 420.75 10.2
Macau pataca .1252 7.9870 –0.4
Malaysia ringgit .2410 4.1495 1.4
NewZealand dollar .6720 1.4881 0.2
Pakistan rupee .00603 165.850 7.0
Philippines peso .0206 48.585 –4.2
Singapore dollar .7327 1.3648 1.4
SouthKoreawon .0008422 1187.43 2.8
Sri Lanka rupee .0054042 185.04 2.0
Taiwan dollar .03408 29.339 –1.9
Thailand baht .03188 31.370 5.4

US$vs,
Fri YTD chg

Country/currency inUS$ perUS$ (%)

Vietnam dong .00004314 23180 0.03
Europe
CzechRep. koruna .04471 22.364 –1.4
Denmark krone .1591 6.2849 –5.7
Euro area euro 1.1841 .8446 –5.3
Hungary forint .003287 304.21 3.0
Iceland krona .007188 139.13 14.9
Norway krone .1122 8.9109 1.5
Poland zloty .2656 3.7646 –0.8
Russia ruble .01327 75.367 21.4
Sweden krona .1144 8.7406 –6.7
Switzerland franc 1.0947 .9135 –5.6
Turkey lira .1345 7.4359 25.0
Ukraine hryvnia .0359 27.8500 17.6
UK pound 1.3281 .7530 –0.2
Middle East/Africa
Bahrain dinar 2.6524 .3770 –0.01
Egypt pound .0632 15.8136 –1.5
Israel shekel .2967 3.3707 –2.4
Kuwait dinar 3.2672 .3061 1.0
Oman sul rial 2.5976 .3850 –0.01
Qatar rial .2747 3.641 –0.1
SaudiArabia riyal .2666 3.7506 –0.02
SouthAfrica rand .0603 16.5881 18.5

Close Net Chg %Chg YTD%Chg

WSJDollar Index 87.94 –0.00–0.00 –1.81

Sources: Tullett Prebon, DowJonesMarketData
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Metal&PetroleumFutures
Contract Open

Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Copper-High (CMX)-25,000 lbs.; $ per lb.
Sept 2.9595 3.0620 s 2.9470 3.0465 0.0885 3,378
Dec 2.9785 3.0835 2.9645 3.0620 0.0870 134,126
Gold (CMX)-100 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Sept 1927.90 1939.70 1917.70 1923.90 –3.70 124
Oct 1931.90 1948.80 1914.60 1926.20 –4.00 61,649
Dec 1938.00 1956.60 1921.60 1934.30 –3.50 406,220
Feb'21 1940.40 1961.70 1930.00 1941.70 –3.50 37,470
April 1951.30 1966.40 1933.90 1946.80 –3.20 19,811
June 1956.00 1963.20 1938.40 1950.20 –3.30 9,141
Palladium(NYM) - 50 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Sept 2285.00 2293.00 2285.00 2318.60 21.60 245
Oct … … … 2322.30 21.60 ...
Dec 2334.30 2358.30 2293.60 2343.20 21.60 9,302
March'21 2329.20 2349.40 2298.20 2347.40 23.30 171
Platinum(NYM)-50 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Sept ... ... ... 896.30 8.70 17
Oct 891.30 915.60 888.10 898.20 8.60 45,381
Silver (CMX)-5,000 troy oz.; $ per troy oz.
Sept 26.800 26.950 26.395 26.576 –0.159 2,527
Dec 26.765 27.245 26.455 26.712 –0.163 140,149
CrudeOil, Light Sweet (NYM)-1,000bbls.; $ per bbl.
Oct 41.25 41.87 39.35 39.77 –1.60 326,799
Nov 41.60 42.19 39.75 40.15 –1.57 224,279
Dec 41.98 42.56 40.20 40.59 –1.52 271,924
March'21 43.12 43.60 41.49 41.83 –1.37 129,411
June 43.97 44.41 42.50 42.84 –1.19 182,086
Dec 44.90 45.29 43.65 43.94 –0.95 193,065
NYHarborULSD (NYM)-42,000gal.; $ per gal.
Oct 1.1644 1.1858 1.1402 1.1515 –.0162 108,266
Dec 1.2011 1.2276 1.1797 1.1901 –.0209 54,303
Gasoline-NYRBOB(NYM)-42,000gal.; $ per gal.
Oct 1.2049 1.2104 1.1557 1.1772 –.0277 123,312
Nov 1.1775 1.1855 1.1337 1.1542 –.0255 59,896
Natural Gas (NYM)-10,000MMBtu.; $ perMMBtu.
Oct 2.483 2.605 2.431 2.588 .101 211,026
Nov 2.924 3.002 s 2.882 2.987 .060 204,144
Dec 3.257 3.319 3.229 3.276 .017 103,852
Jan'21 3.374 3.433 s 3.346 3.389 .015 127,740
March 3.190 3.245 s 3.171 3.217 .016 98,260
April 2.840 2.872 s 2.836 2.852 .002 78,605

AgricultureFutures
Corn (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 344.00 349.00 343.50 347.25 2.75 2,430
Dec 354.00 359.25 353.75 358.00 4.25 804,329
Oats (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 276.00 276.00 276.00 269.25 –2.50 1
Dec 271.50 276.50 268.50 270.00 –2.50 4,718
Soybeans (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 970.00 971.00 968.75 969.50 .75 239
Nov 965.00 969.50 960.50 968.00 2.00 398,543
SoybeanMeal (CBT)-100 tons; $ per ton.
Sept 306.10 310.60 305.70 309.80 4.60 966
Dec 312.60 318.20 312.30 317.20 4.40 176,893
SoybeanOil (CBT)-60,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 33.43 33.50 33.05 33.08 –.39 1,124
Dec 33.28 33.48 32.77 32.89 –.40 186,255
RoughRice (CBT)-2,000 cwt.; $ per cwt.
Sept 12.52 12.52 12.52 12.50 .05 31
Nov 12.37 12.50 12.33 12.40 .05 9,787

FuturesContracts Contract Open
Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Contract Open
Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Contract Open
Open High hi lo Low Settle Chg interest

Wheat (CBT)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 542.00 544.00 538.75 539.75 –3.50 169
Dec 553.50 556.25 546.50 550.25 –3.00 231,214
Wheat (KC)-5,000bu.; cents per bu.
Sept 480.00 480.00 474.50 474.50 –.50 62
Dec 475.50 479.25 470.25 472.50 –3.25 151,211
Cattle-Feeder (CME)-50,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 137.875 138.250 136.850 137.650 .050 3,761
Oct 138.600 138.975 137.550 138.500 .175 17,427
Cattle-Live (CME)-40,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 104.000 104.775 103.500 104.450 .525 103,042
Dec 107.925 108.775 107.575 108.475 .650 76,246
Hogs-Lean (CME)-40,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 59.900 60.950 58.875 59.825 .575 88,419
Dec 58.275 58.800 57.450 58.250 .275 63,257
Lumber (CME)-110,000bd. ft., $ per 1,000bd. ft.
Sept 810.00 888.00 781.90 879.90 49.90 366
Nov 641.50 641.50 641.50 641.50 –29.00 2,516
Milk (CME)-200,000 lbs., cents per lb.
Sept 16.88 17.12 16.82 17.06 .24 4,074
Oct 18.86 18.96 18.45 18.89 –.07 4,287
Cocoa (ICE-US)-10metric tons; $ per ton.
Sept 2,664 2,664 2,664 2,664 –39 114
Dec 2,634 2,654 2,586 2,595 –39 108,388
Coffee (ICE-US)-37,500 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 131.20 134.50 131.20 134.80 3.20 257
Dec 131.80 135.45 131.75 134.00 2.80 118,204
Sugar-World (ICE-US)-112,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 12.09 12.14 11.86 11.93 –.14 325,884
March'21 12.75 12.80 12.55 12.61 –.13 292,874
Sugar-Domestic (ICE-US)-112,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Nov 27.00 27.00 27.00 27.00 .08 1,918
Jan'21 26.85 26.85 26.85 26.85 .10 1,947
Cotton (ICE-US)-50,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Oct 63.43 63.48 63.43 64.12 .56 127
Dec 64.20 65.11 63.90 64.99 .71 122,295
Orange Juice (ICE-US)-15,000 lbs.; cents per lb.
Sept 121.75 121.75 121.75 121.75 1.35 26
Nov 118.90 120.40 118.00 119.90 1.35 6,833

InterestRateFutures
UltraTreasuryBonds (CBT) - $100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 222-020 222-170 217-070 217-150 –5-14.0 30,541
Dec 224-290 225-180 219-290 220-070 –5-22.0 972,020
TreasuryBonds (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 179-050 179-130 176-300 177-010 –2-16.0 7,155
Dec 177-160 177-240 175-080 175-120 –2-16.0 1,135,272
TreasuryNotes (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 139-270 139-280 139-060 139-065 –23.0 33,596
Dec 139-210 139-240 139-000 139-010 –24.0 3,325,921
5Yr. TreasuryNotes (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 125-310 125-317 125-225 125-227 –10.0 63,707
Dec 126-027 126-042 125-255 125-260 –11.0 3,145,405
2Yr. TreasuryNotes (CBT)-$200,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 110-135 110-137 110-125 110-125 –1.3 55,801
Dec 110-150 110-154 110-135 110-136 –1.7 1,952,922
30DayFederal Funds (CBT)-$5,000,000; 100 - daily avg.
Sept 99.9150 99.9175 99.9125 99.9125 –.0075 123,336
Oct 99.9250 99.9300 99.9200 99.9200 –.0100 227,902
10Yr. Del. Int. RateSwaps (CBT)-$100,000; pts 32nds of 100%
Sept 100-255 100-315 100-040 100-055 –26.0 94,029
Eurodollar (CME)-$1,000,000; pts of 100%
Sept 99.7625 99.7650 99.7575 99.7600 –.0050 1,424,819

Dec 99.7150 99.7150 99.7000 99.7100 … 1,012,642
March'21 99.8000 99.8050 99.7850 99.7900 –.0100 994,118
June 99.8150 99.8200 99.7950 99.8000 –.0150 919,523

CurrencyFutures
JapaneseYen (CME)-¥12,500,000; $ per 100¥
Sept .9419 .9430 .9389 .9417 –.0012 140,972
Dec .9433 .9440 .9401 .9428 –.0012 4,121
CanadianDollar (CME)-CAD 100,000; $ per CAD
Sept .7616 .7667 .7610 .7666 .0052 125,913
Dec .7619 .7668 .7612 .7668 .0052 10,956
BritishPound (CME)-£62,500; $ per £
Sept 1.3278 1.3320 1.3176 1.3291 .0019 172,864
Dec 1.3282 1.3325 1.3182 1.3297 .0019 13,544
Swiss Franc (CME)-CHF 125,000; $ per CHF
Sept 1.0997 1.1002 1.0915 1.0965 –.0039 50,738
Dec 1.1028 1.1032 1.0945 1.0994 –.0039 1,488
AustralianDollar (CME)-AUD 100,000; $ perAUD
Sept .7271 .7299 .7222 .7298 .0023 132,103
Dec .7273 .7300 .7224 .7299 .0023 2,668
MexicanPeso (CME)-MXN500,000; $ perMXN
Sept .04610 .04647 .04599 .04642 .00038 134,920
Dec .04557 .04599 .04553 .04594 .00038 6,430
Euro (CME)-€125,000; $ per €
Sept 1.1851 1.1868 1.1783 1.1853 –.0006 661,192
Dec 1.1874 1.1891 1.1807 1.1877 –.0005 28,903

IndexFutures
MiniDJ Industrial Average (CBT)-$5 x index
Sept 28301 28592 27643 28074 –277 76,018
Dec 28175 28463 27522 27955 –269 977
S&P500 Index (CME)-$250 x index
Sept 3446.70 3483.40 3415.10 3417.60 –43.90 33,274
Dec … … … 3407.30 –43.90 2
Mini S&P500 (CME)-$50 x index
Sept 3454.75 3484.25 3347.75 3417.50 –44.00 2,665,365
Dec 3444.75 3473.50 3337.50 3407.25 –44.00 96,212
Mini S&PMidcap400 (CME)-$100 x index
Sept 1910.10 1934.90 1858.00 1896.20 –8.80 56,534
Dec 1925.50 1926.70 1854.20 1891.20 –8.80 25
MiniNasdaq 100 (CME)-$20 x index
Sept 11745.00 11843.00 11142.00 11548.75 –251.75 235,882
Dec 11732.75 11829.50 11130.25 11536.00 –251.50 6,035
Mini Russell 2000 (CME)-$50 x index
Sept 1548.80 1570.50 1498.10 1531.40 –18.10 497,676
Dec 1541.00 1566.30 1494.60 1527.80 –17.50 1,852
Mini Russell 1000 (CME)-$50 x index
Sept 1922.40 1928.10 1854.70 1899.80 –17.80 8,561
U.S. Dollar Index (ICE-US)-$1,000 x index
Sept 92.83 93.25 92.67 92.72 –.01 24,715
Dec 92.83 93.25 92.66 92.71 –.03 2,904

Source: FactSet

Bonds | wsj.com/market-data/bonds/benchmarks

Global GovernmentBonds:MappingYields
Yields and spreads over or underU.S. Treasurys on benchmark two-year and 10-year government bonds in
selected other countries; arrows indicatewhether the yield rose(s) or fell (t) in the latest session

Country/ Yield (%) Spread Under/Over U.S. Treasurys, in basis points
Coupon (%) Maturity, in years Latest(l)-2 -1 0 1 2 3 4 Previous Month ago Year ago Latest Prev Year ago

0.125 U.S. 2 0.161 s l 0.133 0.097 1.432

0.625 10 0.722 s l 0.639 0.509 1.469

5.750 Australia 2 0.255 s l 0.255 0.267 0.779 9.5 12.2 -65.3

2.500 10 0.902 t l 0.919 0.841 0.941 17.9 28.0 -52.8

0.000 France 2 -0.618 t l -0.608 -0.626 -0.808 -77.8 -74.1 -223.9

0.000 10 -0.173 s l -0.187 -0.232 -0.375 -89.5 -82.6 -184.4

0.000 Germany 2 -0.695 s l -0.706 -0.707 -0.900 -85.5 -83.9 -233.2

0.000 10 -0.467 s l -0.486 -0.551 -0.670 -118.9 -112.5 -213.9

1.000 Italy 2 -0.098 s l -0.120 -0.076 -0.344 -25.9 -25.3 -177.6

0.950 10 1.014 s l 0.989 0.955 0.820 29.2 35.0 -64.9

0.100 Japan 2 -0.124 t l -0.121 -0.134 -0.300 -28.5 -25.4 -173.2

0.100 10 0.040 s l 0.034 0.015 -0.284 -68.2 -60.4 -175.3

0.400 Spain 2 -0.465 s l -0.480 -0.430 -0.566 -62.6 -61.3 -199.8

1.250 10 0.350 s l 0.322 0.283 0.157 -37.2 -31.7 -131.2

0.500 U.K. 2 -0.074 s l -0.094 -0.068 0.355 -23.4 -22.7 -107.7

4.750 10 0.265 s l 0.238 0.077 0.494 -45.7 -40.1 -97.5

Source: Tullett Prebon

CorporateDebt
Pricemoves by a company's debt in the creditmarkets sometimesmirror and sometimes anticipate,moves in
that same company’s share price.

Investment-grade spreads that tightened themost…
Spread*, in basis points Stock Performance

Issuer Symbol Coupon (%) Maturity Current One-day change Lastweek Close ($) % chg

Coca–Cola KO 2.900 May25, ’27 28 –9 25 51.04 1.11
BankofNewYorkMellon BK 3.500 April 28, ’23 4 –8 16 37.50 1.76
Toronto–DominionBank TD 0.750 June 12, ’23 13 –7 20 48.57 –0.61
HolcimUSFinanceSarl &Cie HOLNVX 5.150 Sept. 12, ’23 122 –5 n.a. ... ...

Procter&Gamble PG 2.800 March 25, ’27 31 –5 n.a. 137.96 –0.22
DanskeBankA/S DANBNK 3.875 Sept. 12, ’23 100 –4 110 ... ...
Nordstrom JWN 6.950 March 15, ’28 599 –4 n.a. 16.28 2.78
CooperatieveRabobankUA RABOBK 3.950 Nov. 9, ’22 62 –4 67 ... ...

…Andspreads thatwidened themost

RaytheonTechnologies RTX 7.500 Sept. 15, ’29 116 12 n.a. 61.17 0.51
SumitomoMitsui Financial SUMIBK 2.696 July 16, ’24 56 12 55 ... ...
VerizonCommunications VZ 4.272 Jan. 15, ’36 100 10 103 60.48 –0.21
Vodafone VOD 6.150 Feb. 27, ’37 145 9 152 14.18 –1.46

Apple AAPL 3.450 May6, ’24 21 8 25 120.96 0.07
IngGroep INTNED 3.950 March 29, ’27 76 8 73 ... ...
Microsoft MSFT 3.500 Nov. 15, ’42 77 8 n.a. 214.25 –1.40
NomuraHoldings NOMURA 3.103 Jan. 16, ’30 152 6 155 ... ...

High-yield issueswith thebiggest price increases…

BondPrice as%of face value Stock Performance

Issuer Symbol Coupon (%) Maturity Current One-day change Lastweek Close ($) % chg

HVBFundingTrust III HVB 9.000 Oct. 22, ’31 152.250 2.25 n.a. ... ...
Royal CaribbeanCruises RCL 7.500 Oct. 15, ’27 90.120 0.92 88.125 71.95 2.49
FordMotor Credit F 5.875 Aug. 2, ’21 102.500 0.38 102.625 … …
Carnival CCL 6.650 Jan. 15, ’28 83.500 0.25 80.500 18.53 5.40

Fiat ChryslerAutomobiles FCAIM 5.250 April 15, ’23 106.075 0.08 n.a. ... ...
CIT CIT 5.000 Aug. 15, ’22 104.750 0.03 104.771 20.42 4.88
Sprint Communications S 6.000 Nov. 15, ’22 108.650 108.650 ... ...

…Andwith thebiggest price decreases
Transocean RIG 7.500 April 15, ’31 17.500 –2.00 n.a. 1.34 10.74
AmericanAirlines AAL 5.000 June 1, ’22 65.633 –1.37 n.a. 13.61 1.87
LBrands LB 6.875 Nov. 1, ’35 101.430 –1.29 102.930 30.14 1.76
Telecom Italia Spa* TITIM 5.303 May30, ’24 108.470 –1.28 110.100 ... ...

Sprint S 7.125 June 15, ’24 115.720 –1.03 116.110 ... ...
OneMain Finance OMF 6.875 March 15, ’25 112.780 –0.97 112.600 31.15 4.11
FordMotor F 8.500 April 21, ’23 109.396 –0.95 110.750 6.90 1.17
NokiaOyj* NOKIA 3.375 June 12, ’22 103.035 –0.94 103.249 ... ...

*Estimated spread over 2-year, 3-year, 5-year, 10-year or 30-year hot-runTreasury; 100basis points=one percentage pt.; change in spread shown is for Z-spread.
Note: Data are for themost active issue of bondswithmaturities of two years ormore

Sources:MarketAxess CorporateBondTicker; DowJonesMarketData

DividendChanges
Dividend announcements fromSeptember 4.

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Increased

SabineRoyalty TrUBI SBR 8.7 .2033 /.10173 M Sep29 /Sep15
VerizonCommunications VZ 4.2 .6275 /.615 Q Nov02 /Oct09

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Amount Payable /
Company Symbol Yld% New/Old Frq Record

Stocks
Just EnergyGroup JE 1:33 /Sep16

Foreign
XinyuanReal EstateADR XIN 15.6 .025 Q Sep28 /Sep15

KEY:A: annual;M:monthly; Q: quarterly; r: revised; SA: semiannual; S2:1: stock split and ratio; SO: spin-off.

Borrowing Benchmarks | WSJ.com/bonds

MoneyRates September 4, 2020

Key annual interest rates paid to borrowor lendmoney inU.S. and
internationalmarkets. Rates beloware a guide to general levels but
don’t always represent actual transactions.

Inflation
July index ChgFrom (%)

level June '20 July '19

U.S. consumer price index
All items 259.101 0.51 1.0
Core 267.703 0.53 1.6

International rates

Week 52-Week
Latest ago High Low

Prime rates
U.S. 3.25 3.25 5.25 3.25
Canada 2.45 2.45 3.95 2.45
Japan 1.475 1.475 1.475 1.475

PolicyRates
Euro zone 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Switzerland 0.00 0.00 0.50 0.00
Britain 0.10 0.10 0.75 0.10
Australia 0.25 0.25 1.00 0.25

Secondarymarket
FannieMae
30-yearmortgage yields

30days 1.895 1.895 3.388 1.751
60days 1.957 1.951 3.403 1.804
Notes ondata:
U.S. prime rate is the base rate on corporate
loans posted by at least 70%of the 10 largest
U.S. banks, and is effectiveMarch 16, 2020.
Other prime rates aren’t directly comparable;
lending practices varywidely by location.
CompleteMoneyRates table appearsMonday
throughFriday.

Sources: Bureau of Labor Statistics; FactSet

Week —52-WEEK—
Latest ago High Low

iShSelectDividend DVY 85.47 0.31 –19.1
iShEdgeMSCIMinEAFE EFAV 68.11 –0.19 –8.6
iShEdgeMSCIMinUSA USMV 64.37 –0.62 –1.9
iShEdgeMSCIUSAMom MTUM 146.45 –1.39 16.6
iShEdgeMSCIUSAQual QUAL 105.53 –0.90 4.5
iShGoldTr IAU 18.46 0.33 27.3
iShiBoxx$InvGrCpBd LQD 134.95 –1.06 5.5
iShiBoxx$HYCpBd HYG 84.49 –0.27 –3.9
iShIntermCorpBd IGIB 60.96 –0.46 5.1
iShJPMUSDEmgBd EMB 113.41 –0.43 –1.0
iShMBSETF MBB 110.52 ... 2.3
iShMSCIACWI ACWI 81.05 –0.49 2.3
iShMSCI EAFE EFA 64.52 0.14 –7.1
iShMSCIEmgMarkets EEM 44.34 0.05 –1.2
iShNatlMuniBd MUB 115.85 –0.16 1.7
iShPfd&Incm PFF 36.24 –0.06 –3.6
iShRussell1000Gwth IWF 218.95 –1.55 24.5
iShRussell1000 IWB 190.56 –0.96 6.8
iShRussell1000Val IWD 121.52 –0.14 –11.0
iShRussell2000 IWM 152.80 –0.64 –7.8
iShRussellMid-Cap IWR 57.96 –0.72 –2.8
iShRussellMCValue IWS 83.27 –0.13 –12.1

Closing Chg YTD
ETF Symbol Price (%) (%)

CommSvsSPDR XLC 61.78 –1.83 15.2
CnsmrDiscSelSector XLY 147.16 –1.16 17.3
CnsStapleSelSector XLP 65.54 –0.23 4.1
EnSelectSectorSPDR XLE 34.87 –0.31 –41.9
FinSelSectorSPDR XLF 25.29 0.76 –17.8
FTDJ Internet FDN 189.71 –2.98 36.4
GSActiveBetaUSLC GSLC 68.93 –1.03 6.6
HealthCareSelSect XLV 105.70 –0.71 3.8
IndSelSectorSPDR XLI 77.84 0.23 –4.5
InvscQQQI QQQ 283.58 –1.33 33.4
InvscS&P500EW RSP 111.08 –0.23 –4.0
iSh3-7YTreasuryBd IEI 133.38 –0.22 6.1
iShCoreDivGrowth DGRO 40.87 ... –2.9
iShCoreMSCIEAFE IEFA 60.96 0.23 –6.6
iShCoreMSCIEM IEMG 53.11 0.06 –1.2
iShCoreMSCITotInt IXUS 58.96 0.05 –4.7
iShCoreS&P500 IVV 343.98 –0.82 6.4
iShCoreS&PMC IJH 189.72 –0.39 –7.8
iShCoreS&PSC IJR 73.41 –0.53 –12.5
iShS&PTotlUSStkMkt ITOT 76.97 –0.88 5.9
iShCoreUSAggBd AGG 118.10 –0.50 5.1

Closing Chg YTD
ETF Symbol Price (%) (%)

Friday, September 4, 2020 iShS&P500Growth IVW 235.52 –1.32 21.6
iShS&P500Value IVE 115.96 0.01 –10.9
iShShortCpBd IGSB 54.97 –0.06 2.5
iShShortTreaBd SHV 110.70 ... 0.2
iShSilver SLV 25.06 1.29 50.2
iShTIPSBondETF TIP 126.27 –0.31 8.3
iSh1-3YTreasuryBd SHY 86.46 –0.03 2.2
iSh7-10YTreasuryBd IEF 121.47 –0.56 10.2
iSh20+YTreasuryBd TLT 162.74 –1.90 20.1
iShRussellMCGrowth IWP 168.38 –2.09 10.4
iShUSTreasuryBdETF GOVT 27.89 –0.53 7.5
JPMUltShtIncm JPST 50.83 –0.01 0.8
PIMCOEnhShMaturity MINT 101.93 0.01 0.3
SPDRBlmBarcHYBd JNK 105.06 –0.28 –4.1
SPDRBloomBar1-3MTB BIL 91.54 0.01 0.1
SPDRGold GLD 181.64 0.28 27.1
SchwabIntEquity SCHF 31.77 0.19 –5.5
SchwabUSBrdMkt SCHB 81.37 –0.84 5.8
SchwabUSDiv SCHD 57.33 0.17 –1.0
SchwabUSLC SCHX 82.41 –0.83 7.3
SchwabUSLCGrw SCHG 115.74 –1.53 24.6
SchwabUSTIPs SCHP 61.49 –0.28 8.6
SPDRDJIATr DIA 281.77 –0.55 –1.2
SPDRS&PMdCpTr MDY 346.06 –0.49 –7.8
SPDRS&P500 SPY 342.57 –0.82 6.4
SPDRS&PDiv SDY 96.72 0.03 –10.1
TechSelectSector XLK 118.12 –1.39 28.9
UtilitiesSelSector XLU 59.37 –0.57 –8.1
VanEckGoldMiner GDX 40.86 –1.04 39.5
VangdInfoTech VGT 313.29 –1.59 28.0
VangdSCVal VBR 115.52 0.08 –15.7
VangdSCGrwth VBK 210.45 –1.52 5.9
VangdExtMkt VXF 129.75 –0.83 3.0
VangdDivApp VIG 129.10 –0.69 3.6
VangdFTSEDevMk VEA 41.56 0.19 –5.7
VangdFTSEEM VWO 44.09 –0.18 –0.9
VangdFTSEEurope VGK 53.99 0.43 –7.9
VangdFTSEAWxUS VEU 51.38 0.12 –4.4
VangdGrowth VUG 230.21 –1.59 26.4
VangdHlthCr VHT 201.81 –0.93 5.3
VangdHiDiv VYM 83.68 0.08 –10.7
VangdIntermBd BIV 93.44 –0.48 7.1
VangdIntrCorpBd VCIT 96.00 –0.56 5.1
VangdLC VV 159.47 –0.87 7.9
VangdMC VO 177.25 –1.04 –0.5
VangdMBS VMBS 54.37 –0.07 2.3
VangdRealEst VNQ 81.90 –0.52 –11.7
VangdS&P500ETF VOO 314.82 –0.80 6.4
VangdSTBond BSV 83.00 –0.10 3.0
VangdSTCpBd VCSH 82.87 –0.16 2.3
VangdSC VB 155.70 –0.66 –6.0
VangdTotalBd BND 88.23 –0.59 5.2
VangdTotIntlBd BNDX 57.90 –0.17 2.3
VangdTotIntlStk VXUS 53.18 0.21 –4.5
VangdTotalStk VTI 173.45 –0.85 6.0
VangdTotlWrld VT 82.21 –0.38 1.5
VangdValue VTV 107.52 –0.01 –10.3

Closing Chg YTD
ETF Symbol Price (%) (%)

Exchange-Traded Portfolios | WSJ.com/ETFresearch

Largest 100 exchange-traded funds, latest session

MARKET DATA

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

American Century Inv
Ultra 71.44 -3.61 37.0
American Funds Cl A
AmcpA p 36.41 -1.28 10.3
AMutlA p 42.34 -1.04 -1.6
BalA p 29.36 -0.49 4.4
BondA p 14.18 ... 9.8
CapIBA p 59.70 -0.85 -3.9
CapWGrA 53.20 -1.49 2.7
EupacA p 58.41 -1.50 4.9
FdInvA p 62.61 -2.01 3.0
GwthA p 61.74 -2.54 20.8
HI TrA p 9.74 -0.02 0.6
ICAA p 41.19 -1.36 5.4
IncoA p 22.35 -0.34 -2.2
N PerA p 54.50 -2.00 15.3
NEcoA p 52.36 -2.07 14.5

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

NwWrldA 75.40 -2.07 6.9
SmCpA p 65.38 -2.38 11.1
TxExA p 13.47 ... 2.7
WshA p 46.75 -1.27 -1.9
Baird Funds
AggBdInst 11.93 +0.01 8.1
CorBdInst 12.25 +0.01 7.8
BlackRock Funds
HiYBlk 7.54 -0.01 0.7
HiYldBd Inst 7.53 -0.02 0.6
BlackRock Funds A
GlblAlloc p 20.36 -0.40 9.2
BlackRock Funds Inst
StratIncOpptyIns 10.12 -0.01 3.3
Bridge Builder Trust
CoreBond NA ... NA
CorePlusBond 10.74 ... 7.8

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Intl Eq 11.74 -0.27 -2.1
LargeCapGrowth 19.44 -0.82 22.8
LargeCapValue 12.88 -0.27 -5.0
ClearBridge
LargeCapGrowthI 67.30 -2.91 23.2
Columbia Class I
DivIncom I 23.78 -0.67 -1.6
Dimensional Fds
5GlbFxdInc 10.87 ... 1.3
EmgMktVa 24.66 -0.40-13.6
EmMktCorEq 20.44 -0.36 -5.2
IntlCoreEq 12.64 -0.26 -7.5
IntSmCo 17.37 -0.36 -7.9
IntSmVa 16.31 -0.32-15.5
LgCo 26.57 -0.96 8.3
TAUSCoreEq2 20.13 -0.68 0.7
US CoreEq1 26.30 -0.91 2.4

Thursday, September 3, 2020

Top 250 mutual-funds listings for Nasdaq-published share classes by net assets.

e-Ex-distribution. f-Previous day’s quotation. g-Footnotes x and s apply. j-Footnotes e
and s apply. k-Recalculated by Lipper, using updated data. p-Distribution costs apply,
12b-1. r-Redemption charge may apply. s-Stock split or dividend. t-Footnotes p and r
apply. v-Footnotes x and e apply. x-Ex-dividend. z-Footnote x, e and s apply. NA-Not
available due to incomplete price, performance or cost data. NE-Not released by Lipper;
data under review. NN-Fund not tracked. NS-Fund didn’t exist at start of period.

Mutual Funds Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

Net YTD
Fund NAV Chg %Ret

US CoreEq2 23.62 -0.81 0.6
US Small 31.15 -0.91-10.5
US SmCpVal 27.78 -0.58-18.9
USLgVa 32.65 -0.68-14.4
Dodge & Cox
Balanced 95.28 -1.27 -3.9
Income 14.86 -0.02 7.6
Intl Stk 37.28 -0.75-14.5
Stock 172.33 -3.80 -8.8
DoubleLine Funds
CoreFxdIncmI NA ... NA
TotRetBdI NA ... NA
Edgewood Growth Instituti
EdgewoodGrInst 49.90 -2.08 29.5
Fidelity
500IdxInstPrem120.15 -4.36 8.4
Contrafund K6 18.09 -0.80 25.1
ExtMktIdxInstPre 66.60 -2.62 4.4
IntlIdxInstPrem 40.62 -0.80 -5.4
MidCpInxInstPrem 23.25 -0.72 -1.0
SAIUSLgCpIndxFd 18.71 -0.68 8.2
SeriesOverseas 11.24 -0.29 4.3
SmCpIdxInstPrem 19.62 -0.61 -6.5
TMktIdxInstPrem 97.26 -3.57 7.7
USBdIdxInstPrem 12.63 ... 7.6
Fidelity Advisor I
NwInsghtI 38.27 -1.76 17.0
Fidelity Freedom
FF2020 16.45 -0.25 4.6
FF2025 14.60 -0.24 4.5
FF2030 18.06 -0.34 4.3
Freedom2020 K 16.44 -0.24 4.6
Freedom2025 K 14.58 -0.24 4.6
Freedom2030 K 18.04 -0.34 4.3
Freedom2035 K 15.16 -0.35 3.7
Freedom2040 K 10.61 -0.27 3.4

Fidelity Invest
Balanc 27.17 -0.68 11.4
BluCh 151.47 -8.37 40.6
Contra 17.20 -0.76 26.3
ContraK 17.23 -0.77 26.3
CpInc r 10.08 -0.10 1.3
DivIntl 43.12 -1.12 6.5
GroCo 31.26 -1.74 46.3
GrowCoK 31.33 -1.74 46.5
InvGrBd 12.33 -0.01 8.5
LowP r 46.64 -0.95 -6.8
Magin 12.40 -0.56 21.6
OTC 16.99 -0.87 32.8
Puritn 25.58 -0.79 13.2
SrsEmrgMkt 21.18 -0.50 2.7
SrsGlobal 12.68 -0.25 -3.7
SrsGroCoRetail 26.27 -1.46 48.0
SrsIntlGrw 18.76 -0.54 7.1
SrsIntlVal 8.85 -0.19-10.6
TotalBond 11.57 -0.01 7.9
Fidelity SAI
TotalBd 11.06 ... 7.3
Fidelity Selects
Softwr r 25.58 -1.26 33.0
First Eagle Funds
GlbA 57.58 -0.94 -0.6
FPA Funds
FPACres 31.95 -0.70 -2.6
Franklin A1
CA TF A1 p 7.72 +0.01 3.0
IncomeA1 p 2.12 -0.02 -5.9
FrankTemp/Frank Adv
IncomeAdv 2.10 -0.02 -5.8
FrankTemp/Franklin A
Growth A p 132.06 -5.53 17.7
RisDv A p 73.22 -2.59 5.7

FrankTemp/Franklin C
Income C t 2.15 -0.02 -6.2
FrankTemp/Temp Adv
GlBondAdv p 9.82 +0.01 -5.0
Guggenheim Funds Tru
TotRtnBdFdClInst 29.99 +0.02 12.5
Harbor Funds
CapApInst 105.89 -6.05 39.8
Harding Loevner
IntlEq NA ... NA
Invesco Funds Y
DevMktY 45.88 -1.02 0.6
JPMorgan I Class
CoreBond 12.49 +0.01 NA
EqInc 17.92 -0.40 NA
JPMorgan R Class
CoreBond 12.50 ... NA
CorePlusBd 8.85 +0.01 NA
Lord Abbett A
ShtDurIncmA p 4.18 ... 1.4
Lord Abbett F
ShtDurIncm 4.18 ... 1.4
Metropolitan West
TotRetBd 11.69 +0.01 8.1
TotRetBdI 11.69 +0.01 8.4
TRBdPlan 10.99 ... 8.3
MFS Funds Class I
Growth I 158.52 -7.38 24.7
ValueI 41.43 -0.99 -6.3
MFS Funds Instl
IntlEq 27.61 -0.45 -0.9
Northern Funds
StkIdx 39.72 -1.44 8.3
Nuveen Cl I
HYMunBd 16.88 +0.01 -2.8
Old Westbury Fds
LrgCpStr 15.69 -0.54 4.1

Parnassus Fds
ParnEqFd 51.46 -1.88 9.9
PGIM Funds Cl Z
TotalReturnBond NA ... NA
PIMCO Fds Instl
AllAsset NA ... NA
HiYld 8.84 -0.02 1.1
InvGrdCrBd 11.23 ... 5.4
TotRt 10.99 ... 8.2
PIMCO Funds A
IncomeFd NA ... NA
PIMCO Funds I2
Income NA ... NA
PIMCO Funds Instl
IncomeFd NA ... NA
Price Funds
BlChip 159.80 -7.64 28.5
DivGro 54.72 -1.63 3.3
EqInc 27.46 -0.55-13.2
EqIndex 92.02 -3.34 8.2
Growth 92.25 -4.31 25.8
HelSci 89.37 -3.05 9.8
LgCapGow I 56.16 -2.54 27.5
MidCap 101.48 -3.55 6.5
NHoriz 78.04 -3.26 31.4
R2020 23.13 -0.39 4.7
R2025 18.66 -0.38 4.9
R2030 27.19 -0.62 5.0
R2035 19.99 -0.50 5.0
R2040 28.43 -0.78 5.1
PRIMECAP Odyssey Fds
AggGrowth r 47.45 -1.92 5.7
Schwab Funds
1000 Inv r NA ... NA
S&P Sel NA ... NA
TSM Sel r NA ... NA

TIAA/CREF Funds
BdIdxInst 11.75 +0.01 7.4
EqIdxInst 25.16 -0.93 7.8
VANGUARD ADMIRAL
500Adml 319.84-11.58 8.3
BalAdml 42.02 -0.91 8.5
CAITAdml 12.28 ... 3.2
CapOpAdml r165.49 -5.97 4.9
DivAppIdxAdm 35.29 -1.04 5.3
EMAdmr 36.74 -0.79 ...
EqIncAdml 72.40 -1.46 -7.4
ExplrAdml 101.79 -4.51 4.7
ExtndAdml 99.31 -3.91 4.4
GNMAAdml 10.77 -0.01 3.5
GrwthAdml 120.38 -6.09 28.9
HlthCareAdml r 91.59 -2.30 7.3
HYCorAdml r 5.85 -0.01 1.6
InfProAd 28.27 -0.09 9.3
IntlGrAdml 133.67 -5.24 30.0
ITBondAdml 12.72 +0.01 9.4
ITIGradeAdml 10.69 +0.01 9.0
LTGradeAdml 12.18 +0.02 14.5
MidCpAdml 221.90 -7.20 1.5
MuHYAdml 11.74 ... 2.2
MuIntAdml 14.71 -0.01 3.4
MuLTAdml 12.10 ... 3.7
MuLtdAdml 11.23 ... 2.6
MuShtAdml 15.94 -0.01 1.5
PrmcpAdml r149.13 -5.16 3.4
RealEstatAdml116.62 -1.58 -9.8
SmCapAdml 75.14 -2.52 -4.8
SmGthAdml 75.20 -3.30 7.9
STBondAdml 10.90 ... 4.5
STIGradeAdml 11.01 ... 4.3
TotBdAdml 11.70 +0.01 7.6
TotIntBdIdxAdm 23.19 +0.01 3.2
TotIntlAdmIdx r 28.52 -0.60 -3.8

TotStAdml 85.14 -3.13 7.9
TxMCapAdml179.43 -6.65 9.1
TxMIn r 13.34 -0.27 -4.8
USGroAdml 156.28 -8.56 40.3
ValAdml 41.93 -0.80 -8.8
WdsrllAdml 63.74 -1.83 -0.5
WellsIAdml 67.69 -0.44 3.9
WelltnAdml 76.74 -1.58 3.9
WndsrAdml 64.42 -1.23 -9.9
VANGUARD FDS
DivdGro 31.24 -0.75 3.2
INSTTRF2020 25.29 -0.38 4.9
INSTTRF2025 25.92 -0.46 4.8
INSTTRF2030 26.26 -0.53 4.5
INSTTRF2035 26.58 -0.61 4.2
INSTTRF2040 26.89 -0.68 3.9
INSTTRF2045 27.14 -0.74 3.7
INSTTRF2050 27.19 -0.74 3.7
INSTTRF2055 27.30 -0.75 3.7
LifeCon 21.99 -0.26 5.5
LifeGro 37.36 -0.90 4.2
LifeMod 30.03 -0.54 4.9
PrmcpCor 27.38 -0.86 -1.9
STAR 29.67 -0.63 9.2
TgtRe2015 15.95 -0.16 5.1
TgtRe2020 34.11 -0.51 4.9
TgtRe2025 20.79 -0.37 4.8
TgtRe2030 38.11 -0.77 4.6
TgtRe2035 23.48 -0.53 4.3
TgtRe2040 40.68 -1.02 4.0
TgtRe2045 25.63 -0.70 3.8
TgtRe2050 41.26 -1.13 3.7
TgtRet2055 44.80 -1.22 3.7
TgtRetInc 14.69 -0.13 5.3
TotIntBdIxInv 11.60 +0.01 3.2
USGro 60.30 -3.30 40.2

WellsI 27.94 -0.18 3.8
Welltn 44.44 -0.91 3.8
WndsrII 35.93 -1.03 -0.6
VANGUARD INDEX FDS
IdxIntl 17.05 -0.36 -3.8
SmValAdml 49.55 -1.17-15.1
TotBd2 11.62 +0.01 7.2
TotIntlInstIdx r114.07 -2.39 -3.8
TotItlInstPlId r114.10 -2.39 -3.7
TotSt 85.10 -3.13 7.8
VANGUARD INSTL FDS
BalInst 42.02 -0.92 8.5
DevMktsIndInst 13.36 -0.27 -4.7
DevMktsInxInst 20.88 -0.43 -4.7
ExtndInst 99.30 -3.91 4.4
GrwthInst 120.38 -6.10 28.9
InPrSeIn 11.52 -0.04 9.3
InstIdx 309.13-11.19 8.4
InstPlus 309.15-11.19 8.4
InstTStPlus 72.84 -2.68 7.8
MidCpInst 49.02 -1.59 1.5
MidCpIstPl 241.76 -7.84 1.5
SmCapInst 75.14 -2.51 -4.8
STIGradeInst 11.01 ... 4.4
STIPSIxins 25.57 -0.04 3.5
TotBdInst 11.70 +0.01 7.6
TotBdInst2 11.62 +0.01 7.2
TotBdInstPl 11.70 +0.01 7.6
TotIntBdIdxInst 34.80 +0.02 3.2
TotStInst 85.15 -3.14 7.9
ValueInst 41.93 -0.80 -8.8
WCM Focus Funds
WCMFocIntlGrwIns 21.54 -0.69 13.9
Western Asset
CoreBondI NA ... NA
CorePlusBdI 12.61 ... 7.4
CorePlusBdIS 12.61 ... 7.5

Data provided by

NOTICE TO READERS
Mutual-fund statistics were delayed due to a production issue at the
source. Prices displayed in this table reflect Thursday’s closing values.
Up-to-date mutual-fund data can be found online atWSJMarkets.com.
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A B C
6.85 26.66 14.71 ABB ABB 2.6 36 25.74 0.47

-10.54 58.72 23.77 AcadiaPharm ACAD ... dd 38.27 -0.12
29.76 17.21 3.40 ADT ADT 1.4 dd 10.29 -0.01
-11.04 52.40 21.76 AECOM ACM ... dd 38.37 0.41
-11.71 21.23 8.11 AES AES 3.3 62 17.57 -0.12
-28.43 55.07 23.07 Aflac AFL 3.0 9 37.86 0.92
-21.72 19.65 6.25 AGNC Invt AGNC 10.4 dd 13.84 0.02
49.11 17.05 4.10 ANGIHomesvcs ANGI ... 302 12.63 -0.89
24.79 354.87 200.07 Ansys ANSS ... 70 321.21 -10.93
-28.60 5.70 3.17 ASETech ASX 2.2 11 3.97 0.02
24.15 402.87 191.25 ASML ASML 0.6 48 367.42 -8.74
-24.72 39.70 26.08 AT&T T 7.1 18 29.42 -0.17

... 42.16 26.35 Azek AZEK ... ... 38.06 -0.42
19.92 114.19 61.61 AbbottLabs ABT 1.4 60 104.16 -1.37
3.76 101.28 62.55 AbbVie ABBV 5.1 20 91.87 ...
61.73 319.19 119.01 Abiomed ABMD ... 79 275.89 -18.12
12.11 247.82 137.15 Accenture ACN 1.4 31 236.07 -2.91
32.97 87.73 50.25 ActivisionBliz ATVI 0.5 34 79.01 -1.30
49.16 536.88 255.13 Adobe ADBE ... 65 491.94 -15.86
-4.00 171.43 71.33 AdvanceAuto AAP 0.7 24 153.75 -1.43
78.83 94.28 27.43 AdvMicroDevices AMD ...161 82.01 -0.53
13.52 103.66 61.13 AgilentTechs A 0.7 44 96.84 -2.80
28.00 84.66 31.00 AgnicoEagle AEM 1.0 39 78.86 -1.32
27.00 310.74 167.43 AirProducts APD 1.8 35 298.43 1.25
25.53 120.00 75.18 AkamaiTech AKAM ... 33 108.43 -4.97
29.68 99.81 48.89 Albemarle ALB 1.6 23 94.72 1.54

t ... 16.50 13.12 Albertsons ACI ... 7 13.51 -0.03
-1.87 65.37 39.37 Alcon ALC ... dd 55.51 -0.56
3.00 177.70 109.22 AlexandriaRlEst ARE 2.5 51 166.43 -3.15
4.46 121.50 72.67 AlexionPharm ALXN ... 30 112.97 1.45
32.67 299.00 161.68 Alibaba BABA ... 30 281.39 -1.11
10.74 326.36 127.88 AlignTech ALGN ... 14 309.00 -5.52
-31.00 847.95 426.87 Alleghany Y 0.0 dd 551.73 -4.06
-19.97 139.24 77.37 Allegion ALLE 1.3 33 99.67 -0.75
-2.61 60.28 37.66 AlliantEnergy LNT 2.9 20 53.29 -0.68
-16.58 125.92 64.13 Allstate ALL 2.3 7 93.81 0.47
-17.41 35.42 10.22 AllyFinancial ALLY 3.0 14 25.24 1.47
6.65 167.33 73.32 AlnylamPharm ALNY ... dd 122.83 -2.36
18.05 1726.10 1008.87 AlphabetA GOOGL ... 35 1581.21 -48.30
19.00 1733.18 1013.54 Alphabet C GOOG ... 35 1591.04 -50.80
11.49 185.75 75.17 Alteryx AYX ... dd 111.57 -5.42
-2.52 31.78 15.96 AlticeUSA ATUS ... 87 26.65 -0.37
-12.86 51.77 30.95 Altria MO 7.9 dd 43.49 0.20
-29.80 9.07 4.60 AlumofChina ACH ...161 6.10 0.16
78.30 3552.25 1626.03 Amazon.com AMZN ...127 3294.62 -73.38
-49.14 4.81 1.90 Ambev ABEV ... 18 2.37 -0.04
1.66 11.59 5.80 Amcor AMCR 4.2 29 11.02 -0.06

-18.62 77.29 44.05 Amdocs DOX 2.2 16 58.75 -2.21
38.71 248.96 121.00 Amedisys AMED ... 60 231.54 -6.75
-3.40 426.50 222.34 Amerco UHAL 0.0 18 363.05 -5.05
2.81 87.66 58.74 Ameren AEE 2.5 23 78.96 -0.14

-23.88 18.04 10.12 AmericaMovil AMX 2.8 34 12.18 0.07
-24.28 17.94 10.41 AmericaMovil A AMOV 2.9 34 12.04 0.04
-52.55 31.67 8.25 AmerAirlines AAL 0.0 dd 13.61 0.25
-16.36 104.97 65.14 AEP AEP 3.5 21 79.05 -0.51
-15.12 138.13 67.00 AmerExpress AXP 1.6 22 105.67 1.21
-37.41 115.03 44.01 AmericanFin AFG 2.6 27 68.63 1.50
9.31 29.89 17.50 AmHomes4Rent AMH 0.7105 28.65 -0.08

-41.94 58.66 16.07 AIG AIG 4.3 dd 29.80 0.40
8.77 272.20 174.32 AmerTowerREIT AMT 1.8 58 249.98 -2.34

16.54 150.47 92.00 AmerWaterWorks AWK 1.5 41 143.17 0.69
8.21 41.29 23.30 AmericoldRealty COLD 2.2 73 37.94 ...
-6.03 180.85 80.01 Ameriprise AMP 2.7 8 156.54 0.20
13.62 106.45 72.06 AmerisourceBrgn ABC 1.7 13 96.60 -0.98
-0.27 103.94 54.82 Ametek AME 0.7 26 99.47 -0.42
3.04 264.97 177.05 Amgen AMGN 2.6 20 248.40 0.49
0.20 113.25 63.05 Amphenol APH 0.9 30 108.45 -0.02
-1.18 127.39 79.08 AnalogDevices ADI 2.1 39 117.44 0.32
11.30 63.71 26.04 Anaplan PLAN ... dd 58.32 -0.37
30.04 38.50 12.66 AngloGoldAsh AU 0.3 42 29.05 0.31
-28.77 98.34 32.58 AB InBev BUD 1.8 dd 58.44 -0.52
-22.29 10.50 3.51 AnnalyCap NLY 13.3 dd 7.32 -0.01
-8.55 309.10 171.03 Anthem ANTM 1.4 12 276.22 -0.78
-2.66 238.19 143.93 Aon AON 0.9 27 202.74 -1.11

-27.49 55.68 24.53 ApartmtInv AIV 4.4 31 37.45 0.39
-2.31 55.38 19.46 ApolloGlbMgmt APO 4.9 dd 46.61 0.20
64.77 137.98 52.77 Apple AAPL 0.7 37 120.96 0.08
-0.13 69.90 36.64 ApplMaterials AMAT 1.4 18 60.96 -0.50
2.68 122.44 79.84 Aptargroup ATR 1.2 39 118.72 -0.45
-9.22 99.04 29.22 Aptiv APTV 0.0 13 86.21 -0.55
-34.79 47.22 9.65 Aramark ARMK 1.6 dd 28.30 -0.58
-26.23 18.89 6.64 ArcelorMittal MT 0.0 dd 12.94 0.51
-25.69 48.32 20.93 ArchCapital ACGL ... 12 31.87 -0.25
0.30 47.20 28.92 ArcherDaniels ADM 3.1 15 46.49 0.68
10.93 42.40 20.20 AresMgmt ARES 4.0 79 39.59 0.18
35.98 272.74 103.75 arGEN-X ARGX ... dd 218.28 0.72
3.79 267.30 156.63 AristaNetworks ANET ... 22 211.10 -5.72
-8.01 85.80 39.25 ArrowElec ARW ... 16 77.95 -0.68
0.88 158.93 90.06 AscendisPharma ASND ... dd 140.34 0.57
5.81 142.89 73.07 AspenTech AZPN ... 39 127.96 -1.81
-6.42 142.61 76.27 Assurant AIZ 2.1 20 122.67 0.67
7.46 64.94 36.15 AstraZeneca AZN 2.6 65 53.58 -0.58

-20.71 50.43 13.37 Athene ATH ... 19 37.29 1.79
45.87 199.50 107.00 Atlassian TEAM ... dd 175.54 -6.24
-13.09 121.08 77.92 AtmosEnergy ATO 2.4 20 97.22 -0.87
27.48 261.94 125.38 Autodesk ADSK ...143 233.88 -8.21
7.20 100.10 59.54 Autohome ATHM 0.9 23 85.77 1.86
-7.80 87.01 38.16 Autoliv ALV 0.0 48 77.83 0.97
-18.75 182.32 103.11 ADP ADP 2.6 24 138.53 -0.61
1.30 1274.41 684.91 AutoZone AZO ... 19 1206.79 -8.91
68.42 144.20 55.50 Avalara AVLR ... dd 123.37 -3.53
-22.70 229.40 118.17 Avalonbay AVB 3.9 29 162.10 1.78
-4.87 57.24 35.62 Avangrid AGR 3.6 21 48.67 0.27
16.86 22.95 6.66 Avantor AVTR ... 91 21.21 -0.27
-8.97 141.09 76.96 AveryDennison AVY 1.9 19 119.08 ...
-7.72 49.58 31.66 BCE BCE 5.9 21 42.77 -0.21
-1.83 58.35 29.78 BHPGroup BHP 4.5 17 53.71 0.56
-5.74 48.67 23.64 BHPGroup BBL 5.4 14 44.31 0.60
83.16 47.46 18.84 BJ'sWholesale BJ ... 19 41.65 -0.61
-45.57 40.08 15.51 BP BP 10.6 dd 20.54 -0.07
60.85 7.55 2.16 B2Gold BTG 1.2 16 6.45 -0.14
-2.79 147.38 82.00 Baidu BIDU ... 84 122.87 1.45

-43.31 25.99 9.12 BakerHughes BKR 5.0 dd 14.53 -0.02
27.52 84.73 51.26 Ball BLL 0.7 75 82.47 -0.77
-45.52 5.80 2.64 BancoBilbaoViz BBVA 7.6 5 3.04 0.20
-50.08 8.05 2.58 BancoBradesco BBDO 3.0 9 3.94 0.12
-18.87 29.54 12.50 BancodeChile BCH 3.7 12 17.03 -0.02
-52.68 12.68 3.69 BancSanBrasil BSBR 10.1 12 5.74 0.14
-31.08 30.47 11.43 BcoSantChile BSAC 1.9 10 15.90 0.02
-45.17 4.42 1.90 BancoSantander SAN 3.6 dd 2.27 0.11
-45.45 56.10 16.27 BanColombia CIB 3.8 15 29.89 0.10
-24.65 35.72 17.95 BankofAmerica BAC 2.7 13 26.54 0.88
-19.60 79.93 38.31 BankofMontreal BMO 5.2 12 62.31 0.29
-25.49 51.60 26.40 BankNYMellon BK 3.3 8 37.50 0.65
-24.96 58.22 31.94 BkNovaScotia BNS 6.5 10 42.39 0.23
-40.34 10.22 3.41 Barclays BCS 2.5 ... 5.68 0.16
56.27 31.22 12.65 BarrickGold GOLD 1.1 12 29.05 -0.21
-1.58 95.19 69.10 BaxterIntl BAX 1.2 46 82.30 -1.17
-13.93 286.72 197.75 BectonDicknsn BDX 1.3 84 234.08 -0.98
44.89 256.01 114.41 BeiGene BGNE ... dd 240.17 7.42
-8.91 79.92 43.05 Berkley WRB 0.8 34 62.94 -0.04
-3.61 231.61 159.50 BerkHathwyB BRK.B ... 24 218.32 0.17
-3.59 347400 239440 BerkHathwyA BRK.A ... 24 327401 41.00
11.71 54.98 25.00 BerryGlobal BERY ... 12 53.05 0.43
21.08 119.48 48.10 BestBuy BBY 2.1 17 106.31 -2.39
66.43 167.16 48.18 BeyondMeat BYND ... dd 125.82 -3.98

... 162.50 63.77 BigCommerce BIGC ... dd 106.98 13.49
152.52 54.00 13.23 Bilibili BILI ... dd 47.02 -0.25
128.78 107.41 23.61 Bill.com BILL ... dd 87.05 -3.08
12.17 286.68 155.17 Bio-Techne TECH 0.5 43 246.22 -4.44
30.86 540.06 309.38 Bio-RadLabA BIO ... 8 484.23 -10.01
29.92 538.00 321.42 Bio-RadLabB BIO.B ... 7 480.20 -24.95
-6.99 374.99 219.70 Biogen BIIB ... 8 276.00 -0.15
-10.11 131.94 62.88 BioMarinPharm BMRN ...115 76.00 0.16
72.87 105.00 12.53 BioNTech BNTX ... dd 58.57 -0.71
26.50 85.98 50.01 BlackKnight BKI ... 87 81.57 -0.15
12.32 609.69 323.98 BlackRock BLK 2.6 20 564.63 -14.49
-5.27 64.97 33.00 Blackstone BX 3.5 48 52.99 -0.87
-47.49 391.00 89.00 Boeing BA 0.0 dd 171.05 2.28
-6.62 2094.00 1107.29 BookingHldgs BKNG ... 32 1917.74 -27.71
19.47 89.44 54.37 BoozAllen BAH 1.4 24 84.98 -1.45
-3.02 46.60 17.00 BorgWarner BWA 1.6 20 42.07 -0.13

114.47 897.50 290.02 BostonBeer SAM ... 73 810.39 -2.88
-36.30 147.83 71.57 BostonProps BXP 4.5 13 87.81 0.18
-8.27 46.62 24.10 BostonSci BSX ... 15 41.48 -0.01
-9.34 176.98 64.23 BrightHorizons BFAM ... 67 136.26 -0.87
-6.61 68.34 45.76 BristolMyers BMY 3.0 dd 59.95 -0.10
-19.59 45.64 27.32 BritishAmTob BTI 7.8 10 34.14 0.27
14.85 378.96 155.67 Broadcom AVGO 3.6 68 362.95 10.86
9.61 144.50 81.90 BroadridgeFinl BR 1.7 34 135.41 -2.90

-13.66 45.61 21.57 BrookfieldMgt BAM 1.4 67 33.27 -0.54
0.58 50.74 23.22 BrookfieldInfr BIP 4.3 dd 45.31 -0.47

-39.22 20.77 7.15 BrookfieldPropREIT BPYU 11.9 dd 11.21 -0.02
... 54.69 40.34 BrookfieldRenew BEPC 3.4 ... 50.89 -0.27

14.61 48.69 30.70 Brown&Brown BRO 0.8 29 45.25 -0.63
18.52 83.40 44.68 Brown-FormanB BF.B 0.9 40 80.12 0.77
15.87 75.16 41.03 Brown-FormanA BF.A 1.0 36 72.73 0.23
-22.13 54.49 30.78 Bruker BRKR 0.4 37 39.69 -0.94
-19.24 58.19 29.00 Bunge BG 4.3 dd 46.48 0.72
-7.10 250.89 105.67 BurlingtonStrs BURL ... dd 211.83 2.33
-9.26 288.59 156.15 CACI Intl CACI ... 18 226.83 -4.19

-21.32 64.75 29.17 CBREGroup CBRE ... 14 48.22 -0.40
-20.02 146.09 73.39 CDW CDW 1.3 22 114.25 2.08
-30.50 52.30 19.73 CF Industries CF 3.6 19 33.18 -0.03
-16.78 87.12 46.32 CGI GIB ... 21 69.66 -1.15
25.19 99.93 56.94 CHRobinson CHRW 2.1 29 97.90 0.29
-15.49 225.36 131.80 CMEGroup CME 2.0 26 169.62 -2.27
-1.88 69.17 46.03 CMSEnergy CMS 2.6 23 61.66 -0.25
-28.54 51.30 25.18 CNAFin CNA 4.6 19 32.02 -0.11
-24.91 11.99 5.06 CNH Indl CNHI 0.0 11 8.26 0.26
-36.02 181.13 81.11 CNOOC CEO 7.0 8 106.64 -0.66
-9.57 40.88 17.73 CRH CRH 2.5 17 36.47 0.49
34.67 105.12 32.30 CRISPRTherap CRSP ...175 82.02 -3.67
4.35 80.62 46.81 CSX CSX 1.4 20 75.51 -0.14

-18.91 77.03 52.04 CVSHealth CVS 3.3 10 60.24 -0.21
23.95 2044.41 1031.39 CableOne CABO 0.5 45 1845.01 -41.09
5.28 22.67 13.06 CabotOil COG 2.2 23 18.33 0.19
52.65 117.59 51.39 CadenceDesign CDNS ... 29 105.88 -2.18
-16.48 70.74 6.02 CaesarsEnt CZR ... dd 49.81 2.19
-12.17 120.73 62.48 CamdenProperty CPT 3.6 47 93.19 1.04
-3.72 57.54 40.70 CampbellSoup CPB 2.9 23 47.58 -0.95
-4.10 87.62 46.45 CIBC CM 5.6 12 79.79 0.24
14.57 107.52 65.13 CanNtlRlwy CNI 1.7 27 103.63 -0.04
-39.01 32.79 6.71 CanNaturalRes CNQ 6.5479 19.73 0.14
13.90 302.83 173.26 CanPacRlwy CP 1.0 23 290.39 -2.40

t -40.15 28.41 16.09 Canon CAJ 5.8 26 16.37 0.05
-23.14 28.89 9.00 CanopyGrowth CGC ... dd 16.21 -0.23
-28.10 107.59 38.00 CapitalOne COF 0.5 dd 73.99 4.07
-1.70 60.69 39.05 CardinalHealth CAH 3.9 dd 49.72 -0.30
-21.12 169.86 97.55 Carlisle CSL 1.6 19 127.66 -0.65
-19.51 34.98 15.21 Carlyle CG 4.1 dd 25.82 -0.06
20.43 109.31 37.59 CarMax KMX ... 28 105.58 -0.74
-63.55 51.94 7.80 Carnival CCL 0.0 dd 18.53 0.95
-67.55 49.03 7.08 Carnival CUK 12.8 dd 15.63 0.82

... 31.24 11.50 CarrierGlobal CARR 1.1 ... 30.00 0.67
103.15 235.00 22.16 Carvana CVNA ... dd 187.00 -11.51
10.73 182.99 114.01 CaseysGenStores CASY 0.7 25 176.05 -1.80
49.11 95.70 31.04 Catalent CTLT ... 76 83.95 -2.45
0.34 151.20 87.50 Caterpillar CAT 2.8 20 148.18 1.42

-13.76 128.88 52.70 Celanese CE 2.3 20 106.18 2.44
-54.19 10.82 1.41 CenovusEnergy CVE 0.0 dd 4.65 -0.14
-5.09 74.70 41.62 Centene CNC ... 21 59.67 -0.56

-27.14 30.71 11.58 CenterPointEner CNP 3.0 dd 19.87 -0.28

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
%Chg Hi Lo Stock Sym % PE Last Chg -26.29 11.35 2.96 CentraisElBras EBR ... 7 6.87 -0.08

-18.55 15.30 8.16 CenturyLink CTL 9.3 10 10.76 -0.01
7.04 87.00 38.40 CeridianHCM CDAY ...144 72.66 -1.28
-1.88 80.90 53.08 Cerner CERN 1.0 43 72.01 -1.76
33.96 221.97 95.58 CharlesRiverLabs CRL ... 38 204.64 -3.27
24.52 629.52 345.67 CharterComms CHTR ... 57 604.02 -4.08
8.13 130.98 80.06 CheckPoint CHKP ... 21 119.98 -4.03

79.21 89.82 25.89 Chegg CHGG ... 135880 67.94 -1.96
13.07 528.29 330.01 Chemed CHE 0.3 31 496.67 -8.13
-14.77 67.49 27.06 CheniereEnergy LNG ... 13 52.05 -0.96
-13.36 49.30 17.75 CheniereEnerPtrs CQP 7.3 13 34.49 -0.18
-32.01 125.27 51.60 Chevron CVX 6.3 dd 81.93 -0.35
110.97 74.84 20.62 Chewy CHWY ... dd 61.18 -0.76
-23.82 28.50 15.80 ChinaEastrnAir CEA ... 13 20.85 0.50
-14.32 14.70 8.27 ChinaLifeIns LFC 3.7 9 11.85 0.10
-18.71 44.93 30.12 ChinaMobile CHL 5.5 9 34.36 0.27
-26.92 64.30 41.30 ChinaPetrol SNP 8.9110 43.96 0.36
-16.55 35.60 18.45 ChinaSoAirlines ZNH 0.0 dd 28.04 1.22
-20.98 48.30 26.66 ChinaTelecom CHA 4.5 9 32.55 0.34
-26.60 11.08 5.08 ChinaUnicom CHU 2.7 12 6.87 -0.01
56.94 1384.46 415.00 Chipotle CMG ...146 1313.73 -15.00
-19.34 167.74 87.35 Chubb CB 2.5 26 125.56 1.55
-1.06 39.47 34.46 ChunghwaTel CHT 3.1 26 36.51 0.09
32.64 98.96 47.98 Church&Dwight CHD 1.0 33 93.30 -0.96
26.15 183.34 52.90 ChurchillDowns CHDN 0.3 dd 173.08 0.16
3.72 61.52 30.58 Ciena CIEN ... 18 44.28 -1.18

-12.66 224.64 118.50 Cigna CI 0.0 13 178.61 0.18
-22.89 118.19 46.07 CincinnatiFin CINF 3.0 24 81.08 0.49
23.05 344.97 154.33 Cintas CTAS 0.8 41 331.11 0.41
-14.89 50.30 32.40 CiscoSystems CSCO 3.5 16 40.82 -0.13
-34.26 83.11 32.00 Citigroup C 3.9 9 52.52 1.02
-32.63 41.29 14.12 CitizensFin CFG 5.6 11 27.36 0.60
23.66 173.56 94.17 CitrixSystems CTXS 1.0 23 137.14 -3.46
66.49 30.25 15.00 Clarivate CCC ... dd 27.97 0.14
38.41 239.87 144.12 Clorox CLX 2.1 29 212.52 -4.20
103.81 45.28 14.50 Cloudflare NET ... dd 34.77 -1.46
-7.79 60.13 36.27 Coca-Cola KO 3.2 24 51.04 0.56

-12.85 58.94 28.35 Coca-Cola Euro CCEP 3.1 26 44.34 0.25
12.76 71.76 35.20 Cognex CGNX 0.3 78 63.19 -3.48
7.72 71.48 40.01 CognizantTech CTSH 1.3 23 66.81 -0.31

12.16 80.09 58.49 ColgatePalm CL 2.3 26 77.21 -0.46
-10.34 102.88 51.82 ColumbiaSportswr COLM 0.0 34 89.83 0.17
-1.20 47.74 31.70 ComcastA CMCSA 2.1 18 44.43 -0.01
-11.64 71.92 45.51 CommerceBcshrs CBSH 1.8 23 60.03 1.10
-39.60 15.40 5.54 SABESP SBS 2.2 13 9.09 -0.11
8.44 39.34 22.83 ConagraBrands CAG 2.3 22 37.13 -0.28

-42.16 93.34 33.13 ConchoRscs CXO 1.6 dd 50.65 1.14
-44.86 67.13 20.84 ConocoPhillips COP 4.7 18 35.86 -0.13
-19.27 95.10 62.03 ConEd ED 4.2 18 73.04 0.64
0.93 210.65 104.28 ConstBrandsA STZ 1.6 dd 191.52 0.94

-54.31 40.25 6.90 ContinentalRscs CLR 0.0 dd 15.67 -0.29
0.68 365.68 236.68 Cooper COO 0.0 58 323.49 16.68

13.80 110.00 55.69 Copart CPRT ... 35 103.49 0.55
10.10 33.86 17.44 Corning GLW 2.7315 32.05 0.15
-0.81 32.08 20.38 Corteva CTVA 1.8 43 29.32 -0.09
38.21 939.00 500.24 CoStar CSGP ...102 826.89 -18.74
17.91 363.67 271.28 Costco COST 0.8 41 346.57 -1.73
95.43 353.55 99.01 CoupaSoftware COUP ... dd 285.81 -22.42

-37.88 220.25 118.00 Credicorp BAP 6.5 21 132.39 -0.39
-15.10 539.00 199.00 CreditAcceptance CACC ... 21 375.55 1.60
-18.81 14.12 6.47 CreditSuisse CS 0.5 6 10.92 -0.04
31.68 74.72 27.77 Cree CREE ... dd 60.77 -0.39
151.03 153.10 31.95 CrowdStrike CRWD ... dd 125.19 -4.06
12.97 180.00 114.18 CrownCastle CCI 3.0 89 160.59 -1.12
6.63 80.56 42.97 CrownHoldings CCK ... 22 77.35 -0.76
1.46 36.16 19.61 CubeSmart CUBE 4.1 39 31.94 -0.07

14.19 215.43 101.03 Cummins CMI 2.6 18 204.36 -0.20
... 85.00 36.15 CureVac CVAC ... ... 63.45 6.53

19.01 86.77 43.72 CyrusOne CONE 2.6477 77.87 -2.29

D E F
-4.76 42.62 17.09 DISHNetwork DISH ... 15 33.78 -0.26
-8.52 135.67 71.21 DTEEnergy DTE 3.4 19 118.81 -0.31
28.08 210.57 119.60 Danaher DHR 0.4 48 196.58 -4.33
-18.10 128.41 26.15 Darden DRI 0.0 dd 89.28 0.18
110.61 98.99 27.55 Datadog DDOG ... 8556 79.57 -0.53
16.03 92.16 54.09 DaVita DVA ... 14 87.06 -0.43
21.98 219.71 106.14 Deere DE 1.4 25 211.34 0.53
25.80 68.61 25.51 DellTechC DELL ... 23 64.65 -0.89
-45.67 62.48 17.51 DeltaAir DAL 0.0 dd 31.77 0.55
-20.90 60.87 31.57 DentsplySirona XRAY 0.9 dd 44.76 0.20
25.06 11.16 4.99 DeutscheBank DB 0.0 dd 9.73 0.44
82.06 456.23 138.28 DexCom DXCM ...182 398.24 -14.71
-20.97 171.29 100.52 Diageo DEO 2.7 45 133.10 -0.60
21.25 165.49 105.00 DigitalRealty DLR 3.1 51 145.18 -2.98
-32.66 87.43 23.25 DiscoverFinSvcs DFS 3.1 18 57.12 1.70
1.63 103.00 24.80 DiscoveryB DISCB ... 19 36.85 0.58

-30.33 33.66 17.12 DiscoveryA DISCA ... 12 22.81 1.17
-32.96 31.20 15.43 DiscoveryC DISCK ... 10 20.44 0.95
-8.74 153.41 79.07 Disney DIS 0.0 dd 131.99 -1.25
191.81 290.23 54.10 DocuSign DOCU ... dd 216.26 -25.75
-3.44 73.94 44.68 DolbyLab DLB 1.3 27 66.43 -1.41
25.48 206.98 125.00 DollarGeneral DG 0.7 21 195.72 -1.08
-3.00 119.71 60.20 DollarTree DLTR ... 24 91.23 -1.69
-5.29 90.89 57.79 DominionEner D 4.8126 78.44 -0.55
29.96 424.72 227.50 Domino's DPZ 0.8 34 381.81 -15.69
-17.51 58.32 31.08 Donaldson DCI 1.8 24 47.53 0.20
-4.89 120.26 62.95 Dover DOV 1.8 24 109.62 -0.13
-11.20 56.25 21.95 Dow DOW 5.8 dd 48.60 0.21
44.90 62.60 33.33 DrReddy'sLab RDY 0.5 38 58.80 -0.78
245.79 44.79 9.84 DraftKings DKNG ... dd 37.00 -1.27
10.27 24.14 14.55 Dropbox DBX ...369 19.75 -0.82
-11.23 103.79 62.13 DukeEnergy DUK 4.8 29 80.97 -0.17
10.10 40.84 25.19 DukeRealty DRE 2.5 38 38.17 -0.62

t ... 28.20 23.70 Dun&Bradstreet DNB ... ... 24.66 0.21
0.44 83.64 38.51 Dunkin' DNKN 2.1 29 75.87 -0.67
-8.41 73.77 28.33 DuPont DD 2.0 dd 58.80 0.69
58.06 48.85 17.05 Dynatrace DT ... dd 39.99 -1.75
-41.67 32.19 12.10 ENI E 7.5 dd 18.06 -0.06
-48.50 89.54 27.00 EOGRscs EOG 3.5 72 43.14 0.01
49.09 338.91 151.97 EPAMSystems EPAM ... 63 316.30 -8.20
20.19 57.30 25.76 E*TRADE ETFC 1.0 16 54.53 -0.07
-0.42 83.99 34.44 EastmanChem EMN 3.3 19 78.93 1.29
8.30 106.07 56.41 Eaton ETN 2.8 28 102.58 0.43

45.50 61.06 26.02 eBay EBAY 1.2 8 52.54 -0.62
6.10 231.36 124.60 Ecolab ECL 0.9 dd 204.76 -0.08

-42.03 20.95 6.28 Ecopetrol EC 6.9 8 11.57 -0.17
-30.70 78.93 43.63 EdisonInt EIX 4.9 17 52.26 -0.70
7.65 87.79 51.51 EdwardsLife EW ... 72 83.71 -1.98
-4.58 32.66 15.17 ElancoAnimal ELAN ... dd 28.10 -0.08
55.74 117.53 39.01 Elastic ESTC ... dd 100.14 -1.78
21.04 147.36 85.69 ElectronicArts EA ... 19 130.13 -2.69
-8.81 78.38 37.75 EmersonElec EMR 2.9 22 69.54 0.80

-20.59 43.15 22.57 Enbridge ENB 7.8 46 31.58 -0.49
-4.52 83.30 48.01 EncompassHealth EHC 1.7 23 66.14 -0.01
-33.88 11.21 5.21 EnelAmericas ENIA 6.8 8 7.26 ...
-51.29 14.07 3.75 EnergyTransfer ET 19.5 12 6.25 0.03
153.18 80.47 17.18 EnphaseEnergy ENPH ... 54 66.16 -1.65
32.84 74.28 38.12 Entegris ENTG 0.5 40 66.54 -0.36
-18.28 135.55 75.19 Entergy ETR 3.8 16 97.90 -0.10
-38.71 29.56 10.27 EnterpriseProd EPD 10.3 8 17.26 -0.16
18.75 181.76 103.01 Equifax EFX 0.9 68 166.39 -2.46
28.86 805.81 477.87 Equinix EQIX 1.4130 752.18 -10.27
-22.25 21.04 8.41 Equinor EQNR 4.6 dd 15.48 0.05
-15.38 27.30 9.89 Equitable EQH 3.2 dd 20.97 -0.14
-6.78 77.55 41.97 EquityLife ELS 2.1 51 65.62 -1.07
-28.19 89.55 49.62 EquityResdntl EQR 4.1 20 58.11 0.71
26.47 223.87 130.20 ErieIndemnityA ERIE 1.8 37 209.94 -4.86
-11.40 54.52 30.40 EssentialUtil WTRG 2.4 36 41.59 -0.40
-25.46 334.17 175.81 EssexProp ESS 3.7 24 224.26 2.32
4.69 224.23 137.01 EsteeLauder EL 0.9118 216.22 -1.84

152.91 141.41 29.95 Etsy ETSY ... 92 112.04 -4.16
-22.14 294.31 157.32 EverestRe RE 2.9 17 215.55 -0.45
-20.31 76.57 42.01 Evergy EVRG 3.9 19 51.87 -0.57
1.19 99.42 60.69 EversourceEner ES 2.6 25 86.08 ...

-19.23 123.17 35.25 ExactSciences EXAS ... dd 74.70 -1.70
17.31 27.80 13.67 Exelixis EXEL ... 23 20.67 -0.06
-18.64 50.54 29.28 Exelon EXC 4.1 14 37.09 -0.20
-7.71 139.88 40.76 Expedia EXPE 0.0 dd 99.80 -0.49
12.54 91.22 52.55 ExpeditorsIntl EXPD 1.2 25 87.80 -0.75
2.58 121.87 72.70 ExtraSpaceSt EXR 3.3 33 108.35 0.20

-44.00 75.18 30.11 ExxonMobil XOM 8.9 23 39.08 -0.03
-8.96 156.36 79.78 F5Networks FFIV ... 24 127.14 -1.54
8.68 112.53 56.77 FMC FMC 1.6 30 108.48 -0.95

37.75 304.67 137.10 Facebook FB ... 35 282.73 -8.39
23.92 363.64 195.22 FactSet FDS 0.9 34 332.47 -6.71
11.94 452.74 177.65 FairIsaac FICO ... 54 419.43 0.09
151.69 31.88 5.99 Farfetch FTCH ... dd 26.05 -0.81
25.22 49.86 26.71 Fastenal FAST 2.2 32 46.27 -0.75
303.19 117.79 10.63 Fastly FSLY ... dd 80.92 -0.78
-36.25 141.35 64.11 FederalRealty FRT 5.2 23 82.06 -0.29
49.54 231.58 88.69 FedEx FDX 1.1 15 226.12 5.15
15.83 199.97 127.73 Ferrari RACE 0.6 63 191.74 0.77
-23.14 16.25 6.00 FiatChrysler FCAU ... dd 11.29 0.41
-26.64 49.28 19.00 FidNatlFin FNF 4.0 11 33.27 0.34
6.41 158.21 91.68 FidNatlInfo FIS 0.91626 148.00 -2.90

-29.64 31.64 11.10 FifthThirdBncp FITB 5.0 11 21.63 0.52
-13.72 69.89 37.92 58.com WUBA ... 6 55.85 0.32
-10.32 66.78 29.36 FirstAmerFin FAF 3.4 9 52.30 -0.34
-2.49 125.12 70.06 FirstRepBank FRC 0.7 22 114.53 1.54
28.77 81.87 28.47 FirstSolar FSLR ... 78 72.06 -0.44
-39.51 52.52 22.85 FirstEnergy FE 5.3 31 29.40 0.01
-14.36 125.05 73.50 Fiserv FISV ... 79 99.03 -1.63
-2.01 137.97 47.53 FiveBelow FIVE ... 71 125.29 -1.87
76.33 131.98 50.73 Five9 FIVN ... dd 115.64 -3.48
-17.27 329.85 168.51 FleetCorTech FLT ... 28 238.04 -8.12
38.54 76.34 24.36 Floor&Decor FND ... 51 70.39 -1.28
-39.78 98.05 55.40 FomentoEconMex FMX 2.5 40 56.91 -0.09
-25.81 9.65 3.96 FordMotor F 0.0 dd 6.90 0.08
10.19 151.95 70.20 Fortinet FTNT ... 49 117.64 -3.06
-4.02 44.72 28.59 Fortis FTS 3.6 20 39.85 -0.15
-2.85 80.61 37.31 Fortive FTV 0.4 50 74.21 0.91
26.35 86.80 33.90 FortBrandsHome FBHS 1.2 27 82.56 -0.42
-25.38 39.73 19.81 FoxA FOXA 1.7 17 27.66 0.31
-23.74 38.84 19.13 FoxB FOX 1.7 17 27.76 0.25
41.05 166.11 77.18 Franco-Nevada FNV 0.7131 145.70 -2.39
-18.01 30.20 14.91 FranklinRscs BEN 5.1 10 21.30 -0.22
22.10 16.34 4.82 FreeportMcM FCX 0.0 dd 16.02 0.46
14.31 46.55 29.17 FreseniusMed FMS 1.2 17 42.10 -0.13

G H I
11.16 84.93 26.51 GCI LibertyA GLIBA ... 11 78.76 -1.50
48.68 91.97 38.04 GDSHoldings GDS ... dd 76.69 -3.33

... 23.27 11.92 GFLEnvironmental GFL 0.2 dd 19.10 0.31
266.01 141.78 11.72 GSXTechedu GSX ...420 80.01 1.26
-40.51 274.03 112.00 Galapagos GLPG ... 64 123.04 -3.96
8.87 109.46 65.09 Gallagher AJG 1.7 28 103.68 -0.90

-12.54 50.99 13.04 Gaming&Leisure GLPI 6.4 20 37.65 0.20
-0.90 19.86 5.26 Gap GPS 0.0 dd 17.52 -0.16
4.27 106.00 61.04 Garmin GRMN 2.4 21 101.73 0.42

-14.87 165.26 76.91 Gartner IT ... 49 131.18 -0.40
77.46 194.35 75.10 Generac GNRC ... 45 178.51 0.44
-13.98 193.76 100.55 GeneralDynamics GD 2.9 13 151.70 -0.24
-42.47 13.26 5.48 GeneralElec GE 0.6 16 6.42 0.10
17.91 66.14 46.59 GeneralMills GIS 3.1 18 63.15 0.18
-18.03 39.77 14.32 GeneralMotors GM 0.0 29 30.00 0.52
56.83 38.57 16.24 Genmab GMAB ... 27 35.02 -0.56
-6.90 45.20 19.41 Genpact G 1.0 24 39.26 -0.90
-6.76 31.27 19.48 Gentex GNTX 1.8 23 27.02 -0.30
-8.25 108.58 49.68 GenuineParts GPC 3.21066 97.47 0.63
-23.27 5.34 1.65 Gerdau GGB 0.8 32 3.76 0.08
1.59 85.97 60.89 GileadSciences GILD 4.1 dd 66.01 0.10

-18.13 48.25 31.43 GSK GSK 5.2 16 38.47 -0.54
-5.48 209.62 105.54 GlobalPayments GPN 0.5117 172.56 -4.68
60.30 189.34 70.83 Globant GLOB ...125 170.00 -1.66
-20.29 111.43 56.74 GlobeLife GL 0.9 13 83.89 2.04

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
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17.08 89.00 40.25 GoDaddy GDDY ... dd 79.52 -2.34
90.45 14.39 3.79 GoldFields GFI 1.0 44 12.57 0.15
-8.26 250.46 130.85 GoldmanSachs GS 2.4 16 210.94 3.38
12.50 60.18 38.43 Graco GGG 1.2 37 58.50 0.17
5.78 371.87 200.61 Grainger GWW 1.7 31 358.08 -2.04

-33.88 25.73 13.40 Grifols GRFS 1.9 17 15.40 -0.31
41.49 79.18 29.35 Grubhub GRUB ... dd 68.82 -0.54
16.21 100.00 55.90 GuardantHealth GH ... dd 90.81 -1.86
5.32 124.16 71.64 Guidewire GWRE ... dd 115.61 -2.03
-7.28 151.97 58.38 HCAHealthcare HCA 0.0 14 137.05 0.45

-20.94 65.38 29.50 HDFCBank HDB 0.6 23 50.10 -0.79
-2.29 43.37 21.69 HDSupply HDS ... 16 39.30 -0.36
-6.42 23.93 12.54 HP HPQ 3.7 11 19.23 -0.07

-45.33 39.69 20.98 HSBC HSBC 0.0 dd 21.37 0.31
50.70 30.62 11.78 HUYA HUYA ... 66 27.05 0.25
-34.65 25.47 4.25 Halliburton HAL 1.1 dd 15.99 -0.13
-32.63 62.75 19.04 HartfordFinl HIG 3.2 8 40.94 -0.09
-25.14 123.05 41.33 Hasbro HAS 3.4 27 79.06 -0.95
-12.22 34.22 20.61 HealthcareAmer HTA 4.7186 26.58 -0.26
-17.75 37.93 18.63 HealthpeakProp PEAK 5.2 45 28.35 -0.06
2.39 111.65 51.78 HeicoA HEI.A 0.2 37 91.67 -1.85
-2.37 146.00 52.01 Heico HEI 0.1 45 111.44 -2.05
-1.62 73.99 41.85 HenrySchein HSIC ... 24 65.64 -0.34
3.52 52.89 20.73 Herbalife HLF ... 23 49.35 0.05
1.24 161.83 109.88 Hershey HSY 2.2 29 148.80 0.44

-29.43 74.11 26.06 Hess HES 2.1 dd 47.15 0.74
-39.53 17.59 7.43 HewlettPackard HPE 5.0 dd 9.59 0.07
-19.86 117.68 72.29 Hill-Rom HRC 1.0 29 90.98 -1.08
-18.01 115.48 44.30 Hilton HLT 0.0710 90.94 -0.36
11.55 73.63 26.49 Hologic HOLX ... 24 58.24 -0.97
23.48 292.95 140.63 HomeDepot HD 2.2 25 269.66 -4.97
-8.12 29.44 19.38 HondaMotor HMC 2.8 25 26.01 0.72
-5.82 184.06 101.08 Honeywell HON 2.2 21 166.69 0.39
97.60 78.93 23.81 HorizonTherap HZNP ... 29 71.53 -0.67
13.23 52.97 39.01 HormelFoods HRL 1.8 30 51.08 0.09
29.35 77.45 25.51 DRHorton DHI 1.0 12 68.23 -2.33
-35.63 18.90 7.86 HostHotels HST 0.0104 11.94 0.37
-29.26 27.87 9.25 HowmetAerospace HWM 0.0 15 17.70 -0.03
-18.91 22.41 11.69 HuanengPower HNP 4.2 12 16.29 0.28
12.30 46.20 25.01 Huazhu HTHT ... dd 45.00 0.61
-2.33 155.00 85.62 Hubbell HUBB 2.5 20 144.37 -2.03
76.73 320.89 90.83 HubSpot HUBS ... dd 280.11 -7.63
12.73 431.12 208.25 Humana HUM 0.6 16 413.19 -8.09
16.99 144.34 75.29 JBHunt JBHT 0.8 30 136.62 -1.65
-34.12 15.63 6.82 HuntingtonBcshs HBAN 6.0 13 9.94 0.28

t -41.20 279.71 146.82 HuntingIngalls HII 2.8 11 147.51 -2.61
-33.13 94.98 24.02 HyattHotels H 0.0 24 59.99 1.88
11.69 54.29 21.79 IAA IAA ... 43 52.56 -0.02
-31.61 15.42 6.86 ICICI Bank IBN 0.0 24 10.32 -0.09
41.94 407.86 168.65 IdexxLab IDXX ... 70 370.66 -10.62
5.10 84.37 44.81 IHSMarkit INFO 0.9 40 79.19 -2.39

-31.20 12.44 4.52 INGGroep ING 0.0 6 8.29 0.27
12.23 184.02 98.04 IPGPhotonics IPGP ... 68 162.65 -0.55
3.69 170.51 81.79 IQVIA IQV ...241 160.21 -4.59

-19.67 70.63 34.00 IcahnEnterprises IEP 16.2 dd 49.40 -0.11
3.35 199.83 104.28 Icon ICLR ... 29 178.00 -4.60
3.27 185.18 104.56 IDEX IEX 1.1 36 177.62 -2.53
7.94 202.68 115.94 IllinoisToolWks ITW 2.4 29 193.90 -0.73
3.21 404.20 196.78 Illumina ILMN ... 73 342.39 -4.13
98.16 45.69 8.80 Immunomedics IMMU ... dd 41.93 1.64
-39.59 27.90 7.04 ImperialOil IMO 4.2 dd 15.99 0.04
3.63 110.36 62.48 Incyte INCY ... dd 90.49 -1.08
20.54 13.03 6.76 Infosys INFY 1.6 22 12.44 -0.03
-3.74 38.96 17.01 IngersollRand IR ... dd 35.31 -0.08
19.64 233.99 121.00 Insulet PODD ...737 204.83 -4.18
-16.32 69.29 43.63 Intel INTC 2.6 9 50.08 -0.31
11.30 58.50 33.70 InteractiveBrkrs IBKR 0.8 25 51.89 -0.95
8.14 106.99 63.51 ICE ICE 1.2 26 100.08 -3.14

-13.75 69.12 25.39 InterContinentl IHG 0.7 dd 59.23 0.46
-8.76 158.75 90.56 IBM IBM 5.3 14 122.30 -2.15
-4.57 143.87 92.14 IntlFlavors IFF 2.5 33 123.12 -0.76

-15.24 47.64 26.38 IntlPaper IP 5.3 24 39.03 0.69
-22.77 25.20 11.63 Interpublic IPG 5.7 15 17.84 -0.02
27.18 360.00 187.68 Intuit INTU 0.7 48 333.11 -6.52
24.38 778.83 360.50 IntuitiveSurgical ISRG ... 77 735.28 -6.33
-4.34 32.70 15.64 InvitatHomes INVH 2.1157 28.67 -0.15
-7.95 67.31 39.32 IonisPharma IONS ... 69 55.61 0.34
4.26 27.50 14.51 iQIYI IQ ... dd 22.01 -0.08

211.98 232.58 56.24 iRhythmTechs IRTC ... dd 212.43 -3.99
-5.37 34.49 21.00 IronMountain IRM 8.2 43 30.16 -0.13

-49.18 9.40 3.48 ItauUnibanco ITUB 2.9 10 4.65 -0.01

J K L
127.08 86.58 27.47 JD.com JD ... 41 80.00 0.96
53.12 99.35 41.33 Joyy YY 0.4 6 80.83 -1.38
-25.74 141.10 76.91 JPMorganChase JPM 3.5 14 103.52 2.19
12.01 200.98 123.64 JackHenry JKHY 1.1 42 163.17 -2.53
2.37 104.00 59.29 JacobsEngg J 0.8 29 91.96 0.96
12.42 23.70 8.98 JamesHardie JHX 0.0 41 22.08 -0.33
-11.78 154.24 86.88 JazzPharma JAZZ ... 57 131.70 -2.66
1.86 157.00 109.16 J&J JNJ 2.7 26 148.59 -0.96
1.47 44.82 22.77 JohnsonControls JCI 2.5 41 41.31 0.77
-5.64 26.49 15.20 JuniperNetworks JNPR 3.4 23 23.24 0.17
-24.90 42.90 20.93 KBFin KB 4.7 5 31.07 0.26

... 54.60 31.79 KEHoldings BEKE ... ... 45.44 -1.25
22.39 37.17 15.55 KKR KKR 1.5132 35.70 0.03
8.53 218.57 110.19 KLA KLAC 1.9 25 193.37 -8.04

22.75 199.00 92.86 KSCitySouthern KSU 0.9 32 188.00 -0.62
0.09 72.88 52.66 Kellogg K 3.3 22 69.22 -0.72
2.04 32.00 18.98 KeurigDrPepper KDP 2.0 36 29.54 -0.26

-36.31 20.52 7.45 KeyCorp KEY 5.7 11 12.89 0.26
-7.48 110.00 77.93 KeysightTechs KEYS ... 30 94.95 -2.94
-30.99 88.99 45.96 KilroyRealty KRC 3.5 36 57.90 0.01
10.67 160.16 110.66 KimberlyClark KMB 2.8 20 152.23 -0.02
-36.14 22.58 9.42 KinderMorgan KMI 7.8192 13.52 -0.12

... 42.80 17.01 KingsoftCloud KC ... dd 33.15 0.31
82.07 10.21 2.72 KinrossGold KGC ... 12 8.63 -0.09
17.27 57.69 18.02 KirklandLakeGold KL 1.0 18 51.68 -0.83
26.51 47.39 27.54 Knight-Swift KNX 0.7 27 45.34 -0.13
-2.49 54.28 29.89 KoninklijkePhil PHG 0.0 39 46.64 0.13
-27.05 12.30 6.28 KoreaElcPwr KEP ... dd 8.63 -0.17
4.17 36.37 19.99 KraftHeinz KHC 4.8 dd 33.47 -0.08

22.35 37.22 23.71 Kroger KR 2.0 13 35.47 -0.64
66.34 31.93 8.00 LBrands LB 0.0 dd 30.14 0.52
47.04 214.97 100.00 LHCGroup LHCG ... 53 202.56 -3.68
3.55 53.62 34.73 Line LN ... dd 50.75 0.09

-10.92 36.63 13.31 LKQ LKQ ... 18 31.80 0.19
-9.20 99.60 32.01 LPLFinancial LPLA 1.2 13 83.76 0.30
-8.16 230.99 142.01 L3HarrisTech LHX 1.9 24 181.73 -0.38
3.87 206.74 98.02 LabCpAm LH ... 48 175.72 1.00
13.93 387.69 181.38 LamResearch LRCX 1.6 22 333.12 -8.41
-24.69 96.82 30.89 LamarAdv LAMR 3.0 25 67.22 0.75
-27.42 96.32 39.06 LambWeston LW 1.5 25 62.44 -0.84
-24.74 74.29 33.30 LasVegasSands LVS 0.0119 51.96 1.33
-12.21 143.50 63.20 Lear LEA 0.0 49 120.45 0.41
-9.60 125.84 68.00 Leidos LDOS 1.5 21 88.49 -0.52
31.96 80.00 25.42 LennarA LEN 0.7 11 73.62 -1.69
30.76 63.50 18.87 Lennar B LEN.B 0.9 9 58.45 -1.38
13.76 289.94 163.40 LennoxIntl LII 1.1 32 277.53 -1.17

... 24.48 14.31 LiAuto LI ... dd 16.83 -0.08
8.69 149.00 80.14 LibertyBroadbandA LBRDA ...135 135.38 -2.48
8.79 146.84 86.20 LibertyBroadbandC LBRDK ...137 136.80 -2.69
0.99 27.67 14.36 LibertyGlobal C LBTYK ... dd 22.01 -0.74
-0.90 28.48 15.23 LibertyGlobal A LBTYA ... dd 22.54 -0.79

-17.37 48.95 18.31 LibertyFormOneC FWONK ... dd 37.98 -0.41
-19.58 46.52 16.87 LibertyFormOneA FWONA ... dd 35.21 -0.27
-34.97 30.16 13.59 LibertyBravesA BATRA ... dd 19.28 -0.05
-34.83 30.03 13.20 LibertyBravesC BATRK ... dd 19.25 -0.12
-26.21 51.11 22.54 LibertySiriusA LSXMA ... 29 35.67 -0.06
-25.08 50.52 22.63 LibertySirius C LSXMK ... 29 35.48 -0.12
14.82 170.75 101.36 EliLilly LLY 2.0 25 150.91 1.89
-35.23 62.95 16.11 LincolnNational LNC 4.2 34 38.22 2.55
16.35 260.49 146.71 Linde LIN 1.6 59 247.70 -2.75
-19.43 76.60 21.70 LiveNationEnt LYV ... dd 57.58 1.48
404.75 150.00 15.12 LivongoHealth LVGO ... dd 126.49 -2.51
-58.01 3.58 1.27 LloydsBanking LYG 4.0 68 1.39 0.03
-1.12 442.53 266.11 LockheedMartin LMT 2.5 17 385.02 -1.27
-29.76 56.88 27.32 Loews L 0.7 dd 36.87 0.25
48.69 76.53 31.37 LogitechIntl LOGI 1.0 25 70.12 -0.31
30.59 171.32 60.00 Lowe's LOW 1.5 21 156.39 -5.13
56.00 399.90 128.84 lululemon LULU ... 82 361.41 -16.46
-32.66 54.50 14.56 Lyft LYFT ... dd 28.97 0.41
-23.73 98.91 33.71 LyondellBasell LYB 5.8 12 72.06 1.62

M N
-37.61 174.00 85.09 M&TBank MTB 4.2 10 105.90 2.17
-29.31 34.63 5.90 MGMResorts MGM 0.0 6 23.52 0.45
3.78 129.97 66.87 MKS Instrum MKSI 0.7 27 114.17 -2.40

-29.69 30.53 6.87 MPLX MPLX 15.4 dd 17.90 0.18
34.86 398.49 210.34 MSCI MSCI 0.9 57 348.18 -12.28
-40.13 67.62 22.02 MagellanMid MMP 10.9 9 37.64 -0.33
-11.11 57.09 22.75 MagnaIntl MGA 3.3 dd 48.75 -0.68
16.56 101.74 35.20 ManhattanAssoc MANH ... 70 92.96 -2.61
-27.70 21.23 8.62 ManulifeFin MFC 5.8 10 14.67 0.03
-44.17 69.65 15.26 MarathonPetrol MPC 6.9 dd 33.64 -0.62
-6.52 1347.64 710.52 Markel MKL ... 70 1068.62 -23.12
19.87 561.68 275.50 MarketAxess MKTX 0.5 66 454.45 -16.78
-30.78 153.39 46.56 Marriott MAR 0.0 76 104.82 1.73
3.59 120.97 74.33 Marsh&McLen MMC 1.6 29 115.41 -1.17

-23.08 281.82 135.08 MartinMarietta MLM 1.1 22 215.11 4.07
40.66 41.34 16.45 MarvellTech MRVL 0.6 18 37.36 -0.96
17.57 60.10 27.04 Masco MAS 1.0 35 56.42 -0.74
35.21 258.00 139.36 Masimo MASI ... 55 213.72 -4.27
12.20 367.25 199.99 Mastercard MA 0.5 46 335.01 -8.83
11.66 73.52 41.93 MaximIntProducts MXIM 0.0 28 68.68 0.13
16.53 211.00 113.12 McCormickVtg MKC.V 1.2 36 199.34 -3.24
18.92 211.07 112.22 McCormick MKC 1.2 36 201.85 -2.16
7.15 220.84 124.23 McDonalds MCD 2.4 34 211.73 -2.07
10.20 172.18 112.60 McKesson MCK 1.1 27 152.43 -1.89
-12.84 24.29 12.35 MedicalProp MPW 5.9 22 18.40 -0.06
-6.80 122.15 72.13 Medtronic MDT 2.2 32 105.74 -0.41
-21.22 25.22 10.81 MelcoResorts MLCO 0.0 dd 19.04 -0.16
89.42 1270.00 422.22 MercadoLibre MELI ... dd 1083.38 -3.74
-6.28 92.64 65.25 Merck MRK 2.9 21 85.24 -0.25

-23.19 53.28 22.85 MetLife MET 4.7 5 39.15 0.95
19.66 1009.07 579.40 MettlerToledo MTD ... 43 949.26 -13.73
3.28 115.11 53.15 MicrochipTech MCHP 1.4 43 108.15 -0.86

-13.57 61.19 31.13 MicronTech MU ... 23 46.48 0.15
35.86 232.86 132.52 Microsoft MSFT 1.0 37 214.25 -3.05
-10.25 148.88 82.00 MidAmApt MAA 3.4 40 118.35 0.52
7.42 153.39 66.01 MiratiTherap MRTX ... dd 138.42 -1.31

-22.28 5.54 3.32 MitsubishiUFJ MUFG 4.5 18 4.22 0.11
-11.33 3.20 1.96 MizuhoFin MFG 3.8 9 2.74 0.03
-11.82 11.00 6.20 MobileTeleSys MBT 7.6 10 8.95 -0.03
220.04 95.21 13.53 Moderna MRNA ... dd 62.60 -2.24
-32.23 153.05 56.62 MohawkInds MHK ... 14 92.43 1.14
34.87 198.38 102.85 MolinaHealthcare MOH ... 14 183.00 -1.10
-28.91 61.94 33.18 MolsonCoorsB TAP 0.0 dd 38.32 0.32
164.47 52.33 12.21 MomentaPharm MNTA ... dd 52.18 -0.02
5.08 59.96 41.19 Mondelez MDLZ 2.2 24 57.88 0.05

62.99 258.05 93.81 MongoDB MDB ... dd 214.51 -7.43
43.70 284.50 130.12 MonolithicPower MPWR 0.8 93 255.81 -7.28
29.46 87.05 50.06 MonsterBev MNST ... 39 82.27 -0.43
18.98 305.95 164.19 Moody's MCO 0.8 31 282.47 -8.78
3.11 57.57 27.20 MorganStanley MS 2.7 10 52.71 -0.04
4.14 178.57 102.59 Morningstar MORN 0.8 46 157.58 -2.12

-14.37 23.18 6.50 Mosaic MOS 1.1 dd 18.53 0.05
-5.03 187.49 120.77 MotorolaSol MSI 1.7 32 153.04 -0.48
-21.34 23.11 12.75 Mylan MYL ... 30 15.81 0.35
55.46 126.30 42.65 MyoKardia MYOK ... dd 113.31 -0.25
42.28 238.35 110.59 NICE NICE ... 73 220.74 -1.67
347.26 21.05 1.19 NIO NIO ... dd 17.98 -0.72
-16.03 41.78 19.54 NRGEnergy NRG 3.6 2 33.38 -0.85
3.24 4318.00 2043.01 NVR NVR ... 19 3931.93 -98.87
-0.73 139.59 58.41 NXPSemi NXPI 1.2 dd 126.33 0.23
21.65 137.94 71.66 Nasdaq NDAQ 1.5 27 130.29 -2.97
-11.27 69.08 44.29 NationalGrid NGG 5.5 24 55.61 -0.89
-30.16 59.26 24.04 NatlRetailProp NNN 5.6 29 37.45 0.35

... 23.90 7.93 Natura&Co NTCO 0.0 dd 18.69 -0.27
-55.59 7.05 2.45 NatWest NWG 0.0 31 2.86 0.11

... 103.95 66.82 nCino NCNO ... dd 79.26 -7.74
-25.46 65.38 34.66 NetApp NTAP 4.1 13 46.40 -0.14
58.25 517.65 252.94 NetEase NTES 1.6 20 485.25 -0.08
59.49 575.37 252.28 Netflix NFLX ... 87 516.05 -9.70
2.39 136.26 72.14 Neurocrine NBIX ... 52 110.06 -0.71
23.13 155.84 102.01 NewOrientalEduc EDU ... 58 149.29 -1.05
34.69 47.95 26.13 NYTimesA NYT 0.6 52 43.33 0.07
-15.09 20.99 10.44 NewellBrands NWL 5.6 dd 16.32 0.40
50.40 72.22 33.00 Newmont NEM 1.5 14 65.35 -0.78
2.86 15.55 7.88 NewsCorpB NWS 1.3 dd 14.93 -0.23
5.73 15.46 7.90 NewsCorpA NWSA 1.3 dd 14.95 -0.26
14.52 291.09 174.80 NextEraEnergy NEE 2.0 38 277.32 -3.27
10.95 117.41 60.00 Nike NKE 0.9 71 112.40 -0.45
244.48 93.99 10.19 Nikola NKLA ... dd 35.55 -0.58

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
%Chg Hi Lo Stock Sym % PE Last Chg

-19.97 30.67 19.56 NiSource NI 3.8 dd 22.28 -0.14
20.75 5.33 2.34 Nokia NOK 1.0 37 4.48 -0.05
-0.19 5.41 3.55 NomuraHoldings NMR 3.1 6 5.15 0.06
14.76 208.37 96.45 Nordson NDSN 0.8 33 186.88 -1.69
7.71 219.88 112.62 NorfolkSouthern NSC 1.8 26 209.10 -1.49

-20.51 110.48 60.67 NorthernTrust NTRS 3.3 13 84.45 0.79
-1.44 385.00 263.31 NorthropGrum NOC 1.7 24 339.03 -3.20
-8.35 28.70 15.12 NortonLifeLock NLOK 2.1 5 23.39 0.48
-8.46 99.84 69.18 Novartis NVS 2.3 28 86.68 -0.42

2234.92 189.40 3.54 Novavax NVAX ... dd 92.93 -10.05
12.49 68.96 48.60 NovoNordisk NVO 1.4 25 65.11 0.03
-5.07 98.84 53.40 Novocure NVCR ...731 80.00 -2.10
68.82 31.88 13.51 NuanceComms NUAN ... 55 30.10 -0.44
-16.67 58.70 27.52 Nucor NUE 3.4 28 46.90 0.29
-21.35 52.41 23.85 Nutrien NTR 4.8 26 37.68 0.34
114.58 589.07 169.32 NVIDIA NVDA 0.1 93 504.90 -15.72

O P Q
-29.08 46.43 23.00 OGEEnergy OGE 4.9 dd 31.54 -0.27
-64.64 78.48 12.16 ONEOK OKE 14.0 18 26.76 -0.15
7.47 487.95 251.51 OReillyAuto ORLY ... 23 471.01 -0.94
... 53.58 34.98 OakStreetHealth OSH ... ... 46.13 -1.26

-70.27 48.85 9.00 OccidentalPetrol OXY 0.3 dd 12.25 -0.34
76.34 231.29 88.66 Okta OKTA ... dd 203.44 -5.34
55.12 207.44 105.47 OldDomFreight ODFL 0.3 40 196.26 -2.46
41.85 112.58 28.83 Ollie'sBargain OLLI ... 29 92.64 -0.39
-24.91 45.22 13.33 OmegaHealthcare OHI 8.4 19 31.80 -0.19
-33.25 82.73 46.37 Omnicom OMC 4.8 13 54.08 -0.21
-6.97 25.92 8.17 ONSemi ON ... dd 22.68 1.23

103.29 28.80 9.02 OneConnectFinTech OCFT ... dd 20.39 -0.11
-1.13 47.84 29.11 OpenText OTEX 1.6 51 43.57 -1.03
5.19 59.32 39.71 Oracle ORCL 1.7 18 55.73 -1.37

-25.22 16.64 9.93 Orange ORAN 3.9 9 10.91 -0.05
-24.59 89.21 52.65 Orix IX 4.8 6 62.90 1.16

... 65.95 38.00 OtisWorldwide OTIS 1.3 ... 61.49 -0.36
1.34 70.55 28.56 OwensCorning OC 1.5 dd 65.99 0.08

-15.46 18.34 3.55 PG&E PCG ... dd 9.19 0.03
42.07 30.58 15.91 PLDT PHI 3.9 14 28.40 -0.39
-29.15 161.79 79.41 PNCFin PNC 4.1 7 113.10 1.43
-23.05 52.80 26.27 POSCO PKX 3.4 16 38.95 0.42

... 34.99 10.61 PPD PPD ... ... 32.27 -0.59
-8.15 134.36 69.77 PPG Ind PPG 1.8 29 122.61 -0.18
-21.15 36.83 18.12 PPL PPL 5.9 12 28.29 0.01
-11.13 113.31 58.67 PRAHealthSci PRAH ... 30 98.78 -2.36
17.09 97.67 43.90 PTC PTC ... 117 87.69 -4.95
8.24 91.30 49.11 Paccar PCAR 1.5 18 85.62 0.17
-4.86 114.78 71.05 PackagingCpAm PKG 3.0 20 106.55 0.60
14.52 53.22 13.58 PagSeguroDig PAGS ... 41 39.12 -0.70
1.90 275.03 125.47 PaloAltoNtwks PANW ... dd 235.65 -6.56
45.50 40.11 10.61 PanAmerSilver PAAS 0.6221 34.47 -0.65
0.72 215.94 93.00 ParkerHannifin PH 1.7 22 207.30 0.99

-10.58 90.53 47.87 Paychex PAYX 3.3 25 76.06 -0.28
2.26 342.00 163.42 PaycomSoftware PAYC ... 90 270.75 -13.25
13.72 156.00 66.98 Paylocity PCTY ...119 137.40 -4.31
77.35 212.45 82.07 PayPal PYPL ... 88 191.84 -13.15
56.01 135.36 38.01 Pegasystems PEGA 0.1 dd 124.26 -3.68
183.91 92.50 17.70 Peloton PTON ... dd 80.63 -1.65
-33.84 40.65 10.58 PembinaPipeline PBA 7.8 19 24.52 -0.20
111.85 59.10 3.75 PennNational PENN ... dd 54.15 0.23
-2.18 47.43 22.01 Pentair PNR 1.7 23 44.87 -0.03
25.65 241.81 121.80 Penumbra PEN ...725 206.40 0.30
1.53 147.20 101.42 PepsiCo PEP 2.9 28 138.76 -0.61

17.71 123.21 62.91 PerkinElmer PKI 0.2 43 114.30 -1.74
-1.55 63.86 40.01 Perrigo PRGO 1.8 29 50.86 -0.97
-33.96 55.38 27.74 PetroChina PTR 4.9 9 33.24 -0.11
-44.73 16.84 4.01 PetroleoBrasil PBR 2.7 dd 8.81 0.01
-41.76 15.66 4.16 PetroleoBrasilA PBR.A 3.8 dd 8.69 0.03
-7.20 40.97 27.88 Pfizer PFE 4.2 14 36.36 -0.04
-6.98 90.17 56.01 PhilipMorris PM 5.9 17 79.15 -0.17
-47.06 119.92 40.04 Phillips66 PSX 6.1 dd 58.98 -0.71
124.85 98.96 30.02 Pinduoduo PDD ... dd 85.04 -0.72
-19.49 105.51 60.05 PinnacleWest PNW 4.3 14 72.40 -0.57
84.44 39.64 10.10 Pinterest PINS ... dd 34.38 -1.55
-34.53 159.01 48.62 PioneerNatRscs PXD 2.2 39 99.10 0.72
-61.23 22.81 3.00 PlainsAllAmPipe PAA 10.1 dd 7.13 0.09
-2.95 110.30 37.35 Polaris PII 2.5 dd 98.70 -0.67
38.90 342.15 160.35 Pool POOL 0.8 42 295.00 -14.68
-18.50 112.38 68.97 PostHoldings POST ... dd 88.92 1.48
-21.05 58.28 23.31 PrincipalFin PFG 5.2 10 43.42 0.90
10.46 141.70 94.34 Procter&Gamble PG 2.3 28 137.96 -0.30
28.39 96.20 62.18 Progressive PGR 0.4 12 92.94 -0.35
13.04 106.73 59.82 Prologis PLD 2.3 39 100.76 -0.85
-6.33 133.58 83.81 Proofpoint PFPT ... dd 107.51 -3.86
-25.63 97.24 38.62 PrudentialFin PRU 6.3 dd 69.71 1.70
-19.90 42.55 15.68 Prudential PUK 2.1 dd 30.51 -0.06
-11.06 63.88 34.75 PublicServiceEnt PEG 3.7 15 52.52 0.49
-0.39 259.35 155.37 PublicStorage PSA 3.8 30 212.14 -0.79
11.37 48.00 17.12 PulteGroup PHM 1.1 10 43.21 -0.98
40.89 52.86 25.04 Qiagen QGEN ... 1185 47.62 0.64
2.29 136.06 67.54 Qorvo QRVO ... 36 118.89 -2.55
31.44 123.93 58.00 Qualcomm QCOM 2.2 49 115.97 -0.46
27.68 53.61 23.77 QuantaServices PWR 0.4 21 51.98 0.48
1.97 131.81 73.02 QuestDiag DGX 2.1 20 108.89 0.23

105.80 306.72 55.25 Quidel QDEL ... 43 154.41 -3.74

R S
-10.37 27.25 16.81 RELX RELX 2.5 27 22.65 -0.10
48.35 345.46 73.14 RH RH ... 42 316.73 -3.31
10.06 87.80 42.85 RPM RPM 1.7 36 84.48 -0.40
-14.35 102.45 54.21 RaymondJames RJF 1.9 12 76.62 0.52
-30.75 93.45 40.71 RaytheonTech RTX 3.1 dd 61.17 0.31
10.01 69.79 36.91 RealPage RP ...118 59.13 -2.57
-12.58 84.92 38.00 RealtyIncome O 4.4 44 64.37 0.13
-34.17 70.13 31.80 RegencyCtrs REG 5.7 77 41.53 0.30
54.56 664.64 271.37 RegenPharm REGN ... 22 580.36 2.96
-31.24 17.54 6.94 RegionsFin RF 5.3 18 11.80 0.27
-40.81 169.26 55.39 ReinsGrp RGA 2.9 11 96.51 2.01
-9.86 122.17 70.57 RelianceSteel RS 2.3 15 107.95 0.98
-8.28 202.68 113.27 RenaissanceRe RNR 0.8 15 179.78 -1.15
57.19 159.97 72.32 Repligen RGEN ...250 145.40 -2.57
4.32 100.91 65.37 RepublicSvcs RSG 1.8 28 93.50 0.03
12.00 209.00 108.85 ResMed RMD 0.9 41 173.56 -4.30
-12.07 76.19 25.08 RestaurantBrands QSR 3.7 27 56.07 -0.55
3.59 53.48 31.79 RexfordIndlRealty REXR 1.8104 47.31 -0.60
... 36.00 21.61 ReynoldsCnsmr REYN 2.8 ... 31.64 -0.39

57.97 317.84 120.03 RingCentral RNG ... dd 266.45 -13.27
3.61 65.20 35.35 RioTinto RIO 6.3 14 61.50 1.25

33.11 64.17 25.92 RitchieBros RBA 1.5 41 57.17 -0.68
-15.76 63.84 32.38 RobertHalf RHI 2.6 17 53.20 -0.02

... 34.42 17.50 RocketCos. RKT ... ... 24.57 -1.93
12.62 238.49 115.38 Rockwell ROK 1.8 35 228.25 -0.56
-14.42 51.29 32.20 RogersCommB RCI 3.6 17 42.51 -0.68
19.42 185.44 58.22 Roku ROKU ... dd 159.91 -6.99
64.63 57.16 30.72 Rollins ROL 0.6 84 54.59 0.06
19.28 455.72 240.00 RoperTech ROP 0.5 28 422.53 -7.44
-19.84 124.16 56.30 RossStores ROST 0.0 62 93.32 -0.47
-6.29 82.74 49.55 RoyalBkCanada RY 4.5 13 74.22 -0.30
-46.11 135.31 19.25 RoyalCaribbean RCL 0.0 dd 71.95 1.75
-50.98 61.17 21.25 RoyalDutchA RDS.A 7.4 dd 28.91 -0.03
-54.24 62.27 19.19 RoyalDutchB RDS.B 9.2 dd 27.44 -0.02
6.80 147.64 59.78 RoyalGold RGLD 0.9 43 130.56 -3.42

t ... 56.50 38.91 RoyaltyPharma RPRX 0.0 ... 39.78 -0.96
-5.02 96.79 44.44 Ryanair RYAAY ... 82 83.21 2.46
18.99 169.30 90.89 SAP SAP 0.8 38 159.43 -2.49
26.42 379.87 186.06 S&PGlobal SPGI 0.8 33 345.18 -8.51
24.61 323.02 205.20 SBAComm SBAC 0.6 dd 300.29 -6.48
-20.89 69.61 35.41 SEI Investments SEIC 1.4 17 51.80 -0.29
-3.85 23.80 14.07 SKTelecom SKM 3.2 18 22.22 -0.35
-0.25 66.74 29.51 SS&CTech SSNC 0.9 32 61.24 -0.79
-25.05 40.96 13.00 StoreCapital STOR 5.0 24 27.91 0.11
3.46 270.95 127.39 SVBFin SIVB ... 15 259.73 0.73
56.60 284.50 115.29 Salesforce.com CRM ...100 254.70 -10.31
-1.45 55.00 37.62 Sanofi SNY 2.4 10 49.47 -0.31
2.88 175.00 72.05 SareptaTherap SRPT ... dd 132.75 -3.94

-51.97 41.14 11.87 Schlumberger SLB 2.6 dd 19.31 0.19
-23.89 51.65 28.00 SchwabC SCHW 2.0 15 36.20 0.81
51.31 176.08 76.50 ScottsMiracleGro SMG 1.5 28 160.66 -2.77
258.40 165.23 26.41 Sea SE ... dd 144.15 -3.41
-20.99 64.17 39.02 Seagate STX 5.5 12 47.01 -0.08
-0.13 42.81 17.06 SealedAir SEE 1.6 15 39.78 ...
30.59 187.99 65.44 SeattleGenetics SGEN ... dd 149.21 -0.49
-20.19 161.87 88.00 SempraEnergy SRE 3.5 8 120.89 -1.83
-21.05 54.72 18.25 SensataTechs ST ... 76 42.53 0.43
-1.80 52.89 33.93 ServiceCorp SCI 1.7 20 45.20 -0.24
59.52 501.82 213.99 ServiceNow NOW ...123 450.35 -18.49
-8.58 20.90 12.20 ShawCommB SJR 4.9 19 18.55 -0.06
16.47 699.81 325.43 SherwinWilliams SHW 0.8 36 679.62 0.78
-34.10 39.74 17.09 ShinhanFin SHG 4.6 5 25.09 0.17
144.74 1146.91 282.08 Shopify SHOP ... dd 973.02 -42.68

s 32.83 13.38 3.50 Sibanye-Stillwater SBSW 0.7 17 13.19 0.45
-52.85 163.60 42.25 SimonProperty SPG 7.4 12 70.24 2.24
-20.00 7.40 4.11 SiriusXM SIRI 0.9 25 5.72 -0.04
15.00 154.24 67.90 Skyworks SWKS 1.4 31 139.01 -0.90
29.31 40.07 15.10 SlackTech WORK ... dd 29.07 -1.91
8.06 60.80 30.91 Smartsheet SMAR ... dd 48.54 -1.72
2.04 53.72 33.80 SmithAO AOS 2.0 27 48.61 -0.16

-16.54 52.26 26.07 Smith&Nephew SNN 1.8 45 40.12 0.10
12.90 125.62 91.88 Smucker SJM 3.1 16 117.56 -0.67
37.42 26.76 7.89 Snap SNAP ... dd 22.44 -0.76
-10.73 172.61 90.72 SnapOn SNA 2.9 15 151.22 -0.08
21.62 34.08 15.20 SOQUIMICH SQM 1.9 39 32.46 0.07
104.66 229.49 67.02 SolarEdgeTech SEDG ... 58 194.61 -0.84
6.36 22.02 11.50 SolarWinds SWI ...202 19.73 -0.65

14.21 84.14 50.94 Sony SNE 0.4 16 77.66 0.28
-17.91 71.10 41.96 Southern SO 4.9 17 52.29 -0.31
10.59 49.19 23.43 SoCopper SCCO 3.4 31 46.98 0.38

YTD 52-Week Yld Net
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-27.03 58.83 22.46 SouthwestAir LUV 0.0 98 39.39 0.65
33.63 225.89 93.92 Splunk SPLK ... dd 200.14 -6.58
65.97 299.67 109.18 Spotify SPOT ... dd 248.21 -13.45

134.00 170.61 32.33 Square SQ ...244 146.39 -6.47
-3.38 173.67 70.00 StanleyBlackDck SWK 1.7 31 160.13 -0.40
-1.88 96.34 50.02 Starbucks SBUX 1.9 78 86.27 -0.21

-13.59 85.89 42.10 StateStreet STT 3.0 11 68.35 0.95
-9.93 35.78 14.98 SteelDynamics STLD 3.3 12 30.66 0.35
3.61 168.98 105.69 Steris STE 1.0 33 157.92 -2.56
5.09 31.98 14.67 STMicroelec STM 0.7 26 28.28 -0.07

25.34 55.00 17.72 StoneCo STNE ... 82 50.00 -0.28
-5.87 226.30 124.54 Stryker SYK 1.2 47 197.62 -0.52
-19.70 7.56 4.49 SumitomoMits SMFG 4.9 8 5.95 0.14
-2.94 173.98 95.34 SunComms SUI 2.2110 145.69 -3.12
-8.62 50.13 24.37 SunLifeFinancial SLF 4.0 14 41.64 -0.03

-52.68 34.56 9.61 SuncorEnergy SU 4.0 dd 15.52 -0.28
256.44 59.00 7.83 SunRun RUN ... dd 49.23 -1.93
-9.86 10.84 4.43 Suzano SUZ 1.2 dd 8.87 -0.14
-27.33 38.18 12.15 SynchronyFin SYF 3.4 8 26.17 1.05
-0.85 74.25 30.02 SyneosHealth SYNH ... 33 58.97 -1.22
-2.82 153.07 52.06 Synnex SNX 0.0 13 125.17 -3.03
50.13 230.12 104.90 Synopsys SNPS ... 52 208.98 -5.81
-29.69 85.98 26.00 Sysco SYY 3.0153 60.14 -0.23

T U V
55.87 83.67 33.35 TALEducation TAL ... 375650 75.13 -0.70
-14.50 57.92 32.37 TCEnergy TRP 5.3 13 45.58 -0.92
-21.35 53.99 27.70 TDAmeritrade AMTD 3.2 11 39.09 0.82
3.04 101.00 48.62 TEConnectivity TEL 1.9 dd 98.75 0.92
-5.91 20.91 13.54 Telus TU 4.8 21 18.22 -0.12
-27.89 20.32 10.29 TIMPart TSU 2.7 15 13.78 -0.13
-9.63 64.95 32.72 TJX TJX 0.0 98 55.18 -0.34
45.74 119.20 63.50 T-MobileUS TMUS ... 37 114.29 -0.55
8.56 142.51 82.51 TRowePrice TROW 2.7 16 132.27 -2.81

35.82 84.00 42.70 TaiwanSemi TSM 1.7 27 78.91 -2.27
32.08 180.61 100.00 TakeTwoSoftware TTWO ... 41 161.71 -4.89
-8.51 20.93 12.43 TakedaPharm TAK 3.5 57 18.05 -0.07
79.68 116.89 43.69 TandemDiabetes TNDM ... dd 107.11 -2.29
14.84 156.10 90.17 Target TGT 1.8 21 147.23 1.20
-21.89 14.03 3.92 TataMotors TTM ... dd 10.10 0.12
-32.24 19.44 5.60 TeckRscsB TECK 1.3 dd 11.77 0.41
136.85 253.00 59.32 TeladocHealth TDOC ... dd 198.29 -4.73
-8.22 398.99 195.34 TeledyneTech TDY ... 30 318.07 -0.66
3.44 409.27 221.27 Teleflex TFX 0.3 38 389.39 -7.19

28.25 12.10 6.15 Ericsson ERIC 0.4132 11.26 0.13
-36.03 14.68 7.75 TelefonicaBras VIV 5.6 15 9.16 -0.03
-43.76 8.06 3.75 Telefonica TEF 8.2 19 3.92 0.01
-31.09 30.70 16.06 TelekmIndonesia TLK 3.0 15 19.64 0.32
39.45 115.90 45.11 10xGenomics TXG ... dd 106.33 -1.44
-49.56 23.77 9.10 Tenaris TS 0.0 dd 11.42 0.02
33.48 17.97 9.22 TencentMusic TME ... 47 15.67 -0.03
15.27 93.44 42.87 Teradyne TER 0.5 22 78.60 -3.33
399.99 502.49 43.67 Tesla TSLA ... 1089 418.32 11.32
-6.22 13.76 6.25 TevaPharm TEVA ... 3169 9.19 0.06
9.49 148.37 93.09 TexasInstruments TXN 2.6 26 140.47 -1.20

-12.69 52.87 20.26 Textron TXT 0.2 24 38.94 -0.07
26.20 441.96 250.21 ThermoFisherSci TMO 0.2 44 409.98 -9.69
6.10 82.50 52.23 ThomsonReuters TRI 2.0 24 75.97 -1.33
-6.04 182.54 114.04 3M MMM 3.5 19 165.77 -0.54
-8.87 134.42 86.39 Tiffany TIF 1.9 60 121.79 -0.38
0.80 84.26 52.07 Toro TTC 1.2 29 80.31 3.73

-13.47 58.51 33.74 TorontoDomBk TD 4.9 13 48.57 -0.30
-29.24 56.91 22.13 Total TOT ... dd 39.13 0.10
-5.24 145.41 108.01 ToyotaMotor TM 2.7 13 133.17 3.22
52.05 155.56 63.89 TractorSupply TSCO 1.1 24 142.08 -3.50
69.86 515.20 136.00 TradeDesk TTD ... 178 441.26 -23.39
14.76 69.06 33.23 Tradeweb TW 0.6 62 53.19 -0.86
14.21 122.92 70.00 TraneTech TT 1.8 30 117.77 -0.36
-10.12 673.51 200.06 TransDigm TDG 0.0 45 503.32 9.50
-1.81 101.16 52.50 TransUnion TRU 0.4 52 84.06 -2.95

-14.88 153.65 76.99 Travelers TRV 2.9 17 116.57 1.22
52.36 156.63 56.22 Trex TREX ... 48 136.94 -4.37
19.84 54.51 20.01 Trimble TRMB ... 26 49.96 -0.94
-8.59 38.95 20.10 Trip.com TCOM ... dd 30.66 0.55
-30.47 56.92 24.01 TruistFinl TFC 4.6 13 39.16 0.55
137.59 288.81 68.06 Twilio TWLO ... dd 233.50 -14.89
24.40 45.85 20.00 Twitter TWTR ... dd 39.87 -1.76
9.93 382.92 245.00 TylerTech TYL ... 72 329.81 -10.52

-31.44 94.24 42.57 TysonFoods TSN 2.7 13 62.42 0.78
-2.31 13.49 7.48 UBSGroup UBS 1.5 10 12.29 0.06
-24.39 51.25 29.20 UDR UDR 4.1 56 35.31 0.17
-24.34 51.14 21.75 UGI UGI 3.8 15 34.17 -0.23
11.77 41.86 13.71 Uber UBER ... dd 33.24 -0.17
-12.78 199.91 109.88 Ubiquiti UI 1.0 28 164.82 0.22
-4.99 304.65 124.05 UltaBeauty ULTA ... 49 240.51 2.47
0.71 62.96 42.00 Unilever UN 2.7 23 57.87 -0.62
3.48 64.09 44.06 Unilever UL 3.0 24 59.16 -0.63
5.72 197.96 105.08 UnionPacific UNP 2.0 24 191.14 0.59

-56.62 95.16 17.80 UnitedAirlines UAL ... dd 38.21 0.81
32.84 4.69 2.08 UnitedMicro UMC 2.7 29 3.56 0.08
37.35 166.20 82.00 UPSB UPS 2.5 32 160.78 2.76
5.79 186.78 58.85 UnitedRentals URI ... 12 176.43 2.04

-35.39 61.11 28.36 USBancorp USB 4.4 12 38.31 0.85
6.13 324.57 187.72 UnitedHealth UNH 1.6 18 312.00 -4.23

-16.62 230.32 105.11 UnivDisplay OLED 0.3 80 171.83 -1.48
-20.84 157.06 65.20 UniversalHealthB UHS 0.0 13 113.57 1.47
-24.78 10.18 3.56 VEREIT VER 4.4 dd 6.95 0.06
-31.55 100.25 45.07 VF VFC 2.8 85 68.22 -0.32
-10.45 28.75 9.85 VICI Prop VICI 5.2 24 22.88 -0.04
-8.39 255.37 125.00 VailResorts MTN 0.0 56 219.72 3.67
-13.79 13.67 6.49 Vale VALE ... 46 11.38 0.14
-45.31 101.99 31.00 ValeroEnergy VLO 7.7 20 51.22 -1.11
22.42 176.19 89.62 VarianMed VAR ... 56 173.85 -0.53
-20.39 9.41 3.24 Vedanta VEDL 2.8 dd 6.87 0.01
91.66 298.76 118.11 VeevaSystems VEEV ...131 269.59 -11.58
-22.83 75.29 13.35 Ventas VTR 4.0 41 44.56 0.31
5.64 221.30 148.77 VeriSign VRSN ... 30 203.54 -4.24
22.39 193.61 116.61 VeriskAnalytics VRSK 0.6 58 182.77 -4.51
-1.50 62.22 48.84 Verizon VZ 4.2 13 60.48 -0.13
21.72 306.08 165.23 VertxPharm VRTX ... 34 266.50 -0.92
-31.50 44.94 10.10 ViacomCBSB VIAC 3.3 14 28.75 0.50
-30.51 47.14 13.12 ViacomCBSA VIACA 3.1 15 31.18 0.37
19.83 24.46 8.50 Vipshop VIPS ... 18 16.98 -0.25
8.92 217.35 133.93 Visa V 0.6 40 204.66 -4.30

-20.70 27.96 11.30 Vistra VST 3.0 16 18.23 -0.52
-9.43 173.37 86.00 VMware VMW ... 32 137.47 -6.55
-26.64 21.72 11.46 Vodafone VOD 7.1 dd 14.18 -0.21
-44.69 68.67 27.64 VornadoRealty VNO 5.8 22 36.78 0.53
-16.73 63.81 29.75 VoyaFinancial VOYA 1.2 18 50.78 -0.04

... 75.49 38.46 Vroom VRM ... ... 58.04 -2.44
-13.19 152.49 65.56 VulcanMatls VMC 1.1 27 125.00 1.07

W X Y Z
4.62 109.53 68.01 WECEnergy WEC 2.6 26 96.49 0.13

-23.87 236.51 71.12 WEX WEX ... 56 159.46 -5.20
-12.48 93.62 38.62 W.P.Carey WPC 6.0 35 70.05 -0.76
-40.19 70.80 27.18 WPP WPP 1.6 dd 42.04 0.75
-11.26 81.75 35.07 Wabtec WAB 0.7 31 69.04 1.08
-37.43 64.50 36.50 WalgreensBoots WBA 5.1 45 36.89 -0.20
20.19 151.33 102.00 Walmart WMT 1.5 23 142.83 -1.71

... 34.76 26.99 WarnerMusic WMG 1.7 dd 29.09 0.49
9.29 105.49 70.87 WasteConnections WCN 0.7127 99.22 -1.55
-2.41 126.79 85.34 WasteMgt WM 2.0 29 111.21 -0.01

-11.80 245.68 154.39 Waters WAT ... 26 206.07 -2.92
32.28 249.30 132.97 Watsco WSO 3.0 39 238.31 -2.30
188.75 349.08 21.70 Wayfair W ... dd 260.94 -14.76
-22.16 55.52 28.93 Weibo WB ... 21 36.08 -0.09
-53.92 54.75 22.00 WellsFargo WFC 1.6 28 24.79 0.27
-25.26 93.17 24.27 Welltower WELL 4.0 83 61.12 0.67
75.39 288.65 124.53 WestPharmSvcs WST 0.2 70 263.66 -3.64
-39.88 72.00 27.40 WesternDigital WDC 0.0 dd 38.16 0.45
-14.00 28.45 17.39 WesternUnion WU 3.9 16 23.03 -0.20
-10.46 75.65 28.99 WestlakeChem WLK 1.7 21 62.81 1.53
-26.38 20.56 7.98 WestpacBanking WBK 9.5 14 12.50 -0.03
-24.17 44.39 21.50 WestRock WRK 2.5 11 32.54 0.64
-3.84 31.58 13.10 Weyerhaeuser WY 0.0 71 29.04 -0.74
73.58 57.89 18.66 WheatonPrecMet WPM 0.8 65 51.64 -1.01
13.88 185.96 64.00 Whirlpool WHR 2.9 13 168.00 -3.56
-12.77 25.29 8.41 Williams WMB 7.7197 20.69 -0.21
15.14 101.73 26.01 Williams-Sonoma WSM 2.3 16 84.56 -1.15
3.21 220.97 143.34 WillisTowers WLTW 1.3 27 208.43 -1.01
14.93 4.41 2.52 Wipro WIT 0.3 19 4.31 0.01
111.22 319.34 76.81 Wix.com WIX ... dd 258.49 -12.76
31.23 248.75 107.75 Workday WDAY ... dd 215.80 -7.20
-36.83 153.41 35.84 WynnResorts WYNN 0.0 dd 87.72 0.36
21.52 52.94 15.50 XP XP ... 74 46.81 -1.08
9.75 100.18 38.47 XPOLogistics XPO ...105 87.47 0.11
10.29 73.00 46.58 XcelEnergy XEL 2.5 26 70.02 -0.63
3.96 112.17 67.68 Xilinx XLNX 1.5 40 101.64 -1.46

... 22.79 10.00 XPeng XPEV ... dd 19.03 -1.00
3.91 89.34 54.62 Xylem XYL 1.3 59 81.87 0.21
52.41 7.02 2.23 YamanaGold AUY 1.2 22 6.02 -0.12
48.17 70.11 27.93 Yandex YNDX ...170 64.44 -0.81
-5.47 119.59 54.95 YumBrands YUM 2.0 29 95.22 -1.11
12.10 59.35 38.33 YumChina YUMC 0.0 41 53.82 -2.10
42.48 38.99 19.84 ZTOExpress ZTO 0.0 34 33.27 ...
87.33 89.48 29.43 ZaiLab ZLAB ... ... 77.91 -0.39
2.00 295.52 150.06 ZebraTech ZBRA ... 29 260.55 -8.70
28.20 107.79 50.23 Zendesk ZEN ... dd 98.24 -3.50
82.59 92.81 20.04 ZillowC Z ... dd 83.88 -1.56
82.42 92.66 18.65 ZillowA ZG ... dd 83.44 -1.58
-6.60 161.11 74.37 ZimmerBiomet ZBH 0.7850 139.80 -0.72
18.81 165.82 90.14 Zoetis ZTS 0.5 47 157.24 -1.56
443.64 478.00 60.97 ZoomVideo ZM ...476 369.89 -11.43

t ... 64.40 31.31 ZoomInfoTech ZI ... ... 32.61 -1.30
188.90 163.80 35.00 Zscaler ZS ... dd 134.34 -9.11
42.97 10.69 5.63 Zynga ZNGA ... dd 8.75 -0.35
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Stock tables reflect composite regular trading as of 4 p.m. and changes in the closing prices from 4 p.m. the previous day.

How to Read the Stock Tables
The following explanations apply to NYSE, NYSE Arca, NYSE American and Nasdaq Stock Market listed securities.
Prices are composite quotations that include primary market trades as well as trades reported by Nasdaq BX
(formerly Boston), Chicago Stock Exchange, Cboe, NYSE National and Nasdaq ISE.
The list comprises the 1,000 largest companies based on market capitalization. Underlined quotations are those
stocks with large changes in volume compared with the issue’s average trading volume. Boldfaced quotations
highlight those issues whose price changed by 5% or more if their previous closing price was $2 or higher.

Footnotes:
s-New 52-week high.
t-New 52-week low.
dd-Indicates loss in the most recent
four quarters.
FD-First day of trading.

h-Does not meet continued listing
standards
lf-Late filing
q-Temporary exemption from Nasdaq
requirements.
t-NYSE bankruptcy

v-Trading halted on primary market.
vj-In bankruptcy or receivership or
being reorganized under the
Bankruptcy Code, or securities
assumed by such companies.

BIGGEST 1,000 STOCKS

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

CONSOL Coal CCR 3.27 1.2
CamberEnergy CEI 0.46 0.7
Canon CAJ 16.10 0.3
CellectarBiosci CLRB 1.01 -0.9
Check-Cap CHEK 0.30 12.3
CheckmatePharm CMPI 12.04 -16.8
ChinaJoJoDrug CJJD 0.80 -5.9
ChinaSXTPharm SXTC 0.22 -10.4
ChinaXiangFood PLIN 0.75 -3.1
ConsldWater CWCO 11.47 -1.2
CyclacelPharm CYCC 3.23 -3.7
DBV Tech DBVT 1.90 -2.9
DiamondSShip DSSI 7.29 2.1
DuckCreekTech DCT 36.40 -1.6
Dun&Bradstreet DNB 23.71 0.9
EnteraBio ENTX 1.00 -5.3
Express EXPR 0.92 -4.4
EyePointPharm EYPT 0.46 -1.0
FedNat FNHC 8.07 -0.2
GTY Tech GTYH 2.61 -1.4
Genfit GNFT 4.62 -1.9
GlobalBlue GB 6.67 -4.6
GlobusMaritime GLBS 0.11 -2.0
GritstoneOncology GRTS 2.78 -5.0
HallofFameResort HOFV 3.58 -3.7
HappinessBiotech HAPP 1.90 ...
HealthStream HSTM 19.45 -1.5
Histogen HSTO 1.62 -6.1
HomologyMed FIXX 9.19 -1.6
HothTherap HOTH 2.19 -4.1
HoustonAmEner HUSA 1.02 -9.2
HuntingIngalls HII 146.82 -1.7
IBEX IBEX 11.70 -8.1
ITTechPkg ITP 0.39 -1.1
Immatics IMTX 8.78 5.6
Inogen INGN 27.03 -0.4
InspireMD NSPR 0.33 -7.6
InterpaceBio IDXG 2.57 -3.1
IterumTherap ITRM 0.51 -8.5
JaguarHealth JAGX 0.30 -8.4
JamfHolding JAMF 34.61 -5.0
JustEnergy JE 0.27 -6.1
KaixinAuto KXIN 0.40 -14.9
LegendBiotech LEGN 28.90 -2.5

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

Limbach LMB 7.97 9.9
MountainCrest MCACU 10.81 1.1
NewGold NGD 1.85 0.6
OdysseyMarine OMEX 8.35 13.4
PanaceaAcqnA PANA 10.77 -1.6
PrudentialNts2060 PFH 25.65 -0.4
RMG Acqn Wt RMG.WS 2.04 33.1
Ranpak PACK 9.78 5.4
Shyft SHYF 20.96 -2.1
Sibanye-Stillwater SBSW 13.38 3.5
SouthMtnA SMMC 10.53 1.2
SouthMtnWt SMMCW 1.56 11.9
StarPeakEner STPK.U 10.10 0.2
StockYardsBncp SYBT 44.73 0.6
Strats USC GJH GJH 10.38 1.5
SustOppsAcqnUn SOAC.U 11.00 1.9
SustOppsAcqnWt SOAC.WS 1.85 26.6
TailwindAcqn TWND.U 10.05 ...
TasekoMines TGB 1.05 8.8
Textainer TGH 12.52 5.9
TottenhamAcqnIWt TOTAW 0.49 ...
TrineAcqnUn TRNE.U 14.59 -3.0
Tupperware TUP 21.39 1.4
VirtuFinancial VIRT 27.61 3.8
VistasMediaAcqnUn VMACU 10.04 ...
VistasMediaWt VMACW 0.48 8.3
VivoPowerIntl VVPR 14.84 28.1
YucaipaAcqn YAC.U 10.20 0.8

Lows
AcastiPharma ACST 0.18 -7.4
AcordaTherap ACOR 0.45 -8.4
ADiTxTherap ADTX 2.26 -5.6
AdvEmissions ADES 3.75 -0.5
AestheticMed AIH 3.93 -5.7
AkebiaTherap AKBA 2.46 2.6
Albertsons ACI 13.12 -0.2
Alector ALEC 11.94 -2.0
AppliedUV AUVI 5.14 -10.2
Aptorum APM 1.47 -5.9
ArdmoreShipping ASC 3.45 -1.1
AyalaPharm AYLA 8.70 -12.0
BlueCity BLCT 10.60 2.8
CHF Solutions CHFS 0.28 -0.8

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

Highs
Arcosa ACA 48.64 1.5
BCTG Acqn BCTG 10.60 0.2
Bonso BNSO 4.35 8.0
BrilliantAcqnWt BRLIW 0.28 19.0
CF Finance II CFIIU 10.15 0.3
CITICCapAcqnWt CCAC.WS 1.00 12.0
CKX Lands CKX 10.29 2.3
CapstarSpacWt CPSR.WS 0.82 17.7
CastleBiosci CSTL 49.00 3.8
DarlingIngred DAR 34.34 5.6
DelphiTechs DLPH 18.48 -0.3
DiamondrockPfd DRHpA 25.48 1.6
Domo DOMO 47.25 8.0
DragoneerGrowth DGNR.U 12.96 2.0
DuluthHoldings DLTH 12.66 10.8
EbangIntl EBON 8.60 6.7
8iEntsAcqnRt JFKKR 1.15 9.6
EllomayCapital ELLO 30.02 4.0
FtacOlympus FTOCU 10.04 0.1
FiestaRestaurant FRGI 11.43 1.0
FlotekIndustries FTK 2.88 6.3
FoleyTrasimII BFT.U 10.25 0.7
FortressValueAcqn FVAC.U 17.40 3.0
FortressValueA FVAC 16.25 3.8
FortressValueII FAII.U 10.45 1.6
FusionAcqnA FUSE 9.87 0.4
GOAcquisitionUn GOAC.U 10.10 0.3
GRAVITY GRVY 98.40 20.0
Gogo GOGO 10.68 4.1
GreenVisionAcqnWt GRNVW 0.95 41.0
HighCapeCap CAPAU 10.24 1.5
HookerFurniture HOFT 28.84 2.9
HorizonAcqn HZAC.U 10.18 0.4
HutchisonChina HCM 34.90 -0.1
I-Mab IMAB 42.30 3.6
InsuAcqnII INAQU 10.95 -0.1
Infr&EnerAltern IEA 5.98 11.5
Infr&EnerAltWt IEAWW 0.45 22.8
KensingtonCap KCAC.U 28.85 20.8
KensingtonCapA KCAC 25.75 20.1
KensingtonCapWt KCAC.WS 7.89 17.6
LifetimeBrands LCUT 10.32 0.5
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Lemonade LMND 44.11 -7.0
LexinFintech LX 6.60 2.2
Lizhi LIZI 3.61 -3.9
MedalistDivREIT MDRR 1.21 ...
Merus MRUS 10.18 -2.0
MetenEdtechX METX 6.83 -2.3
Momo MOMO 15.40 -7.7
NakedBrand NAKD 0.20 -7.1
NanoVibronix NAOV 0.55 -3.2
9F JFU 1.21 -3.1
OdonateTherap ODT 13.82 -0.7
OpiantPharm OPNT 8.00 -1.1
OrbitalEnergy OEG 0.45 -1.4
OrganiGram OGI 1.05 ...
PacificDrilling PACD 0.21 -4.8
Pixelworks PXLW 2.02 -1.4
PolyPid PYPD 10.76 -5.2
PrecisionBio DTIL 4.46 -5.9
PredictiveOncology POAI 0.81 -1.9
PrudentialBncp PBIP 9.59 -1.7
PrudentialNts2060 PFH 25.30 -0.4
Quhuo QH 6.52 -3.3
RaMedicalSys RMED 0.26 0.9
ReconTech RCON 0.75 -12.2
RecroPharma REPH 2.04 -10.8
RiverNorthRt OPPrw 0.02 -60.9
RockwellMedical RMTI 1.10 -4.1
RoyaltyPharma RPRX 38.91 -2.4
SCYNEXIS SCYX 4.54 -5.0
SINOPEC SHI 19.77 -0.2
ScorpioBulkers SALT 12.32 3.3
ScorpioTankers STNG 10.82 6.4
SeanergyMaritime SHIP 0.41 -4.1
Shineco TYHT 2.10 -7.8
SkillfulCrafts EDTK 3.55 -4.9
Soliton SOLY 5.69 -1.1
SonnetBio SONN 2.32 ...
StrategicEd STRA 92.45 -1.3
SummitWireless WISA 1.72 -7.2
SunBiopharma SNBP 2.37 3.1
SunesisPharm SNSS 1.32 -6.3
Synalloy SYNL 5.95 -5.2
36Kr KRKR 3.01 -4.2
TimberPharm TMBR 0.99 -1.9
TorchlightEner TRCH 0.25 -4.8
Torm TRMD 6.50 2.0
TreanInsurance TIG 12.89 -0.8
TsakosEnergy TNP 8.18 -1.6
VOC Energy VOC 1.44 ...
YatraOnline YTRA 0.59 -3.1
YirenDigital YRD 2.70 -2.5
Yunji YJ 2.21 -6.6
Zhongchao ZCMD 1.59 -5.5
ZoomInfoTech ZI 31.31 -3.8

52-Wk %
Stock Sym Hi/Lo Chg

The following explanations apply to the New York Stock Exchange, NYSE Arca, NYSE
American and Nasdaq Stock Market stocks that hit a new 52-week intraday high or low
in the latest session. % CHG-Daily percentage change from the previous trading session.

.
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pany’s steps to get consumers
buying beauty products again.
The interview has been con-
densed and edited.

WSJ: How did you rethink
your marketing approach
when you started closing
stores and people were stuck
at home due to Covid-19?

Ms. Haus: We became a
100% e-commerce business,
and so we needed to think
about it differently and lean
more heavily into digital and
social and we needed to think
about cost containment. At
the beginning of the pan-
demic, we launched a content
series on email and social me-
dia called “Ulta Beauty at
Home.” We were giving tips
and tricks on how to touch up
your hair color at home, do
your own nails at home. Now
we have a lot of content going

out on the idea of wearing
masks and what that looks
like.

WSJ: Did you pull your TV
ads during the early days of
the pandemic? How did you
work with the networks?

Ms. Haus: We aired a TV
campaign for a week in March
and then we pulled it right
away the week of the 16th. So
we had basically a week of TV
running since the last holiday
season. We moved some of
our commitments from that

half of the year, knowing we’d
get to a point where we’d re-
open stores and welcome peo-
ple back. We spent the next
couple weeks rethinking our
marketing mix and shifting it
very quickly.

We needed to have flexibil-
ity in both the channels we
were in but also the flexibility
to have messaging change. We
are negotiating for much more
flexibility closer to program-
ming air date.

WSJ: You’re about to
launch a new TV ad. How are
you using the ad and me-
dium to sell products?

Ms. Haus: It’s not an ad
that’s a showcase of product.
To us, this particular medium
and messaging is about our
point of view and that these
are human connections. We
also have variations that are

BUSINESS & FINANCE

15 seconds that lean more
heavily into “nourish your
skin and spirit,” and 15 sec-
onds that lean more heavily
into makeup and self-expres-
sion.

Our intention here was to
continue to expand our
“beauty for all” story. You’ll
see not just females, but
males, transgender people and
differences in age, race, body
type.

WSJ: Consumer habits
were already trending more
toward skin care than
makeup. Covid presents new
challenges for the makeup
category. How do these
trends affect your marketing
approach?

Ms. Haus: People aren’t out
and about having parties.
However, in makeup there’s
still the need for many people
to be camera ready. People are
putting on makeup, they are
doing their hair, and it feels
like self-expression and a little
bit of normalcy and fun and
joy. And we’re leaning more
heavily into skin care, con-
necting with self-care more
than ever before and we’re
still leaning into things like
do-it-yourself topics like man-
icures and hair and skin
masks.

WSJ: Why launch a new
campaign now and why rely
on TV, versus your existing
digital channels?

Ms. Haus: It’s a time of im-
portance for two reasons. It’s
the changing of the season—
it’s normally a time when peo-
ple think about clothing and
beauty—in addition to where
we are as a country now, and
feeling like this is the right
message at the right time.

We’re using a broader mar-
keting mix now that we have
stores back open and that def-
initely includes TV. We know
from marketing mix over past
years that TV is a very effec-
tive medium and delivers
emotion.

The beauty category is fa-
mously resilient during a re-
cession, as consumers splurge
on little luxuries. In the reces-
sion of 2009, global sales of
lipstick grew 1% despite a
broader pullback in consumer
spending.

But the new recession
sparked by the pandemic is
different, not least because
countermeasures against the
coronavirus encourage con-
sumers to stay home and to
cover their faces when they do
go out.

Cosmetics chain Ulta
Beauty Inc. has shifted tactics
in response, but it hasn’t been
easygoing so far. It temporar-
ily closed its 1,264 stores
March 19. And though more
than 90% of its stores had re-
opened their doors to in-store
shopping by late July, 19 will
permanently shutter this year,
the company said. It plans to
open 30 new stores this year,
about half as many as previ-
ously planned.

During the three months
ended Aug. 1, Ulta’s net sales,
which strip out coupons and
expected product returns, de-
creased 26% compared with
the equivalent period a year
earlier, to $1.2 billion from
$1.67 billion.

Ulta is hoping its first new
TV ad campaign since March
will get consumers thinking
about beauty and back into its
stores that are open. The ad,
dubbed “Where Dreams Be-
gin” and set to uplifting mu-
sic, features people dancing in
their homes and in nature.

Ulta Chief Marketing Offi-
cer Shelley Haus talked to The
Wall Street Journal about the
rough months at the onset of
the pandemic and the com-

BY ALEXANDRA BRUELL

Ulta Beauty Returns to TV Advertising
Company aims to lure

customers back to

stores after closures

because of pandemic

During the three months ended Aug. 1, net sales, which strip out coupons and expected product returns, decreased 26% from a year earlier.
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AMAZON.COM

Tech Giant Expands

Staff in Washington

Amazon.com Inc. said it

plans to add 10,000 workers in

Bellevue, Wash., as the e-com-

merce giant expands its foot-

print in various cities and shop-

pers inundate the company’s

site with orders amid the

Covid-19 pandemic.

The Seattle company’s move

on Friday followed its plan to

add 10,000 permanent new jobs

in the U.K. this year, hiring engi-

neers, human-resources, health

and safety, finance and other

professionals. Amazon didn’t

specify the roles it is hiring for

in Bellevue.

The tech giant in February

said it was planning to hire

15,000 people in Bellevue, and

Friday’s plan would add to that

head count. Amazon, whose

profit for the June quarter dou-

bled to a record $5.2 billion, em-

ployed nearly 800,000 full and

part-time employees as of the

end of last year, according to its

annual securities filing.

With the hiring, Amazon is

also expanding its office pres-

ence, while other companies

embrace lasting remote unem-

ployment. Amazon said it has

secured an additional 2 million

square feet of office space in

downtown Bellevue, and it will

start the second phase of the

building of its 27-story office

tower in coming weeks.

The company last month

said it was expanding its physi-

cal offices in six U.S. cities and

adding thousands of corporate

jobs in those areas.

—Dave Sebastian

SEAWORLD

Some Furloughed

Workers Laid Off

SeaWorld Entertainment Inc.

said it has laid off some of the

park and corporate employees it

furloughed earlier this year, joining

companies that are making their

job reductions permanent as they

reassess staffing plans and settle

in for a long period of uncertainty

during the Covid-19 pandemic.

The theme-park company

had furloughed about 95% of its

employees. SeaWorld employed

about 4,300 full-time employees

and about 11,000 part-time em-

ployees as of the end of last

year, according to its annual se-

curities filing.

A spokeswoman for SeaWorld

declined to specify how many

people were still furloughed and

how many were laid off. Sea-

World has reopened eight out of

12 parks, while another two are

open for special events only.

“While we were able to bring

thousands of furloughed ambas-

sadors back to work and hoped

to bring back everyone, the cur-

rent environment requires us to

set up the company for long-

term success,” SeaWorld said.

SeaWorld, which posted a

$131 million loss for the second

quarter as attendance fell 96%,

on Friday said it needed to cut

costs and adjust cash flows, and

that temporary furloughs didn’t

have a definite end in sight. It

expects to record about $2.5 mil-

lion to $3 million in restructuring

and charges related to severance

costs for the third quarter.

Amusement parks have re-

opened with much lower capac-

ity compared with pre-pandemic

levels, and their reopening plans

have been subject to decisions

by lawmakers, employees and

consumers.

—Dave Sebastian

JUST EAT TAKEAWAY

Deadline Extended on

Deal With Grubhub

Just Eat Takeaway.com NV

and Grubhub Inc. extended the

deadline for the conditions of

their combination transaction to

Dec. 31, 2021, from June 10,

2021.

The companies said the ex-

tended deadline would provide

more time for steps such as the

registration of Just Eat Take-

away.com ordinary and Ameri-

can depositary shares in the

U.S. The companies continue to

expect the transaction will close

in the first half of 2021.

Just Eat Takeaway, a Dutch

food-delivery giant, in June

agreed to buy Grubhub in a deal

valued at $7.3 billion, after

Grubhub and Uber Technologies

Inc. had been in talks for a com-

bination for weeks.

Both companies’ sharehold-

ers still need to approve the

combination.

The companies said the

Committee on Foreign Invest-

ment in the U.S. has cleared

their combination, and they

have obtained all regulatory ap-

provals required for the transac-

tion.

—Dave Sebastian

UNDER ARMOUR

U.S. Stores to Close

For Thanksgiving

Under Armour Inc. will close

its U.S. stores on Thanksgiving,

joining other retailers that have

scheduled a holiday closure dur-

ing the coronavirus pandemic,

the company said Friday.

Chief Executive Patrik Frisk

said the decision would allow

the company’s 6,000 retail

workers to enjoy the holiday.

Under Armour, which focuses

on athletic apparel, has 179 U.S.

stores.

Since the pandemic hit the

U.S. in March, many large retail-

ers have canceled sales events

to ease crowding in stores.

Ulta Beauty Inc., Bed Bath &

Beyond Inc. and Walmart Inc.

are among the other retailers

that have announced plans to

close on Thanksgiving.

—Matt Grossman

Under Armour said it plans to keep its stores closed on

Thanksgiving, allowing its 6,000 retail workers to enjoy the holiday.
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MARKETS

Both S&P and Fitch Ratings have lowered Northwestern University’s bond rating to AA+ as a result of pandemic-related pressures. The Evanston, Ill., campus.
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BY SEBASTIAN PELLEJERO

Treasury
Yields
Rise on
Jobs Data

lysts say that move has turbo-
charged the tech sector, whose
sheer size drives broader mar-
ket swings. Their dramatic rally
in recent weeks has pushed the
stock market to new highs, but
raised concerns of a dangerous
unwind that could drag the
market down with them.

For some on Wall Street, the
tech selloff appeared to come
out of nowhere.

“The drivers are a little bit
unclear,” added Mr. Waring.

The latest monthly jobs re-
port seemed to factor little into
Friday’s trading session. The re-
port, which showed U.S. em-
ployers added 1.4 million jobs in
August, wasn’t far off from
economists’ expectations.

“We are still moving in the
right direction and the pace of
the jobs recovery seems to have
picked up, but it still looks like
it will take a while,” said Tony
Bedikian, head of global mar-
kets at Citizens Bank.

Nine of the 11 sectors of the
S&P 500 traded lower Friday,
with industrial and financial
stocks notching gains.

The Cboe Volatility Index, a
gauge of expected turbulence in
the S&P 500, declined 10% after
Thursday’s spike but remained
near its highest level since July.

Among individual stocks,
shares of Apple rose 8 cents, or
less than 0.1%, to $120.96, re-
couping an earlier loss. Tech
stocks that pared losses in-
cludedMicrosoft, which closed
down $3.05, or 1.4%, to $214.25;
Amazon.com, which slid
$73.38, or 2.2%, to $3294.62;
and Facebook, which fell $8.39,
or 2.9%, to $282.73. All four
stocks remain up sharply for
the year, holding on to gains
north of 35% since December.

Stocks also fell overseas. The
Stoxx Europe 600 slid 1.1%. In
Asia, Japan’s Nikkei 225 closed
down 1.1%, and China’s Shang-
hai Composite fell 0.9%.

the toilet,” Mr. Morales said.
Tourism-linked borrowers,

however, face more uncer-
tainty and sometimes wary in-
vestors. At the Greater Colum-
bus Convention Center in
Ohio, hotel tax revenues are
falling from about $26 million
a year to a roughly projected
$10 million, said Executive Di-
rector Don Brown.

“Hotel occupancy has plum-
meted,” Mr. Brown said.

Over the past five months,
the Franklin County Conven-
tion Facilities Authority has
withdrawn about $4.9 million
from a reserve fund to cover
debt payments on bonds issued
to renovate the center. The au-
thority plans to restructure
about $200 million to bring an-
nual debt payments below $10

million until 2025 to avoid
drawing on a revenue pledge
by Columbus and Franklin
County, Mr. Brown said.

Convention center bonds
due in 2025 are trading at
highs of 118 cents on the dol-
lar versus 119 cents before the
pandemic.

Bonds for communal-living
developments such as senior
housing and student dormito-
ries are defaulting at greater
rates than during the last
downturn, according to Munic-
ipal Market Analytics data.

The pandemic has drained
revenue from universities as
Covid-19 outbreaks prompted
schools to cancel sports and
forgo housing fees. Public uni-
versities get a median 13% of
their revenue from those types

U.S. government bond
yields rose after data showed
the economy added more jobs
than expected last month,
driving down the unemploy-
ment rate.

The yield on the 10-year
Treasury note finished Friday
trading at 0.720%, according to

Tradeweb, ending a
five-session streak
of declines. That
compares with

0.645% before the report’s re-
lease and 0.621% at Thursday’s
close.

Yields on longer-dated
Treasurys also climbed, with
the 30-year yield closing at
1.468%, its largest one-day
gain since mid-May and up
from 1.341% Thursday.

Yields, which rise when
bond prices fall, climbed after
the Labor Department said the
U.S. added 1.4 million jobs in
August.

That was above the forecast
of economists surveyed by The
Wall Street Journal, who had
expected about a 1.3 million
increase in jobs.

The unemployment rate de-
clined to 8.4%, dropping below
double digits for the first time
since March as more employ-
ees headed back to work.

Friday’s data was the latest
sign that the U.S. economic re-
covery is grinding on, despite
challenges including the expi-
ration of an extra $600 a week
in federal jobless benefits and
gridlocked efforts to pass a
new stimulus bill, said Michael
Pearce, senior U.S. economist
at Capital Economics.

“Even though employment
is still rebounding, there’s still
a long way to go,” he said.

Yields had declined for five
straight sessions, with inves-
tors betting on years of loose
monetary policy aimed at sup-
porting businesses and house-
holds recovering from the pan-
demic’s fallout.

They have traded within a
relatively narrow range re-
cently, though some investors
expect greater volatility in the
gaps between yields on
shorter- and longer-term debt
in the weeks ahead.

Among the key events that
could push yields higher: this
month’s meeting of the Federal
Open Market Committee and a
new round of fiscal stimulus
coming out of Congress.

Investors will also be look-
ing for more guidance around
the Fed’s recent move to drop
its longstanding practice of
pre-emptively lifting rates to
head off higher inflation.

Apple

NYSE FANG+ Index

Tesla

Share-price and index performance this pastweek

Source: FactSet
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The benchmarks finished the

week in the red, halting a multi-
week advance for the S&P 500
and the Nasdaq. The broad in-
dex fell 2.3% over the past five

trading days, its
biggest weekly de-
cline since June.
The Nasdaq fell

3.3% for the week, its worst
performance since March.

The Dow, meanwhile,
dropped 1.8% for the week.

“The areas that have been
punished the most in this selloff
are the ones that benefited the
most,” said Justin Waring, an
investment strategist in UBS
Group’s global wealth-manage-
ment arm, of tech’s retreat.
“The market is still settling into
what’s a fair valuation of these
companies.”

Despite the recent declines,
all three indexes remain up
more than 50% from the lows of
March, with the S&P 500 trad-
ing at the same level it was at
just two weeks ago. Some trad-
ers said dynamics in the op-
tions market may be partly to
blame for the volatility, point-
ing to a recent jump in trading
volumes of options linked to the
shares of the top tech stocks.

Japan’s SoftBank Group
bought options tied to billions
of dollars worth of individual
tech stocks, The Wall Street
Journal reported Friday. Ana-

ContinuedfrompageB1

Stocks Fall
After Wild
Session

the fixed-income market have
left risk-averse investors with
few other appealing options.
Municipal bonds default far
less often than corporate debt.
Moves by the Federal Reserve
to backstop the municipal
market have stoked investor
confidence.

Some fund managers see
big-name borrowers who have
good relationships with credi-
tors as a good long-term buy
even if their bonds are at risk
of a short-term downgrade.

“We’re modestly more com-
fortable with those guys be-
cause there is a possibility
that we’re entering a terrain
where sophistication and ac-
cess to markets is a big credit
differentiator,” said Adam
Stern, co-head of research at
Breckinridge Capital Advisors.

Such buyers have helped
bolster prices in the thinly
traded $4 trillion market.
Many high-net-worth house-
holds buy municipal securities
for retirement income and
hesitate to erode the value of
their portfolios by trading.

Prices are rising on bonds
backed by essential services.
Water-system improvement
bonds issued by the San Fran-
cisco Public Utilities Commis-
sion that mature in 2029 are
trading at 108 cents on the
dollar compared with 104
cents in January.

Debt manager Richard Mo-
rales is expecting strong inves-
tor demand for a September
water-system-improvement
bond issue and planning a
money-saving refinancing in
October.

“Everybody needs to flush

of sources and private univer-
sities get a median 16%, ac-
cording to an analysis by Mer-
ritt Research Services.

Moody’s downgraded 10
health-care borrowers and 17
higher-education and non-
profit borrowers in the second
quarter of this year. Both S&P
and Fitch Ratings have low-
ered Northwestern University
to AA+ as a result of pan-
demic-related pressures.

A stress test by Merritt
found that if universities lost a
quarter of their revenues, 44%
of public schools and 39% of
private schools would exhaust
any available financial cushion
unless they made cuts.

“I would expect that some
are vulnerable to that kind of
loss,” said Richard Ciccarone,
Merritt’s president and CEO.

In the same scenario, about
a fifth of hospitals would run
out of cash, the firm found.

Some health-care facilities
are already running into trou-
ble. Petaluma Health Center, a
nonprofit network of clinics in
Sonoma County, Calif., that
serves students and the home-
less, last month disclosed to
bondholders it had recorded a
$3.7 million deficit for the sec-
ond quarter. The group said it
expects forgiveness on a fed-
eral loan to plug the shortfall.

In many cases, investors are
continuing to pay pre-pan-
demic prices despite added
risk. Ten-year tax-exempt
bonds New York City issued
last month paid out yields of
1.45%—nearly the same as
bonds priced Feb. 13, about a
month before the city shut
down in response to Covid-19.

Add the municipal-bond
market to the long list of
American institutions reshaped
by Covid-19.

Prices across much of the
market remain at or near pre-
pandemic highs even as bor-
rowers’ finances have become
more precarious.

Moody’s Investors Service
has lowered its outlook to
negative on all municipal bond
sectors except for housing-fi-
nance agencies and water,
sewer and public power.

Analysts predict down-
grades.

“It’s amazing that we’ve
sustained six months of being
shut down to some degree
with very minimal rating ac-
tions,” said Lisa Washburn, a
managing director at Munici-
pal Market Analytics.

Municipal bond defaults
have reached their highest
rate since 2011, the aftermath
of the last recession, accord-
ing to Municipal Market Ana-
lytics data.

Still, Americans continue to
pour money into municipal
bond mutual funds, which are
clocking 17 straight weeks of
inflows since mid-May. After
prices cratered in March, they
rebounded to pre-pandemic
highs as investors flocked to
the tax-exempt investments.

Rock-bottom yields across

BY HEATHER GILLERS

Muni-Bond Buyers Shrug Off Risk
Prices remain around
pre-pandemic levels
even as defaults reach
highest rate since ‘11
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stance on tie-ups, telling
banks privately that it wanted
to be helpful in discussions.

A Spanish tie-up would fol-
low another big deal this year.
In late July, Italian bank In-
tesa Sanpaolo SpA secured in-
vestor support to buy smaller
rival UBI Banca SpA, a merger
that will create Italy’s largest
lender by assets. Their com-
bined market value would
make it the eurozone’s second-
most-valuable bank, after
France’s BNP Paribas SA.
While that deal was launched
pre-coronavirus, it gathered
momentum in recent months.

Chief executives agree Eu-
rope has too many banks, and

consolidation may be inevita-
ble, at least domestically,
where transfers of liquidity
and capital are easier than
across borders. Privately,
many are looking into how
they can be buyers, rather
than targets. Deutsche Bank
CEO Christian Sewing recently
said his lender, which is in the
midst of cost cuts and an
overhaul of its investment
bank, is preparing for consoli-

dation by becoming profitable.
“Corona will be a speedup

factor of consolidation,” Mr.
Sewing said in a conference in
Frankfurt earlier this week.

A tie-up between Caixabank
and Bankia would create a
bank with €660 billion ($780
billion) in assets, making it the
largest domestically focused
lender. Banco Santander SA
and Banco Bilbao Vizcaya Ar-
gentaria SA are bigger, but
the bulk of their business is
outside Spain.

Caixabank and Bankia said
the talks are in an exploratory
phase and provided no further
detail. Shares of Caixabank, the
larger lender, rose 12.4% Friday
to €2.04. Shares in Bankia,
61%-owned by the Spanish gov-
ernment, jumped 33% to €1.38.
Both are still down more than
25% for the year.

Spain has 200 banks,
France has more than 400, It-
aly more than 500 and Ger-
many over 1,500, according to
2019 figures from the Euro-
pean Banking Federation.

In July, the ECB’s banking
supervision arm published a
draft guide on how it plans to
treat some common issues in
mergers, perhaps boosting
banks’ appetite for mergers.
For instance, it said it would
recognize “badwill,” which lets
buyers book a profit if they buy
a target for less than net-asset
value, or book value, which is
the difference between a firm’s
assets and liabilities.

European banking consoli-
dation is back on the agenda.

Spanish banks Caixabank
SA and Bankia SA said they
are exploring a merger to cre-
ate the country’s largest do-
mestic lender, raising the of-
ten-debated prospect of
consolidation in Europe’s
banking system as countries
brace for further fallout from
the coronavirus pandemic.

A sale of Bankia has been
on the table since the Spanish
government took a majority
stake in it as part of a 2012
rescue plan, but plans to pri-
vatize it have been delayed re-
peatedly. The discussions sug-
gest the government is keen
for consolidation now.

Across Europe, banks are
bracing for a wave of soured
loans as companies struggle to
revive businesses that froze
because of the pandemic. Un-
employment, which had
started coming down following
the continent’s sovereign-debt
crisis in the last decade, is ex-
pected to rise again. Spain’s
economy is one of the hardest
hit. It shrank 18.5% in the sec-
ond quarter.

The sector is already strug-
gling to make money amid low
interest rates and intense
competition. Regulators have
pointed to consolidation as
part of a possible solution.
Earlier this year, the European
Central Bank relaxed its tough

BY PATRICIA KOWSMANN

Spanish Banks’ Merger Talks
Hint at More Consolidation

Spain has 200 banks,
France has over 400,
Italy over 500, and
Germany over 1,500.
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No Denying It: America
Is Getting Back toWork
You can come up with caveats

for why the August jobs report
wasn’t quite so good as it seemed
on first blush. What you can’t do
is deny that it was a good report.

The Labor Department on Fri-
day reported that the U.S. econ-
omy added about 1.4 million jobs
in August—less than July’s gain of
1.7 million but better than the gain
of about 1.3 million economists ex-
pected. And the unemployment
rate slipped to 8.4% from 10.2% a
month earlier. Economists were
looking for 9.8%.

Some of the job report’s
strength was due to the hiring
of 238,000 temporary workers for
the 2020 census, which will be un-
wound later. Private payrolls,
which exclude government work-
ers, rose by one million after add-
ing 1.4 million in July. But it isn’t
as if economists were unaware of
the decennial census when they
came up with their estimates.

Growth was particularly strong
in retail and restaurant jobs, two
of the industries hit hardest by the
Covid crisis. The continued gains
in those sectors are encouraging
given that they came about even
as many state and local authorities
grew more reticent about rolling
back restrictions.

The drop in the unemployment
rate, which is based on a separate
survey from the one used for the

payroll figures, was especially
heartening. Jefferies economists
note that this might in part be a re-
flection of self-employed or gig
workers returning to work after en-
hanced unemployment benefits
from the federal government ex-
pired at the end of July. But the de-
cline came even as more people re-
entered the labor force—a dynamic
that, all else equal, would push the
unemployment rate higher.

Perhaps the biggest danger
lurking in the good jobs report is
that it could fuel mission-accom-
plished sentiments in Washington,
diminishing the prospects for an-
other round of fiscal relief that
many Americans might still need.
There were 11.5 million fewer jobs
in August than there were in Feb-
ruary, before the crisis took hold,
and it seems unlikely that the job
market will fully recover until a
vaccine is widely available.

There are more unemployed
people classified as permanently
losing their old jobs—3.4 million in
August versus 2.9 million in July—
who won’t be called back to work.
Meanwhile, school has started,
with remote and hybrid instruc-
tion plans putting constraints on
many parents’ ability to work.

It will take a lot more good em-
ployment reports for the job mar-
ket to really be healthy again.

—Justin Lahart
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ers are a key demographic for the
dating app.

Bumble says it saw a 20% in-
crease in messages sent in the
U.S. the week ended May 1 versus
the week ended March 13, while
Match said the average number of
daily messages sent across its
platforms was 27% higher during
the month of April versus the last
week of February.

A near-term Bumble IPO could
very well be hot. Match’s recent
outperformance is proof that in-
vestors see dating apps as a defen-
sive play, despite rapidly shifting
economic conditions.

Over time, continued growth
from Bumble will challenge Match
to better monetize Hinge and its
newer suite of global apps, espe-
cially if Tinder continues to slow.
Like suitors, there will always be a
subset of investors looking to
trade up to the next best thing.

But the dating app market isn’t
“winner take all,” according to
Bumble investor Brian Feinstein, a
partner at Bessemer Venture Part-
ners. Match, for example, has said
active daters are on roughly four
apps at a time. Solid numbers
from Bumble, therefore, shouldn’t
immediately diminish investors’
love for Match.

—Laura Forman

Honeymoon Period
Tinder’s quarterly average
subscribers

Source: the company
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The Pandemic Faces a Big Test
Fast, easy, accurate Covid testing will be the key to getting America rolling again
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A worker sanitizes a table at a New York restaurant with outdoor dining.

At long last, another dating
app looks to be coming on the
market. Its buzz shouldn’t end in-
vestors’ love affair with dating
king Match Group.

Bumble is reportedly preparing
for a public offering that would
present another public alternative
to Match, which owns dating apps
Tinder, Match.com and OkCupid.
Investors’ love for Match has
been requited in recent years,
with shares rising nearly fourfold
over the last three years, with im-
pressive gains since lockdowns
have made online dating all the
more relevant.

But Bumble will need impres-
sive growth prospects to turn in-
vestors’ heads. The company has
held its metrics close to the vest,
but is widely seen as a solid com-
petitor to both Tinder and Match’s
relationship app Hinge, with sub-
scriber numbers likely falling
somewhere between the two.

The Match growth story histori-
cally has been driven by Tinder’s
viral traction with average sub-
scribers growing a whopping 90%
year over year in 2017. That pace
was decelerating even before the
pandemic began, though, with sub-
scribers growing just over 18% in
the second quarter, down from
nearly 39% in the same quarter of
last year.

That could spell opportunity for
Bumble which, like Tinder, is used
by younger people, albeit those
more focused on relationships
than hookups. Bumble’s key differ-
entiator lies in the fact that fe-
males must initiate contact first. It
also plays matchmaker in other
ways, with other verticals Bumble
BFF and Bumble Bizz intended for
friendships and business network-
ing, respectively—particularly at-
tractive given current leisure and
business closures.

Commentary from Match last
month suggests Bumble’s user
trends are holding up. Match said
that, as the pandemic took hold,
it saw an increase in usage
among younger users and fe-
males. That would bode well for
Bumble since younger female us-

Bumble’s Buzzy IPO
Won’t Sting Match

Investors don’t have to go steady with just one

OVERHEARD
Stock-market listings might

look like alphabet soup, but
companies, and especially ex-
change-traded funds, put a
good deal of thought into what
letters a buyer types into their
brokerage’s screen when pur-
chasing it. Ideally, it should be
memorable and descriptive.

If tickers were assigned ran-
domly then various one, two,
three or four-letter combina-
tions would give you more
than 475,000 possibilities. Now
that some clever tickers are
being recycled, though, one
fund might draw precisely the
wrong clientele.

Thursday saw the launch of
the MSCI Kuwait ETF, which
tracks equities in the pet-
rostate. The ticker is the easy-
to-remember KWT. But, until a
few years ago, that was the
ticker of the VanEck Vector So-
lar Energy ETF. Green energy
did poorly, and the fund did
even worse, competing against
more cleverly-named FAN, TAN,
GRID and ICLN.

While the new KWT doesn’t
invest in oil directly—most of
the country’s energy sector is
state-owned—local business
fortunes certainly hinge on the
continued use of it. Oil is re-
sponsible for over 90% of Ku-
wait’s export revenue according
to the Organization of the Pe-
troleum Exporting Countries.

An investor trying to do well
while saving the planet might
inadvertently invest in a fund
that practically depends on
greenhouse gases gushing.

As fall arrives, American inves-
tors are fixated on two things: the
eventual end of the Covid-19 emer-
gency and how much stimulus the
economy will receive until that hap-
pens. But science and common
sense tell us that the pandemic
won’t simply be conquered from
one day to the next. How long that
interlude will last hinges largely on
advances in diagnostic technologies.

After months of disruptions to
daily life, there are signs of prog-
ress in returning to normal.
Schools and universities are re-
suming in-person instruction in
some areas. Even New York City
announced this week that in-per-
son schooling will resume this
month, albeit after a delay, and

New Jersey just allowed indoor
dining. The stakes are high: fallout
from the virus and lockdown poli-
cies cost trillions of dollars and
millions of jobs.

But that reopening and the ar-
rival of fall mean the U.S. will face
new pressure points. The onset of
flu season means that patients will
show possible Covid-19 symptoms
and need to be tested for it,
whether or not another large wave
of Covid-19 actually is circulating.
That places even higher demand
on an already strained lab network
across the country.

It isn’t just a matter of testing
supplies, either: An invasive na-
sopharyngeal swab, which is the
current standard for patients who

feel sick or have been in close con-
tact with a person who tested posi-
tive, is an effective way to test spe-
cific individuals, but its limitations
make regular testing of large
groups impractical. It must be ad-
ministered by a health worker and
sent off-site to a lab, a process
which takes days to complete.
Quicker, more convenient options
are needed for applications like reg-
ular testing of students at an ele-
mentary school or screening cruise
ship customers before embarking.

Two hot investment themes,
pharmaceuticals and leisure, have
rallied in tandem as optimism has
risen about a solution. A basket of
biotechnology companies involved
in vaccines or therapies has added

more than $100 billion in market
value since March. Meanwhile, the
S&P 500 Hotels, Restaurants & Lei-
sure Index has rallied by more than
50% in five months. Just for good
measure, a parallel basket of stay-
at-home stocks such as Zoom Video
Communications, Netflix and Pelo-
ton have lost little of their edge.

But if the reality is somewhere
in between a resurgence of the vi-
rus or victory over it, then testing
is the industry to watch. There are
clear reasons for optimism: At the
height of the pandemic, health
workers were forced to deny many
requests for tests. That situation
is improving: Quest Diagnostics
has reported 13.2 million cumula-
tive Covid-19 tests performed
since the start of the pandemic
through the end of August; more
than 10 million of those came af-
ter May. Those tests are also turn-
ing around more quickly: Quest
said this week the average turn-
around time is one to two days for
high-priority patients and two
days for all others. Back in July,
the average turnaround time for
reporting test results was more
than two days for high priority
patients and seven for the general
public. What is more, doctors and
nurses on the front lines now have
months of experience in caring for
Covid-19 patients.

True, therapies and vaccines are
being developed at a breakneck
pace. It is conceivable that a vac-
cine, or an effective therapeutic
that can be administered outside
of a hospital setting, will be on the
market by year-end. Still, the need
for testing won’t go away even if a
vaccine proves effective, safe and
abundant.

“As vaccines become available,
we would anticipate continued
surveillance testing to monitor and
assess for both natural and vac-
cine-related immune response,”
Abbott Laboratories Chief Execu-
tive Robert Ford told Wall Street
analysts in July. “The U.S. requires
testing of six to 10 million people
per day to contain and monitor the
infection,” Fluidigm CEO Chris
Linthwaite says.

Fresh options can help. Food and
Drug Administration regulators last
week authorized a new test by Ab-
bott for emergency use that can
yield results in as little as 15 min-

utes. Regulators also authorized a
new test developed by Fluidigm
that uses saliva rather than a nasal
swab. The clinical study associated
with Fluidigm’s submission to the
FDA demonstrated 100% agreement
between the saliva results and
paired nasopharyngeal samples.
Fluidigm’s test returns results in
several hours. Meanwhile, OraSure
Technologies is developing a nasal-
swab test that is potentially suit-
able for at-home use and could be
ready this fall.

“The saliva tests in general are
really going to fill a lot of gaps,”
says Rich Head, professor of genet-
ics at Washington University Medi-
cal School in St. Louis. Those tests
are useful due to relative ease of
sample collection, a reduced bur-

den on health care workers, and
offer relief for a testing supply
chain under stress due to the exist-
ing testing methods, he added.

With stocks at all time highs
and pricing in a rapid economic
recovery, the benefits of a safe re-
turn to school and work are likely
skewed toward Main Street in-
stead of Wall Street. Vaccine de-
velopers with ebullient share
prices could fall back to earth as
the addressable market becomes
more clear. “Stay-at-home” stocks
could too.

Thanks to health care innova-
tion, a return to normalcy for the
United States might just be in the
cards in the months ahead.

—Charley Grant

Nosed Up
Cumulative Covid-19 diagnostic
tests performed and reported by
Quest Diagnostics

Source: the company
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A patient gets a nasal swab at a pop-up testing site in Pembroke Park, Fla.
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LandofFree
(AndFettered)

Speech
In a time of rapid social and technological change,

Americans are struggling to figure out the new rules of
political discussion, online and in person.

By Adam Kirsch
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The college football
season may be up in the
air, but fans can still find
inspiration in ‘Rudy,’ a
1993 movie that has built
a cult following. C5
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Tony Hawk
wants more
parks for
skateboarding
near you. C6

GREECE

On the 2,500th
anniversary of a
famous naval
victory, the
Greeks face a new
rival at sea. C4

‘Dude’
Abides
The most excellent
salutation in the new
‘Bill & Ted’ movie has
foppish origins in the
19th century. C2

I
sthere a free speech crisis in America?
If you look at the forms of expression guaranteed in the First
Amendment, the answer would have to be no. Freedom of assem-
bly? In the weeks after George Floyd was killed by Minneapolis
police on May 25, hundreds of public protests took place across
the country. Polls suggest that more than 15 million people par-
ticipated—perhaps the largest assembly to “petition for redress

of grievances” in U.S. history. Freedom of the press? While President
Trump has attacked the press as “fake news” and the “enemy of the
people,” seeking to undermine public trust with potentially serious
consequences, he hasn’t used the power of the state to muzzle jour-
nalists, the way presidents like John Adams andWoodrowWilson did.
Indeed, the press has seldom criticized a president more intensely
than over the last four years.

So why do many Americans feel that it is
getting harder to speak freely? According to
a poll released in July by the Cato Institute,
62% of Americans agreed with the state-
ment “The political climate these days pre-
vents me from saying things I believe be-
cause others might find them
offensive.” That included 77%
of self-identified conserva-
tives, but also 52% of liberals.
The same month, a group of
prominent writers, including
Margaret Atwood, J.K. Row-
ling and Salman Rushdie, is-
sued a group letter in
Harper’s magazine warning
that “the free exchange of in-
formation and ideas, the life-
blood of a liberal society, is
daily becoming more con-
stricted.”

These fears have nothing
to do with the kind of threat to free speech
envisioned by the First Amendment, which
begins with the words “Congress shall make
no law” and aims to protect speech against
government control. Traditionally,
America’s free speech heroes have
been radicals and dissenters who
stood up to state power—from
John Peter Zenger, the colonial-
era printer charged with libel
for publishing a newspaper
critical of New York’s royal
governor, to Eugene Debs, the
socialist leader imprisoned
during World War I for
speaking against the draft.

Today, Americans are less
worried about government

censorship than about navigating the un-
written rules of socially acceptable speech.
Violating those rules doesn’t bring jail time,
but the prospect of losing your reputation or
your job has a chilling effect all on its own.
And at a time of great social and technologi-

cal change, staying on the
right side of the line of per-
missible speech can be diffi-
cult. In 2017, no NFL team
would hire quarterback Colin
Kaepernick after he knelt
during the national anthem
as a protest against racism;
this summer, whole NBA
teams knelt with the support
of their franchises. In 2016,
Seattle Seahawks cornerback
Richard Sherman, who is
Black, told ESPN’s The Unde-
feated website, “I stand by
what I said that All Lives

Matter and that we are human beings.” This
summer, Sacramento Kings TV announcer
Grant Napear, who is white, was fired after
he tweeted “ALL LIVES MATTER…EVERY

SINGLE ONE!!!””
It might seem paradoxical that
Americans are feeling uneasy
about free speech at a time
when it has never been more
abundant. It used to be that a
person’s words reached no far-
ther than the sound of their
voice—unless they had the
credentials and connections to
write for a publication or the
money to start one. But
thanks to the internet, any-
Pleaseturntothenextpage

Americans
are feeling
uneasy about
free speech
at a time
when it has
never been
more

abundant.
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After the Aug. 4 blast, a
reporter worries about the
scars his child will carry C3
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REVIEW

of free speech on campus, and 800
went to jail.

To see how much things have
changed, look at the case of Uzuegbu-
nam v. Preczewski, which the Supreme
Court recently agreed to take up. The
case deals with a 2016 incident in
which a student at Georgia Gwinnett
College, a public college in Law-
renceville, Ga., was disciplined for
making a public speech testifying to
his Christian faith. Ironically, Chike

Uzuegbunam was standing in one of
the school’s designated “free speech
zones” when a campus police officer
told him that the school had received
complaints and he had to stop speak-
ing.

In a 2017 brief arguing for dis-
missal of the case, Georgia’s attorney
general argued that the officer was
justified because Mr. Uzuegbunam
“used contentious religious language
that, when directed to a crowd, has a
tendency to incite hostility.” The state
eventually abandoned this argument,
and the college has already changed
its speech policy. (The issue before the
Supreme Court is whether the plaintiff
still has the right to sue for nominal
damages, even though the policy has
been changed.) But the issue of free
speech on campus isn’t going away.
Last year, the ACLU filed an amicus
brief arguing that Arkansas State Uni-
versity couldn’t restrict student
speech to designated “free expression
areas,” saying that such a policy “sig-
nificantly burdens all speech” and is
“intolerable on a public campus.”

Workplace speech raises a different
set of challenges, since employers
aren’t obligated to cultivate free dis-
cussion. James Damore, a Google engi-
neer, became a flashpoint for this is-
sue in 2017 when he was fired for
circulating a memo criticizing the
company’s “extremist and authoritar-
ian policies” on gender diversity.
Workplace speech that attacks one’s
employer and implicitly denigrates
one’s colleagues—Damore wrote that FR
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DUDE. DUDE! Two most excel-
lent dudes, William S. Preston
Esq. and Theodore Logan, more
widely known as Bill and Ted,
are back. With the recent re-
lease of “Bill & Ted Face the
Music,” a sequel to 1989’s “Bill
& Ted’s Excellent Adventure”
and 1991’s “Bill & Ted’s Bogus
Journey,” Alex Winter and
Keanu Reeves have brought

back both
their inimi-
table char-
acters and
their unique
use of slang.

The lan-
guage of Bill and Ted, as writ-
ten for all three movies by
screenwriters Chris Matheson
and Ed Solomon, draws on the
spacey parlance of surfers and
stoners, but there is something

[Dude]

‘People aremost
prone to resent
the branding as
criminal of

opinionswhich
they believe to

be true.’
BENEDICT SPINOZA

WORD ON
THE STREET

BEN
ZIMMER

tional fathers’ hey-
day. In press mate-
rials for the new
movie, director
Dean Parisot recalls
his own daughter

initially questioning Billie and
Thea’s “dude” usage. “She’d say,
‘Dad, it’s unlikely that they
would say “Dude” this much.’
And I’d always call her on it. I’d
point out, ‘You just said to your
boyfriend, “Dude, what the
hell?” You’re using the phrase!
You’re just not aware of it!’”

While “dude” continues to
make inroads in the speech of
newer generations, its origins
remain unclear. In the late 19th
century, it referred to a frivo-
lous and fashion-obsessed man
of leisure. Some theorized at
the time that the term was re-

The 19th-
Century
Roots of a
Bodacious
Term

particular to Bill and Ted in the
way that they effortlessly de-
scribe things as “bodacious” or
“bogus,” “excellent” or “egre-
gious,” “luminous” or “hei-
nous.” In the words of Michael
Adams, a professor at Indiana
University Bloomington and the
author of “Slang: The People’s
Poetry,” Bill and Ted “speak in
a distinct, distinctive and dis-
tinctly American voice.”

Central to Bill and Ted’s lexi-
con is the multipurpose mono-
syllable “dude”—of-
ten used as an
affectionate term of
address or an ex-
clamation of won-
derment. In “Bill &
Ted Face the Mu-
sic,” the words “dude” or
“dudes” appear more than 100
times in the dialogue, usually
spoken by Bill or Ted. But this
time, Bill and Ted are middle-
aged fathers of young women
who also, as it happens, say
“dude” quite a lot—including to
each other, since now the term
can be non-gender-specific.

With their on-screen “dude”-
slinging, Ted’s daughter Billie
(played by Brigette Lundy-
Paine) and Bill’s daughter Thea
(Samara Weaving) demonstrate
how the word remains current
three decades after their fic-

lated to “duds” as a word for
clothing—or, possibly, in the ri-
diculous figure of the “dodo,”
as suggested by a poem that
seems to have helped put the
word on the map, “The True
Origin and History of ‘The
Dude’,” which appeared in the
New York World on Jan. 14,
1883.

Another theory, favored by
the etymologists Barry Popik
and Gerald Cohen, relates
“dude” to the old song “Yankee
Doodle,” particularly the line
“Yankee Doodle dandy.” If their
conjecture is correct, “doodle”
and “dandy” were combined to
form “doody,” which was then
shortened to “dude.”

The word shifted away from
its earlier foppish sense over
the course of the 20th century,

with African-American usage in
particular moving it into an ap-
proving term for any man, as
well as a term of address. The
subculture of West Coast surf-
ers latched on to it, as memora-
bly portrayed by Sean Penn as
Jeff Spicoli in 1982’s “Fast
Times at Ridgemont High.” Jeff
Bridges in “The Big Lebowski”
further embodied California
dude-osity, playing a character
known as “The Dude.”

In a 2004 article for the
journal American Speech sim-
ply entitled “Dude,” Scott F.
Kiesling, a linguistics professor
at the University of Pittsburgh,
points to “Fast Times” and the
“Bill and Ted” movies as key
pop-cultural disseminators of
“dude,” used by characters who
“take a laid-back stance to the
world, even if the world proves
to be quite remarkable.” In
“Face the Music,” Bill and Ted’s
daughters carry on that laid-
back legacy. Mr. Kiesling told
me that he watched the movie
online with his own daughter
the day it came out, and he
found Billie and Thea’s “dude”-
heavy dialogue true to life. “I
have three daughters and step-
daughters, and they all defi-
nitely throw ‘dude’ around un-
remarkably,” he said. That’s
most excellent, dude.

Alex Winter (left)

and Keanu Reeves

in ‘Bill & Ted’s

Excellent

Adventure.’

women are drawn to “feel-
ings and aesthetics rather
than ideas” and are more
prone to “neuroticism”—
would get the same response
anywhere.

But then there is a case
like Niel Golightly, senior
vice president of communi-
cations at Boeing, who re-
signed in July after an em-
ployee complained that he
had written an article argu-
ing that women should not
be combat pilots—in 1987. At
the time, this was U.S. Air
Force policy; the rule exclud-
ing women from flying in
combat wasn’t lifted until
1993. Like the Air Force, Mr.
Golightly changed his mind
on the issue, saying that
when he wrote the article he
had been “uninformed and
unformed.” But he still had
to go, as Boeing’s CEO David
Calhoun released a state-
ment emphasizing, with un-
intentional irony, “our com-
pany’s unrelenting
commitment to diversity and
inclusion in all its dimen-
sions.”

Such cases show what
happens when our height-
ened eagerness to take of-
fense meets institutions’ in-
nate desire to avoid trouble.
If hearing a contrary opinion
feels like a personal assault,
then any potentially contro-
versial statement is equiva-
lent to shouting fire in a

crowded theater. It’s much easier for a
business or a school to avoid trouble,
and potential liability, by shutting
down discussion altogether. And when
people are silenced in real life, where
else can they go to exercise their free
speech but the internet, where every
grievance is welcomed and amplified?

This vicious circle can’t be broken
by legislation, and the technology that
set it in motion isn’t going away. The
challenge facing Americans today is
primarily cultural: We have to relearn
the role that free speech plays in a
pluralistic society. Declaring speech
out of bounds in certain contexts, es-
pecially when it expresses views that
are actually widely held, glosses over
conflict without resolving it.

On the contrary, when people are
told that they can’t say what they
think, rather than being presented
with an argument for why it’s wrong,
they may comply, but they won’t
change their minds. As the philoso-
pher Benedict Spinoza wrote in the
17th century, when religious opinions
were the ones being censored, people
“are most prone to resent the brand-
ing as criminal of opinions which they
believe to be true…In a democracy, ev-
eryone submits to the control of au-
thority over his actions, but not over
his judgment and reason.”

To overcome our current divisions,
Americans need to be confident
enough to hear and express differ-
ences without giving in to fear or rage,
which are mute emotions, capable of
expressing themselves only in vio-
lence. Free speech represents the pos-
sibility that society can change peace-
fully, that today’s unpopular cause can
become tomorrow’s consensus. The
more urgently change is needed, the
more that freedom is worth defending.

one with a compelling message can
change the terms of political debate
with a Twitter account, a podcast or a
YouTube channel. More than 20% of
American adults use Twitter, some 40
million people. On YouTube, NBC
News has 3.8 million subscribers; Ste-
ven Crowder, a 33-year-old conserva-
tive commentator, has 4.7 million.

Not long ago, this would have
looked like a free speech utopia. One
of the most influential political think-
ers of the postwar era, the German
philosopher Jurgen Habermas, wrote
about the emergence of the “public
sphere,” a space where people could
speak freely as equals about politics
and current events. In the 18th cen-
tury, he argued, small gatherings like
salons and coffeehouses allowed ordi-
nary people to debate matters that
had once been reserved for kings and
bishops. The idea that governments
had to submit to the opinion of the
public, rather than vice versa, made
modern democracy possible.

Habermas doubted that this kind of
freedom could still exist in the 20th
century, when mass media turned
most people into passive consumers of
news and opinion. But the internet
and social media promised to give us
the best of both worlds: a digital pub-
lic sphere that everyone could partici-
pate in, a coffeehouse the size of
the planet. Early internet boosters
believed the new medium would
reinvigorate democratic debate:
“We may now be able to launch
the kinds of conversations that
change the relationship of individ-
uals, parties, creeds and nations
to one another and to the world
at large,” wrote the tech theorist
Douglas Rushkoff in his 2003
book, “Open Source Democracy.”

But online conversations
turned out to be very different
from the face-to-face interactions
of the old-fashioned public
sphere. The classic free speech
ideal is summed up in Norman
Rockwell’s 1943 painting “Free-
dom of Speech,” one of a series he
made to popularize Franklin Roo-
sevelt’s Four Freedoms. The painting
shows a New England town meeting,
where a man stands to speak as the
audience turns toward him. The
speaker is clearly marked as a
worker—he wears a blue-collar shirt
and a leather jacket—while the two
most prominent listeners are wearing
white-collar shirts and ties. But when
it comes to speaking and listening,
there is no hierarchy: Everyone has an
equal say.

At a townmeeting, however, people
are speaking to their neighbors, who
they know in real life and might meet
the next day. In those circumstances,
there’s a pressure to speak moderately,
to try to convince opponents rather
than attack them. But what happens to
free speech when instead of address-
ing 100 people we know, we’re talking
to 40 million strangers we’ll never
meet?

Anyone who has ever engaged in a
Twitter debate or read an online com-
ments section knows the answer. To
stand out from the crowd and make

Continuedfromthepriorpage people pay attention, one’s voice has
to be louder, one’s views more ex-
treme. Because we’re talking to people
who aren’t real to us—andmay not be
real at all, just bots—we speak far
more aggressively than we would in
life.

For instance, last September, when
the progressive Working Families
Party (WFP) gave its endorsement to
Sen. Elizabeth Warren, supporters of
Sen. Bernie Sanders targeted WFP
leaders for vicious abuse online. CNN
reported that one spokesperson re-
ceived public and private messages
wishing she would get cancer and tell-
ing her to “eat shit and die.” Basic hu-
manity, not to mention fear of conse-
quences, would prevent anyone from
talking that way face to face; it took
the internet to add the word “trolling”
to our vocabulary.

Speech on the internet may be free,
but it is also cheap and unaccountable.
Only against this background can we
understand why political speech in
real life is becoming more costly. Most
of the free-speech controversies that
make headlines today begin with pri-
vate institutions attempting to carve
out a zone of peace, or at least quiet,
in a wider context of strife. This is a
natural desire, and all communities do
it to some extent; it would be impossi-
ble to work or study in a place where

people talk to each other the way they
do online. But such efforts founder for
the very reason they seem necessary:
On many issues, there is no consensus
about the limits of acceptable speech.
That means any restriction will strike
some people as illegitimate, breeding
resentment and feelings of being dis-
criminated against.

The problem of free speech takes
different forms in different settings.
Speech controversies on college cam-
puses affect relatively few Americans,
but they receive a great deal of atten-
tion, since colleges have traditionally
been centers of open debate. Students
once jealously guarded their speech
rights. The Free Speech Movement,
the first great student protest of the
1960s, erupted at the University of
California, Berkeley, in 1964, when a
former student was arrested by a
campus police officer for leafleting on
behalf of the civil rights organization
CORE, the Congress of Racial Equality.
At the height of the protest, up to
4,000 students demonstrated in favor

Debating the Limits of
WhatWeCanSay

.
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gates. Prices at supermarkets sky-
rocketed as hyperinflation surged
unchecked through the country.
Those who could do it began to sell
coveted U.S. dollars on a thriving
black market where you could turn
$100 into more than $600 of buying
power.

We began to stockpile meat, fish
and butter in our freezer as the
prices kept climbing. Kellogg’s cereal
was selling for $30 a box. Two sticks
of butter cost $10.

Hunger increased. Crime spread.
Power outages grew. We began to
talk about our personal red lines.
What would it take for us to leave
Beirut? Iman’s school shutting
down? A surge of violent crime?

Still, we felt like we had time to
see where things were headed. As
the lockdown eased, we drove to see

beautiful waterfalls in the cedar
mountains and to visit Mediterra-
nean beaches where our daughter
could build sand castles. We stayed
with a couple hosting an Amazonian
shaman who led hallucinogenic aya-
huasca ceremonies and at a coastal
retreat with pony rides and spider
monkeys.

Two weeks before the Beirut
blast, we sat on a sandy beach eating
vegetarian tacos and ice cream while
our daughter bounced along to
“Dancing in the Moonlight,” and I
wondered why we would ever want
to take a vacation anywhere else.

Now, Iman is trying to understand
the explosion.

“Dada,” my daughter says, “tell
me a story.”

“About what?”
“About The Blast.”
It’s a story we tell with a happy

ending, one where I throw myself on
top of her to protect her from the
explosion and her mama carries her
to safety—every time.

You’re heroes, people tell us. You
saved her life.

But are we? We’re the ones who
brought her to Beirut. We’re the
ones who decided that it was worth
the risk. We’re the ones who miscal-
culated.

Last week, doctors found shards
of glass in Iman’s fingers that had to
be surgically removed. The surgeon
couldn’t take out one tiny sliver in
her finger, leaving Iman with a piece
of Beirut embedded in her hand.

We tell Iman that The Blast was
rare, that it won’t happen again. She
is trying to put it in context. When
Iman sees glass shatter in an ani-
mated movie we’re watching to take

her mind off her injuries, it conjures
up memories from that day. “That’s
just like us in The Blast,” she tells
us. One day, she innocently asked,
“Maybe we can move somewhere
where there aren’t explosions?”

It seems like a reasonable re-
quest, especially when we are fortu-
nate enough to be able to honor it.

As a Middle East correspondent,
my phone regularly fills with grim,
graphic images of Syrian children
killed by Russian and Syrian govern-
ment airstrikes. People send them
our way in the faint hope that the
terrible photos might trigger some
new effort to stop the bombing. But
the days of global outrage about
Syria have passed. Given the chance,
I’m sure that many of those Syrian
parents would flee if they could.

Last year, the Syrian director
Waad al-Kateab released “For Sama,”
a sobering, Oscar-nominated docu-
mentary about getting married and
giving birth in Aleppo while her hus-
band ran one of the city’s embattled
underground hospitals. The film is
an unsparing look at the Syrian civil
war and Ms. al-Kateab’s decision to
raise her daughter, Sama, in Aleppo
even as daily airstrikes kill their
friends and hit the hospital.

“You’re the most beautiful thing
in our life, but what a life I’ve
brought you into,” Ms. al-Kateab
tells her daughter in the film. “You
didn’t choose this. Will you ever for-
give me?”

The family is eventually forced to
leave Aleppo while Sama is still too
young to have memories of the
ceaseless airstrikes and anguished
mothers trying futilely to bring their
children back to life. Ms. al-Kateab
and her husband found refuge in
London, where Sama—not much
older than Iman—can grow up with-
out being scared by the sound of air-
planes overhead or bangs outside.

Iman will remember The Blast.
She will always have the scars to re-
mind her of life in Beirut. There
probably won’t be another explosion
like that, but Lebanon’s problems
are getting worse. The gap keeps
growing between the country Leba-
non is and the country it wants to
be. The Blast inflicted an unthink-
able level of violence on Beirut that
has altered its DNA. For every per-
son vowing to stay, two seem to be
making plans to flee. Friends, neigh-
bors, colleagues all tell us to leave.
And I think about Waad al-Kateab’s
plea for absolution.

“You didn’t choose this. Will you
ever forgive me?”

The author’s wife, Seema Jilani,

carrying their daughter Iman to

an ambulance outside their

Beirut apartment minutes after

the Aug. 4 blast.

We weren’t oblivious to the
risks of living in Lebanon. A few
weeks before we arrived, Israel
and Hezbollah appeared to be on
the precipice of another war. I
pestered the Journal security
team about the comparative
risks of living in various parts of
the city. Not long after we got to
Beirut, a new tax on WhatsApp
message services catalyzed jubi-
lant nationwide protests that
brought down the government in
three weeks. But the prime min-
ister’s resignation brought no
real change to Lebanon, and the
coronavirus brought the protest
movement to an abrupt halt.

When the pandemic swept the
globe, we relished the quiet that
the Lebanese lockdown brought
to our perpetually noisy street. I
was secretly glad that the lock-

down gave me more time to be with
my wife and daughter.

But around us, the country was
crumbling. The pandemic acceler-
ated Lebanon’s economic crisis. The
country defaulted on a massive debt
to the European Union, triggering
months of bailout talks that went
nowhere. Protesters turned their ire
toward banks, which imposed draco-
nian rules preventing customers
from taking money out of their ac-
counts. Activists torched banks,
which installed towering metal

The surgeon
couldn’t take
one tiny

sliver of glass
out of Iman’s
finger, leaving
her with a piece

of Beirut
embedded in
her hand.
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I
trace the arc of the scar on
my shoulder with a finger and
wonder what created the U-
shaped gash. I obsessively
watch videos of the Beirut

blast and try to figure out how it en-
gulfed us in shattered glass, splin-
tered wood and jagged stone. Some-
times, I still feel the energy of the
shock wave radiating off my back.

Thick shards of flying glass left
my 4-year-old daughter, Iman, with
still-tender scars that she will live
with for the rest of her life. The fero-
cious Aug. 4 explosion, which killed
more than 180 people and wounded
6,000 in 10 seconds, is forever im-
printed on our bodies.

Our apartment was ravaged, our
lives upended. Now, as the world’s
attention shifts elsewhere, my wife
and I have to decide how to move
on. Should we stay in Beirut, where
I have been reporting for the Journal
for less than a year, or turn the page
on our life in Lebanon?

We were among the luckier ones
that day. We have friends with far
more serious injuries and neighbors
who lost relatives in the blast. We
have been showered with support,
while thousands of others in Beirut
will never be able to return to their
normal lives.

We eagerly moved last fall to Bei-
rut after three years in Washington.
We loved taking our daughter to see
the pandas in the National Zoo, ride
the carousel on the Mall and take
Bollywood dance classes at a com-
munity arts center.

But we grew weary of having to
schedule time weeks in advance to
see friends. We chafed at the com-
petitive charter-school lottery sys-
tem that pitted parents against each
other for coveted slots. And we
snickered at people who worried
about our safety when they learned
we were going to Beirut.

In Washington, we lived on a gen-
trifying street with $800,000 town-
houses and Brooklyn-level
rents. It turned out to be
the most dangerous place
we’d ever lived. In two
years, we had four sus-
pected gang shootings
right outside our door, in-
cluding one where semi-
automatic gunfire raked
our block and shattered
the windows next door.

For us, Beirut was
something else—a city
with friends who would
stop by for an impromptu
coffee, with neighbors
who looked in on each
other and dinner conver-
sations that didn’t revolve
around the latest Trump
tweets.

The biggest threat
seemed to be another war
between Israel and Hez-
bollah, Lebanon’s most
powerful military and political force.
We kept that in mind when we chose
our home, a beautiful old apartment
in East Beirut with high ceilings, old
chandeliers and floor-to-ceiling bal-
cony doors looking out toward the
Beirut port.

The largely Christian and Arme-
nian neighborhood, full of bars and
restaurants, was an unlikely target in
a war. Israel hit the Beirut port dur-
ing its 2006 war with Hezbollah, but
those missile explosions weren’t
likely to do much more than rattle
our windows a half-mile away.

We sent our daughter to a Mon-
tessori preschool where she learned
Arabic, French and English. My wife
found rewarding work with an inter-
national aid group at the city’s main
public hospital.

BY DION NISSENBAUM

After an Aug. 4 explosion rocked
Lebanon’s capital, a reporter wonders
if he made a mistake by bringing
his daughter into harm’s way.

The Family
Scars Left
By the

Beirut Blast

Above, Lebanese demonstrators

protest against dire economic

conditions, Beirut, Oct. 18. Right, a

helicopter puts out a fire after the

blast at the Beirut port, Aug. 4.FR
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The Secret of
Whistling Isn’t
In the Lips

EVERYDAY PHYSICS

HELEN CZERSKI
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I CAN’T WHISTLE. It
was a source of huge
frustration as a kid
when helpful people
would blithely say,

“Oh, you just do this,” apparently
kiss the air in front of them, and
serenade themselves with a pure
and deeply mysterious musical note.
I huffed and puffed for hours, but I
only ever sounded like a punctured
bike tire, so I gave up. But appar-
ently everyone is physically capable
of whistling, and some have turned
it into an art form: The Global
Whistling Champion for 2020 has
just been crowned by the Interna-
tional Whistlers’ Guild.

Recently I’ve been wondering
whether a bit of physics would help
me along. The basic physics of
whistling is surprising and beauti-
ful. When you whistle, you create a
space in your mouth with a hole at
each end: one at the back, where
the tongue pushes against the roof
of your mouth and leaves a small
gap, and one at the front, where you
purse your lips. When you exhale, a
thin jet of fast air whooshes in from
the hole at the back. As this travels
forward, it starts to wobble where
it’s pushing past the still air. Its
outermost layer bends out and
around to form a ring, like a smoke
ring without the smoke. Other rings
form behind it, creating a well-or-
dered line.

When these “vortex rings” hit the
front of your mouth, each one gen-
erates a pressure wave that is trans-
mitted backward, tweaking the tim-
ing of the new rings forming at the
back of your mouth. The critical
skill in whistling is using your
tongue to shape your mouth cavity
so that it resonates with those pres-
sure pulses, amplifying them into a
single pure tone. That’s the whistle
you hear.

It’s incredibly complex, highlight-
ing just how flexible and skillful our
tongue and mouth control are. Our
tongues are amazing shape-shifters,
moving forwards to make the
mouth space smaller and create
high notes, and up and backward to
increase the space to create the low
notes.

The problem with learning to
whistle is that no one can really ex-
plain how to do it, because it all
takes place inside our mouths and is
therefore invisible. Although we as-
sociate whistling with a particular
lip shape, lips actually play a very
small role since they don’t contrib-
ute to the vibration of the air inside
your mouth. Even the scientists who
study this are still working out the
details because it’s only recently
that MRI scanners have let them see
inside the hidden space where the
physics happens.

Whistling can reach 120 decibels
and travel around a mile, while
shouting doesn’t often get above
100 decibels and carries only 200
yards. This is because the energy of

a whistle is concentrated in a single
high-pitched note, which is easy to
distinguish from background noise.
Long before cellphones were in-
vented, some communities in moun-
tainous or heavily forested regions
around the world have used whis-
tled language to communicate over
long distances.

Can any of this help me learn to
whistle? No one ever told me how
important your tongue shape is, so
the MRI images might give me ideas
about what to aim for. At the mo-
ment, my best attempt still sounds
like a punctured tire. But now that I
have the incentive of imagining the
beautiful fluid physics that makes
whistling possible, maybe I’ll try
again. And if I can’t manage to
make a sound, no one will ever
know what I’m up to. Me? Oh, I’m
just practicing my air kisses.

gean, and few, if any, Greeks be-
lieve the danger to have peaked.
On Aug. 13, Greece held joint naval
and air force exercises in the Ae-
gean with France, the only EU
country that seems prepared to
offer military assistance in the
event of war. And Greece contin-
ues to seek military assistance
from Israel, Egypt and the United
Arab Emirates.

Ever since Salamis, the Greeks
have considered themselves Eu-
rope’s eastern gatekeeper. Aeschy-
lus, himself a veteran of the battle,
stressed the difference between
the political systems of democratic
Athens and monarchical Persia. At
this summer’s performance of
“The Persians,” the audience
erupted with applause when the
Persian queen Atossa asked of the
Greeks, “Who is their master and
commander of their armies?” and
the chorus leader answered, “They
call themselves nobody’s slaves,
nor do they obey any man.”

But of course the Greeks, too,
had a chain of command. The ar-
chitect of the victory at Salamis
was the young Athenian general
Themistocles, who neutralized the

Persians’ numerical superiority by
forcing them to fight in the con-
fines of the narrow strait between
the island of Salamis and the port
of Piraeus. Using strategic decep-
tion, Themistocles sent a messen-
ger to inform Xerxes, the Persian
king, that the Greek fleet was
about to flee under cover of dark-
ness. The ancient historian Hero-
dotus tells us that Xerxes’ ships
blockaded the strait, and his men
sat at oar all night. In the morn-
ing, a section of the Greek fleet
feinted at escape; the bleary-eyed
Persians pursued them, believing
they were moving in for the kill.
Once the Persian fleet was massed
inside the strait, their quarry
turned and attacked, while the
rest of the Greek fleet moved in
from the flanks.

Recent archaeological discover-
ies have revealed that Themisto-
cles’ leadership in peacetime was
just as great as his generalship in
war. An excavation in Piraeus by
the Danish Institute has unearthed
the sheds that housed the Athe-
nian attack ships, called triremes
because of their three banks of
oarsmen. Bjorn Lovén, who leads

BY JOHN PSAROPOULOS

On the 2,500th anniversary of the Athenian victory at Salamis, rising
tensions with Turkey remind Greece of its role as Europe’s gatekeeper.

The Ancient
Greek Battle That

Never Ended

the excavation, found potsherds in
the foundations of the sheds
which, he says, date them to the
two decades before or after the
battle. Mr. Lovén thinks it is “very
likely” that the sheds were part of
a 200-trireme rearmament pro-
gram that Themistocles instigated
three years before the battle, after
a particularly rich silver vein was
discovered at the Athenian state
mines in Laurion.

Mr. Lovén’s discoveries, which
will be part of a commemorative
Salamis exhibition at the Hellenic
Maritime Museum in September,
reinforce ancient accounts of The-
mistocles as not only a master
strategist but a visionary politi-
cian who created the Athenian
navy and cemented Athenian de-
mocracy. “All social classes rowed
and fought from triremes at the
Battle of Salamis. I strongly be-
lieve that this pivotal battle cre-
ated an immensely strong bond
among the majority of Athens’ cit-
izens. This is how the navy would

develop into the backbone of
Athenian democracy,” writes Mr.
Lovén in a research paper being
published this autumn.

As Athens gave way to later
empires—Macedon, Rome, Byzan-
tium—the Aegean continued to
mark the effective border between
Europe and Asia. That geopolitical
fault line has been dormant since
1923, when the Treaty of Lausanne
settled the borders of modern
Greece and Turkey. But it is now
grinding back to life, like an un-
dersea tectonic plate, as Turkey
seeks to push its maritime bound-
aries deep into the Mediterranean.

The movement of refugees from
Asia and Africa has been another
flashpoint. In March, the Turkish
government reversed a longstand-
ing policy and encouraged asylum
seekers to cross the Greek border
into the EU. The policy played well
in Turkey, where public opinion is
fed up with almost 4 million refu-
gees, but it drove a wedge in EU-
Turkish relations and generated
sympathy—and some border assis-
tance—for Greece.

When the global financial crisis
bankrupted Greece in 2010, the
country’s Eurozone partners ex-
tended emergency loans on the
strict condition that it balance its
budget. At the time, a former head
of the air force, whose pension
was halved thanks to budget cuts,
said to me: “Don’t they remember
Salamis? Don’t they remember
Marathon? Aren’t those wars
worth some consideration today?
Couldn’t the Europeans cut us
some slack for protecting them
then?”

This view is widely held in
Greece, especially today, when the
country spends as much on repay-
ing its Western creditors as it
does on defense. Now, as in 480
B.C., the Greeks face a superior
foe. Against Turkey’s new fleet of
frigates, Greece fields ships that
are up to 50 years old. Unlike The-
mistocles, the current government
can’t afford a rearmament pro-
gram. In July, a deal to purchase
two state-of-the-art French frig-
ates for $3.3 billion was called off
as too expensive.

Today the Salamis strait is an
industrial zone, lined with ship-
yards and freight terminals. At
one end sits Greece’s main naval
base, on the other, Athens’s sew-
age treatment plant. Only on the
island of Salamis itself is there any

trace of the battle: A bronze
statue of two warriors,
erected in 2006, stands on
the mound where the dead
were buried in 480 B.C. But
Greece does manage to put
some of its money where its
glory is. In honor of the an-
niversary, the island of Sala-
mis, after which the battle is
named, is being relieved of a
$3 million water bill that the
municipality couldn’t pay.

Mr. Psaropoulos is an in-
dependent journalist based
in Athens. He is the South-
east Europe correspondent
for Al Jazeera. His blog is
www.thenewathenian.com. FR
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The geopolitical
fault line

between Europe
andAsia

is grinding back
to life.

William Rainey, ’Death of
a Persian Admiral at Salamis’
(1920s).

REVIEW

I
t’s unusual for a modern
Greek audience to punctu-
ate an ancient tragedy with
applause. But in July, a pro-
duction of Aeschylus’ “The

Persians” by the National Theatre
of Greece, presented in the splen-
dor of the ancient theater of Epi-
dauros, was applauded three times
on its final night, with the prime
minister in attendance. The play
relates the Greeks’ stunning vic-
tory at the naval battle of Salamis
in 480 B.C., where 300 Greek ships
defeated an invading Persian fleet
four times larger. The historic tri-
umph secured Athenian naval
power in the Aegean and estab-
lished Athenian-inspired democra-
cies across Greece.

The performance was one of
several celebratory events planned
for the 2,500th anniversary of Sa-
lamis. Amid fears of a second
wave of coronavirus, Greek au-
thorities aren’t sure how many of
them will come to fruition by
Sept. 29, the presumed date of the
battle. But just days before the
performance at Epidauros, Greece
braced for a repetition of the bat-
tle itself.

On July 21, Turkey announced
that its seismic survey ship, the
Oruc Reis, would cross into Greek
waters to look for undersea oil
and gas. For two days, the Greek
and Turkish navies deployed in
battle positions across the Aegean
and the eastern Mediterranean,
before a German intervention led
Turkey’s president, Recep Tayyip
Erdogan, to announce that the
mission would be postponed. Ten-
sion over maritime territory has
been building for years in the Ae-

Turkey’s seismic survey
ship Oruc Reis in the eastern

Mediterranean, July 22.

.
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Wasting Time
Trying to Be
Productive

Dear Dan,
I’ve tried several tech-
niques to be more orga-
nized and productive—
to-do lists, time-

management apps, keeping a
journal. But switching between all
these methods only makes things
more confused. How do I figure out
the best productivity system for
me? —Wesley

Behavioral economists refer to this
kind of overplanning as structured
procrastination. Juggling productiv-
ity tools and platforms makes us
feel we’re making progress, when in
fact they’re just another way of dis-
tracting us from our work.

To avoid this, take an experimen-
tal approach: Pick one time-man-
agement method and use it exclu-
sively for a month. When the month
is up, ask yourself if you really need
a different method or extra tool. By
committing to a single method and
giving it time to work, you’ll be
able to find out which productivity
tools suit your needs and which just
waste your time.

Dear Dan,
I’m an actor in a local theater com-
pany, and sometimes we perform at
benefit events for nonprofits that
only pay a small stipend. In those
cases, I always donate the money
back to the group. But recently I
was in a benefit where the play was
so popular that we gave a number
of extra performances, and the fee I
received was significant. This time I
find myself resisting the idea of do-
nating the money, even though I
never expected to earn anything
from the play. Why do I feel so re-
luctant, and how can I overcome it?
—Carol

We all enjoy the warm glow we get
from being generous, but that feel-
ing tends to diminish as the amount
of money we give increases. Donat-
ing $500 doesn’t feel 10 times as
good as donating $50, while the
pain of giving up the larger sum is
much more noticeable. The best
way to avoid this problem is to
commit to a donation policy in ad-
vance, rather than to evaluate each
individual gift. For example, you
could tell your theater’s manager
that you want to donate all your
stipends from benefit performances
for the coming year and even ask
for a certificate or receipt. That
way you won’t feel tempted to
change your mind each time.

Hi, Dan.
I have a 12-year-old son, and when
I looked at his social media ac-
counts last week, I was shocked to
see how many ads and solicitations
he receives. I’ve already talked to
my son about more serious internet
dangers, but how can I teach him to
resist the pressure to throw away
money online? —Sadaf

Instead of telling your son how
these solicitations conflict with
your values as a parent, try point-
ing out how they conflict with his
own values. A clever 2016 study by
behavioral scientist Christopher
Bryan and colleagues found that ad-
olescents could be convinced to
avoid unhealthy snacks by framing
it as a way of standing up against
the deceptive advertising practices
of junk-food companies. Similarly,
asking your son to take a stand
against manipulative online solicita-
tions will help him feel that he’s
striking a blow for his own inde-
pendence rather than obeying a pa-
rental rule.

ASK ARIELY

DAN ARIELY

Have a dilemma for Dan?
Email your question to:
AskAriely@wsj.com
Questions may be edited or revised.

For a Football-Deprived Fall,
The Inspiration of ‘Rudy’
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A sentimental movie that many skipped
when it came out in 1993 has become a fan
favorite for its realism and timeless truths.

F
or the first time in liv-
ing memory, the com-
ing of autumn doesn’t
bring with it the
promise of wall-to-

wall college football. Concerns
over coronavirus have prompted
top conferences, including the Big
Ten and Pac-12, to jettison their
games, and whether those teams
that have elected to play can
plow through an entire season re-
mains an open question.

College football fans seeking
succor can always turn, however,
to the 1993 drama “Rudy,” which,
at some point over the last few
decades, turned into just about
everybody’s favorite football
movie. Directed by David Ans-
paugh, the film recounts the true-
life saga of Daniel “Rudy” Ruetti-
ger (played by Sean Astin), a so-
so Illinois high-school student
whose spunk and effort got him
admitted to the University of
Notre Dame, where he won a
walk-on spot on the famed foot-
ball team.

The film has the
sweep of a sentimental
symphony. We see Rudy’s
humble origins and mod-
est athletic abilities; his
awe standing on the
empty field at Notre
Dame Stadium; his grit in
fighting for a place on
the team; and finally, the
satisfying climax of the
story: his brief appear-
ance on defense in a
game against Georgia
Tech, where he levels the
opposing quarterback to
the cheers of the crowd.

Both Rolling Stone
and USA Today have
published lists proclaim-
ing “Rudy” the best foot-
ball film ever made—ad-
mittedly, not the most
robust category given
the abundance of undis-
tinguished football films
out there. But even
against stiffer competition, the
film has fared well. In 2006, the
American Film Institute included
“Rudy” in its “100 Years…100
Cheers” list of most inspiring
films, with “Rudy” sandwiched be-
tween grade-A classics “Shane”
and “The Defiant Ones.”

The movie’s many fans include
the late Los Angeles Lakers su-
perstar Kobe Bryant, who spoke
of the impression the film made
on him as a young man. “It’s usu-
ally big guys—bug, hulky guys
that might’ve played football,”
Mr. Anspaugh, 73, said of the
movie’s fan base. “They kind of
scoot you over to the side: ‘I just
don’t want to say this in front of
anybody…every time I see that
movie, I just come apart.’”

The sports world has been the

backdrop for countless movies—
from romantic comedies like
“Jerry Maguire” to dark dramas
like “Million Dollar Baby”—but
“Rudy” belongs to the main cur-
rent of the genre, where athletic
competition itself defines the
lives of the characters. Other ex-
emplars include “Rocky” and its
progeny, like the martial-arts
drama “The Karate Kid,” and a
slew of movies that present base-
ball in the most starry-eyed
terms, including “The Natural”
and “Field of Dreams.” But few
others have had the staying
power of “Rudy.”

“I really dislike sports movies
generally, because usually they’re
not done accurately,” said Mr.
Anspaugh, who is something of
the Steven Spielberg of the genre.
Before making “Rudy,” Mr. Ans-
paugh and screenwriter Angelo
Pizzo collaborated on another in-
spired-by-true-events sports
movie: the 1986 drama “Hoo-
siers,” about an over-performing
high-school basketball team in
the boonies of Indiana. Both films
are anchored in a naturalistic ap-

proach to presenting
their sports.

In making “Rudy,”
Messrs. Anspaugh
and Pizzo set themselves the
challenge of plausibly re-creating
a thousand specific details. The
film gained verisimilitude by win-
ning the right to shoot at Notre
Dame, whose campus appears as
a vision of autumnal splendor,
and keen-eyed casting, including
the stocky, resolute Mr. Astin,
Ned Beatty as Mr. Ruettiger’s fa-
ther, and Jason Miller, a dead
ringer for Notre Dame head
coach Ara Parseghian.

Most important was Mr. Ans-
paugh’s decision to retain NFL
Films to shoot game scenes using
television-style, rather than
movie-style, techniques. “Every-

“The Beverly Hillbillies”
did better that season.

Given its appeal over
the long haul, why
didn’t “Rudy” barrel
out of the huddle to be-
come a blockbuster? To

start with, the film lacked stars
or any obvious hook besides its
Notre Dame connection—some-
thing that, Mr. Anspaugh said,
might have caused TriStar Pic-
tures to fumble the release. “A lot
of the country…they hate Notre
Dame,” Mr. Anspaugh said. “I
think the studio, in a way, was
afraid to take it out there.”

It all added up to a film that
many considered skippable al-
most 30 autumns ago. Recently
retired Los Angeles Times film
critic Kenneth Turan, who filed a
gently skeptical review of “Rudy,”
said that it’s a mistake to think
that all films find their fans dur-
ing their theatrical runs. “A lot of
people catch up to films later—
and sometimes way later—and
then they tell their friends, and it
becomes kind of a mini-wave,”
Mr. Turan said.

It’s no overstatement to say
that “Rudy’s” reputation was re-
vived thanks to Blockbuster
Video. Audiences saw the film on
home video, a technology also re-
sponsible for the late success of
another notable box-office under-

performer, “The Shaw-
shank Redemption,”
which came out a year
later. “Maybe this was
the opening wedge of
what’s become a very
modern phenomenon,
which was films that do
not work well in the-
aters working well at
home,” Mr. Turan said.

Perhaps the naked
sentimentality of “Rudy”
was better experienced
at home rather than
among rowdy multiplex-
goers. “When it’s some-
thing you bring
home…you don’t have to
answer to anything,” Mr.
Thomson said. “You’re
just in direct conversa-
tion with your own
heart as to what you
want.”

Whatever the case,
the “Rudy” cult showed

signs of gathering early on—
within days, in fact, of Mr. Turan
publishing his mixed review.
“One of my all-time favorite re-
sponses to a review was a phone
message that I got,” he said. “I
pushed the button. There was no
talking. Someone had just played
for me the Notre Dame fight
song.”

When we watch “Rudy,” we re-
alize what we’re going to miss
this autumn—not just the thrill
of athletic contests but the nobil-
ity of pursuing improbable goals.

Mr. Tonguette is the author of
“Picturing Peter Bogdanovich:
My Conversations With the
New Hollywood Director,” just
out from the University Press
of Kentucky.

thing that’s shot in that
movie was shot from
the sidelines,” Mr. Ans-
paugh said. So when
Rudy makes his move
against Georgia Tech,
Mr. Astin doesn’t look
like a Hollywood type deposited
into Notre Dame Stadium but a
combatant in the action—a genu-
ine golden-domed gladiator.

“Rudy” resonates not just be-
cause of its attention to detail
but for expressing what its mak-
ers considered to be timeless
truths. “It’s the whole thing of
people saying, ‘You can’t do it.
You’re not smart enough. You’re
not pretty enough. You’re not
athletic enough,’” Mr. Anspaugh
said.

According to former Washing-
ton Post film critic Desson Thom-

son, “Rudy” has the
contours of a work of
mythology. “It’s not just
an American Dream

story,” said Mr. Thomson, who
praised the movie when it came
out. “It’s very Joseph Campbell,
with all these figures sort of
coming before you as either help-
mates or adversaries.”

Ironically, back in the fall of
1993, the consensus was that
“Rudy” itself wasn’t quite good
enough. Critics praised the care
that went into the movie, but
many shrank from its open senti-
ment. Ticket sales were merely
respectable. Netting just under
$23 million at the box office,
“Rudy” never climbed higher
than no. 5 on the charts. Even the
long-forgotten film version of

It’s no
overstatement
to say that
themovie’s
reputation
was revived
thanks to

Blockbuster
Video.

The title
character in
‘Rudy’ is

carried by his
Notre Dame
teammates.

Sean Astin as
Rudy on the
football field.
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A lot has
changed
since the
summer
of ’66,
but Joe
Queenan
still isn’t
allowed
to take a
solo.

TRADITIONALLY, the rhythm
guitarist is the least important
member of a rock band and has
the least influence over material.
I found this out in the summer
of ’66 when I joined a Philly ga-
rage band called the Phase Shift
Network and quickly learned
that I would be playing Cream
and the Stones and Hendrix, but
wouldn’t be playing any of the
jingly-jangly songs by the Byrds
that I so treasured.

“As the newest member of
the band—and by far the least
important musician—you’re low
man on the totem pole anyway,”
I was told by our drummer. “So

song suggestions.
Sure, they could have just

gone out and gotten another
mildly talented rhythm guitarist
to replace me, but that would vi-
olate the archetypal baby
boomer mythology of getting
the old band back together and
taking it on the road. You know,
the way they do it in the Viagra
commercials.

So this time around, the boys
had to bite the bullet and play a
few songs they didn’t want to
play. Twangy rockabilly numbers
by Dwight Yoakam. Lighthearted
ditties by the Beatles. A ballad.
They didn’t like it, no. But if I

W
hen Tony Hawk
first picked up a
skateboard in the
1970s, he didn’t
see skaters in

their 50s on the streets or skate
parks around his hometown of San
Diego.

“The unspoken rule was once you
reached adult age, you can’t skate
anymore,” he says. “For one, there’s
no living to be made at it. Second,
you’re just too old. It’s a kid’s toy.
Why would you even bother to do it
past 18?”

Now 52, Mr. Hawk has made mil-
lions from his skateboarding career
and is still on his board almost every
day. He has spent the past four de-
cades changing the sport and the
public’s perception of it, making an
impact on skateboarding in a way few
athletes have had on their sport. He
has introduced skateboarding to gen-
erations of young people through his
videos, by his appearances at the X
Games (an extreme sports event on
ESPN) and with “Tony Hawk’s Pro
Skater,” a videogame that became a
pop-culture phenomenon when it was
first released in 1999. In the process,
he has helped to elevate the craft and
culture of the sport, which is making
its debut at the Tokyo Olympics next
summer with men’s and women’s
street and park skateboarding events.

This week, “Tony Hawk’s Pro
Skater 1 & 2,” a version of the first
two editions of the game remastered
for modern consoles, was released.
And last month saw the release of
“Pretending I’m a Superman,” a docu-
mentary about the effect that the
game had on skateboarding and pop-
ular culture.

“Calling Tony Hawk the Michael
Jordan of skateboarding doesn’t even
begin to capture his impact on our
world,” says Josh Friedberg, CEO of
USA Skateboarding, the sport’s na-
tional governing body. “To get closer,
it’d be like if Jordan had designed and
built the courts, and invented half of
the moves, recruited and run the
team, directed the media coverage,
dealt with public relations, invented
the videogames and carried the
sports side of skateboarding from this
sort of misunderstood counterculture

to where it is in the Olympic Games.”
Mr. Hawk was born in 1968, the

youngest of four children. His father
was a Navy pilot in World War II, and
his mother was an educator. By the
time he was born, his older siblings
were already in high school and col-
lege. Mr. Hawk says that his parents
were older, and it felt like he was
raised by grandparents. His parents
had “been through the ’70s with high-
school kids,” he says. “So whatever
kept me busy, they were happy with.
Once I found skating, that was my hy-
perfocus. And I think that, from my
parents’ perspective, they were just
happy that I found something to re-
lease my energy on instead of them.”

Mr. Hawk got his first skateboard
when he was 9. At first, he saw it as a
handy mode of transportation that
made it easier for him to get around
the neighborhood. But his life

changed the first time he went to a
skate park. “I saw people flying,” he
says. “I literally saw them flying out
of swimming pools. And I was like: ‘I
want to do that. Whatever I can do to
get to that point, I’m going to do it.’”

Mr. Hawk went pro at 14, and by
his senior year of high school, he was
flying to competitions across the
country on weekends. He would ride
his signature board, win money, sign
autographs and make it back to
school on Monday, “basically a ghost
in the hallways.”

“Everyone else was trying to figure
out what their career is going to be,”
he says. “And I was making more
money than my teachers.”

Mr. Friedberg says that skate-
boarders typically distinguish them-
selves in competitions or video seg-
ments of their tricks. Mr. Hawk, he
says, excelled at both and was partic-

WEEKEND CONFIDENTIAL | CHRIS KORNELIS

Tony Hawk
The ‘Michael Jordan of skateboarding’ has helped bring
the sport from the counterculture to the mainstream.

ularly innovative in transition skat-
ing—moving from horizontal to verti-
cal to perform tricks—in pools and
skate parks and on vertical ramps.

Mr. Hawk’s star grew exponentially
in the 1990s with the advent of the X
Games and his nationally tele-
vised performances at the competi-
tion. That included a 1999 watershed
in which he landed what is considered
the first documented “900”—2½
turns in midair. That same year, the
introduction of “Tony Hawk’s Pro
Skater” made him a household name
(at least in skateboard-loving house-
holds) and an unofficial ambassador
for the sport. The game was a run-
away success and helped move the
sport—which some had long viewed
as the provenance of misbehaving
youth—into the mainstream.

This move away from the counter-
culture wasn’t unanimously embraced
in the skate community. Mr. Hawk
says that his endorsement deals with
non-skate brands such as Hershey’s,
Club Med, Bagel Bites and Frito-Lay
made him the target of accusations of

selling out. He doesn’t agree. “My ar-
gument was that I’m using their ad-
vertising dollars to show skateboard-
ing to a new audience, because I was
in control of the narrative,” he says.
“My main contractual item or de-
mand was that I had control over the
final version or the direction of all
this marketing.”

Mr. Hawk, who was the founding
vice president of USA Skateboarding,
sees the Olympics as another oppor-
tunity to reach new enthusiasts. He
didn’t think that skateboarding
needed an Olympic endorsement to
achieve credibility. But making skat-
ing an Olympic sport, he said, would
immediately make it a priority in
countries where it has been ignored
or even discouraged.

Some worry that skateboarders
can be disrespectful of others in pub-
lic spaces and turn cityscapes into
skateboard parks. Mr. Hawk doesn’t
find such critiques persuasive. “Skate-
boarding is here to stay, so cities
should accept it and provide desig-
nated facilities in order to alleviate
that problem,” he says.

Expanded access to skating, Mr.
Hawk says, is the most important
area that he works on now. Through
the Skatepark Project, a nonprofit he
founded as the Tony Hawk Founda-
tion in 2002, he helps develop skate
parks in underserved communities.
Since the organization’s founding, he
says, it has helped fund and develop
more than 600 parks, working with
local groups on everything from fund-
raising to navigating the paperwork
and other checklist items necessary to
get a park built.

Mr. Hawk says that he and his col-
leagues still encounter “antiquated
views of skateboarding and skate-
boarders” in some city councils. But
he says those concerns are usually
put to rest after the parks get built
and even the skeptics can see how
much they get used.

“If you go to a skate park, there’s
always someone there skating—sunup
to sundown,” he says. “You can’t say
the same for basketball courts or
baseball fields. When they see that
amount of use and the presence and
the excitement, they end up wanting
to build more.”

‘I literally saw
them flying out of
swimming pools.’
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Getting the
Band Back
Together,
Pandemic
Or Not

shut up and play your gui-
tar. And don’t forget: This
is a hard-rock band. Don’t
you ever mention the Hol-
lies or the Box Tops
again.”

Despite my retrograde
status, I loved playing in
the band and continued
doing so until we all split
for different colleges in
September 1968. For the
next 43 years, we didn’t
see each other again. Then
in 2011, thanks to Facebook, four
of us—minus the drummer, who
had vanished—reunited. The re-
placement drummer who we
found on Craigslist was better
than the rest of us and exercised
strong control over our set list.
So it looked like I was right back
where I started.

This time around, however, I
had more leverage. Because the
other members of the band live
in the Greater Philadelphia area,
while I had to drive down once a
month from suburban New York,
rock ’n’ roll noblesse oblige
forced the boys to be more def-
erential toward my appalling

Which worked out to al-
most six hours on the
road. Six hours to play old
songs by Cheap Trick.

But I did it. I did it be-
cause I love playing with
those guys. I did it because
I learned long ago that
you’ve got to pay your
dues if you want to sing
the blues. But I also did it
because after all these
years of friends treating
me like a guest, Covid-19

has finally put me in the driver’s
seat. Now I not only get to sug-
gest new material; I get to reject
material. “3/5 of a Mile in Ten
Seconds” by the Airplane? For-
get it. “Friend of the Devil?”
Ugh. “Hey Joe?” I’ve hated that
song for 53 years.

Only one line in the sand still
exists: Under no circumstances
will the other members of the
band allow me to take a solo.
They heard my last solo in 1967;
they’d rather hunker down and
wait for this pandemic thing to
blow over than put themselves
through that ordeal again.

I can’t say I blame them. ZO
H
A
R
LA

ZA
R

MOVING
TARGETS

JOE
QUEENAN

was willing to drive 228 miles
round-trip once a month to keep
the Phase Shift Network alive,
they were willing to suck it up
and suffer in silence.

Then the pandemic hit, and it
was no longer possible to motor
down and stay overnight at one
of the band members’ houses.
Nor was I crazy about sleeping
in hotels and risking death to
play the Dead. So for six
months, the Phase Shift Network
went on hiatus. Then the boys
pleaded with me to come down
and play on the back porch. This
meant making a brutal, one-day
round-trip from New York.

.
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BY RAY MONK

S
TEPHEN HAWKING was
a world-renowned theo-
retical physicist and cos-
mologist long before he
became internationally

famous, but what made him a house-
hold name was a book: “A Brief History
of Time,” which was published in 1988
to staggering commercial success.
The work has sold over 10 million
copies and has been translated into 40
languages. This is especially remark-
able because, when measured by how
well it achieves its goal of explaining
modern cosmology to a wide audience,
“A Brief History of Time” is a failure.
A lot of it is tough going for the non-
specialist and some of it downright
impenetrable, particularly its discus-
sion of the notion of “imaginary time.”

Hawking was aware of the issue,
and in 2003 he asked Leonard
Mlodinow, a theoretical physicist with
a gift for popular-science writing, to
work with him on a book that ex-
plained the same theories in a simpler,
more comprehensible way. Hawking
had been impressed by two of Mr.
Mlodinow’s works: “Euclid’s Window”
(2001), about curved space, and “Feyn-
man’s Rainbow” (2003), a memoir of
Mr. Mlodinow’s colleague at CalTech,
the Nobel Prize-winning physicist
Richard Feynman. The collaboration
succeeded admirably. Published in
2005, “A Briefer History of Time,” writ-
ten, one gathers, mainly by Mr. Mlodi-
now (except the parts, like the conclu-
sion, that simply repeat passages from
the original book), is, in my view, a
much better book than its predecessor.

Now Mr. Mlodinow has written a
book about Hawking’s life and work,
“Stephen Hawking: A Memoir of
Friendship and Physics,” and it’s worth
asking: Is there room for it? For read-
ers interested in the life and work of
Stephen Hawking, there is no shortage
of books available to satisfy their
curiosity. The fullest and most widely
read biography is “Stephen Hawking:
An Unfettered Mind” (2012) by Kitty
Ferguson. Though Ms. Ferguson does
not have a scientific background, she
has a deep interest in physics and
much experience of public communica-
tion of science. She also received a lot
of help from Hawking himself as well
as other scientists, and her expla-
nations of Hawking’s work are lucid
and well-informed. Much shorter, but
equally, if not more, scientifically lit-
erate, is “Stephen Hawking: A Life in
Science” (1992) by biographer Michael
White and astrophysicist John Gribbin.
For an account of Hawking’s life unen-
cumbered by science there is “Travel-
ling to Infinity” (2007) by his first wife,
Jane, which naturally concentrates
on their time together. (Their marriage
fell apart in the late 1980s and Hawk-
ing left her in 1990, 28 years before his
death.) In my view, however, the best

starting point is Hawking’s own little
book “My Brief History” (2013), which
deals with both his life and his work
and is written in a delightfully simple
and straightforward manner.

Yet Mr. Mlodinow’s memoir genu-
inely has something to add, insights
that are not to be found elsewhere.
At the center of the book is an account
of the five years he and Hawking spent
on the successor to “A Briefer History
of Time”: “The Grand Design: New
Answers to the Ultimate Questions of
Life” (2010). As its title suggests, this is
a much more ambitious book, attempt-
ing nothing less than an answer to
what the authors call “the mystery of
being.” Writing it was a slow and pain-
ful process. As Mr. Mlodinow puts it:
“Unlike the agreeableness Stephen had
exhibited when we worked on Briefer
History, with this project he would

prove ready to debate every point, no
matter how small. It was a slow pro-
cess, like when ants carry bits of leaf
across a road to build a fungus farm.”

Describing that slow process, Mr.
Mlodinow has produced a vivid and
compelling account of Hawking’s char-
acter, its many strengths and its occa-
sional deep flaws. After a brief intro-
duction in which he recalls Hawking’s
2018 funeral, he gives a detailed ac-
count of their work on “The Grand
Design” from 2006 to 2010, followed
by an epilogue describing the book’s
publication. Interspersed throughout
are glimpses of Hawking’s life before
and after their collaboration.

This biographical strand does not
deal with Hawking’s early life: his birth
during the war to Oxford-educated
but not especially wealthy parents (his
father was a medical research scien-

tist, his mother worked as a secre-
tary), his first few years in Highgate,
North London, and then his move, at
age 8, to St. Albans, where he received
his school education. Mr. Mlodinow’s
account starts in 1959, when Hawk-
ing, then 17 and “in seemingly good
health,” went to Oxford to study phys-
ics. He graduated with a first-class
degree, but Mr. Mlodinow emphasizes
how little work he did at Oxford and
(judged by the very highest standards)
how little physics he learned. At Ox-
ford, Mr. Mlodinow says, Hawking had
“no ambition, no goals, no direction.”

All that changed when he trans-
ferred to Cambridge for his doctoral
work in 1962. In his last year at Oxford,
Hawking had become concerned about
his health—he was getting increasingly
clumsy and his speech became slurred.
He went to see a university doctor,

UNFETTERED MIND Portrait of Stephen Hawking (1942-2018) by Ursula Wieland, 1992.
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Ghost Flames
By Charles J. Hanley
PublicAffairs, 504 pages, $35

BY ARTHUR HERMAN

D
ETAIL, MORE DETAIL:
That was Henry
James’s advice to
aspiring novelists.
Charles Hanley brings

that imperative to bear on a work of
history, “Ghost Flames: Life and Death
in a Hidden War, Korea 1950-1953.”
As Mr. Hanley notes, the Korean
War—wedged between World War II
and Vietnam—is known as “the for-
gotten war” and viewed as “an inde-
cisive conflict in a far-off place.” Yet
it left at least three million soldiers
and civilians dead, including 42,223
Americans killed or missing. It nearly
plunged the United States and Russia
into a nuclear confrontation. Bringing
more detail to the story is undoubt-
edly a worthy goal—although there re-

Cold War, until then mostly centered
along the Iron Curtain in Europe, had
suddenly turned hot, and America
found itself drawn into what would
become, officially, the longest war in
its history.

This was the first serious test of
America’s post-World War II strategy
of containing communism—and yet
there were almost no troops to carry
it out. In 1945, America’s 8.25 million-
strong military had shrunk to less
than 600,000 troops, most of whom
were in Germany. With the outbreak
of hostilities in Korea, the U.S. drew

on the Eighth Army’s four under-
manned, underequipped divisions sta-
tioned in Japan. Under the command
of Douglas MacArthur, they had to be
fed into Korea piecemeal—sometimes
company by company—to stem the
communist tide.

The result was a near-catastrophe.
By the end of July, 94,000 U.S. and
South Korean troops were desperately
clinging to a narrow perimeter around
Pusan, at the southern tip of the Ko-
rean Peninsula, even as waves of car-
rier-borne Navy planes and Air Force
B-29s pounded the North Korean

attack. To relieve Pusan and reverse
the war’s course, MacArthur launched
a dramatic amphibious landing at
Inchon on Sept. 15, 1950, and the long
slog of retaking South Korea began.

For a year and a half, the fighting
in Korea would range up and down
the peninsula. When MacArthur’s
forces pushed up toward the Chinese
border in October, Communist China
entered the war, and hundreds of
thousands of Chinese soldiers pushed
the Americans down the peninsula
again. Months of slaughter ensued.
Finally, MacArthur (who was fired by
President Truman for insubordination
in April 1951) and his successor, Gen.
Matthew Ridgway, repelled a succes-
sion of Chinese offensives. Stalemate
came in July 1951 along the 38th Par-
allel, the original boundary between
North and South Korea.

When Stalin, an ally of North
Korean dictator Kim Il Sung, learned
that President Eisenhower was ready
to use nuclear weapons, he forced
North Korea to the negotiating table.
Both sides have been there ever since.
Although a truce ended the fighting,
there is still no formal treaty ending
the Korean War.

Mr. Hanley’s diverse cast of charac-
ters includes not only leaders whose
names we know but men and women

PleaseturntopageC8

A Forgotten
War’s
Carnage

RETAKEN The U.S. consulate in Seoul, Sept. 27, 1950.
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mains the challenge of understanding
it all wisely and in full.

“Ghost Flames”—the title comes
from the Korean phrase hon bul, refer-
ring to the eerie emanations said to
hover over the graves of the Korean
dead—follows a wide array of figures
almost day by day to re-create the
human experience of this first great
conflict of the Cold War. As Mr. Han-
ley’s narrative gathers force, he seeks
to share out the blame equally be-
tween the two sides—or, as he terms
them, “the communist and capitalist
powers”—for the war’s staggering
record of suffering. Whether he makes
his case persuasively is doubtful, but
he does manage to show that all wars
are hell, not least the forgotten ones.

A little more than 70 years ago, on
June 25, 1950, 90,000 North Korean
soldiers backed by 150 Soviet-built
T-34 tanks suddenly poured across
the border into South Korea. The

This was the first test
of America’s strategy of
containing communism
—and there were almost
no troops to carry it out.

Stephen Hawking:
A Memoir of
Friendship and Physics
By Leonard Mlodinow
Pantheon, 219 pages, $25

who told him simply to “lay off the
beer.” After his first term at Cam-
bridge, his symptoms were more
severe, and he was sent by his family
doctor to the hospital, where extensive
tests were carried out and a diagnosis
was made: motor neurone disease, or,
as it is called in America, amyotrophic
lateral sclerosis (ALS). Most sufferers
of this disease die within a few years
of the diagnosis; about 5% live another
20 years. Remarkably, Hawking lived
for another 50 years and was able to
make fundamental contributions to
theoretical physics as his body gradu-
ally withered away.

Mr. Mlodinow is very good on the
small details of Hawking’s condition.
For instance, he describes the first
time he went to Hawking’s Cambridge
office. He found the door closed, and,
as he moved toward it, Hawking’s

assistant, a formidable woman called
Judith, sprang up from an adjacent
room and was quickly standing be-
tween Mr. Mlodinow and Hawking’s
office door. “It’ll be just a few min-
utes,” she said, “Stephen is on the
couch”—household shorthand for the
arrangement allowing Hawking to
relieve himself. Hawking needed the
help of caregivers to do almost every-
thing: eating, dressing, wiping sweat
off his brow, turning over in bed.
As he got to know Hawking better,
Mr. Mlodinow himself was able to help
in some of these respects.

By the time the author worked
with Hawking, he had divorced Jane
and married his second wife, Elaine,
who had been one of his caregivers.
By 2006, however, that marriage too
was falling apart. Mr. Mlodinow had
dinner often at Hawking’s house, but
he rarely saw Elaine; when he did he
could see the marriage was in trouble.
After one particularly heated row,
Elaine said to him, “I’m sorry, it’s just
that I’ve been his slave for 20 years
and it’s enough.”

Its glimpses of Hawking’s personal
life are poignant and interesting, but I
suspect this bookwill be read chiefly for
its insights into Hawking as a scientist.
Mr. Mlodinow understands very well,
and can explain very clearly, the twists
and turns of Hawking’s physics as it
developed from his doctoral thesis to
the breakthroughs of his mature years.
He conveys very clearly, for example,
how, after postulating that the bound-
ary of a black hole can never get
smaller, Hawking then—in one of his
most celebrated contributions to phys-
ics—put forward the notion now known
as “Hawking radiation,” which com-
pletely contradicts his earlier view.
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BOOKSComing of Age
in Naples

The return of
Elena FerranteC10

TheVirtues of Stubbornness
Stephen Hawking pursued research others rolled their eyes at, and persevered when his body betrayed him

Hawking could frustrate
friends and colleagues:
‘I’m sorry,’ his second
wife told the author.
‘I’ve been his slave for
20 years and it’s enough.’

.
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‘Money, you think, is the sole motive to . . . deception and devilry in this world. How much money did the devil make by gulling Eve?’ —HERMAN MELVILLE

who experienced the war outside the
headlines. We follow the fates of
South Korean refugees who had to flee
first Communist soldiers then Ameri-
can bombs. We hear the stories of
Chinese and North Korean veterans,
including a former North Korean
MiG-15 pilot, and we learn about a
British reporter for the Daily Worker
who was quick to search out American
wrong-doing but was predictably
silent about the Communists’ brutal
treatment of Allied prisoners. We
meet an array of U.S. fighting men,
including then-Marine and future
presidential candidate Pete McCloskey
and Clarence Adams, an African-Amer-
ican who, as a POW, chose to remain
in Communist China rather than be
repatriated to Jim Crow America. At a
refugee center, the nun and physician
Sister Mary Mercy had so many half-
starved infants without mothers that
she and the other sisters nurse them
on “Coca-Cola bottles for milk, with
rubber nipples attached.” All these
figures, and many more, found them-
selves caught up in the chaos that
emerged from the Communist on-
slaught and the inevitable American
retaliation.

As MacArthur noted, Americans
weren’t adept at fighting land wars
in Asia. The men of the Eighth Army
and the Marines were undersupplied
and overstretched—and largely unpre-
pared for the carnage they faced.

ContinuedfrompageC7

Some broke and ran, though many
more—as Mr. Hanley’s eyewitness
accounts from American GI’s show—
fought like heroes.

The main theme of “Ghost Flames,”
however, is the terrible suffering that
the war inflicted on its innocent civil-
ian victims. While most American
accounts of the war focus on Com-
munist atrocities, including the cold-
blooded murder of American POWs,
Mr. Hanley demonstrates that the U.S.
and its ally South Korea committed
plenty atrocities of their own: by fir-
ing on South Korean refugee columns;
by dropping bombs that didn’t dis-
criminate between soldier and civil-
ian; by deliberately destroying rice
crops to starve the Communists into
submission; above all, by standing by
while South Koreans butchered tens
of thousands of suspected Communist
sympathizers. In these ways, Ameri-
can power added to the death toll of
the innocents as well as the guilty.

The centerpiece—if that is the word
for it—of Mr. Hanley’s account is the
day in July 1950 when American sol-
diers and planes opened fire on South
Korean refugees trying to cross a rail-
way bridge at Nogun-Ri, after the
order went out from the Eighth Army
command that “no repeat no refugees
will be permitted to cross battle lines
at any time.” Mr. Hanley’s description
of the ensuing slaughter is among the
most affecting passages in “Ghost
Flames,” with the use of present tense
to heighten the drama: “In the flash of
a moment, their world is ripped apart.
Deafening explosions rock the ground
beneath them. They’re enveloped in a
darkness of falling earth and rock,
dust and gravel and smoke, and of bits
of . . . people and parts of people.
Again and again, bombs are dropped
or rockets fired into the midst of the

shrieking refugees. . . . One young
man, hugging the ground, feels some-
thing heavy fall on his back—the head
of a baby.”

It is important when an incident
like Nogun-Ri is brought into the pub-
lic light, especially after U.S. leaders
covered it up for decades, along with
200 or so other incidents when U.S.
troops or planes killed civilians in the
south or when B-29s pounded military
and civilian targets in the north.
Mr. Hanley also exposes the often
half-hearted attempts to halt the
South Koreans’ murder of civilians in
both the north and the south—Mac-
Arthur refused to intervene in what
he saw as an internal matter of the
South Korean government.

But Mr. Hanley’s granular ap-
proach, which makes such compelling
reading, leaves aside the larger issues
involved. In the end, “Ghost Flames”
resembles a series of police reports
rather than a work of history. Mr.
Hanley delves into the darker recesses
of this conflict without shedding light
on why it was happening.

He acknowledges but then imme-
diately plays down the concern that
consumed U.S. military commanders
in the early weeks and months of the
war, which led them to order their
troops to shoot first and ask ques-
tions later. This was the fear that the
Communists would use the thousands
of refugees clogging bridges and
roads to mask their advance or infil-
trate behind U.S. lines. America’s last
enemy in Asia, Japan, had utterly dis-
regarded the rules of war. Why would
commanders of beleaguered American
troops assume that the Communists,
given their bloody record elsewhere,
wouldn’t do the same?

As for the indiscriminate use of
American air power—American B-29s

passing over two other moral issues.
The first is that, by starting the

war in the first place, Kim Il Sung,
together with his Chinese and Russian
allies, must assume the guilt for a con-
flict that killed (according to Mr. Han-
ley’s calculations) at least a million of
his own citizens as well as a million
South Korean civilians and perhaps as
many as 600,000 Chinese. Like Hitler,
Kim’s vaulting ambition brought ca-
tastrophe to his own people as well as
to his enemies and allies—although,
unlike the Nazi dictator, the North Ko-
rean leader lived to impose his brand
of totalitarianism on his countrymen.

This fact points to the second issue.
The true character of a government is
revealed not only by how it behaves in
wartime but also in peace. In North
Korea’s case, for 70 years Kim Il Sung
and his successors have perpetuated
a regime that is at war with its own
people. Systematically starved, beaten
and brain-washed into submission,
North Koreans have inherited a fate
that contrasts sharply with their free
and prosperous fellow Koreans south
of the 38th Parallel. Who won, and
who lost, the struggle to liberate
South Korea from Kim matters, how-
ever much both sides suffered seven
decades ago.

“War is the worst thing in the
world,” Ridgway said when the fighting
in Korea stopped at the end of July
1953. Mr. Hanley’s harrowing account,
in all its vivid detail, confirms that
judgment while stopping short of mea-
suring with similar precision why some
wars are worth fighting all the same.

Mr. Herman is a senior fellow at
the Hudson Institute and the author
“The Viking Heart: How Scandi-
navians Conquered the World,”
to be published in the spring.

Stubborn
Stephen
Hawking

The Korean
War’s Ghost
Flames

Rather than having an entropy of zero—existing
in a stasis Mr. Mlodinow compares to that of a
“billiard ball”—black holes, Hawking concluded,
do indeed emit radiation, a process that may con-
tinue until they exhaust their energy and evaporate.

As for the ideas in “The Grand Design” itself,
Mr. Mlodinow emphasizes the disagreements he
and Hawking had about its claims concerning
philosophy and God. At the end of “A Brief History
of Time,” Hawking had made what I regard as ill-
judged remarks about the decline of philosophy,
citing in particular Wittgenstein’s view that the
analysis of language was philosophy’s “sole
remaining task.” “What a comedown,” Hawking
sneers, “from the great tradition of philosophy
from Aristotle to Kant!” (These remarks appear
too in “A Briefer History,” suggesting that
Mr. Mlodinow had no problem with them.)

He was, though, uncomfortable with the
stronger claim made in “The Grand Design” that
“philosophy is dead.”
How, he wondered,
could they begin a book
that claimed to provide
a “new philosophy for
theoretical physics” with
the claim that philoso-
phy was dead? He raised
the matter with Hawk-
ing, arguing that, even
if science is a better
means of understanding
the universe than philos-
ophy, many branches of
philosophy remain very much alive—ethics, logic,
the philosophy of life, the philosophy of mathe-
matics, physics and so on. He proposed an amend-
ment: “As a way of understanding the physical
world, philosophy is dead.” Hawking was having
none of it. “Your sentence has no punch,” he re-
plied. When Mr. Mlodinow demurred, Hawking said
it again, this time a bit louder. When Mr. Mlodinow
still objected, Hawking, controlling the volume of
his computerized voice, said it again, this time very
loudly indeed. The sentence stayed in, and every
philosopher who has read the book has bristled at it.

With regard to God, “The Grand Design” posed
the question “Did the universe need a creator?”
The answer it gave was: no. When the book was
published, the Times of London ran a story with
the headline: “Hawking: God did not create
universe” and Mr. Mlodinow was phoned by an
alarmed Judith asking him to deal with the ensuing
furor, which included several personal attacks on
Hawking. “Stephen just smiled at the criticisms,”
Mr. Mlodinow writes, adding, “I suppose that on
an annoyance scale ranging from one to ‘I can’t
move anything below my neck,’ those ad hominem
attacks scored pretty low.” The author quotes
Hawking as saying: “Stubbornness is my best
quality.” He agrees, noting that his stubbornness
enabled Hawking to pursue lines of research that
others “rolled their eyes at,” and also: “It enabled
his spirit to dance in the prison of his limp body.”
The great merit of this book is to convey so vividly
the dance, the spirit and the prison.

Mr. Monk is a professor of philosophy at the
University of Southampton and the biographer
of Bertrand Russell, Ludwig Wittgenstein and
J. Robert Oppenheimer.
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When their
book appeared,
one newspaper
headline read:
‘Hawking: God
did not create
universe.’

The Confidence-Man
By Herman Melville (1857)

1 “You must have
confidence, unquestioning
confidence,” the swindler
at the center of this novel

demands of a soon-to-be victim.
Herman Melville’s book—
published on April 1, 1857—was
written during the era that gave
rise to the term “confidence
man,” as well as to American
showmen like P.T. Barnum, not
to mention séance-peddling
spiritualists and self-proclaimed
prophets. Such figures thrive,
Melville notes, when “everything
bids despair.” His narrative is
set on a melancholic riverboat
named Fidèle, where a series of
swindles are carried out. One of
the most impressive aspects
of this tale, breathtaking in its
originality, is the way in which
the text itself is deployed as a
con game—one that constantly
toys with the reader’s trust
within the conventions of plot
and character. It’s quite possibly
the author’s best work, a
hilarious novel in its savage way,
in which Melville casts a cold
and piercing eye on both
deceiver and deceived.

Charlatan
By Pope Brock (2008)

2 Before little blue pills,
there were goat glands.
In the 1920s and ’30s
thousands of American

men sought out the services of
a self-styled “physician” named
John Romulus Brinkley, who
proposed to remedy fading
virility through the surgical
implantation of goat testicles.
Despite the ineffectiveness—not
to mention the outlandishness—
of this often-deadly procedure,
Brinkley became one of the
country’s wealthiest surgeons,
making $12 million during the
worst parts of the Depression.
The key to his success, as this
rollicking account makes clear,
was his use of the new
technology of radio, including
“border blaster” broadcasts
from Mexico, which allowed
him to reach a vast audience far
from his operations. Dabbling in
politics, he missed winning the
governorship of Kansas by a
hair’s breadth in 1930. Brinkley’s
career as a self-obsessed

charlatan stands as proof, Pope
Brock observes, “that if a man
behaves outrageously enough,
disgrace is impossible.”

Empire of Deception
By Dean Jobb (2015)

3 No one loved money
more—or was better
at persuading others
to part with it—than

Leo Koretz, “the Bernie Madoff
of the Roaring Twenties.”
For almost two decades,
the magnetic, well-mannered
Koretz convinced hundreds
of people to invest a total of
around $30 million in various
fraudulent enterprises, most
notably a nonexistent timber-
and-oil syndicate in Panama.
“Con men need a battery of
traits to win their victims’
trust and lighten their wallets,”
observes Dean Jobb, the author
of this lively tale of deceit.
“Leo Koretz had them all.”
One of his most persuasive
tactics was his ability to make
others struggle for a chance to
follow where he led. “He made
stock certificates hard to get,”
writes Mr. Jobb, “which made
people all the more desperate
to get their hands on them.”
So persuasive was Koretz,
in fact, that he began to believe
his own fictions. “It doesn’t
seem possible,” he confided
after his pyramid scheme

collapsed in 1923, “but I came
almost to believe in the propo-
sition myself.”

The Adversary
By Emmanuel Carrère (2001)

4 No collection of books
on con artistry would
be complete without
this true-crime master-

piece from Emmanuel Carrère.
Here is the story of a certain
Jean-Claude Romand, who for
nearly two decades convinced
those around him that he was
an important researcher for
the World Health Organization.
In fact, he had no medical
degree, much less a job,
and when not embezzling the
fortunes of those closest to
him, he spent much of his time
wandering aimlessly in the
forest. Then, just before his
deception came to light in 1993,
he murdered his wife and
children, then shot his parents
to death with a rifle he’d
borrowed from his father.
Mr. Carrère began a corre-
spondence with the killer,
determined to find out what
went on in his mind during
the decades of his successful
deception. But his quest—
though brilliantly recounted—
ends in failure. Even when the
murderer expresses remorse for
his crimes and turns to Christi-
anity in prison, Mr. Carrère

can’t help but ask, “Isn’t the
liar inside him putting one over
on him?” The con man, he con-
cludes, has no life other than
the one he fabricated, no self
besides the one he invented
for those he deceived.

The Soul Thief
By Charles Baxter (2008)

5 Charles Baxter delivers
a dagger-sharp portrait
of a confidence man,
told from the perspec-

tive of his victim. It’s a subject
on which the author can claim
some authority, having had his
own identity stolen by some-
one posing at literary events
as “Charles Baxter.” The thief
at the center of this dark little
novel is likewise a would-be
writer who sets out to appro-
priate the life of his graduate-
school classmate—a stunt
more than a little impelled by
sadism—and the consequences
are horrific. Years later the
narrator gets the chance to
confront his “soul thief,”
who, in a plot twist, is now
the host of a popular public-
radio show. What follows is a
dramatic encounter, a display
of the swindler’s most duplici-
tous impulses. Then the finale
that brings his most duplici-
tous trick: one he plays with
relish on the narrator and
reader alike.

Miles Harvey
The author, most recently, of ‘The King of Confidence’

FIVE BEST ON CON ARTISTS

are constantly swooping into Mr.
Hanley’s narrative to blow up North
Korean military and civilian targets
without compunction—it’s worth re-
membering that for months the Air
Force and Navy were the only forces
strong enough to halt the Communist
juggernaut and, later, drive it back
up the peninsula. After the holocausts
of Tokyo, Hiroshima and Dresden in
World War II, America’s air command-
ers, like Gen. George Stratemeyer,
weren’t going to be over-concerned
about the deaths of civilians in the
enemy’s own country. Strategic bomb-

ing was the only effective weapon at
hand short of nuclear weapons—at a
moment when the fate of the Cold
War seemed to hang in the balance.

Inadvertently, Mr. Hanley’s account
reveals how discriminating the use of
American power became in later con-
flicts, such as Vietnam, Afghanistan
and Iraq, where the desire to avoid
civilian casualties was almost obses-
sive—even though it meant endanger-
ing American soldiers and aviators.
In “Ghost Flames,” Mr. Hanley wants
very much to draw a moral equiva-
lence between the U.S. and North Ko-
rea. At one point he quotes Gen. Ridg-
way saying that, as Mr. Hanley puts it,
he himself “had given orders in Korea
of the kind for which the German gen-
erals [in World War II] were sitting in
prison.” But he can do this only by

In later conflicts, such
as Vietnam, Afghanistan
and Iraq, the desire to
avoid civilian casualties
was almost obsessive.

‘THEY WERE THIS BIG’ John Romulus Brinkley and his catch during a cruise in 1936.
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Great Adaptations
By Kenneth Catania

Princeton, 199 pages, $27.95

BY DAVID P. BARASH

N
EARLY 50 YEARS ago,
the philosopher Thomas
Nagel wrote an influen-
tial paper titled “What
Is It Like to Be a Bat?”

Although the article’s implications
have been much debated, the answer
is: We’ll probably never know. Ken-
neth Catania, professor of biological
sciences at Vanderbilt University,
probably doesn’t know either, but his
book “Great Adaptations” gives us the
next best thing: a view into the lives
of many strange and wonderful crit-
ters, whose windows to the world are
no less remarkable than the sonar
used by many species of bats to catch
flying insects and avoid obstacles.

You may not have heard of star-
nosed moles, tentacled snakes, water
shrews and emerald jewel wasps. You
might not have given much thought
to the hunting techniques of electric
eels, or of worm grunters (those are
people, by the way), but fortunately
for the rest of us, Mr. Catania has, and
although his scientific investigations
don’t exactly tell us what it’s like to
be any of these creatures, his book
does a stunning job of unveiling their
hidden lives, at the same time giving
an inspiring account of what it’s like

the author wryly laments that “there
are no commercially available water
shrew whisker stimulators.” The
kicker? He decided to devise his own.

Then we’re on to tentacled snakes
and Mr. Catania’s self-deprecating
reflection that he might be considered
an “investigator of strange append-
ages.” The tentacled, or “fishing,”
snake of Thailand, Cambodia and
Vietnam lives, and hunts for its prey,
in the water. “Whenever live fish are
in sight, the snake . . . waits, patiently
and motionless, until a fish swims
to just the right spot. In a flash, it
strikes, and . . . well something very
strange happens.” This extraordinary
attack sequence has results that I
won’t spoil here, except to quote Mr.
Catania as he offers a memorable
analogy. “It’s like a baseball player
not only learning about pitches but
also knowing where the ball will go
before the pitcher moves—and better
yet, having been born with the ability.
If fish dream, tentacled snakes are in
their worst nightmares.”

Although Mr. Catania’s writing is
plenty lively by itself, “Great Adapta-
tions” is further enhanced by infor-
mative photos and comical drawings.
If that’s not enough, I’ll leave you
with one more inducement to join in
the scientific fun: To find out why
electric eels leap out of the water to
attack horses—yet another mystery
considering that they have tiny teeth,
eat mostly fish, and swallow their
prey whole—you’ll have to read
“Great Adaptations.”

Mr. Barash, an evolutionary
biologist and professor emeritus of
psychology at the University of
Washington, is the author of the
forthcoming book “Threats:
Intimidation and Its Discontents.”

Biology’s
Unanswered
Questions

orized.” By contrast, as Mr. Catania
clearly understands, and demon-
strates beautifully in his book, science
offers adventures in trying to decode
the mysteries of the natural world.

This open-minded, openhearted
attitude toward biology’s many un-
answered questions is the organizing
principle of “Great Adaptations”: how
to recognize those mysteries, how to
go about solving them, and most im-
portant, how to appreciate them. In
science, working out the solutions to a
puzzle inevitably raises new questions
in a process not unlike nuclear fission,
in which splitting one nucleus gener-
ates the energy to split more—except
in this case, the energy released isn’t
dangerous but illuminating.

If you live in the eastern United
States, there’s a good chance you’ve
walked over a star-nosed mole,
though most of us never glimpse
them. With features that would make
them look at home in the “Star Wars”
cantina, they’re also exemplars of
how scientific sleuthing uses a physi-
cal anomaly to unpack the mysteries

of life. “It’s hard to keep track of all
the astounding things revealed by
studying star-nosed moles,” writes
Mr. Catania, but he does his best here.
We learn that this diminutive crea-
ture is the world’s fastest mammalian
forager, using its star-shaped schnoz
as a rapid-fire mechanoreceptor. We
learn that sharks can detect an elec-
tric field of only 0.00000001 volts per
centimeter: “That’s about 6 million
times smaller than the field generated
by a double A battery if you dropped
it in a glass of water, and we humans
can’t even sense a double A battery
when we hold it in our hands.”

Humor goes arm in arm with won-
der in Mr. Catania’s telling. His chap-
ter on “worm grunting”—coaxing
earthworms from the ground with
vibrations—includes not only a beau-
tiful description of how a careful
scientist tests alternative hypotheses
but the historical and anthropological
background behind a practice that
might at first seem comical. In an
analysis of how water shrews employ
their whiskers to detect passing fish,

ON THE SCENT Condylura cristata, the star-nosed mole.
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to be a scientist in love with science
and eager to share the excitement.

From its first sentences, “Great Ad-
aptations” grabs the reader: “If you
ask me why I love my job as a scien-
tist, I can’t help but think of the first
scene in The Princess Bride. The
movie opens with a grandfather . . .
about to read a book to his sick
grandson. . . . The skeptical kid asks,
‘Has it got any sports in it?’ The
grandfather replies, ‘Are you kidding?
Fencing, fighting, torture, revenge, gi-
ants, monsters, chases, escapes, true
love, miracles.’ ” For Mr. Catania, biol-
ogy takes in this action-packed terri-
tory and more: “I’d have to add a few
words, like electrocution, zombifi-
cation, deception, and centuries-old
legends. Although true love may be
absent, I’d argue it’s made up for
by the beauty of the animals.” Mr.
Catania echoes his title’s Dickensian

namesake and sets up great expecta-
tions for readers—expectations that
he goes on to fulfill delightfully.

The irresistible enthusiasm of
“Great Adaptations” couldn’t come
at a better time—science is under
assault not merely by know-nothing
deniers but in how it is taught and
presented to the general public. It’s
dispensed as a collection of facts,
recitations of what past research has
uncovered, findings to be understood,
which all too often means just “mem-

The star-nosedmole,
which looks like a patron
of the ‘StarWars’ cantina,
is theworld’s fastest
mammalian forager.

BY DANIEL J. LEVITIN

T
HERE’S A WIDELY per-
petuated myth about the
human brain that claims
we only use 10% of it.
If this were true, injury

to the brain wouldn’t matter much,
so long as you injure one of the un-
used parts. In fact, there is no area of
the brain that can be damaged with-
out consequences, and those conse-
quences vary depending on such
things as what part of the brain is
compromised, the severity of the in-
jury, and how old you are when you
experience the loss. But what our
brains do possess is something per-
haps more wonderful than a supposed
reservoir of untapped grey matter.
They have a powerful ability to work
around wounds, generating new
neural connections that allow us to
overcome sometimes shocking levels
of damage. The capacity to grow new
neural circuits isn’t just a response to
trauma—it’s there with all of us every
day, until the end of our lives, and it
forms the basis of all learning.

The surprising possibilities that
follow from having brains so change-
able, or “plastic,” provide the guiding
theme of “Livewired” by David Eagle-
man. With vivid examples the Stan-
ford neuroscientist builds the case
that the most interesting thing about
our brains is the ever-changing land-
scape of neural connections we create
in response both to transient and
accumulated experiences. And his
portrait of how this neural ecology
functions forms the basis for his pre-
dictions about how technological
developments will come to harness
our neuroplastic potential to change
the ways we interact with the world.

Mr. Eagleman has established his
bona fides as a futurist who leverages
neuroscientific findings in works of
both fact and speculative fiction, like
his 2009 book “Sum,” in which in-
triguing philosophical questions and
thought experiments grounded in
science were developed into fictional
vignettes exploring conceptions of the
afterlife.

With “Livewired,” he follows the ex-
ploits of “biohackers” who have surgi-
cally enhanced their bodies and brains
—some had magnets implanted into
their fingers so that they could feel
magnetic fields. One so-called cyber-
human reportedly could “feel the
power running through cables,” allow-
ing him to diagnose hardware prob-
lems directly. For a TED talk in 2015,
Mr. Eagleman himself donned a vibro-
tactile vest connected to a computer
that scanned Twitter for posts about
the conference, analyzing each tweet as
positive or negative. As he was speak-

ing, Mr. Eagleman writes, “I could feel
the sentiment of the room and how it
changed over time . . . [of] being
tapped into the overall emotional state
of hundreds of people, all at once.”

One the best things about works of
popular science is that they allow the
latitude to speculate about new ideas.
Here, Mr. Eagleman introduces his
theory (so new that the research is
still an unreviewed preprint) that the
reason we dream is to keep the visual
cortex active during darkness, so that
it won’t be colonized by other sensory
processes looking to expand their
cortical real estate. Of course, there
are four other senses not actively re-
ceiving input while we sleep: smell,
taste, balance and, if you sleep in a
quiet room, hearing. I wondered:
Wouldn’t they be under threat of this
cortical cannibalization?

I’m not an expert on sleep so I
asked one—Robert Stickgold of Har-
vard. He agreed to review the pre-
print, and found a number of prob-
lems with the hypothesis, such as why
our dreams have emotional content if
they simply need to serve up visual
images. “This is like someone study-
ing an NFL season,” he said, “moni-
toring the air pressure in the football
after every play . . . and concluding
that the purpose of the game is to try
to decrease the air pressure within
the ball by kicking it over and over
again. If you really think that’s the

purpose of the game, how do you ex-
plain everything else that happens?”

The most interesting parts of the
book come when Mr. Eagleman looks
to the future, predicting how brain
science will continue to shape tech-
nology. As brain-like artificial “neural”
networks become common, we’ll be
surrounded by machines that learn
constantly, such as self-driving cars
that can adjust to new surroundings,
or a power grid that intelligently dis-
tributes electricity where it’s needed.
Some examples are both fanciful and
concrete: “Imagine a building that
senses the traffic through its bath-
rooms and releases attractants or
repellents to call for the quick growth
of more sink spigots, urinals, and
sewage pipes.”

What about the implications for
education? Mr. Eagleman quotes the
writer Isaac Asimov’s vision for indi-
vidualized education in the 1980s.
“Today, what people call learning is
forced on you. Everyone is forced to
learn the same thing on the same day
at the same speed in class. But every-
one is different.” Asimov anticipated
an alternative that would allow stu-
dents “to find out about whatever
they’re interested in by looking it
up in their own homes, at their own
speed, in their own time—and
everyone will enjoy learning.” If
Asimov anticipated the internet, Mr.
Eagleman expands: “Drilling down

through blind mole holes of Wiki-
pedia, without any prespecified plan,
may turn out to be a near-optimal
way to learn.” Let learners, he argues,
make discoveries “in the context of
their curiosity.”

Here I part ways with “Livewired.”
To begin with, while the innately curi-
ous—probably including most readers
of this review—might flourish under
this system, most students won’t:
Coronavirus lockdowns have con-
firmed the difficulty of prying kids
away from passive screen viewing, as
the net’s ability to serve up video
increases. Students do benefit from
learning in their own ways, but the
internet’s unadjudicated offerings are
no substitute for actual teachers, or
for a central authority ensuring that
the information on offer is correct.

Real learning requires active par-
ticipation, applying critical frame-

works to material, and expert feed-
back. (Full disclosure: I left my job as
a tenured professor at a large public
university in order to put this active
learning into practice at a school in
San Francisco.) As Mr. Eagleman him-
self notes, neural connections only
become strong when we use them and
keep using them—something that
passive reading does not accom-
plish—especially when it relies on
digital media, as UCLA professor
Maryanne Wolf has shown.

I found myself using new knowl-
edge a great deal as I read “Live-
wired,” a book that has sparked
many conversations with my wife
(who is also a neuroscientist) and
my students and colleagues. Since
the passing of Isaac Asimov, we
haven’t had a working scientist like
Mr. Eagleman, who engages his ideas
in such a variety of modes. “Live-
wired” reads wonderfully like what a
book would be if it were written by
Oliver Sacks and William Gibson,
sitting on Carl Sagan’s front lawn.
You’ll use more than 10% of your
brain digesting it—and you’ll build
new connections as you do.

Mr. Levitin is founding dean at the
Minerva Schools of Arts and Hu-
manities at Keck Graduate Institute.
His most recent book is “Successful
Aging: A Neuroscientist Explores the
Power and Potential of Our Lives.”

BOOKS
‘Any man could, if he were so inclined, be the sculptor of his own brain.’ —SANTIAGO RAMÓN Y CAJAL

Livewired
By David Eagleman

Pantheon, 310 pages, $28.95

TheThree-PoundLifelongLearner

HELLO, CENTRAL Neural fibers in a human brain.
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As brain-like artificial
‘neural’ networks
become common,
we’ll be surrounded
bymachines that
learn constantly: cars,
buildings, sinks, urinals.
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BY ANNA MUNDOW

W
HEN A SERIES OF
novels intoxicates
millions of readers
worldwide, leaving
them bereft when

they reach the final page, we might
well ask if the author of that series
might herself have been drained by her
creation.

In the case of Elena Ferrante’s in-
cendiary Neapolitan Novels, the ques-
tion seems particularly apt: Having
said so much that conveyed so much,
in other words, could Elena Ferrante
have anything left to say? (The accom-
panying question of whether there is
anything left to say about the enig-
matic Ms. Ferrante is another matter,
theories regarding her true identity
having thrived for years.)

There have, of course, been Ferrante
books published for English-language
readers in the wake of the famous
quartet: “Frantumaglia: A Writer’s
Journey” (2016); the collection “Inci-
dental Inventions” (2019), illustrated
by Andrea Ucini; and “The Beach at
Night” (2016), a fabulist tale of a doll
abandoned by her owner, illustrated by
Mara Cerri. And it is worth recalling
that Ms. Ferrante’s reputation was es-
tablished decades ago, with the publi-
cation in 1992 in Italy of “Troubling
Love,” followed by “The Days of Aban-
donment” and “The Lost Daughter,” all
of which appeared in English transla-
tion between 2005 and 2008. But it
was her four-volume saga dramatizing
the entwined lives of Elena Greco and
Lila Cerullo that, in its breadth and in-
tensity, caused Ms. Ferrante’s fiction to
be compared with that of Dickens, Bal-
zac, Tolstoy, Proust. The rhapsodic re-
sponse was understandable. Between
2012 and 2015, when they appeared in
English—translated, as have been all
Ms. Ferrante’s works to date, by Ann
Goldstein—“My Brilliant Friend,” “The
Story of a New Name,” “Those Who
Leave and Those Who Stay” and “The
Story of the Lost Child” constituted a
landscape heaving with so much emo-
tion, sensation, and at times such
sheer melodrama, that each volume
seemed to overflow its covers to flood
into the next.

Ms. Ferrante’s new novel, “The
Lying Life of Adults,” is by comparison
a model of compression. There are far
fewer characters. The span of time is a
brief four years or so. The city of
Naples, while fundamental to the nar-
rative, is sparingly described. There is
none of the lushness, the sense of
abandon, that saturated the Neapolitan
quartet. Yet in “The Lying Life of
Adults,” Ms. Ferrante once again, with
undiminished skill and audacity, cre-

ates an emotional force field that has
at its heart a young girl on the brink of
womanhood.

Giovanna, the only child of aca-
demic parents, fears that at the age of
12 she is beginning to look like her
ostracized aunt Vittoria, “a woman in
whom,” according to Giovanna’s fa-
ther, “ugliness and spite were com-
bined to perfection.” The girl’s anxi-
ety is sparked by an overheard
remark, and seems trivial. But in the
world that Ms. Ferrante creates noth-
ing is ever trivial, let alone meaning-
less. The fleeting expression on a
face, the texture of a doll’s dress, the
glint of a gold bracelet, such things
make up the magpie nest we call
memory. And in family stories—the
stories Ms. Ferrante tells as few other
writers can—cherished items acquire
totemic power. The bracelet, for in-
stance, that belonged to Giovanna’s
grandmother is imagined by the child
to be an “essential part of the fights

between brother and sister, a further
fragment of their hatreds.” Giovanna
only begins to grasp the nature of
that mutual hostility when, despite
her parents’ protests, she insists on
visiting the scandalous Vittoria in her
modest neighborhood on the rough
side of town.

“We lived in the highest part of
Naples,” Giovanna explains, “and to
go anywhere we had inevitably to
descend.” The descent brings revela-
tions. Aunt Vittoria is not ugly but
strikingly beautiful, Giovanna imme-
diately sees. She is also ferocious,
crude and mercilessly clear-sighted.
“Your father is a jerk,” she tells the
child, “[he] erases everything that
might be better than him.” Why else,
she demands, would he hide from
Giovanna and her mother the brace-
let that she, Vittoria, bestowed on
her newborn niece? (The answer that
emerges is in fact, much to Vittoria’s
delight, far more incriminating.)

These visits mark the beginning of
Giovanna’s education in the ways of
the heart and her admittance to the
realm of adult duplicity. “I learned to
lie to my parents more and more,” she
confesses, as her unlikely friendship
with Vittoria deepens and she begins
to suspect her own mother of infidel-
ity. Truths dissolve, family lore unrav-
els, the family itself disintegrates, and
Giovanna’s parents turn into people
before her very eyes. She grows up, in
other words—but not entirely. Suscep-
tible to passionate longing one minute
and repulsed by it the next, this hero-
ine exists in a perpetual present that
Ms. Ferrante creates here, as in her
previous novels, with alchemical
power. Like so many Ferrante charac-
ters, Giovanna is consequently in flux
and on edge, at the mercy of the mo-
ment. Her most reckless act, for exam-
ple, is triggered by an offhand compli-
ment bestowed by Roberto, a friend’s
fiancé: “You told me I’m very beauti-

The Lying Life of Adults
By Elena Ferrante
Europa, 322 pages, $26

ful,” she imagines herself reminding
him, “and so, as soon as I got off one
train, look, though I’m dead tired, I’m
returning on another.” (To lose her
virginity, she hopes, though Vittoria
later warns her “if I find out you’ve
wasted it, I’ll tell your father and we’ll
beat you to death.”)

Female friendship too is a stormy
affair, particularly when boys, some
dangerous, slouch into view. (“Boys,”
one knowing girl sneers, “it’s like being
in the toilet of a train.”) A beloved soul
mate of Giovanna’s adolescence be-
comes a stranger; her younger sister
takes her place. But no character in
“The Lying Life of Adults,” however in-
cidental, is superfluous, just as no de-
tail—of the outer or inner landscape—
is cursory, but an essential fragment of
the tight mosaic whose pattern holds
us spellbound.

Through Giovanna’s eyes, we see
the Naples Vittoria reveals: its ceme-
tery tombs with “dark cross-shaped
cracks in the marble that seemed to
have been left for the breathing of
those who no longer had breath”; its
meager church fairs purveying “eye-
glasses, bundles of papers, an old tele-
phone . . . well-worn objects, touched
over the years by hands that by now

were probably hands of the dead, pov-
erty being sold to poverty.” And we
see Giovanna turning not into her
aunt, as she feared in childhood, but
into someone even more formidable.

“He was convinced that I had re-
turned for that type of betrayal,” she
says, referring to her intended seduc-
tion of Roberto, “and not for betray-
als that were much more ferocious.”
She is now 16, the age at which Lila in
“My Brilliant Friend,” about to be
married, sits with her friend Elena on
the edge of a bed, her wedding dress
laid out beside her “like the body of a
dead woman.” Ms. Ferrante’s new
novel, by contrast, ends with escape,
as Giovanna and her friend Ida board
a train to Venice, pledging “to become
adults as no one ever had before.”

They disappear from view, but
their battle cry echoes. And we can-
not help but cheer them on, these
children still armored in blessed
naiveté. Only Ms. Ferrante knows
what lies ahead for her new genera-
tion of formidable heroines. If we are
lucky she may even let us know.

Ms. Mundow is a writer in central
Massachusetts.

Her Brilliant Aunt
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Family stories—and
resentments—shape
a young girl’s life
in Elena Ferrante’s
long-awaited new novel.

BOOKS
‘We don’t know anything about people, even those with whom we share everything.’ —ELENA FERRANTE, ‘THE DAYS OF ABANDONMENT’

Our
novelists
used to
warn
that

‘it could
happen
here.’
Now
they
sigh
that
‘it

already
has.’

THE CHANGE HAS been subtle
but unmistakable, a shift in
our novelists’ tone from
anxiety to something nearer
resignation. If the message of
much early 21st-century fiction
was “it could happen here,”
the attitude today is a bleak
and blasted “it already has.”
Dystopian fiction like Margaret
Atwood’s “The Handmaid’s
Tale,” long thought to be
cautionary, is now considered
descriptive of the present day.
Climate-change novels, such as
“Weather” by Jenny Offill and
“A Children’s Bible” by Lydia
Millet, begin with the premise
that environmental catastrophe
is a foregone conclusion. Hari
Kunzru’s “Red Pill” delineates
a conspiracy theory about a
global fascist uprising that is
proven true when . . . Donald
Trump wins the 2016 presi-
dential election.

“It was over,” declares a
lecturing journalist in Sigrid
Nunez’s “What Are You Going

Through” (Riverhead, 210

pages, $26). “It was too late,
we had dithered too long. Our
society had already become too
fragmented and dysfunctional
for us to fix, in time, the calam-
itous mistakes we had made.”
Civilizational collapse is the
backdrop to this novel, which
focuses on the ways the idea of
“too late” applies to the private
experience of mortality. As in
Ms. Nunez’s 2018 National Book
Award winner “The Friend,”
the story is told by a nameless,
autobiographical first-person

narrator who recounts her and
her acquaintances’ ordeals in
the minefields of old age and
illness. Principally it dwells
on her companionship with a
longtime friend, ill with cancer,
who has decided to end her life.

The friend’s request is this:
that the narrator join her in
an Airbnb in upstate New York,
where, at some point, she will
take a euthanasia drug. The
narrator is to have no part in
the suicide other than offering
emotional support—but what
could such an anodyne phrase
mean in the context of immi-
nent death? “What Are You
Going Through” conducts a
meditative, closely observed
exploration of the quotidian
aspects of a life in the shadow
of its annihilation. The women
watch Buster Keaton movies,
read mystery novels and
prepare nice meals that only
the narrator has the appetite
to eat. They gossip and joke
and cry and occasionally argue.
Watching a person die, the
narrator is startled to discover,
is comparable to “the intensity
of falling in love.”

Ms. Nunez possesses a
flaneurial intellect; she strolls
with ease between homespun
personal anecdotes and
musings on the writings of
Kafka and Simone Weil. There
is a mood of matter-of-factness
to this book that feels both
wise and unsettling. To live
frankly in the time of “too late”
is to cross beyond despair and
back into the world of the

everyday. This book’s quiet
discovery is that, no matter
how extreme the circumstances,
“life must be dealt with.”

In Bobbie Ann Mason’s
latest novel, “Dear Ann”

(Harper, 341 pages, $27.99),
an elderly woman leans against
the railings of a cruise ship,
pondering the wreckage of
her life. Though we don’t learn
the reasons for Ann’s disap-
pointments until the book’s
ending, we know that she yearns

for some escape from them.
Imagination, she tells herself,
has the power to reverse a fait
accompli, at least temporarily:
“You know what will happen.
But you can revise it.”

Her flight of fancy follows a
path in which she pursued her
graduate degree in literature
at Stanford instead of at a
small university in rural New
York. Under the Palo Alto palm
trees, her biography becomes
suddenly glamorous, bouncing
among countercultural high-
lights involving war protests,
the Pill, the Beatles and acid

trips. The scenes are affably
depicted but generic in their
particulars, since Ann seems to
have formed her vision of the
hippie ’60s from television. Her
“California was only a dream,
a place in a song,” she concedes.

The novel takes firmer
shape when Ann’s real-life first
love intrudes on her reveries,
steering them toward a con-
frontation with a tragedy she’s
been trying to scrub from her
mind. Ms. Mason’s first novel,
“In Country,” from 1985, was
in part about the devastation
the Vietnam War wrought
on youthful innocence and
idealism, and she thoughtfully
pursues the theme again here.
For all its sun-dappled day-
dreaming, “Dear Ann” arrives
at a place of surprising bitter-
ness. The longer the escape,
the more painful the return.

Richard and Dan, veterans
of America’s post-9/11 wars, are
at the center of French writer
Philippe Djian’s “Marlene”

(Other Press, 202 pages,

$15.99), set in an unnamed
approximation of a working-
class town in Middle America.
“Nearly all of them came back
with a marble missing, some-
thing broken,” Richard’s wife,
Nath, thinks uncharitably about
the returning soldiers. Richard’s
self-destructive behavior
includes street racing and
accumulating debts with local
criminals. Ascetic solitude has
helped Dan stay straight, but
his wartime bond with Richard
sucks him into the man’s trou-

bles—and worse, into the orbit
of his family: Both Richard’s
daughter, Mona, and his flighty
sister-in-law, Marlene, develop
tenacious and dangerously com-
bustible infatuations with Dan.

Mr. Djian lays out his brief
novel of bad habits, betrayals
and unrivaled family dysfunc-
tion in a starved, detached
manner that echoes elements
of American minimalism.
The characters’ emotions are
raw but the writing is flat,
laconic and almost pathologi-
cally suppressed, as though
the syntax itself had suffered
some kind of trauma. Mr.
Djian’s feat is to tell a story
of such dramatic disintegration
with so few pen strokes.

Yet something is off about
this book. The scenes are mostly
rendered in elliptical dialogue,
so it’s awkward to run up
against lines like “He’d bet
his bottom dollar on it” or
“You think you can just waltz
in and screw up twenty years
of marriage. Give me a break,
not in your wildest dreams.”
The idioms are wrong; it’s
impossible to imagine Iraq War
veterans speaking this way.
Mark Polizzotti is one of the
best French translators working,
but Mr. Djian’s imitation of
American stylists may have
posed an insuperable obstacle—
sometimes “Marlene” reads as
though Hemingway had been
translated into French and then
back into English. The catch with
the novel of few words is that
they have to be the right ones.

Life in the Time of ‘Too Late’

THIS WEEK

What Are You
Going Through
By Sigrid Nunez

Dear Ann
By Bobbie Ann Mason

Marlene
By Philippe Djian
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A young
fisherman
is lured
to an
under-
water
village
by a

ghostly
would-be
lover.

BY RIEN FERTEL

T
HE CELEBRITY CHEF is dead. His
reign, at least in the United States,
was short-lived but spectacular.
He—and it was almost always
a he—first emerged out of

California in the mid-1970s, topping pizzas
with smoked salmon (Wolfgang Puck), and
by the ’90s was dunking oysters and caviar
in tapioca pudding (Thomas Keller). He wrote
books that stood out as literature (Anthony
Bourdain), became more notable for his
television appearances than his restaurants
(Bobby Flay) and arguably kicked the American
culinary lexicon down a notch (Emeril
Lagasse). More recently—and no doubt further
hastening his demise—he has been called out
for misbehavior, misconduct and worse.

Perhaps no celebrity chef changed the
way Americans eat more than David Chang.
He opened his first restaurant, Momofuku
Noodle Bar, in New York’s East Village in 2004.
Less than a decade later he was on the cover
of Time magazine, alongside two international
celebrity chefs, above the caption “The Gods
of Food.” You might never have dined at one of
the many restaurants in Mr. Chang’s Momofuku
empire, but you’ve no doubt eaten Momofuku-
derived dishes, such as his ramen or his
steamed pork buns, copy-and-pasted by lesser
cooks in every corner of the country; or
devoured a Compost Cookie from his stoner-
dessert emporium Milk Bar or a deadpan
impression of a Chick-fil-A sandwich from his
Fuku fast-casual chain; or binged on his shows
“The Mind of a Chef” and “Ugly Delicious.”

Momofuku, in Japanese, means “lucky
peach.” But in “Eat a Peach,” Mr. Chang’s
memoir, co-authored with Gabe Ulla, the fuzzy
fruit becomes a Sisyphean rock. With humor,
pathos and heaping spoonsful of self-
deprecation, Mr. Chang covers the ins and
outs, the fires and floods, that come with
running a restaurant—while constantly
questioning his place in the constellation of
celebrity chefs. “I’m literally one of the poster
children for the kitchen patriarchy,” he writes,
despite being a Korean-American among a sea
of white stars. Yet he’s frequently miserable.
“I’ve created my own prison,” he confesses.
“I just don’t understand my appeal. . . . I’m not
supposed to be here.”

Mr. Chang covers his rise, beginning with
his suburban Washington, D.C., childhood,
“embarrassed by the smell of our kitchen and
the look of our Korean food.” He traces his
meteoric trajectory from prep school (“the
same school,” he writes, “as PJ, Tobin, Squee,
and Justice Brett Kavanaugh”) to prep cook at
Craft, one of New York’s trendiest restaurants,
for six months without pay—a cultural hold-
over from the French stagiaire system—to
opening a ramen shop despite lacking any
noodle-making know-how. (He hired translators
on Craigslist to decode Japanese cookbooks.)
“Nothing we cooked was authentic,” he writes.
Yet for anyone who lined up during those
early years for a seat on one of the infamously
uncomfortable stools at the Noodle Bar and its

sister restaurant, Momofuku Ssäm Bar, the
dishes prepared by his kitchens typified a
new way of eating: Asian-inflected eclecticism
unafraid to pummel our tastebuds with fat,
salt, spice and a mélange of textures. I’ll never
forget my personal favorite dish from that

period, an apple-and-lychee salad with smoked
bacon and chili nuts.

I’ll also not soon forget Mr. Chang’s
presence in his restaurants’ open kitchens,
visible for all patrons to see, a presence he
describes as a “combination of fear and fury”
and “unchecked insanity and abuse.” He writes
about having treated the restaurant business
with the same mentality and intensity that
Francis Ford Coppola notoriously brought to
the filming of “Apocalypse Now”: Prepare as
if for an actual war. “Cooking brings out the
best and worst in me,” Mr. Chang admits.
Employees were hazed, physically punished
and psychologically tortured. At Momofuku,
the customer was regularly wrong and,

if the kitchen felt slighted, might be instructed
to “go fuck yourself.” For years, Mr. Chang
survived on sleepless nights fueled by high-
end bourbon, Russian novels, prescription
drugs and suicidal thoughts. “Conflict was
fuel,” he writes, “and Momofuku was a
gas-guzzling SUV.”

“Eat a Peach” is an honest, ugly, raw dish
of a book. Mr. Chang writes about his struggles
with bipolar disorder and depression. Of
reluctantly signing partnership deals and
expanding the Momofuku brand to Las Vegas,
Los Angeles and Sydney, Australia. Of the
debauchery that surrounds the international
celebrity-chef boys’ club. Of the litany of
punched walls and unhinged meltdowns,
including threatening an employee with a knife.
Of his fraught relationship with Peter Meehan,
his close collaborator on the Momofuku cook-
book and Lucky Peach, their quirky, genre-
smashing magazine. (Mr. Meehan recently
resigned from his Los Angeles Times editorial
position, announcing that “in my tunnel-vision
commitment to making the best thing we
could, I lost sight of people and their feelings.”)
Of blaming himself for the overdose death of
a bright young chef’s apprentice. Of finding
some semblance of tranquility in therapy
and with a high-end life coach. Of finding
refuge and peace in marriage and fatherhood.
Mr. Chang apologizes for his behavior, but
only broadly, abstractly, never directly to
the individual workers he’s harmed.

BOOKS
‘I love the intensity of the fine-dining kitchen, but loathe the fine-dining experience. . . . I want to make simple food new.’ —DAVID CHANG

Eat a Peach
By David Chang with Gabe Ulla
Clarkson Potter, 290 pages, $28

There was a time when such a book might
inspire a generation of young cooks to sharpen
their knives and move to New York, much like
similar chefs-behaving-badly memoirs,
including Bourdain’s “Kitchen Confidential”
and Bill Buford’s “Heat.” But “Eat a Peach”
reads like a requiem, the last gasp of the
celebrity chef. “Do not open a restaurant
unless you must,” he advises the next gener-
ation of chefs, when he should have written:
Do not operate a restaurant like I did.

Mr. Chang’s memoir will no doubt add
more fuel to the funeral pyre. He might be
called out for his episodes of bad behavior.
He might be forced to divest his restaurant
holdings, as has happened to other mis-
behaving celebrity chefs. Or he might take a
different tack and use his capital and charisma
to speak out about sustainable and equitable
farm, health and wage-earning systems,
like his mentor Tom Colicchio. Or, like
José Andrés, he might help feed the nation’s
neediest. In the wake of Covid-19, Mr. Chang
has joined forces with other New York restau-
rant owners to address wage inequality in the
city’s restaurant industry. But customers and
critics will surely demand more. Whatever
happens next, Mr. Chang knows that as the
hill stretches ever higher, the Sisyphean peach
that is his burden grows heavier by the day.

Mr. Fertel is the author of “The One True
Barbecue.”

Requiem for the Celebrity Chef

COUNTER CULTURE David Chang at his Momofuku Noodle Bar in 2007.
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Chang writes about the boys’
club of high-pressure kitchens,
about struggles with bipolar
disorder and depression, and
about finding peace in family.

CHILDREN’S
BOOKS
MEGHAN

COX GURDON

IN HANS CHRISTIAN Ander-
sen’s 1861 tale “The Ice Virgin,”
a young man is pulled from
the brink of romantic joy and
dragged down into the cold
waters of a Swiss lake by a
glacier queen with “long white-
green hair [and] dead eyes like
two gun-barrels.” Something
of the same dark dynamic plays
out in P.J. Lynch’s illustrated
fantasy “The Haunted Lake”

(Candlewick, 48 pages,

$17.99), though by the end of
this original fairy tale readers
will be left considerably less
chilled and uneasy than after
Andersen’s story.

Mr. Lynch’s mesmerizing
watercolor and gouache
paintings are divided between
the 19th-century world above
Lake Spetzia and the village
beneath it that was years ago
drowned to create a reservoir.
From a distance, all to be seen
of the old settlement is a stone
clock tower jutting above the
waves. Close up from a fishing
boat, a young man named
Jacob and his father can look
down to see the chimney pots
and peaked roofs of engulfed
buildings and the turn of
familiar streets far beneath the
surface. This subaqueous town
is not so dead and deserted as
it appears to them, however—
at least, it’s not deserted.

In time a young girl named
Ellen joins father and son in
their work, and she and Jacob
fall in love. On the night of
their betrothal, Jacob is out
fishing when he hears the

muffled chime of a church bell
and sees a bluish light in the
clock tower. With the inexor-
able pull of a nightmare, the
young man pursues the light
and finds himself drawn down
into a murky green realm
thronged by specters. He meets
a woman, “pale and beautiful,”
with flashing eyes and floating

hair. He hears a ghostly
observer: “Lilith has made a
catch.” This Lilith, as we see in
strange and gorgeous pictures,
intends to keep what she has
caught. She feeds Jacob a
cabbage-like plant, which allows
him to breathe underwater.
Too late, the ghost of Jacob’s
own mother begs him not to
eat the food of that place.

In Andersen’s story, there is
no rescue for the young man
taken by the ice virgin. Jacob’s
is a happier tale, for in the air
above he has a champion in
Ellen, who as the years pass

grows into a woman of
steadfastness and valor.
Mr. Lynch’s writing here
doesn’t sing, but his pictures
are masterly. Readers ages 7-12
will not soon forget these
creepy and stirring scenes.

Deep in the ground beneath
the Perfect Pets store, where
children can buy genetically
flawless companions, there lies
a secret laboratory. In that
laboratory are shelves lined
with bell jars, each containing
odd creatures, all different,
all imperfect products of
experimentation. One of these,
a miniature elephant-mouse,
becomes our hero in “The

Barnabus Project” (Tundra,

72 pages, $18.99), a funny and
tender picture book by Terry,
Eric and Devin Fan.
The artwork is
beguiling, with the
Fan brothers’ dis-
tinctive quality of
soft delicacy, but
there is no avoid-
ing the difficulty
of the predicament
these misfits are in.
They know that there is a
world far above with “a spar-
kling silver lake, green trees,
and mountains that [reach]
all the way to the sky, lit with
their own stars.” But how to get
there? And even if escape were
possible, where could they live?
Visual surprises and pleasures
abound in this cathartic delight
for children ages 4-10.

A bleak title notwithstanding,
Petr Horáček’s picture book

“The Last Tiger” (Eerdmans,

36 pages, $17.99) tells a story
of wisdom drawn from
adversity. The pages all but
vibrate with rich color: blues
and greens and the flaming
orange of a great cat who
disdains to run when hunters
enter his leafy realm. “I’m not
scared,” the tiger tells a
monkey. “I’m the strongest,
most powerful animal in the
jungle.” As children ages 4-8
will know, however, even the
most magnificent apex
predators can’t elude the grasp
of man. Netted and caged, the
great beast dwindles to become
a forlorn figure
gaped at by
crowds. Yet from
the depths of
the animal’s

misery comes his means of
escape. This is at once a simple
story about a tiger and a meta-
phor worth exploring. It would
not take much conversation,
perhaps at bedtime, to help a
child to see that imprisonment
is not always imposed from
without and that not all cages
are made with iron bars.

“The speed of life since the
girl was born is fast fast fast,”
thinks the age-racked pro-
tagonist of “This Old Dog”

(Levine Querido, 32 pages,

$17.99), a picture book by
Martha Brockenbrough for
children ages 4-8. Leisurely
walks have become a thing of
the past for our shaggy gray
friend, now that he shares his
household with a baby. Anyone
who has been in a hurry while
walking a dog will feel a pang
of guilty recognition at the
sight of the old fellow having
his leash yanked just as he’s
about to sniff an interesting
plant and being dragged along
when he’d rather go slowly.

(We’ve all done it.)
Gabriel Alborozo’s
joyful, slightly goofy
pictures (see left)
leaven the poignancy
of the animal’s condi-
tion and rise to a feel-
ing of elation when

the child, one day,
plonks onto the
floor and begins
to toddle. For the
old dog, it is a new

day. Here is a companion
whose faltering steps move at

just the right speed to match his
aching hips and knees. Here is a
pal who shares canine interests,
such as the smell of things and
the joy of rolling around in
the grass. This kind and light-
hearted picture book will help
readers appreciate the old dogs
in their lives—even those not
strictly of the canine variety.

The Beckoning Light in the Clock Tower

THIS WEEK

The Haunted Lake
By P.J. Lynch

The Barnabus Project
By Terry Fan, Eric Fan
and Devin Fan

The Last Tiger
By Petr Horáček

This Old Dog
By Martha Brockenbrough
Illustrated by Gabriel Alborozo
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W
ADE DAVIS was
a graduate stu-
dent at Harvard
when he landed in
Bogotá, Colombia,

in 1974 with two books and a change
of clothes in his backpack. He joined
up with Tim Plowman, a fellow stu-
dent of Richard Evans Schultes, the
pioneering ethnobotanist who traveled
through the Amazon during the 1940s
and ’50s in search of psychoactive
plants. With Schultes’s encourage-
ment, Mr. Davis and Plowman lived
among indigenous groups for more
than a year as the two sought wild
strains of coca, a plant used as a mild
stimulant long before anyone thought
to purify it into cocaine.

“One River,” Mr. Davis’s 1996 book
about that quest, is a triumph of
nature and adventure writing that
toggles between his journey with
Plowman—who died in 1989—and
Schultes’s odyssey a generation before
them. When Mr. Davis traveled to
Colombia again in 2008, he was sur-
prised to discover that the Spanish
edition of “One River” had become a
bestseller. The book seemed to have
tapped into the longing of Colombian
readers who could no longer travel
freely in their own country or enjoy
its abundant wilderness. Unwittingly,
Mr. Davis had memorialized the last
years before the cocaine trade—and
the many conflicts it fueled—helped
turn Colombia into one of the most
violent nations on Earth.

In “Magdalena: River of Dreams,”
Mr. Davis returns to Colombia, this
time to produce a travelogue of its
most important waterway. The coun-
try, Mr. Davis asserts, would not exist
without the Magdalena, which sus-
tained millions of indigenous lives
long before the Spanish arrived. The
river runs south to north, between
two mountain ranges; from its middle
section it is navigable all the way to
its delta, on the Caribbean. It features
prominently in the novels of Gabriel
García Márquez, to whom it was as
the Mississippi was to Mark Twain:
a silty highway of steamboats and
intrigue. Now heavily polluted by
industrial and agricultural waste, its
fish stocks depressed by dams, the
Magdalena has been both a giver and
taker of life. Even the river’s name,
after the biblical Mary Magdalene,
hints at its deep ambiguities.

Geographical convention divides
the Magdalena into three parts: Alto,
Medio and Bajo. Mr. Davis structures
his narrative this way, too, starting
with the Alto Magdalena, the river’s
headwaters in the south. He likens the
surrounding high-altitude wetlands
(called páramos) to “an English moor
grafted onto the spine of the Andes.”
For the first leg of his trip Mr. Davis

is accompanied by William Vargas, a
Colombian botanist of prolific plant-
naming tendencies who reminds him
of Plowman. Messrs. Davis and Vargas
descend through the forested area
where the river starts to take form—
a little-traveled region rich in indige-
nous history. They follow the river

through the archaeological park at San
Agustín, where some of the stone
monoliths of human and half-human
figures have coca leaves in their
cheeks. They visit the nearby town of
Timaná, where old ladies still drop
flowers before a statue of “La
Gaitana,” a female warrior famed for
beheading a Spanish conquistador.

Mr. Davis, as his narrative propels
him north, launches into discourses on
the arrieros, or muleteers, who ferried
goods between the river and the
mountains; the brilliant Colombian
scientist Francisco José de Caldas,
murdered by Spanish royalists in 1816;

and the fearless warriors of the Pijaos,
“the one people that did not slip
silently into the darkness of history,”
even as the Spanish used dogs to rip
the bodies of their last elders apart.
The author vividly recounts the vari-
ous civil wars and regional conflicts
Colombia has suffered since its inde-
pendence from Spain in 1810. Simón
Bolívar, Pablo Escobar and the FARC
rebel group all get their due

The second section of the book
delves into more recent wounds, as
Mr. Davis reaches the Medio Mag-
dalena, the central lowlands where
the river doubles in width and where
once-vast forests were decimated in
the late 19th century to fuel the boats
ferrying Colombia’s tobacco, cotton
and coffee to the sea. A century later,
cattle ranchers in this denuded area
launched Colombia’s paramilitary
movement to defend themselves
against the incursions of left-wing
guerrillas. In the end, though, the
majority of their victims were civil-
ians, whom they terrorized, tortured
and killed to deter them from aiding
the enemy.

Traveling with Juan Gonzalo Betan-
cur, a veteran journalist, Mr. Davis
meets a host of people who seem “sus-
pended in the moment, as if coming
down from a long and violent halluci-
nation.” In the town of Puerto Berrío,

where the river forms eddies that trap
logs and debris, he encounters a mor-
tician who defied paramilitaries’ or-
ders not to retrieve the many floating
human corpses that collected there.
Local fishermen helped him, and
members of the community paid for
the Christian burials of these unknown
men and women, “often little more
than small heaps of putrescence held
together by rags, unrecognizable rings
of bone, shreds of clothing, a leg bone
and a boot.” The people of Puerto
Berrío not only buried these dead at
great risk to themselves, they gave
them names and tended their graves.

Mr. Davis ends his voyage on a
more hopeful note in the hot lowlands
of the Bajo Magdalena, where the river
touches the sea and where the musical
traditions of cumbia and vallenato
were born and still thrive. He meets
legendary bandleaders, including one
so revered he’s been named a “living
national treasure” by the Colombian
government. Mr. Davis finds in their
music an inclusivity, a generosity of
spirit and an instrument of healing.
“We must arm ourselves with our
voices, our drums, and our dances,”
a young music teacher tells the author.
“That’s how we will make a new
country.”

Mr. Davis, as he freely acknowl-
edges, is no longer a scrappy 20-some-

thing grad student with a backpack
and a lingering case of malaria. This
trip was executed in different stages at
different times, and at every turn the
author is guided, handled, ensconced
in comfortable hotels. Compared with
the spontaneous thrills of “One River,”
this latest book can feel like a famous
writer’s VIP tour. But as a primer on a
complicated country by an interested
outsider, it greatly succeeds. Most of
the stops on Mr. Davis’s journey are
accessible to a tourist, and thoughtful
adventurers will want to replicate it.

Both Colombia and the Magdalena
face serious struggles. The country
still produces staggering quantities
of cocaine. Its 2016 peace agreement
with the FARC has faltered. Its eco-
logical future is uncertain. Local
activists are murdered every year in
Colombia, among them defenders of
its forests and waterways. Gabriel
García Márquez did not believe, at the
time of his death in 2014, that the
Magdalena would ever be restored.
Mr. Davis’s book makes a compelling
case otherwise. If a country’s spirit
can be renewed through the grace and
resilience of its people, he argues,
so too can its river.

Ms. Smith is the author of
“Stolen World: A Tale of Reptiles,
Smugglers, and Skulduggery.”

Magdalena:
River of Dreams
By Wade Davis

Knopf, 403 pages, $30

BY JENNIE ERIN SMITH

The Mississippi of Colombia

GIVER AND TAKER OF LIFE The Magdalena at sunset.
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A travelogue of
a country’s most
important waterway—
and a testament to its
people’s resilience.

BOOKS
‘We are amphibious beings; we cannot live without the river.’ —MARTÍN ESPAÑA

HardcoverNonfiction
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

His Truth IsMarchingOn 1 New
JonMeacham/RandomHouse

Live Free or Die 2 1
Sean Hannity/Threshold

Caste 3 3
IsabelWilkerson/RandomHouse

Untamed 4 2
Glennon Doyle/Dial

TooMuch andNever Enough 5 4
Mary L. Trump/Simon & Schuster

TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Hoax 6 New
Brian Stelter/Atria

How to Be anAntiracist 7 7
IbramX. Kendi/OneWorld

Cynical Theories 8 New
Helen Pluckrose & James Lindsay/Pitchstone

Stamped:Racism,Antiracism,andYou 9 10
JasonReynolds& IbramX.Kendi/Little, BrownYoungReaders

Between theWorld andMe 10 —
Ta-Nehisi Coates/OneWorld

Hardcover Fiction
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Midnight Sun 1 1
StephenieMeyer/Little, Brown Young Readers

RowleyJefferson’sAwesome... 2 2
Jeff Kinney/Amulet

Where the Crawdads Sing 3 3
Delia Owens/Putnam

Thick as Thieves 4 New
Sandra Brown/Grand Central

TheVanishing Half 5 6
Brit Bennett/Riverhead

TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

SqueezeMe 6 New
Carl Hiaasen/Knopf

TheBalladofSongbirdsandSnakes 7 5
Suzanne Collins/Scholastic

Royal 8 4
Danielle Steel/Delacorte

I Promise 9 7
LeBron James/Harper

TheHate UGive 10 10
Angie Thomas/Balzer & Bray

Methodology

NPDBookScangatherspoint-of-salebookdata
frommorethan16,000locationsacrosstheU.S.,
representingabout85%ofthenation’sbooksales.
Print-bookdataprovidersincludeallmajorbooksellers,
webretailersandfoodstores.E-bookdataproviders
includeallmajore-bookretailers.Freee-booksand
thosesellingfor lessthan99centsareexcluded.
Thefictionandnonfictioncombinedlistsinclude
aggregatedsalesforallbookformats(exceptaudio

books,bundles,boxedsetsandforeign
languageeditions)andfeaturea
combinationofadult,youngadultand
juveniletitles.Thehardcoverfiction
andnonfictionlistsalsoencompassa

mixofadult,youngadultandjuveniletitleswhilethe
businesslistfeaturesonlyadulthardcovertitles.
ReferquestionstoTeresa.Vozzo@wsj.com.

Nonfiction E-Books
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Hoax 1 New
Brian Stelter/Atria

Weight Lifting Is aWaste of Time 2 7
John Jaquish &Henry Alkire/Lioncrest

Caste 3 2
IsabelWilkerson/RandomHouse

Cynical Theories 4 New
Helen Pluckrose & James Lindsay/Pitchstone

His Truth IsMarchingOn 5 New
JonMeacham/RandomHouse

Untamed 6 1
Glennon Doyle/Dial

BraveTart 7 —
Stella Parks/Norton

HumanKind 8 —
Brad Aronson/LifeTreeMedia

TooMuch andNever Enough 9 4
Mary L. Trump/Simon & Schuster

UltimateRetirementGuide for50+ 10 —
Suze Orman/Hay House

Nonfiction Combined
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

His Truth IsMarchingOn 1 New
JonMeacham/RandomHouse

Live Free or Die 2 2
Sean Hannity/Threshold

Hoax 3 New
Brian Stelter/Atria

Caste 4 3
IsabelWilkerson/RandomHouse

Untamed 5 1
Glennon Doyle/Dial

TooMuch andNever Enough 6 4
Mary L. Trump/Simon & Schuster

Big PreschoolWorkbook 7 5
School Zone Publishing/School Zone

BrainQuestWorkbook:Kindergarten 8 —
Lisa Trumbauer/Workman

How to Be anAntiracist 9 7
IbramX. Kendi/OneWorld

White Fragility 10 8
Robin DiAngelo/Beacon

Fiction E-Books
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Emerald Blaze 1 New
Ilona Andrews/Avon

Thick as Thieves 2 New
Sandra Brown/Grand Central

The Silence 3 New
Kendra Elliot/Montlake

Midnight Sun 4 1
StephenieMeyer/Little, Brown Young Readers

NantucketWeddings 5 New
PamelaM. Kelley/Piping Plover

SqueezeMe 6 New
Carl Hiaasen/Knopf

Shielding Kinley 7 New
Susan Stoker/Susan Stoker

The Takeover 8 New
T L Swan/Montlake

A Little Life 9 —
Hanya Yanagihara/Knopf

TheVanishing Half 10 8
Brit Bennett/Riverhead

Fiction Combined
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

Midnight Sun 1 1
StephenieMeyer/Little, Brown Young Readers

Emerald Blaze 2 New
Ilona Andrews/Avon

Thick as Thieves 3 New
Sandra Brown/Grand Central

SqueezeMe 4 New
Carl Hiaasen/Knopf

RowleyJefferson’sAwesome... 5 3
Jeff Kinney/Amulet

Where the Crawdads Sing 6 4
Delia Owens/Putnam

TheVanishing Half 7 6
Brit Bennett/Riverhead

The Silence 8 New
Kendra Elliot/Montlake

NantucketWeddings 9 New
PamelaM. Kelley/Piping Plover

Shielding Kinley 10 New
Susan Stoker/Susan Stoker

Hardcover Business
TITLE
AUTHOR / PUBLISHER

THIS
WEEK

LAST
WEEK

StrengthsFinder 2.0 1 3
TomRath/Gallup

Atomic Habits 2 2
James Clear/Avery

Dare to Lead 3 6
Brené Brown/RandomHouse

DieWith Zero 4 4
Bill Perkins/HoughtonMifflin Harcourt

2030 5 New
Mauro F. Guillén/St. Martin’s

TotalMoneyMakeover 6 7
Dave Ramsey/Thomas Nelson

5-Minute Selling 7 New
Alex Goldfayn/Wiley

ExtremeOwnership 8 8
JockoWillink & Leif Babin/St. Martin’s

Pretty GoodAdvice 9 —
Leslie Blodgett/Abrams

The Five Dysfunctions of a Team 10 —
PatrickM. Lencioni/Jossey-Bass

Bestselling Books | Week Ended August 29
With data from NPD BookScan

.
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Twister | by Patrick Berry
Answers fit into this grid in two
ways, Rows and Twists. Rows
contain two answers clued in order;
in Row 8, the heavily-outlined
central square should be left blank.
Each set of Twist answers fills one
of the grid’s long shaded or
unshaded paths, starting at one
corner and spiraling inward. The
answers within each set are clued
in order, but you must determine
which set goes in which path. Two
squares in each path must be
skipped in order to make the Twist
answers fit. A skipped square can
appear in the middle of a Twist
answer or between two Twist
answers. The resulting empty
square will be filled by the crossing
Row. When the puzzle is complete,
the eight letters in the skipped
squares (reading from left to right)
will spell the start of a phrase. To
continue the phrase, simply read
these same letters top to bottom,
along with a ninth letter to be
inserted in the central location.
Finally, look elsewhere in the grid
for an appropriate ending.

s

Get the solutions to this week’s Journal Weekend Puzzles in next
Saturday’s Wall Street Journal. Solve crosswords and acrostics
online, get pointers on solving cryptic puzzles and discuss all of the
puzzles online atWSJ.com/Puzzles.

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

Rows
1 • Caver’s cry
• Source of mohair

2 • Predecessor of Fallon
• Another plateful

3 • Dark meat choice
• Dispossess

4 • “Casey at the Bat” poet
• Look inside a house?

5 • Eye impolitely
• Herb in marinara sauce

6 • Bearers of berries
• Park ways

7 • “Ars Poetica” author
• Blender brand

8 • “___ Arms of Mine”
(Otis Redding song)

• Dinah for whom an LPGA
tournament was named

9 • Restrain
• Peekaboo player’s line
(3 wds.)

10 • ___-for (better than
could’ve been expected)

• Marina mooring
11 • Mulligan

• Men’s jewelry items
12 • Subject of climber Ed

Viesturs’s memoir “The
Mountain”

• Went like the wind
13 • Gazed upon

• Somber song
14 • Pit-digging predator

(2 wds.)
• Figure in red

15 • Corporate Christmas gift
• Big name in polling

Twists
A • First player to hit a home

run at the All-Star Game, in
1933 (2 wds.)

• Prop in a kissing game

• Tip of a Titan (2 wds.)
• Bell in a ball, perhaps
(2 wds.)

• Pick-me-up
• Thrilling action film
sequence (2 wds.)

B • Impure
• Bat-Signal user
• Disney princess, e.g.
• Short-order cook’s
appliance

• Mansion’s many
• Mounted, quaintly

C • Confront with heat?
(4 wds.)

• Despite the fact that
(2 wds.)

• It may begin with an
armstand (2 wds.)

• Deep cuts
• Slapstick projectiles

D • MLB team with a star logo
• Commits to another stint
(Hyph.)

• Cooking product originally
made from cottonseeds
(2 wds.)

• Last-published book of
James Fenimore Cooper’s
“Leatherstocking Tales”
(2 wds.)

• Thrown from the throne

Across
1 Like Keats’s
“To Autumn”

5 Moderate
11 Lacking tread
15 From the start
19 Surroundings of
la Città del
Vaticano

20 Threat ender
21 Oliver’s lover in
“Call Me by Your
Name”

22 River to the Gulf
of Finland

23 “The horses are
at the gate...and
they’re off! Pushy
Linejumper
quickly ___...”

25 Ford slogan
introduced in
2012

27 Horticultural pest
28 Conciliatory gift
29 “Gearshift is in

second, with
Tailgater ___...”

31 Visiting the
Staples Ctr., say

33 Beverage served
with crumpets

35 Sand dollar cousin
36 “Tidal Wave

suddenly ___...”
40 Sci-fi collection

featuring the
“Three Laws”

44 Abbr. in a return
address?

45 Assigns to, as
blame

95 Portugal’s capital,
to the locals

98 “Heading for
home, I’ve Been
Transferred
is ___...”

102 Provided an
excuse for

105 Kilmer of “Top
Gun”

106 Lowly laborer
107 “And now

Window of
Opportunity is
___...”

111 Forte seller
113 Speed reader?
116 Rise to a position

of importance
117 “But at the wire,

Pinocchio ___!”
120 Cricket clubs
121 Creator of Perry

and Della
122 “Same here!”
123 Olympic runner

Zátopek
124 PDQ in the ER
125 Internet

shorthand before
summing up a
wordy post

126 Mounts, as a
horse

127 Fly in the face of
Down
1 Squid eater
2 Prettify
3 Complaint from
the parched

4 Sausage skin

5 Geologist’s time
period

6 Pound sounds
7 So-called happy
neurotransmitter

8 Running mates?
9 Admiral’s org.
10 Czech tennis

player Korda
11 Implored
12 Warmwelcome?
13 Hitchers hope for
them

14 Skeptic’s
specialty

15 College class
dealing with
human societies,
for short

16 Brand that once
had a Blue Creme
flavor

17 Roulette bet
18 Hospital section
24 Without

foundation
26 React like a

spooked horse
30 Leb. neighbor
32 Common anti-

inflammatory
34 Rotten to the

Corps?
36 Act the

informant
37 Neighbor of

China on a Risk
board

38 Bounded
39 “So is that ___?”
41 Fruit flaw

42 Used swine
language

43 Current, as a
weather forecast

46 Travelocity
mascot

47 White source
50 Crooner Tormé
52 English potter

Josiah
53 Alternatives to

woods, for
Woods

54 DVR button
55 Gives a keynote,

e.g.
57 Loose tunic
61 Riding a
racehorse, e.g.

62 Speed
63 BP checkers
65 Brewery founded

in 1870
66 Country whose

500-kwacha note
features a water
faucet

67 Strokes of luck
69 Crazy Horse, e.g.
70 Catcher’s stance
71 Strong feeling of
connection

74 Amasseur might
be a wizard of
these

77 Favorite
79 Filly, e.g.
80 Puts in the

running for a
prize

81 Taj Mahal feature
82 “Fab!”
83 Foil alternative
85 Toy for one who

loves being at the
track?

86 Dismayed cry
87 554, in letters
93 Tied up
96 Least principled
97 Lena of “The

Reader”
98 Less kind
99 Feature of Hulu’s

cheaper tier
100 Word repeated in

a Doris Day hit
101 Did some

kvetching
103 Female

hip-hopper
104 Words while

dropping one’s
hand

107 Street fleet
108 Future J.D.’s exam
109 Hepta- plus one
110 Stick
112 End for peek or

bug
114 “In your dreams!”
115 Depend
118 Chemical suffix
119 Hither’s partner

Daffy Derby | byMark Danna & Peter Gordon

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18

19 20 21 22

23 24 25 26

27 28 29 30

31 32 33 34 35

36 37 38 39 40 41 42 43

44 45 46 47 48

49 50 51 52 53 54 55

56 57 58 59

60 61 62 63 64

65 66 67 68 69 70 71 72

73 74 75 76 77

78 79 80 81 82 83

84 85 86 87 88 89

90 91 92 93 94

95 96 97 98 99 100 101

102 103 104 105 106

107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115

116 117 118 119

120 121 122 123

124 125 126 127

46 USMC bigwig
48 Start of three

JohnWayne
movie titles

49 2019World
Series champ

50 Really small
51 “But now
Mudslinger
is ___...”

56 Soap ingredient
58 ___ rock (genre

for Yes)
59 Slezak of “One

Life to Live”
60 Touched down
61 “Magic” fungus
64 Ill-fated slugger
65 Switch on a radio
68 “At the halfway

point, Adam’s
Apple and Bottle
Throat are ___...”

72 Cruz and Hughes
73 Sasha’s sis
75 Greets the villain
76 Pickable, perhaps
78 Icy quaff
79 Bank deposit?
80 Missing people?
84 “Marquee Actor

stumbles badly,
and now
Understudy ___...”

88 Force from office
89 Drop off
90 Farm bleater
91 Technical caller
92 Wrap up
94 Angry feeling

THE JOURNAL WEEKEND PUZZLES edited by MIKE SHENK

PLAY

NUMBER PUZZLES

Answers to News Quiz: 1.B, 2.C, 3.D, 4.C, 5.D, 6.B, 7.A, 8.B

NEWS QUIZ DANIEL AKST

Cell Blocks
Divide the grid

into square or

rectangular blocks,

each containing

one digit only.

Every blockmust

contain the number

of cells indicated by

the digit inside it.

Cell Blocks

Killer Sudoku
Level 1 Suko

Killer SudokuLevel 2
Aswith standard

Sudoku, �ill the

grid so that every

column, every row

and every 3x3 box

contains the digits

1 to 9. Each set of

cells joined by

dotted linesmust

add up to the

target number in

its top-left corner.

Within each set

of cells joined by

dotted lines, a digit

cannot be repeated.

Suko
Place the numbers

1 to 9 in the spaces

so that the number

in each circle is equal

to the sumof the

four surrounding

spaces, and

each color total

is correct.

A
L
L
P
U
Z
Z
L
E
S
©
P
U
Z
Z
L
E
R
M
E
D
IA
LT
D
-
W
W
W
.P
U
Z
Z
L
E
R
.C
O
M

1. The German
government said
Russian politician
Alexei Navalny, a
Putin critic, was
poisoned—with
what chemical
nerve agent?

A. Sarin
B. Novichok
C. Tabun
D. VX

2. A group of investors made a
takeover bid for the smallest of
the five major freight railroads
in the U.S. Which one is that?

A. Union Pacific
B. Norfolk Southern
C. Kansas City Southern
D. North Western Railway

3. Which of these did Facebook
announce?

A. It will prohibit new political
ads in the week before the U.S.
election.
B. It will flag premature vic-

tory claims in that election.
C. It banned T. Raja Singh, a

politician from India’s ruling
party, for hate speech.
D. All of the above

4. The Trump administration
imposed sanctions on two se-
nior officials of which organiza-
tion?

A. The World Bank
B. The World Health Organi-

zation
C. The International Criminal

Court
D. FIFA

5. Berkshire Hathaway, which
owns just a few firms outside
the U.S., bought into five big
companies—in which country?

A. Australia
B. China
C. Germany
D. Japan

6. Upstart brokerage
Robinhood faces an SEC
civil probe—over what?

A. Insider trading by Friar
Tuck
B. Not promptly disclosing the

sale of client orders to high-
speed traders
C.Misleading tweets about

going public
D. Taking from the poor and

giving to the rich

7. Norman the Pomsky was in
the news. Why?

A. Images of the Pomeranian-
husky mix were used to scam
puppy-seekers.
B. Genetic testing on 3,500

such dogs determined Norman
was the first.
C. A CPA using this nickname

won the 2020 USA Memory
Championship.
D. The POM beverages mas-

cot was dropped.

8. UFO-spotting has become a
pandemic obsession. What’s the
preferred new term for them?

A. Undocumented flying ob-
jects
B. Unidentified aerial phenom-

ena
C. Unspecified skyborne activ-

ity
D. UFX
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P U M P A R A B H I S S Y G A P S
S T I R T A L E U N C L E A L O E
S A M O A T I M E W E T R Y H A R D E R
T H I S B U D S F O R Y O U L L A M A

T E N S M O S M A M B A
C O A R S E S C A N C O I N O P S
O R C A S T R O N G E R T H A N D I R T
N B C T V H A Y M O R E N O L O U
F A R E W A R O D E T T A H Y M N
I C U B L I S T E X C E A S E
T H E Q U I C K E R P I C K E R U P P E R

E S T E E E D A S N E R A L A
H O L D T E F L O N S A F E W A Y
A D A M A S C O T A L I S A N T O
H O M E O F T H E W H O P P E R S E E N
A R A L S E A O M E N A S T E R S

O T E R I R R S A T E E
G O A P E T H I N K D I F F E R E N T
I N T E L I N S I D E A L T I M E T E R
S C A R D I O D E M I E N G A V E
T E D S A B N E R P E R K G L E E

From this week’s

Wall Street Journal

Answers are listed below the

crossword solutions at right.

Regina Brett, “Be the Miracle”—“None of

us...are guaranteed...unconditional love and

happiness. Life isn’t like that. It’s more excit-

ing than that. We’d be miserable if we were

happy all the time. It would be like having per-

petual summer. We’d get bored with sunshine

and blue skies every day of the year.”

A. Rowena; B. Estee Lauder; C. Gimlet; D. “It

Had to Be You”; E. Null set; F. Ash Wednes-

day; G. Beirut; H. Refill; I. Edwin Booth;

J. “Twin Peaks”; K. Titanium; L. Bob and

weave; M. Esplanade; N. Turkish Taffy;

O. “High Anxiety”; P. Evening star; Q. Memphis

Slim; R. Isle of Wight; S. Reindeer; T. Anton

Chekhov; U. Cerulean; V. Lead pipe; W. Euterpe

Acrostic

Perfect Pitch

For previous
weeks’ puzzles,
and to discuss
strategies with
other solvers, go
to WSJ.com/
puzzles.

SOLUTIONS TO LAST
WEEK'S PUZZLES

.
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ICONS

BY J.S. MARCUS gustus, who reigned from 27 B.C. to
14 A.D., tended to emphasize youth
and beauty. Prof. Beard is quick to
point out that such depictions,
whether brutally naturalistic or flat-
teringly idealistic, may have had
nothing in common with the way
people looked in real life. An em-
peror’s portrait was first and fore-
most a branding exercise: Standard-
ized images of emperors flooded the
Roman world, she says, to show that
“the ruler is everywhere.” Reverence
for Roman portraits as stand-alone
works of art, which Prof. Beard refers
to as “gushing,” took hold in the 18th
and 19th centuries, when the neoclas-
sical and romantic movements found
inspiration in antiquity.

In the Prima Porta statue, Augus-
the first time. “The Torlonia
Marbles: Collecting Master-
pieces” features 92 pieces from
the holdings of the city’s noble
Torlonia family, including more
than 30 imperial portraits. The
collection, pieced together in its
present form over the course of
the 19th century and almost en-
tirely out of view for over 50
years, includes rarities such as a
6½-foot bronze statue of Ger-
manicus and a renowned marble
bust of the emperor Hadrian.

The exhibition was originally
set to open in April but ended up be-
ing postponed due to Italy’s Covid-19
shutdown; it is set to run through
June 2021. For those who can’t make
it to Rome, around 100 works will be
available online in interactive high-
resolution versions, says Carlotta
Loverini Botta, managing director of
the Torlonia Foundation. Prof. Beard
got to glimpse the Torlonia collection
last year while pieces were being
cleaned in preparation for the new
show. “It is unbelievable,” she says,
allowing herself to gush at last. “I
saw it in a basement, and with all the
dim lighting, it was like visiting Alad-
din’s Cave.”

Above, the Meroë Head of

the Roman emperor

Augustus, originally part

of a statue made around

25 B.C. Left, classical

scholar Mary Beard.
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REVIEW

A Joyful Song of
Proud Tradition

the Abbey Road Studios, Elgar was
invited to conduct the London Sym-
phony Orchestra in the music by
then at the nation’s very marrow.
Pathé newsreel cameras preserved
the occasion. Before starting, Elgar
says, “Please play this tune as though
you’ve never heard it before.”

Thanks to that “tune” the march
itself has remained the most popular
of his five completed “Pomp and Cir-
cumstance” marches, richly scored
for a large orchestra. Its rambunc-
tious opening in E-flat major grabs
our attention before shifting surpris-
ingly into the actual D-major home
key for the bustling march theme, its
infectious rhythm punctuated by
bold timpani figures. Anticipation
rises as the music softens to intro-
duce the heart of the piece, the dig-
nified G-major trio: Its melody is qui-
etly presented by the first violins,
clarinets and horns in glowing uni-

ALTHOUGH THE COVID-19 pandemic
has forced the cancellation of con-
certs and music festivals world-wide,
the BBC Proms (the annual classical
music summer series, more formally
known as the Henry Wood Prome-
nade Concerts, after their founding
conductor from 1895 to his death in
1944) has persevered, albeit in vir-
tual form. This situation has notably
affected the long-popular “Last
Night” concert, which has tradition-
ally included such pieces as Thomas
Arne’s “Rule, Britannia!” and Edward
Elgar’s “Pomp and Circumstance”
March No. 1. Following a decades-old
tradition, the audience, waving Union
Jacks and other flags, ebulliently
sings along at specific moments, no-
tably during the middle (or trio) sec-
tion of Elgar’s march, to the words
“Land of Hope and Glory.”

Rumors about plans for this year’s
Last Night (Saturday, Sept. 12) ig-
nited a furor when on Aug. 23 British
media outlets reported that the BBC
was “discussing whether to drop”
both the Arne and Elgar due to asso-
ciations with colonialism and slavery.
That week the BBC announced that
the works would be played in the au-
dience-free Royal Albert Hall, but as
new orchestral arrangements only—
with no singing. The ensuing fray

BY BARRYMORE LAURENCE SCHERER
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son over a steady rhythm of harp
chords reinforced by the lower
woodwinds and strings. The smooth
melodic contour and noble warmth
of this sonority is an Elgar finger-
print.

Emotions heighten further and the
audience sings the now-controversial
words—as Elgar’s melody is majesti-
cally repeated in octaves by the first
violins, violas, flutes, oboes and clari-
nets, with additional melodic gilding
of cornets and horns, supported by
much fuller chords in the rest of the
orchestra. The quick march returns,
but this time a dramatically slow ris-
ing chromatic scale for woodwinds,
brass and strings brings the emo-
tional level to its zenith with the last
climactic repeat of the trio melody.
Here the organ joins the regal instru-
mentation over the steady rhythm of
the full percussion battery ablaze
with snare drum and cymbals. And
with a brief coda, this unforgettable
work concludes with a shower of
string and wind figures like a trium-
phant burst of fireworks.

The eminent Elgar scholar Diana
McVeagh observes of the trio, “No
wonder a tune of such stability has
come to represent continuity and
tradition….it has the hallmarks of a
great community song: instantly
memorable, easy to sing, with
enough gravity to suggest ritual.”

Now that the BBC has come to its
senses, let’s hope that Proms audi-
ences will henceforth be able to en-
joy their “Hope and Glory” as they
long have done.

Mr. Scherer writes about music and
the fine arts for the Journal.

elicited comments from Prime Minis-
ter Boris Johnson and others, and
castigations of the BBC, turning El-
gar’s march and the song it contains
into a political football, but briefly
propelling it to the top of the U.K.
iTunes chart. Then, on Sept. 2, the
BBC announced that both composi-
tions will be performed with a small
group from the BBC Singers. In El-
gar’s case it proves the emo-
tional power of a great mel-
ody, even though the words
reflect British imperialism of a
bygone day.

Edward Elgar (1857-1934)
achieved national eminence
with his first great symphonic work,
the “Enigma Variations” (1899), and
the sweeping oratorio “The Dream of
Gerontius” (1900). In May 1901, he
exclaimed to a friend, “I’ve got a
tune that will knock ’em flat.” It was
the “Pomp and Circumstance” march
in D-Major containing the melody
that would become “Land of Hope
and Glory.”

The march was successfully un-
veiled to great acclaim in Liverpool
in October 1901 and was performed
three days later at a London Proms
concert. Conductor Henry Wood later
recalled that “The people simply rose
and yelled.” And they didn’t stop
yelling until Wood repeated it twice.

Prior to King Edward VII’s corona-

tion in 1902, Elgar
composed a “Corona-
tion Ode” to poetry
by A.C. Benson. Elgar
subtly wove his broad

theme into the end of the ode’s first
movement and reprised it as “Land
of Hope and Glory,” the ode’s splen-
did choral finale.

At his publisher’s request, Elgar
also set his melody as an indepen-
dent song, for which Benson altered
the refrain to the one familiar today:
“Land of Hope and Glory,/ Mother of
the Free,/ How shall we extol thee,/
Who are born of thee?/ Wider still
and wider,/ Shall thy bounds be set,/
God, who made thee mighty/ Make
thee mightier yet.” First performed
in June 1902, the song version—es-
pecially the hymn-like refrain—was
increasingly revered as a second na-
tional anthem.

In 1931, to mark the opening of

The audience

waves flags and

sings along at

the Proms.

Face to Face
With the
Rulers of
Rome

Classical scholar Mary Beard sees Roman
portrait busts and statues as instruments of

power more than works of art.

F
rom Scotland to the Sa-
hara, the faces of An-
cient Rome’s emperors
were familiar from
coins, cameos, paintings

and even cookie cutters. These impe-
rial portraits, in the form of marble
busts, may now be viewed in muse-
ums as austere works of art. But for
Mary Beard, the celebrated British
scholar, TV presenter and bestselling
author, they aren’t aesthetic objects;
they are beguiling clues about the
past.

Prof. Beard, 65, lives among im-
ages of Rome’s emperors. Speaking
by videoconference from her home in
Cambridge, England, where she
teaches classics at the
University of Cam-
bridge, she casually
reaches for a cardboard
cutout of the emperor Ca-
racalla, who reigned from
198 to 217. She also points out
a plaster bust of Augustus,
Rome’s first emperor, modeled on
the full-size statue known as the Au-
gustus of Prima Porta, in the collec-
tion of the Vatican Museums. She
bought it at an auction—“dirt cheap,”
she whispers.

Prof. Beard says that she was in-
troduced to the ancient world as a
small child, when her mother brought
her to London’s British Museum. But
she first became aware of the faces
of Ancient Rome as a teenager, when
she participated in an archaeological
dig in her native Shropshire. “There
is something very exciting about dig-
ging up a coin that you’re the first
person to touch since the Romans,”
she says.

In the late 2nd and 1st century
B.C., during the late Roman Republic,
portrait busts could be strikingly nat-
uralistic, associating political power
with the furrowed brows and jowls of
aged senators. But depictions of Au-

tus appears with distinctively
coiffed hair. A similar “lock-
scheme,” as classicists call it,
appears in a rare surviving por-
trait of Augustus in bronze,
called the Meroë Head, un-
earthed in 1910 in present-day
Sudan. Once part of a larger-
than-life bronze statue, the
head retains its original glass
eyes, making its face much
more lifelike than surviving
marble statues. “I don’t find it
moving,” says Prof. Beard, “but
I find it absolutely fascinating.”

The statue was made around
25 B.C. and was probably meant
for display as an instrument of
Augustus’s rule in Roman
Egypt. It was apparently seized
as booty by a belligerent king-
dom on the empire’s southern
frontier and survived the millennia
buried near the entrance of an an-
cient temple, until it was excavated
by British archaeologists—“guys from
Liverpool,” says Prof. Beard. Now on
prominent display in London’s British
Museum, the Meroë Head is a re-
minder of Britain’s former imperial
power and current cultural promi-
nence. For Prof. Beard, the piece tells

“a wonderful story about
the complexity of cultural
property.”

Imperial portraiture
could also include the em-
peror’s family, and Prof.
Beard is intrigued by an-

other example from the British Mu-
seum: a bust of Germanicus Caesar,
the adopted son and heir of the em-
peror Tiberius. Carved out of green
basanite rock, probably in Egypt, the
bust was apparently altered by early
Christians, who scratched a cross on
its forehead and may have knocked
off its nose. Bearing the traces of dif-
ferent phases of Roman civilization,
it is a composite image: “The history
of people’s reactions is written into it
as an artwork,” Prof. Beard says.

Next month at Rome’s Capitoline
Museums, one of Italy’s greatest col-
lections of Greco-Roman sculpture
will be open to the general public for

MASTERPIECE | ‘LAND OF HOPE AND GLORY’ (1902), BY EDWARD ELGAR
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or museum curators, wobbling between home
and office life, this fall will be a curious exercise
in dressing for uncertainty.

A transitional workplace environment calls
for a new kind of hybrid dressing. Carine Vinett,
41, an advertising executive in New York and
founder of accessory startup the Best Friend,
has started seeing clients face-to-face, relying on
feminine dresses by LoveShackFancy, sufficiently
presentable yet notable for their ease. Real-es-
tate agent Orrie King, also 41, has been hosting
in-person showings in a wraparound dress with
a nipped waist by Dôen that has a similar best-
of-both-worlds appeal. Bethany McDaniel, 31-
year-old founder of the natural skin care startup
Primally Pure, works from her Southern Califor-
nia office full-time and is rarely without a Jan-
essa Leoné hat—a foil for unwashed hair and
built-in sun protection for all the outdoor meet-
ings. And while her initial consultations are still

conducted virtually, San Francisco plastic sur-
geon Dr. Carolyn Chang, 53, is back in the oper-
ating room, to which she wears a pair of elegant
but slipper-like Bottega Veneta closed-toe mules.

Even women whose work remains strictly
and indefinitely WFH are souring on sweats.
“I’m teaching entirely from home, but I’m still
planning to dress the way I did in the physical
classroom,” said 40-year-old Sari Edelstein, a
professor of English at University of Massachu-
setts Boston. “Clothes allow me to shift into dif-
ferent roles and I don’t want to give that up
just because I’m at home.” New York writer and
editor Charlotte Rudge, 43, has no plans to re-
turn to the office, but she’s shopping as if she
is, with some modifications. “I always get ex-
cited for fall style…but now it’s much more
about finding nice things that are also really
comfortable,” she explained.

PleaseturntopageD2

I
N A FREQUENTLY referenced scene from
1988’s “Working Girl,” Melanie Griffith’s
character Tess McGill rushes into her of-
fice scrambling to grab a ringing phone
while yanking off her Reeboks and tube

socks to slide on a pair of heels. Although work-
wear has evolved dramatically since the com-
muter-sneaker era—with athletic shoes even in-
filtrating boardrooms—many of us still observed
a distinction between work clothes and home
clothes until the pandemic hit. Then came the
advent of WFH outfits that, while hardly “pro-
fessional,” took us from household chores to
Zoom meetings to workouts to child-wrangling.

As our work calendars begin to fill again with
actual, if socially distanced, professional interac-
tions, round-the-clock loungewear no longer fits
the bill. For women who are teachers or bankers

BY FIORELLA VALDESOLO

The summer of WFH sweatpants is over, but we aren’t zipping up pencil skirts anytime soon. In an uncertain fall,work style is all
about hybrids—cozy-yet-polished outfits that can take you from a Zoom at home to a socially distanced meeting.
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Pegasus

HYBRID AND MIGHTY With its blend of office-ready polish and WFH nonchalance, this neat spin on a casual jeans-and-sweatshirt outfit (center) shares a “best of both worlds” quality with
other notable amalgamations—from the fork-meets-spoon spork to the classic El Camino to the tangelo (a juicy juncture of the pomelo and the tangerine).

Spork

Liger

Calculator-Watch El Camino

Mermaid

A Sophisticated Sweatshirt
Look from Marc Jacobs

Fall 2020

Tangelo

.
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Though ready to get dressed
again, women aren’t necessarily
ready to sacrifice the ease that
came with dressing down. “[Cus-
tomers] want easy…but they want
to feel good,” said Marcia Patmos of
the brand and boutique M.Patmos,
who reports that customers at her
Brooklyn shop have been buying
versatile pieces with a forgiving fit,
like the square-necked cotton
“Georgia” blouse from her line.
Both Ms. McDaniel and Ms. Vinett
are gravitating to utilitarian jump-
suits—“They’re an easy way to look
chic and pulled together,” said Ms.
Vinett. Dr. Deepika Chopra, 37, who
holds a doctorate in clinical health
psychology and calls herself an “op-
timism doctor,” has her own for-
mula: “[I’ve] been really into items
that are soft and cozy, but struc-
tured, like linen blazers and casual
suit sets.”

For her new home-to-office life-
style Dr. Chang has embraced knit-
wear for its unfussy elegance and,
admittedly, its ability to camouflage
pandemic weight gain. “No restrict-
ing silhouettes,” she said. “I just
bought a few knit dresses from Bot-
tega Veneta and knit ensembles
from Chanel. [They’re] very fash-
ionable but easy to move in and
wear.”

As we continue to conduct most
of our work virtually, the Zoom-
friendly top’s value hasn’t receded.
“It’s important to have something
interesting happening on top,” ex-
plained Elizabeth Duffy, 42. The
Dallas-based attorney with three
kids under 10 likes boxy silky tops
by Everlane for video mediations,
while 27-year-old Morgan Young, a
New York producer and photo edi-
tor in the beauty industry, priori-
tizes dresses with an appealing
neckline like Co’s tiered midi style
(“It’s so good I bought it in multi-
ple colors,” she said). And don’t
forget the crisp button-down, a
summer go-to for Bo Carney, 41,
co-founder of Mohawk General
Store in Los Angeles. At peak pan-
demic, “throw a shirt on it” be-
came the fashion equivalent of the
food world’s “put an egg on it”: a
quick, surefire boost for anything
the shirt tops.

Accessories are resurfacing—sig-
naling a return to normalcy. “If I
don’t put on earrings I don’t feel
dressed,” said editor Caitlin Leffel,
39, who bought her now-favorite
pair, studs by Ippolita Ferrari Ochi,
from M.Patmos. The store’s Ms. Pat-
mos confirmed that all the earrings
at her shop are selling well, because
you can leave them in and they
don’t compete stylistically with

ContinuedfrompageD1

Work Clothes
For a Curious
Season
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masks. Professor Edelstein relies on
earrings to finesse her teaching
outfits: “I’m leaning on accesso-
ries—especially earrings—to bring
some wit and texture to my Zoom
persona,” she said.

Shoes still matter, even for
those whose work remains con-
fined to the perimeter of Zoom.
But they’ve taken a turn toward
Comfyville. “I do not miss wearing
heels,” said Dr. Chopra. “I’m ex-
cited for boots again this fall, even
if I am homebound.” Ms. Rudge
agrees; she just purchased Loeffler
Randall knee-high boots “with a
walkable heel” and Tabitha Sim-
mons beige suede lace-up flats,
while Dr. Chang has descended
from her former 3.5-inchers to a
“more practical” mule or short
heel. Despite the fact that only the
top quarter of her ensemble is vis-
ible, “I still care about what my
outfit looks like,” she insisted. “A
good outfit still gives me joy.”
That joy can be life-affirming—and
even generative. “There’s some-
thing about looking the part that
translates to…feeling more confi-
dent and productive,” said Ms. Mc-
Daniel.

For those who’ve grown accus-
tomed to being productive with a
little bowl of kettle chips by their
side, looking the part can involve
an elastic waistband. The elasti-

cized waist is not just for leggings;
it has shown up in straight-leg,
knife-pleated (and, thrillingly,
wrinkle-proof) Pleats Please pants
and voluminous, swingy La Dou-
bleJ silk skirts in kaleidoscopic
prints. Other pieces that look put-
together without feeling con-
stricted: Nili Lotan’s drapey, just-
structured-enough satin blazer, or
Rachel Comey and Dries Van No-
ten’s upgraded sweatshirts for
those who simply aren’t quite
ready to part ways with terry.

While dressing with physical
comfort in mind may be more im-
portant than ever, so too is psychic
comfort. “I’m all about wearing a
hug, whatever that is to you,”
quipped stylist Karla Welch, 45. For
Priya Mohindra, 44, associate head
of marketing at the Museum of
Fine Arts, Houston, that means
color. While so much remains pre-
carious, our style is something
small we have control over. “It’s an
empowering way to put ourselves
in a better mind-set,” said Ms. Car-
ney. As we enter a season of uncer-
tainty, there’s reassurance in know-
ing we can be dressed for wherever
the day takes us.

Women are ready to get
dressed, but they aren’t
ready to sacrifice the
ease that came with
dressing down.

As we slowly return to the office, many are opting to spin, scoot or stroll to work. Here, a guide to dressing for all sorts of transport.

Shunning the Bus? How to Dress for Your New Commute

PEDESTRIAN

Put Your Feet First

For those pounding the pavement, a swank

sneaker or supportive flat is a must. Turn to

something timeless and versatile, like white,

retro-inspired leather trainers or classic can-
vas lace-ups (a la Converse or Vans). When
striding through downtown Manhattan, hair

stylist Jordy Quilenderino, 30, wears her

white Nike Cortez sneakers with everything
from faded denim to breezy, vintage-feeling

dresses. Come fall, she plans to guard
against the chill by layering her frocks over

mock turtlenecks. To lug a day’s essentials,
Ms. Quilenderino suggests a sturdy tote or
fuss-free leather backpack.

—Laura Neilson

BIKE

Stick to Classics, Skip the Spandex

It is possible to assemble a practical biking

ensemble that doesn’t involve elastic syn-

thetics. Josephine Papasavvas, 40, a Lon-

don-based consultant for fashion brands, re-

lies on high-waisted stretch jeans for the
20-minute ride to her current studio space.

Lately, she has been centering her smart-

casual look around silk blouses and a
sunny, orange Jacquemus blazer. “The
blazer makes me feel like it’s time to get to

business,” she said. Her printed Gucci cross-
body bag stays snug to her body during the
ride, and she keeps her feet firmly on the

pedals with sturdy flatforms by Nicholas
Kirkwood or leather ankle boots.

VESPA

Adopt High-Octane Accessories

Annie Ojile, 45, owns Scooteroma, a Rome-

based tour company that zips patrons around

on Vespas. In a city awash with moped devo-

tees, Ms. Ojile stands out with her potent ac-

cessories, the most important of which are

“my helmet, my sunglasses and [red] lipstick,”

she said. Follow her lead with a vivid helmet
and statement shades such as her blue mir-
rored aviators. For combating wind, Ms. Ojile
swears by her fitted leather jacket and slim
turtlenecks and pashmina scarfs that provide
warmth without bulk. While basic, her black

nylon backpack is a sensible essential that
masks dirt and exhaust grime—frequent haz-

ards of Vespa life.

STAND-UP SCOOTER

Play It Close to the Chest

Once viewed as an irksome kids’ toy or a

punchline, the stand-up scooter is on the rise.

Liron Reiter, a 40-year-old freelance film edi-

tor, recently purchased a motorized version

to travel from lower Manhattan to Brook-

lyn—a ride involving trips over windy bridges.

She’s quickly learned to avoid baggy or flowy

clothes to reduce air drag. Instead, she opts

for a minimalist’s uniform of fitted cotton
trousers, classic white tees and Adidas
Stan Smith sneakers. Ms. Reiter’s helmet is
the one item she does want to catch some

air; she recommends getting one with vents.

You won’t score fashion points, but you will

avoid a sweaty nest of hair.

MASS TRANSIT is losing its masses. In the Covid era, hordes
of urban commuters have adopted more personal modes of
transport, trading buses and subways for sidewalks and bike

lanes. Whether you’re going back to work or zipping across
town to pick up your favorite floral-scented hand sanitizer,
your new commute might call for some new clothes, lest

those wide-legged pants that worked so well on the subway
get stuck in your bike chain. Four commuters in the know of-
fer sartorial solutions for the new ways we’re getting around.

1. Necklace, $370, lizziefortunato.com 2. Ulla Johnson Sweater, $225, shop.goop.com 3. Leotard, $148,
livetheprocess.com 4. Jumpsuit, $398, citizensofhumanity.com 5. Dress, $760, officinegenerale.com 6. Earrings,
$145, rachelcomey.com 7. Shirt, $320, toteme-studio.com 8. Shoes, $675, tods.com
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Hybrid Efficiency
Adaptable pieces to wear

to work—when you have

no idea what work will

look like
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class—could have doubled as over-
coats. Gap clones in swollen khakis
haunted malls while Ralph Lauren
sold the “Big Shirt.”

Banal corporate fashion was just
one strain of menswear’s big ’90s
moment, however. At the same
time, rappers and skateboarders
were championing quirkier volumi-
nous clothes with gusto. Andrew
Dryden, co-founder of Los Angeles
boutique Departamento, pointed
out that an inflated silhouette is
“historically tied to hip-hop.” The
Notorious B.I.G. draped sizable,
rainbow-colored Coogi sweaters
across his extra-large frame, and
out in California, N.W.A. wore
broad logo-laden crewneck sweat-
ers and wide-set jeans. These
hugely influential clothes inform
the oversize styles of today.

New York label 18 East propa-
gates fuller clothes such as
cropped, wide-legged work pants
and unfitted plaid shirts. When
asked about his inspirations, 18
East designer Antonio Ciongoli na-
mechecked the ’90s skateboarder

Drake Jones. “Nobody wore big
cargo pants and a crewneck sweat-
shirt like him,” said Mr. Ciongoli, a
lanky gentleman who once favored
extra-small clothes (“I wanted
things to be slim”) but has since
reverted to XL, the size he wore in
high school. To him, easy-fitting
clothes convey a man at ease. “Ev-

ery time I see an image of a per-
son that I think looks cool,” more
often than not “that person is
wearing something that looks re-
laxed…that looks natural,” he said.

Relaxed, natural cool pervades
Kenan Mukadi’s Instagram feed.
Mr. Mukadi, 26, works in retail and
e-commerce in Montreal and uses

T
HE WEBSITE FOR
British clothing re-
tailer Matchesfashion
features more than 80
men’s pieces whose

names include the word “over-
size.” Among these exemplars of
bigness: a cocooning trench coat
from Stockholm’s Acne Studios, a
fulsome floral printed shirt from
French label Marine Serre and a
jumbo mohair cardigan from
Paris’s Lemaire that evokes that
icon of loose grunge attire, Kurt
Cobain. Even if the products
weren’t so literally labeled, the
gargantuan shapes would still con-
vey the message that for men, big
clothes are in.

Men’s fashion has detoured down
Oversize Avenue before. The 1990s
were a Big Era. On “Friends,”
Chandler Bing wore slacks wide
enough to use as a windsurfing sail.
The sportcoats of Kobe Bryant,
Steve Nash and Stephon Marbury—
the stars of the 1996 NBA draft

BY JACOB GALLAGHER
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Like Violet Beauregarde from ‘WillyWonka,’ menswear proportions regularly balloon and shrink. These
days everything is veering large—convenient if you’ve gained the quarantine 15. Here’s how to wear it.

Oversize Style: Up, Up andAway

THE BUCKET LIST Five classy caps. 1. Hat, $60,
lacoste.com 2. Hat, $39, cosstores.com 3. Paa Hat, $95
chcmshop.com 4. Hat, $70, savekhaki.com 5. Séfr Hat, $135,
mrporter.com

the platform to document his
many oversize outfits—say, an ex-
pansive pair of Alexander Mc-
Queen trousers teamed with a
drooping Uniqlo T-shirt. In these
clothes Mr. Mukadi oozes free-
flowing serenity. Though he once
squeezed into fitted pieces like a
good conformist, he said he be-
came a convert to oversize style
after purchasing a pair of billowy
Yohji Yamamoto trousers three
years ago. At first, his wardrobe—
an incompatible mix of tight and
roomy pieces—was dysfunctional,
but he gradually winnowed out the
constricting clothes. By calibrating
everything at the right level of
oversize, he’s achieved outfits that
look more intentional.

For other men, recent events cat-
alyzed their embrace of bigness.
Ryan Swanger, 42, a tech executive
in Dallas, said that, for him, quaran-
tine really sounded the death knell
when it comes to slim clothes. “Sit-
ting at home in front of a screen all
day on Zoom meetings, I’ve got no
need to feel confined.” Shirts in par-
ticular were a problem—as they are
for many men fighting the “quaran-
tine 15” after months of hibernation.
Tired of feeling his gut strain
against the limits of narrow dress
shirts as he sat at his desk, Mr.
Swanger wears slouchier rugbys and
camp shirts—casual pieces that also
suit this dressed-down, at-home
chapter of his career.

Slender clothes also just require
more effort. Low on the list of pri-
orities for Jay Bacani right now?
Ensuring that his tailored pants fit
just so. “We’re already so stressed
out with what’s going on around
the world,” said the 34-year-old op-
erating room nurse from Farm-
ingdale, N.Y., who has lately traded
his precious slim-fit pieces for fuller
styles. He’s at no risk of becoming
Chandler Bing 2.0 in his spacious
Noah shorts and easy-to-toss-on 18
East button-up, but the smidgen of
extra room they provide gives him a
much needed “sense of freedom.”

Both rappers and
skateboarders have
long championed
voluminous clothes
with gusto.

PUFF PIECES / TO SAMPLE THE OVERSIZE TREND, TRY THESE MANAGEABLE GARMENTS

1. Stylishly Ample
Sleeves
Marine Serre Sweater,
$685,
matchesfashion.com

2. Roomier Trousers
With a Tie
Pants, $135,
cosstores.com

3. Bigger Button-Up
Shirt, about $385,
margarethowell.co.uk

1 32

FAST FIVE

1

The Anti-Gilligan Lid
Looking to smarten up your face-mask look

this fall? Try a structured bucket hat that

takes its cues from tasteful tennis stars,

not sloppy sailors

2 3

4 5
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UP TO 60% OFF ON SPECIAL PIECES

FROM OUR ARCHIVES

IN OUR BOUTIQUES AND ONLINE

SIDNEYGARBER.COM / 877 427 2377

BROOKE GARBER DONATES ALL HER PROFITS TO ORGANIZATIONS

DEDICATED TO CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH, THE ARTS,

RACIAL JUSTICE & ENDING GUN VIOLENCE.

NOW THRU SEPTEMBER 30TH
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late morning through Morningside
Heights and Central Harlem, with a
scenic detour along the ornate and
ivy-strewn townhouses of Convent
Avenue. A little before noon, I
crossed the George Washington
Bridge to Fort Lee, N.J.

Initially, I found the route unpre-
possessing. While leafy 9W, dotted
with bike repair shops, enjoys fame
among serious cyclists as a training
route, it can be both monotonous

and intimidating for inexperienced
riders. You must share the road with
cars; at some point into the ride, a
welcome 8-foot shoulder appears,
but often vanishes. After a few
miles, however, I grew accustomed
to the passing cars, the endless blur
of trees, the occasional exit-stops. (A
more scenic riverside route, Henry
Hudson Drive, exists, but it’s signifi-
cantly hillier). By the time I re-
crossed the state line just outside

Palisades, N.Y., I was so engrossed in
watching my mile count tick up that
I nearly missed the turning-off-point
to my lunch stop: Piermont, N.Y.

After months of quarantine, I
found it surreal to be in the country-
side: the cottontails, groundhogs
and baby deer I spotted in my jour-
ney registered as an unexpected al-
ternative to rats and occasional rac-
coons. I cycled along the Piermont
Marsh, past colonial houses that
backed straight onto the water on
both sides, and watched people
gather on their terraces for barbe-
cues. I stopped for lunch at Confetti,
a waterside Italian restaurant with
outdoor seating.

From Piermont I continued an-
other hour into the aggressively
adorable village of Nyack, stopping
for coffee at the Runcible Spoon, a
legendary spot among cyclists. Ny-
ack’s house-museums—devoted to
famed former residents including
Edward Hopper and Carson McCul-
lers—remain closed, but it’s worth
heading a few miles north on Broad-
way to see the backs of dozens of
imposing 19th-century mansions, as
well as the picnic-ready waterfront
at Nyack Beach State Park.

The highlight of the day, however,
was the Mario M. Cuomo Bridge
bike path itself. A winding and beau-
tifully signposted path, fully sepa-
rated from the car lane, it runs from
Clinton Avenue in South Nyack all
the way across the river. With clear

glass walls facing the waterside, and
several designated stopping-points
with seating and modern sculpture,
the ride is as scenic as it is efficient.
Even a concrete overpass is painted
with sprightly green murals.

I met up with my husband at the
Tarrytown House Estate, a sprawl-
ing hotel a mile south of the bridge
whose expansive layout made it
ideal for social distancing. Ideal on
that front, too, is its outdoor dining:
an expansion of the exceptional ho-
tel restaurant, Goosefeather, with a
seasonal Cantonese-fusion menu.
All guests undergo a temperature
check at the host station, and leave
behind a number for contact-tracing
purposes. I ate a tomato-water-
melon salad while seated next to
a tomato plant.

We stayed an extra day in the re-
gion, doing shorter rides into the
cheerily bucolic hamlets of Tarry-
town and Sleepy Hollow.

The best terrain of the trip, how-
ever, was the return route: from Tar-
rytown to Yonkers via the state trail
along the site of the Old Croton Aq-
ueduct. Free of cars, the trail mean-
dered through the backyards of
more stately villas (among them, the
ruins of the Untermyer Gardens in
Yonkers), connecting at various
points with the 19th-century thor-
oughfares of villages Hastings-on-
Hudson and Dobbs Ferry, where we
stopped for lunch. Learning of our
journey, the waiter at Sam’s Italian
Restaurant loaded us up with bis-
cotti for the travel home.

With the exception of a few
nerve-racking miles in Yonkers—
where the path gives way to traffic-
clogged streets—the journey back
into Manhattan was equally tran-
quil, taking us from a bike path
alongside Van Cortlandt Park to the
short and seamless Broadway Bridge
into the Upper Manhattan neighbor-
hood of Inwood, where much of Dy-
ckman Street has been transformed
into an open-air piazza. We stopped
to buy mangoes at a street stand.

In the end, I calculated, I’d cov-
ered about 72 miles in three
days—about 50 for the route itself
plus another 20 for the scenic de-
tours. That’s a respectable dis-
tance but the psychological
change—the act of coming to know
my own city as part of a wider ter-
rain, of seeing how its boulevards
could transform into rural trail-
ways and back again—was more
distinctive still. My world, so
hemmed in by coronatide, had got-
ten a little bit bigger.

SOFT PEDAL Clockwise from above: Confetti restaurant in Piermont, N.Y.; a

map of the Lower Hudson River Valley, a relatively easy cycling trip from

New York City; the Gov. Mario M. Cuomo Bridge bike path.

I
HAD NEVER been so happy
to be on a highway in New
Jersey. It was noon on a
Tuesday in mid-July and I
hadn’t left New York City for

months—since before the start of
the coronavirus pandemic. I’d spent
one of those months entirely in my
Manhattan apartment, venturing
out only to shop at the corner bo-
dega. But as the weather gradually
improved and public health guide-
lines emphasized the relative safety
of being outdoors, I’d started to take
masked bike rides that eventually
extended to the waterfronts of
Brooklyn and Queens. As I logged
rides of 20, then 30 miles, I ached to
venture farther: say, up the western
side of the Hudson River, where the
9W remains the most-trafficked cy-
cle road in the country.

Routing held me back. No bicycle-
accessible bridges crossed the Hud-
son until you reached Pough-
keepsie—a far too arduous journey
—and the idea of going back the way
I came seemed distastefully dull.

In June, all that changed. A new
3.6-mile-long bike path opened be-
tween Nyack and Tarrytown on the
Gov. Mario M. Cuomo Bridge (for-
merly the Tappan Zee). I could now,
theoretically, cycle the 20-odd miles
from Upper Manhattan through New
Jersey, to Nyack. Crossing the
bridge and heading home via one of
the designated country trails that
snake through Westchester County
would add another 30 or so miles.
Add in a night or two’s stay at a
carefully chosen hotel—one offering

little interpersonal contact and
stringent cleaning standards—and
the journey could become not just a
sportive exertion but the first
proper holiday I’d taken since the
start of lockdown: one that let me
shun public transportation, eat ex-
clusively outdoors and spend only
minimal time indoors.

Still, the thought of a multiday
excursion was daunting. As a cyclist,
I’m not an athlete but a committed
hobbyist, capable of long rides only
if they are leisurely and punctuated
by frequent café-stops. I charted
routes. I checked internet forums. I
had my bicycle—a slightly rickety
Craigslist purchase—professionally
tuned up. I coordinated plans with
my husband, who decided to meet
me in Tarrytown after stopping for
an outdoor visit with friends in Yon-
kers en route. And I set off in the

BY TARA ISABELLA BURTON

I’m a hobbyist rather
than an athlete, capable
of long rides only if they
are punctuated by
frequent café-stops.

Thanks to a new bike
path, you can loop
around the Hudson

River Valley as leisurely
as you please

No
Need
For

Speed

CHICAGO | The 56-mile, one-way
ride from the Chicago Lakefront

Trail to Indiana Dunes State Park is

partly on USBR 36, part of the

United States Bicycle Route Sys-

tem, an interstate network that

links urban and rural communities

on bike paths and quiet roads. You

pass 37 miles of landscape that

transitions from old steel mills to

farm and black-oak studded prairie.

If you'd rather not retrace your

pedals, trains leave frequently from

Beverly Shores and Michigan City.

ATLANTA | The Silver Comet
Trail runs 61.5 paved miles from

the Atlanta suburb of Smyrna to

the Alabama border. It crosses

rural roads here and there, but

it’s a mainly a worry-free, car-

free ride along abandoned rail-

way lines, including old tunnels

and trestles, with tree-lined sec-

tions offering plenty of shade.

Make sure your gears and brakes

work well: there are steep, curvy

hills, particularly between Grady

and Cedartown. —Susan Hack

LOS ANGELES | The 22-mile
paved Marvin Braude Bike Trail

follows the Pacific coast, from

Will Rogers State Beach to Tor-

rance County Beach, passing

Santa Monica Pier and Venice

Beach Boardwalk in between. Sea

and sand are in view the entire

route. Unless you want to race su-

per fast (and super early) this

ride is as much about people

watching as it is sightseeing since

you’ll be riding alongside a steady

stream of other cyclists.

BREAKING AWAY FROM OTHER CITIES / THREE BIKING ROUTES THAT OFFER EYEFULS OF SCENERY

ADVENTURE & TRAVEL
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WHEEL ESTATE The
new bike path on the

Mario Cuomo Bridge,

linking the Hudson

River villages of

Tarrytown and Nyack.

.
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ADVENTURE & TRAVEL
IT’S BEEN 10 MONTHS—though it
seems like 10 years—since I stood
under an olive tree outside Alta-
mura, in the Puglia region of south-
eastern Italy, and was instructed by
Tonio Creanza on how, literally, to
get the low-hanging fruit.

The tree was one of 700 that To-
nio’s family owns on seven sepa-
rate plots, and, for six generations,
have harvested to produce olive oil.
It was mid-November, right in the
middle of the short but intense
harvest season. Nonstop running,
Tonio calls it. The operation is too
big for his family to pick all the ol-
ives themselves, but too small to
let them hire extra workers with-
out plunging an already iffy bal-
ance sheet straight to red. So sev-
eral years ago they started relying
on volunteers, one of whom, last
November, was me.

The technique Tonio showed me
is pretty simple, and, with minor
variations, the way the harvest has
been done for millennia. With one
hand, grab a bright-yellow hand-
rake. With the other, bunch some
branches, laden with that low-
hanging purple fruit. Then start
methodically brushing the olives
out. They came loose easily, land-
ing on netting spread out under the
tree, with satisfying plunks. They
were so plentiful that after I’d been
at it for 10 minutes, Tonio rushed
over to gently inform me that I’d
been stepping on the olives and
crushing them, spilling the oil and
ever so slightly diminishing the
yield. “Look where you are putting
your feet,” he said. “Work from
there, then find a new spot for each
foot. It’s a mind-set.”

It was a lesson I would absorb
over the coming days of work: al-
though the trees collectively yield
20 tons of olives, each tiny fruit is
precious.

I’d first met Tonio the year be-
fore, when my wife, Gigi, and I par-
ticipated in one of the art-restora-
tion and conservation workshops he
conducts each summer in Puglia.
When he mentioned the olive har-
vest one night at dinner, our ears
pricked up. We knew we wouldn’t be
typical volunteers: Tonio asks for a
commitment of three weeks in ex-
change for room and board, and at-

tracts mostly 20-somethings. We’re
Medicare age and wanted to work
for only four days. But he welcomed
us. So when November rolled
around, we flew to Rome, boarded a
four-hour train to the seaside city of
Bari, drove 30 miles to our elegant
$55-a-day Airbnb in the heart of Al-
tamura, then strolled to the Creanza
house for dinner.

There we found Tonio’s 85-year-
old mother, Grazia, hard at work
grating cheese. At the stove was
his sister-in-law, who lives upstairs
with Tonio’s brother and their two
grown daughters. The volunteers

drifted in. There was Faith, on sab-
batical from the food industry in
New Orleans; Dylan, on sabbatical
from construction work in Ontario;
Marie, a native of Switzerland on
sabbatical from her work as a choc-
olatier in Vancouver. Everybody
seemed to be on sabbatical from
something, delighted to spend part
of their downtime working in the
green-gold olive groves of Puglia.

The meal was as fresh, local, and
fabulous as you might imagine:
pasta with cabbage dressed with
homemade croutons and Grazia’s
grated cheese; delicately fried

slices of zucchini; red wine from a
neighbor’s vineyard; and, for des-
sert, caramelized onions and a lo-
cal melon. On everything but the
dessert, we poured olive oil that
had been pressed the night before
from olives picked the day before
that. It was green, nutty and invit-
ingly pungent. In the groves out-
side of town the next morning, the
group, with a scant week of experi-
ence, worked like a well-oiled ma-
chine. and Gigi and I hustled to
keep up. Tonio, Dylan and Faith
poked the higher branches with
long-handled pneumatic devices

TRAVELER’S TALE / BEN YAGODA ON LAST YEAR’S WORKING VACATION IN ITALY’S PUGLIA

Those OlivesWon’t
Pick Themselves
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with two flapping rakes at the end;
the rest of us started raking
branches. It took 15 or 20 minutes
to denude a tree. At that point,
we’d pour the olives into crates.
When three or four crates were
full, four or five of us would form a
“train” to pick them up and carry
them to the vans. Then repeat.

Tonio sells the oil in boutique
food shops in Vancouver, where he
lives most of the year, and world-
wide by mail-order. But even the
2,500 liters his operation produced
in 2019, an excellent year, didn’t
make for a financial bonanza. He
says his real goal is to preserve his
family’s—and Puglia’s—heritage.

As we said our goodbyes, I
thought about how privileged we’d
been, not only to enjoy the great
meals with fine company, but to
have been part of a process and
culture that has continued for cen-
turies. Gigi and I immediately
talked about going back to the
groves this November.

Then coronavirus struck. Tonio
isn’t recruiting volunteers for this
year’s harvest. American tourists
are still banned from Italy, but he
isn’t even taking visitors from
within Europe, because of the vul-
nerability of his aged parents. When
I spoke to him by phone in August,
he told me his extended family and
a network of friends will help with
the harvest this year. Perhaps olive-
grove volunteers will be welcomed
back next fall, he said. The last six
months have taught us that plan-
ning ahead is a mug’s game. Never-
theless, when I get our 2021 calen-
dar, I plan to open it to the
November page and in the first box
write one word: “Olives.”

Withminorvariations,
theharvesthasbeendone
thiswayformillennia.

ESSENTIAL OILS Puglia produces
nearly half of Italy’s olive oil.
Many family-owned farms rely on
friends, relatives and sometimes
tourists to help harvest the olives
every autumn.

THE NAVIGATOR / ADVICE FOR TRAVELING SMARTLY

The Smaller the Cruise
Ship, the Safer?

QI’ve heard that a few river cruises
have started sailing again in Europe.

Does that mean that, in the Covid era,
small river cruises are less risky than big
cruise ships?

A Serene river ships, with their violin
quartets and bookish shore guides, tend

to accommodate about 150 passengers, so
chances are indeed lower that you’ll contract
coronavirus on those kind of vessels than,
say, a 5,000-passenger ocean liner, laden
with spin classes and Martini bars. Simply
put: You’ll be exposed to fewer people and
can more easily keep your distance. That’s
one reason the CDC’s ban on cruise ships
sailing in U.S. waters—through September, at
the least—does not apply to vessels carrying
fewer than 250 people. The handful of small
ships that are sailing now, including the
AmaKristina, which plies Germany’s Rhine,
are carrying less than their typical passenger
load. But don’t pack your deck shoes quite
yet. The number of other people on board—
even if they’re all masked up at the breakfast
buffet—isn’t the only variable, said Dr. Ed-
ward Ryan, director of global infectious dis-
eases at Massachusetts General Hospital in
Boston. “Where are the other passengers and
crew coming from? From a high-risk environ-
ment? How much time will you spend in-
doors? And even if everyone came aboard
without an infection, if they get off at ports,
what’s the likelihood that they’ll bring it back

to the ship? Those are just a few variables.
We can probably think of 20 more,” said Dr.
Ryan, adding that he personally wouldn’t risk
a cruise vacation of any kind right now. He
cites one possible exception: “If you could go
on a cruise with the NBA ‘bubble,’ then you
probably wouldn’t get Covid-19.”

QI’d like to go camping with my family
one weekend this month in Great

Smoky Mountains National Park, but my
wife is petrified to use the public bathrooms
at the gas stations en route and at the
campsite. Is she right to be worried?

A Not to dampen the thrill of the proud
new owners of Shewee, GoGirl, Feminal

and the other restroom alternatives that
have been flying off the virtual shelves this
summer, but such products might be point-
less. “I don’t think they have real value when
it comes to preventing Covid-19,” said Dr.
Maria Louisa Alcaide, professor of infectious
diseases at the University of Miami. “As long
as there aren’t too many people in the bath-
room with you, it’s well ventilated, everyone
is wearing a mask and you wash your hands,
the risk is low.” Though those portable loos
might serve another purpose: “People get
very nervous about using public bathrooms,”
said Dr. Alcaide. “If those [products] will
make you feel more comfortable and enjoy
your vacation, there’s value in that.”

— Deborah Dunn
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Exclusively tailored for us of the
finest 100% cotton, fine wale
corduroy fabric from Italy.

This classic sportcoat features a
soft corduroy for exceptional
comfort and is a definite must

for the well dressed man. In navy,
black, olive, brown or camel.
Reg. price $395, Sale $250

With Promo code 20% Off = $200

Please visit us online:
www.frankstellanyc.com

Pre-season Sale!

FREE SHIPPING!

Phone Orders AcceptedFind Us on Facebook.com/frankstellanyc Find Us on Instagram.com/frankstellanyc

Get ‘em while it’s hot.
Corduroy Jackets

$200

East Hampton New Store!
51 Newtown Lane

M-Sun. 11-6, (631) 658-9205

NYC LOCATIONS

921 7th Ave. (cor. 58 st.)
M-Fri. 11-6, Sat/Sun. Closed (212) 957-1600

440 Columbus Ave. (cor. 81 st.)
M-Sat. 11-6, Sun.12-6 (212) 877-5566

Enjoy tremendous savings on
our classic shearling coats
during our pre-season sale!
Crafted for us of the finest
quality English lamb, these
soft to the touch, durable
coats will offer real warmth
in the coldest winter weather.
3/4 length coats available in
choice of black or brown.

Reg. price $1,995, Sale $999

With Promo code 20% Off = $799

Classic Shearlings
$799

Use Promo Code HOT20 online
to take an Additional 20% Off

.
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EATING & DRINKING

Total Time 30 minutes
Serves 4

2 whole dorade or branzino,
about 11/2 pounds each,
gutted and scaled

Kosher salt and freshly
ground black pepper

1 tablespoon sumac
1 tablespoon plus 1
teaspoon freshly ground
cumin

1 orange, zest finely grated
1 cup cilantro, plus 10 stems
1 cup parsley, plus 10 stems
1 scallion, thinly sliced
2 tablespoons sunflower
seeds

1 teaspoon freshly ground
coriander

1 tablespoon Sherry vinegar
1 jalapeño, roughly chopped

1 cup olive oil, plus more
for grill grate

8 radishes, tops trimmed
Grilled flatbread, for serving
Lemon wedges, for serving

1. Preheat a grill. Thoroughly
dry fish and season it all over

with salt, pepper, sumac and 1

tablespoon cumin. Slice

zested orange into thin

rounds and halve the rounds.

Stuff fish cavities with a few

orange slices plus cilantro and

parsley stems. Set fish aside.

2.Make the sauce: In a food
processor, combine 1 tea-

spoon cumin, orange zest, ci-

lantro, parsley, scallions, sun-

flower seeds, coriander,

vinegar and jalapeño. Pulse to

combine. With motor running,

slowly add 1 cup olive oil to

form a drizzly consistency.

Season with salt and pepper.

Transfer to a serving bowl.

3. Soak a paper towel with ol-
ive oil and grip with tongs to

oil grill grate well. Drizzle olive

oil all over fish. Lay fish on

grate and grill over indirect

medium-high heat until flesh

cooks through and skin blis-

ters, 4-5 minutes per side.

4. Toss radishes with salt and
a drizzle of olive oil. Grill rad-

ishes over medium-high heat

until they char in spots, about

3 minutes.

5. Arrange fish on a platter
and discard stuffing. Arrange

radishes around fish. Serve

with bowl of sauce, grilled

flatbread and lemon wedges.

THE BEST PLACE to buy a great bot-
tle of wine for dinner at home right
nowmight be a restaurant. Wine di-
rectors all over the country have
priced the wines on their lists at fig-
ures far below their original prices—
that is, on par with what they might
sell for at a retail wine store—and
some are even inviting customers to
call them for a chat.

On the website of the Bristol, in
Chicago (currently open for patio
dining and indoor dining at 25%
capacity, and takeout as well), bev-
erage director Christian Shaum
has invited customers to call him
during the restaurant’s business
hours for advice on what to buy
from the “Wine To-Go” menu. “I
think it’s fun,” he said—though
calls during dinner service can be
hard to manage, “especially if
someone wants to have a mini-
conference about tannins.”

One man called in search of “a
light-bodied red to pair with fish.”
Mr. Shaum posed a few questions to
get a sense of the customer’s pal-
ate—whether he liked his wines
sweeter or more dry. “How do you
like your lemonade?” he asked. He
ended up selling the man a Ramato

selling their wines at retail prices to
raise much-needed revenue while
restaurants are closed or open with
reduced seating. I found offerings
including rare Burgundies, first
growth Bordeaux and plenty of good
$25 bottles, sold largely via the res-
taurants’ websites for curbside pick-
up or delivery.

The restaurant wine professionals
I spoke to didn’t know how long
they will be able to do so, as differ-
ent states have granted different
temporary licenses that might be re-
scinded at any time. But for now
they’re selling discerning drinkers
some very good wine and giving
some very good wine advice, too.

At Aria restaurant in Atlanta
(open for patio dining and indoor
dining at 60% capacity), wine direc-
tor and general manager Andrés
Loaiza has been advising retail cus-
tomers in person, as well, when they
visit the restaurant. “People are
coming in and asking me questions,”
he said happily. The restaurant’s
website also features a number that
customers can call for advice re-
garding bottles for sale in the Aria
Wine Shop, a Covid-era addition to
the restaurant’s offerings.

Even socially distanced and be-
hind masks, an in-person chat with a
sommelier seems exotic right now.
In pre-Covid times I enjoyed talking
with wine director Brian Hider when
I dined at the Pluckemin Inn in Bed-
minster, N.J. Mr. Hider has created a
remarkable list over the years.
When I bought a bottle there the
other week, I pulled into the parking
lot and called to describe my loca-
tion, and an employee walked my
order out to me. The wine was a
very good $50 bottle of Bérêche &
Fils Brut Réserve Non-Vintage
Champagne—a favorite of somms.

In the early days of the pandemic,
Mr. Hider fielded queries from
would-be buyers expecting him to
sell off his deep collection of Bur-
gundies and Barolos at what he
called “fire sale prices.” Other som-
meliers I talked to said much the
same thing: They can only mark
their wines down so far and still
make it worthwhile for the restau-
rants. Mr. Hider sent one would-be
buyer a list of bottles of Clos
Rougeard, a cult wine from the
Loire. “They were priced the same
as the lowest price on Wine-
Searcher.com,” he said, referring to

SO RAD The sleeper hit of this spread: grilled radishes, surprisingly
sweet and succulent.

SLOW FOOD FAST / SATISFYING AND SEASONAL FOOD IN ABOUT 30 MINUTES

“FAMILY-STYLE” defines this dish from chef
Marcelle Afram in more ways than one. It’s a
riff on one she makes at Maydan, in Wash-
ington, D.C.: whole grilled fish and radishes
with shatta, an electric-green Middle Eastern
sauce of cumin, orange zest, cilantro, pars-
ley, scallions and a good splash of vinegar.
“Tear off some flatbread, pick off the meat
and dip it in the sauce,” the chef advised.

Ms. Afram grew up with this kind of ca-
sual feasting, in a close-knit Assyrian com-
munity outside D.C. “My grandfather would
catch a fish and we’d eat this outside,” she

said. “He found the sauce in his travels and
then made it his own.”

When grilling, you’ll know it’s time to
flip the fish when it releases from the
grate. Gauge for doneness by prodding.
“The meat will be tough initially, and then
it softens and gives,” Ms. Afram said. It’s
done when the tip of a knife inserted at
the thickest point emerges warm.

It’s a hands-on, intuitive way of cook-
ing—and eating too. Plates and utensils
are optional. Well-chilled beverages and
napkins are mandatory. —Kitty Greenwald

Whole Grilled Fish with Charred Radishes and Spiced Herb Sauce
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the wine-retail search engine. The
man never replied.

Like other sommeliers, Mr. Hider
has also been on the receiving end
of some great deals from wholesal-
ers and importers in recent months,
and he’s passed those deals on to
customers. Some are wines rarely
sold in stores, or wines Mr. Hider
wasn’t usually offered in the pre-
Covid era because they went to New
York restaurants—many of which
have stopped buying. Mr. Hider of-
fered the example of Domaine Jamet
Syrah from the northern Rhône.
“Typically we are offered one case
per vintage,” he said. “This year we
were offered six.”

At Barolo Grill in Denver, wine di-
rector and owner Ryan Fletter has
won awards for his list. When the
restaurant was initially forced to
close to dine-in customers in March,
Mr. Fletter was faced with a di-
lemma: Would he need to sell off the
wines he’d collected over the years
to keep the restaurant afloat—and
potentially jeopardize its status as a
wine destination if it re-opened
without the old, rare wines on its
list that customers had come to ex-
pect? “It’s like melting the gold
medal you won in the Olympics [to
buy] the things you need,” he said.

Now that Barolo Grill has re-
opened (for outdoor dining and half
capacity inside), Mr. Fletter is selling
dine-in customers wines from his list
at pre-Covid prices and takeout cus-
tomers discounted wines from a
“Curbside PickupWine & Cocktail
List.” There is also a Barolo Grill
Wine Club that allows him and head
sommelier Erin Lindstone to advise
customers on four different curated
packages. In the case of the “Somm
at Your Side” three-bottle set, buyers
share their preferences andMs.
Lindstone makes custom selections
to suit them, for a price of $200.

Many restaurant wine stores are
giving local wine lovers an opportu-
nity to expand their horizons.
Tomasz Skowronski, co-chef and co-
owner of Apteka in Pittsburgh,
closed the restaurant a few months
ago, and when he reopened for take-
out only he launched a wine store.
Unlike in some other states, where
temporary retail licenses have been
granted, restaurants in Pennsylvania
purchase their retail wine licenses.
It was a gamble for Mr. Skowronski:
The license was an extra expendi-
ture. And Apteka exclusively sells
natural wines, which aren’t well
known in Pittsburgh, in part because
no independent stores specialize in
them; up to now in Pennsylvania, re-
tail wine sales have been largely lim-
ited to state-run stores. But Apteka’s
retail store seems to be a success.
“We’re getting people who just
found out about natural wine, and
they’re going home with home-
work,” said Mr. Skowronski. Some
come from as far away as Cleveland.

While perusing these wine lists
and others, I’ve found lots of bottles
I’d like to buy, often at very competi-
tive prices. But perhaps more im-
portant in these often-isolated
times, I’ve found lots of friendly
sommeliers happy to share a few
words of advice.

� Email Lettie at wine@wsj.com.

Pinot Grigio, a skin-contact white
wine that drinks like a red (thanks
to tannins in the grape skins). The
man liked the wine so much he
called the next day to compliment
Mr. Shaum on his choice.

Jim Rollston, wine director of
Manresa in Los Gatos, Calif. (open
for takeout only), fields calls from

customers as well as emails, at an
address listed on the restaurant’s
website. One man even called for ad-
vice on a wine from his home cellar
to pair with a meal. Mr. Rollston
happily obliged, though he would
have been even happier had the man
bought a bottle from Manresa’s list.

Mr. Rollston and many other wine
directors and sommeliers have been

I found retail offerings
including rare
Burgundies, first-growth
Bordeaux andplenty of
good $25 bottles.
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ON WINE / LETTIE TEAGUE

Sommelier! I’ll Take a Case
Of That to Go, Please

The Chef
Marcelle Afram

Her Restaurants
Compass Rose and

Maydan, both in

Washington, D.C.

What she’s known
for Drawing on her
family history and

culinary training to

explore the nuances

of different Middle

Eastern cuisines.

Deftly working over

open fire.

.
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These products have a purity
of taste and approximate the
immediate sensation of smell-
ing a rose. If I want something
more concentrated, I use a
few drops of the rose water
made by Nielsen-Massey
(nielsenmassey.com). While
called rose water, it is closer
to an extract in potency.

Rose water is stronger than
you might imagine. Start
sparingly and add to taste. If,
like me, you are a bit rose-ob-
sessed, you might find your-
self stirring it into drinking
water, morning yogurt and
berry smoothies. I’ll also add
rose liqueur to Champagne,

drizzle rose syrup over vanilla
ice-cream and strawberries,
and grind dried rose petals to
sprinkle over rice pudding. In
a pinch, when I’ve no time to
spare but still want to serve
dessert, I’ll warm dates in the
oven, drizzle them with good
olive oil and rose water, and
finish with a sprinkle of or-
ange zest and flaky Maldon
sea salt.

Rose and cardamom are a
classic and very happy pair-
ing. They flavor the simple
cake recipe at right, which
can be decorated with fresh,
dried or candied petals. And
Jessica Backhus, drinks man-

ager at Delaney Oyster
House in Charleston, S.C.,
mixes both a non-alcoholic
lemonade and a strawberry-
flavored take on a classic
Clover Club cocktail with the
rose-cardamom combo. Pis-
tachio is another ingredient
frequently combined with
rose. In his cookbook “Falas-
tin,” chef Sami Tamimi in-
cludes semolina squares fla-
vored with these plus lime
and coconut.

Even as the days grow
cooler, these recipes conjure
the fragrance of summer gar-
dens in full bloom. It’s a good
time to stop and smell it.

FOR LINE COOKS and chefs,
preparing “family meal” for
the rest of the restaurant’s
staff provides a chance to
flex their creativity and re-
sourcefulness. The food has
to be hearty and nourish-
ing—often it's the only meal
staffers will eat during a
long shift—yet it tends to
come together from seem-
ingly nothing: end cuts of
meat, dregs of dairy, per-
haps some over-toasted nuts
deemed unfit to serve cus-
tomers during the previous
evening’s dinner service. In-
evitably, there’s a hodge-
podge of herbs that need to
be used up.

When I worked in restau-
rant kitchens, my ace in the
hole for punching up any
family meal was the sauce
recipe at right. It makes use
of those leftover herbs,
passed over for whatever
reason but still ready to
sing. Miraculously, the sauce
extends their shelf life by a
month or more thanks to
the preservative properties
of the oils in the mix.

These days, in my home
kitchen, there’s always a jar
of this bright condiment in
the refrigerator, perpetually
at the ready to give pastas,

salads, marinades and dips a
brisk herbal boost. I call it
my universal sauce. Any
combination of herbs works
here; truly, I’ve yet to grab a
fistful of random sprigs
from the crisper that

doesn’t taste great. Leave
out the nuts if you want to.
Skip the anchovies. This is
the kind of bulletproof rec-
ipe an old line cook like me
takes particular pride in.

—Eleanore Park

What Can’t This Sauce Do?
Dressings, dips, marinades andmore benefit from its bold herbal kick
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PRO MOVE / INTEL FROM AN EX LINE COOK

Universal Sauce With
a Simple Snack Platter
Here, this versatile condi-

ment anchors a satisfying

snack spread. Drizzle the

herbaceous sauce over sar-

dines and hard-boiled eggs;

swirl it into creamy labneh

to make a dip for vegetables

and crackers. Use any nuts

or seeds you like here. And if

you enjoy the strong taste

of olive oil, you can use a full

cup of that and forgo the

grapeseed.

Total time 10 minutes
Makes about 1¼ cup

For the sauce:
4 cups mixed herbs such
as mint, cilantro, dill,
parsley, with tender
stems

1/4 preserved lemon
2 cloves garlic
1/4 cup toasted seeds or
nuts (optional)
2-3 anchovy filets

(optional)
1/2 cup grapeseed oil
1/2 cup extra-virgin olive oil
To serve:
1/2 cup labneh
Hard-boiled eggs
Sardines
Sliced vegetables, such as
lettuce, cucumbers,
carrots and/or radishes

Crackers or rye bread

1.Make the sauce: In a
blender or food processor,
blend all ingredients at me-
dium speed until smooth.
Sauce will keep in an air-
tight container in the refrig-
erator up to two months.
Let come to room tempera-
ture before using.
2. Spoon some sauce into a
small bowl. Spoon labneh
into another small bowl and
swirl in a generous spoonful
of sauce. Drizzle sauce over
eggs and sardines, and
scoop up labneh dip with
crackers and vegetables.

GREEN
LIGHT This
herb sauce

enlivens an

easy snack

spread.

W
HILE Amer-
icans firmly
associate
roses with
Valentine’s

Day, for much of the world,
particularly the Middle East,
they are a year-long pantry
staple in the form of rose wa-
ter, rose syrup, rose jam and
dried or candied rose petals.
Rose can be found in every-
thing from baklava, nougat
and Turkish delight to the fi-
ery condiment harissa and
spice mix ras-el-hanout, from
North Africa. It perfumes teas
in England, macarons in
France and the yogurt drink
lassi in India.

Come September, I find my-
self reaching for all things
rose in the kitchen, as if to
trick myself into believing
summer will never end. And I
continue to bake, mix cock-
tails and cook with rose
through the winter for its re-
minder of sunnier days.

Before you go and pick pet-
als off the nearest bouquet,
there are a few things to con-
sider. Most roses we buy at
florists have been sprayed
with pesticides, making them
unsafe to eat. This is true of
most nurseries as well. If you
want to use fresh petals, get
them from a gardener you
trust or grow your own.

My rose water of choice is
made by Mymouné in Leba-
non and available online from
Kalustyan’s (foodsofna-
tions.com). For rose syrup,
sweetened and thicker than
rose water, I turn to the one
from L’Epicerie de Provence,
available from the Rare Tea
Cellar (rareteacellar.com).

BY ALEKSANDRA CRAPANZANO

I findmyself reaching
for all things rose, as
if to trickmyself into
believing summer
will never end.
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Rose Cake
This recipe uses the black

seeds inside green carda-

mom pods. Lightly crush

the green pods and release

or scrape out the black

seeds. The crushed pods

may be used to flavor tea or

milk in making chai.

Total Time 1 hour Serves 8

For the cake:

4 large eggs
11/3 cup sugar
12 tablespoons unsalted
butter, at room
temperature

2 teaspoons cardamom
seeds

1 teaspoon rose water
11/3 cups all-purpose flour
1/8 teaspoon sea salt
For the icing:
1/2 cup unsalted butter,
at room temperature

2 cups confectioners’
sugar, sifted

1 teaspoon rose water, or
to taste

Candied, fresh or dried
edible rose petals

1.Make the cake: Preheat
oven to 350 degrees (or 325
if using a convection oven).
Use 1½ tablespoons butter
to grease a 9-inch spring-
form pan, and cover base
with a parchment paper cir-
cle. Melt remaining butter
without browning.
2. Use an electric mixer to
cream together eggs and
sugar until pale and tripled
in volume, 5-7 minutes.
3. Use a spice grinder, coffee
grinder or mortar and pestle

to crush black seeds from
cardamom pods. You just
want to break the seeds
down, not make a fine pow-
der. Add crushed seeds and
rose water to creamed eggs
and sugar, and give mixture
a final beating. Fold in flour
and salt until just incorpo-
rated. Add melted butter
and stir to combine.
4. Pour batter into greased
pan and bake until a knife
inserted in the center
comes out dry, 35-40 min-
utes. Let cool 5 minutes,
then invert onto a cake
plate and remove pan. Set
aside and let come to room
temperature before icing.
5.Make the icing: Use elec-
tric mixer to cream butter
until voluminous. With
beaters on low, pour in all
but 1 teaspoon confection-
ers’ sugar. Increase speed to
medium-high and beat until
mixture is light and fluffy.
Add rose water and beat to
incorporate, 1 minute more.
6. Once cake is cool, ice the
top. Scatter petals over the
cake. Dust with remaining
confectioners’ sugar.

Clover Club
of Roses
Total Time 5
minutes Serves 1

11/2 ounces gin
1/2 ounce dry
vermouth

1 tablespoon
strawberry jam

1/2 ounce fresh

lemon juice
1 egg white
1 dash carda-
mom bitters
(optional)
3 drops rose
water
3 rose petals

1. In a cocktail
shaker, shake

first 6 ingredients to
froth egg white. Add
ice and shake again.
2. Strain into a
chilled coupe. Gar-
nish with rose wa-
ter and petals.

—Adapted from

Jessica Backhus of

Delaney Oyster

House, Charleston

NIP IT IN THE BUD Clockwise from left: rose cake; Clover Club of Roses cocktail; rose-cardamom

lemonade; rose-pistachio semolina squares. Find recipes for the latter two at wsj.com/food.

These recipes using rose water, rose syrup and even the
pretty petals bring sweet relief as we head into fall

Blooming Lovely

EATING & DRINKING

Never Miss A Story,
Style or Trend.

Get the latest trends in the
worlds of food, travel, business,
fashion, culture and more.

explore more at wsj.com/magazine

© 2020 Dow Jones & Company, Inc. All rights reserved. 3DJ4845
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DESIGN & DECORATING
THAT’S DEBATABLE

SCROLLING THROUGH Insta-
gram, attempting to stay
connected, I was surprised
by the thoughtful color stud-
ies of artist and architect Bill
Bloomfield (b. 1966). The San
Franciscan told me that
“Echeveria Blue Prince”
(2017), part of a series in-
spired by the many-hued tit-
ular succulent, is his take on
a plant that toughs its way
through California droughts.
The painting’s depth,
achieved by juxtaposing
opacity and transparency, in-
spired me to start snipping
and composing my way to
this month’s arrangement.

Since plants are naturally
gestural, an abstract inspira-
tion that lacks obvious ges-
tures made my job trickier.
Deciding to lean in to geom-
etry, I cut the stems to simi-
lar lengths to reflect the
work’s blockiness. My con-
tainer, a clean matte-white
Tracie Hervy vessel, seemed
appropriate for a painting
whose bottom half is pale.

Eucalyptus leaves and
fringy amsonia hubrichtii fo-
liage reference the sage

green of the upper half,
while lime-green eucalyptus
seed pods mirror the band
below the central rectangle.
To map out the central bur-
gundy and the pink, I pulled
together a mix of deep red
ranunculus, claret astilbe,
fuzzy wineberry fruit buds,
pink yarrow and two South
African protea flowers.

When I squint at both the
painting and the arrange-
ment side-by-side, I can see
the painting and bouquet
are related, albeit from dif-
ferent worlds.

Block
Party
Floral designer
Lindsey Taylor
riffs on a boxy but
buoyant painting
about resilience

FLOWER SCHOOL

OVER THE PAST few
months, designer Martyn

Lawrence Bullard (right)

has been scouring the

market for elements that

will freshen his clients’

overly familiar rooms with-

out clashing with their ex-

isting décor. When asked

to scour Pottery Barn’s fall

catalog in particular, the

London-born designer, now

practicing in Los Angeles,

was drawn to a genial

leather swivel armchair.

With a 1970s shape, Victo-

rian-inspired tufting, and

radiating legs that provide

“a little industrial twist,” it

represents an alternative

to both the “classic clunky

club chair” and the “trendy,

totally streamlined midcen-

tury seat,” he said. He

imagines the chair—one

“you want to curl up in”—

anchoring a reading nook

with a table and lamp. For

an investment piece that

grabs attention without

rudely intruding on your

decorating scheme, ”it’s so

well-priced.”

—Rachel Wolfe

Swivel Discourse
An interior designer’s top pick from

Pottery Barn’s fall collection

CATALOG CURATION

Wells Tufted Leather Swivel Armchair, $1,699,
potterybarn.com
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To echo the

blockiness of

artist Bill

Bloomfield’s

‘Echeveria

Blue Prince’

(2017), stems

of ranunculus

and other

blooms are cut

to an even

length and

amassed

tightly but not

overly so.

THE ARRANGEMENT

THE INSPIRATION

TEMPORARY wall-
paper challenged
Cece Bowman’s
commitment to de-

signing for longevity. But with
the shift to working from
home, the designer from Kem-
ble Interiors in Palm Beach is
“100% behind creating spaces
that are unique, even if only
for a year or two.”

Removable wallpaper can
be installed without a profes-
sional, a boon in this germ-
vigilant era. None entail wres-
tling panels goopy with
wallpaper paste; the most
common variety is self-adhe-
sive peel-and-stick.

Renters can gleefully wall-
paper landlords’ walls. The
aesthetically faint-of-heart
grow bold. “You can try pat-
terns you fear might over-
whelm a room,” said Los An-
geles interior designer
Timothy Corrigan, a fan of big
Matisse-like florals. For cli-
ents who waited until the last
minute to learn the sex of
their baby, Mr. Corrigan used
the quickly installed peel-and-
stick. Designer Stephen Sills
recommends the easy-to-clean
kind printed on vinyl for
places with ambient moisture
such as powder rooms or
kitchen vestibules.

You can reuse many of
these papers—great news for
the sustainability-minded and
anyone who wants to gussy up
the backdrop to a baby
shower or Zoom meeting.

MANY designers
sniff at removable
wallpaper. Rita
Chraibi, an interior

designer based in Miami, de-
scribed it as a “vulgar mate-
rial” precisely because it is
temporary. “It has a fake plas-
tic look that would stand out
in a negative way from the
charm and elegance of any in-
terior design,” she said. New
York designer Alyssa Kapito
pointed out that DIY peel-and-
stick rules out sumptuous tex-
tures, such as wool and grass
cloth, and hand-screened or
-painted versions. “The mar-
ket is for somebody who
doesn’t really want to invest,
but they’ll miss out on quality,
which makes wallpaper so
beautiful,” she said.

Others find the ease of in-
stallation overstated. The
threat of bubbles or wrinkles
looms large. “Mismatched
seams are not beautiful,” said
Ms. Kapito. According to Ma-
rie Flanigan, principal of her
eponymous interiors firm in
Houston, the peel-and-stick
DIY route can ultimately be
more spendy if you have to
hire a pro to first undo then
redo your work.

Christopher Allen, senior
interior designer at LA-based
full-service firm Woods + Dan-
garan, never uses temporary
paper. “It’s a matter of design
confidence,” he said. Make the
commitment or don’t.”

—Gemma Price

Does Removable Wallpaper Remove
The Need to Worry?
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YES NO

From left: Currents (out Sept. 16), $40 for 4-feet-by-2-feet
panel, chasingpaper.com; Mauve Mirage, $6 per square
foot, wallsneedlove.com; Tempaper Scandi Floral, $125 for

60.8-square-foot roll, tempaper.com.

UNSTICKY SITUATION
Wallshøppe’s Orange Crush removable

wallpaper and a couple of needle-free straw

cactuses happily coexist in a room styled

by Nathan Turner, the designer of the paper.

Design for the Indecisive
Three removable wallpapers you needn’t be stuck with

.
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1 Once you and your
roommates acquire

separate homes, you can
only share streaming ac-
counts for a grace period
of one year.

2 If that HBO Max
password belongs to

an ex, however, the grace
period shrinks to one
month. Flout this rule
and you must get back
together.

3 Roughly one-third of
U.S. adults have gone

looking for love on dating
apps, according to Pew
Research. While you
needn’t view your Hinge,
Bumble or Tinder profile
with shame, it is still ver-
boten to pose in a mirror
or while holding a fish.

4 At least one of
your dating pro-
file pictures

should depict you with
a recent haircut hold-
ing up a newspaper—
its date clearly visible.

5We’re pretty certain
that watching a

video on your smart-
phone, at full volume,
without headphones, vio-
lates the Geneva Conven-
tion. If not, start revis-
ing, Geneva.

6 Avoid FaceTime PDA
whether bantering

“innocently” or plotting
dinner plans. Restrict ro-
mantic video calls to your
home or hotel rooms.

7 Absolutely do
not kiss the
camera.

8 You needn’t wave
goodbye at the end

of a Zoom call. But if
someone initiates a wave,
reciprocate in kind. Your
wrists can rest later.

9 No party needs to
make up a good rea-

son to end a phone call.
Elaborate and trite fare-
wells are vestigial Land-
line-Era nonsense.

10You’re allowed to
live-tweet a TV

show or movie (sans
spoilers). You’re no lon-
ger allowed to live-tweet
strangers’ behavior as if
they’re a TV show.

11Use video doorbellsto ward off porch
pirates and document
cute animals that wan-
dered into your yard—
not to spy on your only
mildly sinful neighbors.

12Don’t fret if you
accidentally steal

from the self-checkout.
Stores budget for this so-
called “shrinkage” and it’s
arguably their fault for
making you do the job.

13However, if a
human is as-
sisting you at

checkout, remove your
headphones—no ex-
ceptions. If the store
can keep its toilet pa-
per stocked, you can
pause your podcast.

14Don’t just write
back a curt “seen

it” when a friend sends
you a popular meme.
Just act like he or she
discovered it first. It’s
the most harmless possi-
ble version of lying.

15 The world will
never tire of cute

dogs or pretty sunsets
with cute dogs in the
foreground. Give us all
you’ve got.

16Regardless of what
your Gen-Z niece

says, there’s no age-limit
for joining TikTok. But
there is a limit on spastic
dance moves.

17Never ask a bar-
tender to charge

your phone. He has to re-
member more than 100
drink recipes. You can re-
member to juice your

phone before heading out
the door.

18You’re under no
obligation to

match the enthusiasm
someone else has for us-
ing emojis. Just remember
that ending texts with a
period is an act of malice.

19No phones at the
dinner table. But

you may designate a ta-
ble captain to keep one
close by in case no one
can remember the name
of that guy from that
movie.

20If you’re one of
the 41.8 million

Americans who bought
into “smart home” tech,
teach guests how to con-
trol the lights before that
urgent 1 a.m. quest for the
bathroom.

21If you’veever met
anyone

named Alexa, you’re
not allowed to own
an Amazon Echo. If
you’ve ever met
someone named
Google, the Cyborg
Era has begun.

BY ALEX SCHMIDT
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Why is my appliance serenad-
ing me? It’s a form of brand-
ing. “The little tunes appli-
ances have started spitting
out these days are known as

audio logos,” explained James Kel-
laris, a composer, musician and pro-
fessor of marketing at the University
of Cincinnati, where he studies sonic
branding. Samsung’s Electric Dryer
($599, samsung.com) finishes a
tumble cycle with 30 seconds of
Schubert’s “Die Forelle,” while LG’s
QuadWash plays a delightful 10-sec-
ond ditty when the dishes are done.

2
How exactly does an ap-
pliance play music? In
many cases, the same sort
of buzzer that roused you
to check your laundry in

the 1980s now plays a more compli-
cated collection of beeps to craft a
melody. In newer machines, how-
ever, said Richard Hughes, a princi-
pal designer in advanced user expe-
rience at Whirlpool, engineers have
added chips akin to those found in
smartphones to deliver higher-qual-
ity audio. Example: His brand’s
Smart All-In-One Washer & Dryer
($1,699, whirlpool.com) performs an
original tune that includes sounds of
fingertips drumming on denim.

3
What am I getting out of
this? The supposedly valu-
able ability to heed the call
of a specific device among
the many chiming, dinging

and pinging for your attention. “An
audio logo can cut through the clut-
ter of multiple devices and appli-
ances calling out to us,” said Mr.
Kellaris. Some inanimate devices as-
pire to have entire melodic conver-
sations with us, added Mr. Hughes:
The musical notification you hear
when KitchenAid’s Smart Oven+
($3,299, kitchenaid.com) is pre-
heated differs from the one you hear
when your cook time is up, keeping
you informed even as you complete
other tasks around the home.

4
But what’s the company
getting out of it? Cus-
tomer allegiance, theoret-
ically. “These sounds en-
sure that our products are

easily identifiable with the Samsung
brand,” said Shane Higby, vice presi-
dent of home appliance product
marketing for the company. Appli-
ance makers view sonic branding as
a low-cost investment that inspires
loyalty, even at the risk of irritation.
“An audio logo is a reminder that
the brand is there to serve consum-
ers—sort of a free ad,” said Mr. Kel-
laris. Sounds, he believes, can also
convey certain attributes of a ma-
chine: sturdiness, fun, elegance.

5
Ok, but how do I turn the
damn thing off?Maybe
you’re disinclined to add a
jingle seemingly inspired
by the English folk tune

“The Lincolnshire Poacher” to the
cacophony of the phones, TVs, smart
homes and other constantly pinging
appliances invading your home. Find
instructions for how to turn off each
appliance’s electronic melodies in
the user manual if you didn’t already
toss it, or otherwise check YouTube.
Then again, having your child learn
Schubert from the dryer could save
you a bundle on private lessons.

—Ashley Mateo

For Whom the
Dryer Tolls
Smart new appliances are
blasting cheery tunes for
attention. What’s behind
this odd phenomenon?

Tech Etiquette Dos and Don’ts
As our technology evolves, so too do the rules that govern us. Here, 21 new tips to internalize.
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ZOOM IS a blessing and a curse.
The ubiquitous virtual meeting
place keeps us close to impor-
tant people in our lives but
never lets us truly escape the
office. And it’s quickly forced us
to develop new etiquette.

First, always know where
your camera is pointed. This lets
you conceal your new double
chin and helps everyone forget
you swore off wearing pants in
March. Next, master muting. If
you see people tearfully flailing
on screen, assume they’re trying
to get you to unmute. Con-
versely, if you’re bad-mouthing
your boss with the mic on, your
resume may need updating.

Also, no eating. It’s hard to
pay attention to last month’s
sales figures while watching
someone chow down. That said,
a well-timed sip of coffee can
perfectly punctuate your point.

If you’re multitasking, keep
your phone below the desktop
screen and remember that even
if you clicked over to shop in a
new tab, the camera still sees all.

Lastly, as when attending a
party, never be the first to ar-
rive nor the last to leave. And
when it’s over, shoot the host a
quick note of thanks. Especially
if you called him a naive twit
while your mic was hot.

—Matthew Kitchen

How to Bloom on Zoom
A quick guide to acting professional on video calls

W
HETHER YOU WANTED to fit in or
stand out in high school—be the in-
fluenced or the influencer—adher-
ing to social norms was key to navi-
gating and surviving the experience.

The same applies to new technology today, where a
failure to understand the shifting landscape (which
recent studies suggest is still dictated by teen girls,
somehow) can quickly make you a pariah. Fear not,
we have you covered. Even as the tech world contin-
ues to churn out exciting devices amid the chaos and
crisis of 2020, these etiquette guidelines will keep
you on the cutting edge of your class, helping you im-
prove and update your behavior—or else.

.
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That villainous blue light
contributes most to focusing
problems, said Dr. Drexler. It
also hinders production of
melatonin, the hormone that
regulates your body’s sleep-
wake cycle. The less shut-eye
you get, the less respite for
your eyes, said Dr. Mitchell.

Attachable anti-glare fil-
ters, like EyeJust’s light-block-
ing screens (from $35, eye-
just.com), act as a buffer
against blue light, and stop
ambient light from reflecting
off your computer. Blue-light-
blocking glasses, like Roka’s
ZX-2 lenses (from $175,
roka.com) can nix up to 42%
of harmful wavelengths. For
fashion-conscious Zoomers,
there’s even Tom Ford pairs
(from $360, tomford.com).

Despite these tips, doctors
still recommend the 20/20/20
rule: Every 20 minutes, take
20 seconds to look 20 feet
away. That’s enough time to
check on the kids before your
next dial-in. —Ashley Mateo

a foot from your face; your
laptop about two feet away,”
said Jamie Mitchell, M.D., a
neuro-ophthalmologist at
Manhattan Eye, Ear & Throat
Hospital. Keep screens 3 to 4
inches below your sight line,
added Dr. Drexler; looking
slightly downward is easier on
the eyes. A tilted laptop stand,
like the Rain Design iLevel2
($60, adorama.com), lets you
stick to those guidelines with-
out sacrificing ergonomics.

Tweaking your environ-
ment can make a difference,
too. Most WFH professionals
have escaped the harsh light-
ing of offices—whose fluores-
cents and LEDs can overtax
eyes with subtle flickering and
high wattage—but you can
still take steps when it comes
to luminescence. Swap stan-
dard bulbs for ones like
Philips EyeComfort LED lights
(from $9/two-pack,
philips.com) that don’t give
off glare or emit high-energy
blue-light wavelengths.

LIFE HAS GONE almost en-
tirely virtual. Since lockdown
started, people who used to
see their overly chatty co-
workers IRL spend an average
of 9.5 hours a day looking at
laptops and smartphones, re-
ports a survey conducted by
OnePoll. It takes just two con-
secutive hours of staring at
pixelated Zoom faces or
scrolling Excel data to put you
at risk for eyestrain and dry-
ness, blurred vision and head-
aches, according to the Ameri-
can Optometric Association.

That’s because, like Pilates
or making elaborate lattes, vi-
sion takes effort. Tiny eye
muscles “are no different from
muscles in arms or legs,” said
Scott P. Drexler, O.D., an assis-
tant professor of Ophthalmol-
ogy at the University of Pitts-
burgh School of Medicine.
“When you overuse them,
they get fatigued and hurt.”

Step one: Adjust the way
you engage with devices.
“Your phone should always be
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LIFE MOVES PRETTY FAST
Ferris Bueller epitomized teen

freedom while steering a rare

Ferrari 250 GT California

Spyder in the 1986 film.

GEAR & GADGETS

LEVEL I
Cruise Control
Because safety features

are often buried in sub-

menus that are difficult

to find, Volvo has made

their Care Key—standard

with all autos starting

with the 2021 model

year—unmissable. Mildly

anxious parents can pro-

gram the traffic-cone-or-

ange key fob to limit a ve-

hicle’s top speed from 31

to 112 mph, the new top

speed for all Volvos.

LEVEL II
Guardian Angel
Hyundai’s subscription-

based Blue Link app

mostly offers features

that adults would want

anyway, like remote

start with climate con-

trol and car finder. But

for your teen driver, it

includes curfew alerts,

excess speed warnings

and a geofence that will

ping the car’s owner if it

steers outside of prede-

termined boundaries.

LEVEL III
Backseat Driver
While the Life360 smart-

phone app can’t stop your

teen from making calls or

speeding, it can let you—

keeper of the keys—know

if, when and where he did

it. It will also report sud-

den stops and rapid ac-

celeration, and can detect

if the driver got into an

accident. And depending

on the subscription plan,

the app can automatically

call for help.

LEVEL IV
Right Up In Their Grille
GM’s Teen Driver set-

tings offer a wide range

of tools to limit what a

high-schooler can do be-

hind the wheel, and track

what she manages to

get away with—which is

nothing until seat belts

are securely fastened.

You can set a maximum

volume for the sound

system, maximum speed

for the car and in some

cases limit the accelera-

tion rate. It even saves a

pin-protected “report

card” of their outings.

LOOK OUT BELOW / WHICH TYPE OF HELICOPTER PARENT ARE YOU?
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Toomuch screen-staring is straining pupils everywhere. A few fixes

Our Eyes Have Had It!

O
N THE PROUD DAY in
1989 when Stacie
Bloom turned 15 and
got her learner’s per-
mit, her father took

her to an empty parking lot and let
her loose piloting his ancient Buick.
“It didn’t have AC. It barely had
power steering,” she recalled. “You
really had to pay attention. You re-
ally needed to be in control.”

GenX-ers like Ms. Bloom were ar-
guably the last generation of teens
who were truly free when they
pulled out of their driveways. Her
parents, she said, might never know
if she were going 60 mph when the
limit was 45. “I would call and check
in, but I could say I was one place,
and be somewhere else—they’d have
no idea.... Not that I would do that.”

For Ms. Bloom’s newly licensed
17-year-old daughter, Callie, disap-
pearing isn’t an option. While cars
are no longer the “suicide machines”
of Springsteen lore, they’re no lon-
ger portals to freedom either. Cal-
lie’s 2019 Hyundai Kona is equipped
with a panoply of features via Hyun-
dai’s subscription-based Blue Link
app that includes speed and curfew
alerts, as well as geofencing, which
can ping Ms. Bloom if Callie crosses
a specified GPS boundary.

If you’ve bought a car in the past
few years there’s a fair chance yours
has similar technology built in.
There is also a fair chance, accord-
ing to two studies from the Insur-
ance Institute for Highway Safety,
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An array of innovative features now makes it easier to control young drivers’ reckless impulses. But is
surveillance tech robbing them of the freedom previous generations felt behind the wheel?

How to Raise a Driven Teenager

that you don’t know about it. Ms.
Bloom didn’t. The first study, from
2018, found that more than a third
of parents who owned a Ford with a
MyKey system were unaware their
car had a feature that can limit a
driver’s top speed and radio volume.

In May, a broader follow-up study
found that info on teen-safety fea-
tures tends to be located deep in car
makers’ websites, and that during
the buying process, most salespeo-
ple only bring these features up if
asked about them directly.

A range of GM vehicles include
“Teen Driver Technology,” which is
triggered by the specific car key you
assign your teen. The feature gener-
ates a pin-protected “report card”
that tallies the times that traction
control and forward collision avoid-
ance braking were employed and
logs the top speed during each ride.
It also requires that seat belts be
fastened for the vehicle to move or
the radio to work and lets you cap
the driver’s speed. If you think your
favorite sophomore resents you
now, toss him a key to your Corvette
without telling him that alerts will
sound when he crosses 45 mph.

All new Mercedes vehicles inte-
grate the Mercedes me connect app,
which like Blue Link offers geofenc-
ing and speed alerts. Meanwhile,
starting with the 2021 model year,
Volvo has made standard its Care
Key—a bright orange fob that can be
coded to limit the car’s top speed to
anything from 31 mph to 112 mph.

If your teen is stuck driving a
faded Dodge Neon, you can still
track her via Life360, an app that
provides real time info about a
user’s whereabouts. Ms Bloom can
peek in any time to track Callie’s
pace and progress and get alerts
when she arrives at dance class.

However, while tech has fully per-
meated driving, learning to drive is
still largely a Luddite affair for a
teen. At Dudley’s Driving Center Inc.
in Newport News, Va., “I still teach
to look over your shoulder,” when
backing up, said Thomas Dudley, Sr.
“Don’t depend on the cameras.”

That’s the attitude Gigi Gatson, a
clinical laboratory scientist in At-
lanta, takes with her son Noah when
he practices in her 2018 Infiniti G70
“I want him to rely on his vision and
his instinct of where other cars are,
looking for blind spots and not
trusting the car’s camera to do the
work.” It’s common sense backed by
research; a December 2019 study by
the AAA Foundation for Traffic
Safety found that tech like lane-keep
assist and adaptive cruise control
can make drivers less attentive.

But while kids chafe against
strictures and surveillance, as al-
ways, some have reached a point of
detente. “I love my car,” said Callie.
“I can always trust it. And if I
needed help, I know my mom
knows where I am anyway.”

Dan Neil is off this week. Rumble
Seat will return in next week’s issue.

A range of GM vehicles
include ‘Teen Driver
Technology,’ which
even generates regular
report cards.
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